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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Fort St. Pierre was a French fort built in 1719 along the Yazoo River near modern-day 

Vicksburg, Mississippi. The area was home to Yazoo, Koroa, and Ofogoula peoples who were 

being courted by British merchants supplying trade goods. Unlike many other French frontier 

forts, this fort was not centered on a religious mission site but instead was intended as a 

commercial settlement. Despite an auspicious start to the Fort St. Pierre community, the 

plantation concessions quickly moved operations south. Only a few French individuals and a 

much reduced military force remained in the Yazoo Bluffs. Fort St. Pierre became an isolated 

outpost that endured privation, sickness, and a lack of supplies until its final destruction after a 

massacre in late 1729. Retribution and subsequent French attacks on the Native groups emptied 

the Yazoo Bluffs region of both colonists and Native inhabitants for close to 100 years.   

The site of Fort St. Pierre was excavated between 1974 and 1977. For this dissertation 

project I used new research questions to re-examine the whole artifact collection and field notes. 

First, I applied a generalizing site assemblage comparison approach using correspondence 

analysis to determine artifact patterning at contemporaneous French and Native forts, villages, 

and settlements throughout the Mississippi River corridor. Second, I applied a more 

individualizing approach to the inhabitants of Fort St. Pierre and their Native neighbors using 

architecture and associated artifacts, historical maps and documents, and firsthand accounts. This 

culminated in a chapter discussing daily life, French and Native interactions, and Fort St. Pierre 

as a failed colonial and sociopolitical endeavor. My project contributes to the field of 
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anthropology by placing the history and events of this fort within the larger narrative of French 

and Native interactions along the Mississippi River corridor, as well as providing a mixed-

methods approach to whole sites and assemblages which results in a more complete picture of 

the past, specifically at the case study site of Fort St. Pierre.  
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GLOSSARY OF FRENCH TERMS 

 

The following French terms appear in this dissertation and are spelled in the manner in 

which they appeared in the documents consulted. The spellings may vary from the modern word 

as it was common to have variable spellings for the same word in documents from the eighteenth 

century.  

 

bastion    stronghold 

baterie des canons    cannon battery   

baton de pavillon  flag pole [flag building] 

boire    to drink 

bousillage    a substance made from a mixture of water, clay and grass, or  

    fibrous material such as Spanish moss, used in architectural  

    plastering  

 

canton des ouvriers  township, community, neighborhood of workers, the term canton  

    was borrowed from the Chinese  

 

casernes/cazernes    barracks    

chapelle     chapel  

chambre   chamber or room 

cheval de frise   an obstacle covered with projecting spikes—in this case pointed  

    tips placed on top of wooden palisade posts 

 

chiffres/chifres  numbers or statistics 

chirurgien   surgeon 
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concession    a grant of rights, land or property from an authority—in this case  

   the French version of an agricultural plantation 

 

Construit   constructed 

corps de garde   guard room, guard house  

cuisine    kitchen 

debarquement   landing, disembarkation or arrival area, Figure 12 

de pièce sur pièce  a construction technique, widely spaced upright beams form walls  

    with intervals filled with hewn horizontal planks or logs (Brown  

    1979a: 142)  

 

Echelle   scale 

Écor/écors   colonial Louisiane term for bluffs 

égout [egoust]   sewer, possibly indicating a latrine on the map  

engagés     indentured servants, sometimes contracted servants  

fleuve    river 

le four    the oven 

goufre    gulf 

habitant    A French or French-Canadian male settler who owned and farmed  

   or gardened on a plot of land 

 

interprette   interpreter  

jardin    garden  

jardinier   gardener   

jeton    metal, coin-like counters or money substitutes, often made for  

   colonies 

 

logement/logis    lodging/house  

m.    abbreviation for maison, house 

M.gr    monseigneur, my lord 
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magazin/magasin    storehouse/warehouse   

maison     house  

maison de l’aumonier  house of the chaplain  

meuriers arbres  mulberry trees 

montagnes   mountains 

offisiers   officers 

ouvriers   workers, Figure 12  

pavillon(s)     in this case—flag (pole), usually means a building used for a  

    specific purpose, detached house, quarters, lodging  

 

pays d’en haut   Literally the upper country, because this region was upriver from  

   the import establishments of New France (Moussette and   

   Waselkov 2013: 331) 

 

Petite Nations    Native ethnic groups with small populations, not linked to   

    confederacies  

 

piastres    metal coin, a piece of eight—in this case Spanish silver    

pont levis    drawbridge   

pôteaux en terre   post-in-earth construction technique, the vertical placement of  

    dressed logs or poles in a foundation, or wall, trench  

 

pôteaux sur sole   post-on-sill construction technique, sills placed on a stone   

    foundation, or  directly on the ground, with subsequent vertical or  

    horizontal placement of logs on top of the sill to form walls  

 

quartiers   quarters, as in housing  

Ravine de cannes  ravine of canes 

redoubt    a fortlet; if temporary, it was an earthwork used in a siege; also  

    could be permanent 

 

rempart   rampart in English, a bulwark, a fortification 

Reservoir d’eau douce fresh water reservoir 
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Rivierre/Riviere  river  

Ruisseau d’eau Nitrée  nitrated stream of water, nitrous water, possibly medicinal if used  

    for bathing, but was the source of the „bad drinking water‟ reported 

    near Fort St. Pierre  

 

terreplein     internal space of a bastion 

toises    unit of measurement, a fathom, considered equal to 6.395 feet   

trace italienne   star fort fortification style, originated in Italy during age of   

    gunpowder  

 

voitures   vehicles, transports   

voyageur   migratory traveler, in Canada—a person who is an expert boatman, 

    especially one employed by fur companies to transport supplies to  

    and from their distant stations.  

 

Yachoux/Yasous/Yazoux the Yazoos, or the Yazoo Native group 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 In North America, the colony of French Louisiane was established in A. D. 1699, long 

after the French had arrived in present-day Canada (Moussette and Waselkov 2013:Chapitre 1 

and 3). Originally Louisiane encompassed most of the southeastern coast and the lower 

Mississippi River area. Then in 1717 the Illinois Country, which stretched between the western 

Great Lakes south along the Mississippi River, was officially appended to the colony (Gums 

1988:16). The main thoroughfare of this expansive colony was the Mississippi River, and along 

its corridor stretched a series of French forts and villages, often situated near Native villages 

(Gums 1988; Pénicaut in McWilliams 1988).  

 All of these places created a network of interrelated settlements that both competed for 

and shared supplies and trade items (Brown 1979a:79; Moussette and Waselkov 2013:331). Fort 

St. Pierre is a unique site for examining the complex cultural milieu of the time and the 

competition between European and Native populations, as it was essentially a failed colonial 

endeavor. The French Yazoo Bluffs settlement never lived up to its potential and its slow demise 

began before the settlement was ever fully realized, culminating in violent events that left the 

area virtually empty for the next hundred years.  

 Despite records of this dramatic event, the historical documents are mostly silent about 

Fort St. Pierre, especially in accounting for the daily life of the soldiers and other inhabitants, 
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both French and Native, of the Yazoo Bluffs region. Placing this fort within the history of the 

larger complex of French frontier forts is one aim of my dissertation research.     

  Part of the larger goals of historical archaeology is to illuminate the lives of those not 

usually recorded by history. The white male French Marine is not the first person to come to 

mind when discussing forgotten people of the colonial era; but like later Industrial era factory 

workers, the French Marine was a cog in the royal colonial wheel, and as an illiterate soldier 

trapped in a deadly land there is little known about his experiences on the frontier. Though not 

traditionally seen as disenfranchised, the French Marines sent to Louisiane were generally not 

allowed to leave the New World, and were forced to endure a life of extreme hardship and toil, 

often into old age and usually through illness. The story of these men is just as valid as the other 

stories that researchers are endeavoring to tell, for the reason of challenging taken-for-granted 

ideas about the past. These include ideas such as: though the common soldier and local Native 

groups may have had personal interactions and acted as allies, the material culture of these folks 

was not homogenous; that the influx of European settlers dominated the landscape and squashed 

out Native life-ways; and finally, that guns and cannons created a power imbalance that could 

not be overcome.     

 In regards to colonial Louisiane, the everyday life of the soldier and his myriad 

experiences on the frontier are poorly discussed in primary documents. These are aspects of fort 

life in which historical archaeology can greatly contribute new information, specifically through 

the intersection of material possessions, their context within the built environment, and use of 

historical documents. I examine daily life using two methods and with Fort St. Pierre as a case 

study site in comparison to other forts and settlements in the colony. 
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 My approach to the historical archaeology of this project tries to bridge the gap of 

unresolved tension between more general comparative approaches and more specific artifact- or 

historic person-driven individualized approaches. To do this, I first use a statistical comparative 

approach to French and Native artifact assemblages from contemporaneous sites in order to 

illuminate a general French colonial pattern, and then to examine this pattern specifically at Fort 

St. Pierre. Second I contrast the importance and unique circumstances of this fort to larger 

general cultural patterns by taking what I call an individualized historical archaeology approach 

to Fort St. Pierre. I contribute to the fort‟s individual story by using a combination of artifact 

information, architecture and architectural changes over time, historic maps and documents, and 

first person accounts. The following are my research questions for this project: 

1) Is it possible to characterize whole artifact assemblages, and if so, what does this 

 characterization look like? 

2) How does Fort St. Pierre‟s artifact assemblage compare to contemporaneous French forts, 

 homesteads, and settlements, as well as to Native village sites? 

3) What does comparing whole site assemblages tell us about life and activities at these sites?  

4) What does this comparison reveal about life and activities at Fort St. Pierre? 

5) Using the artifact assemblage and excavated feature information, in conjunction with other 

 sources of information, can a picture of daily life at Fort St. Pierre be reconstructed? 

6) Using the methods of archaeology and ethnohistory, can the sociopolitical milieu of Fort St. 

 Pierre with its Native neighbors be reconstructed?   

7) How does this study contribute to the field of French Colonial Archaeology specifically and to 

 the field of Historical Archaeology generally?  
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 To address these questions, this dissertation project uses the site of Fort St. Pierre, 

introduced below, as a case study site for analyzing how the intersection of material possessions 

and the built environment, in combination with historical documents, can inform us of the daily 

lives and interactions between the French and their Native neighbors. Reviewing the archaeology 

and the artifacts of this fort can position its history beneath the overarching themes of French and 

English colonial endeavors and sociopolitical machinations, as well as giving voices to the 

voiceless French Marine regulars and neighboring Native men and women.    

 I first compare the whole artifact assemblage from Fort St. Pierre to contemporaneous 

French forts, French settlements and homesteads, and Native villages, looking for any 

differences and/or similarities in assemblage composition to ascertain if there is ethnic and/or 

regional variability. I also investigate if any general patterns, such as “French”, “Native”, or “fort 

versus homestead” can be observed using correspondence analysis and other statistical 

techniques. Next I review historical accounts and maps related to Fort St. Pierre in conjunction 

with the architectural and artifactual evidence to create an occupational history of the site. I 

consider how the available data provides information regarding the daily lives of the fort 

inhabitants in the early eighteenth century, and then I briefly investigate the sociopolitical 

situation that led to the attack on the fort and its ultimate demise.       

 The site of Fort St. Pierre (1719-1729), was established at the confluence of the Yazoo 

and Mississippi rivers near present-day Vicksburg, Mississippi (Brown 1979a:1). At the time 

Fort St. Pierre was built, the principal Native groups living in the Lower Yazoo River region 

were the Yazoo, Koroa, and Ofogoula (Brown 1979a: 64; Charlevoix 1763:309). In his travel 

journal, Jesuit Father Charlevoix reported to the French that these groups were friendly with 

English traders and the Chickasaws, and he saw this English friendship as dangerous to French 
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interests (Charlevoix 1763:309). This incursion by the English into what was viewed as French 

territory was most likely the impetus for building Fort St. Pierre (Brown 1979a:78-79), as French 

officials were keen to create allies of all Native groups living on and around the Mississippi 

River (Pénicaut in McWilliams 1988:122, 165, 182, 206, 217).  

 At the outset investors and political officials had high hopes for Fort St. Pierre and the 

Yazoo Bluffs region. A large contingent of troops was sent there and several private individuals 

and companies invested in nearby land to establish concessions. However, reports of bad soil, 

water, and health likely contributed to the abandonment of these concessions and the eventual 

reduction in numbers of troops stationed at this post (Brown 1979a:82-84).   

 Fort St. Pierre came to a dramatic demise in December 1729 when Yazoo and Koroa 

warriors attacked the fort killing almost all of the approximately 25 French residents (Brown 

1979a:89-93; Le Petit 1950:18, 21, 37, 42). As a consequence of the fort being destroyed, the 

Yazoo and Koroa moved away but continued fighting the French and their Native allies for 

several more years (Brown 1979a:96). The Ofogoula moved south to Natchez and settled near 

the rebuilt Fort Rosalie. The region around Fort St. Pierre was essentially abandoned for roughly 

100 years. Subsequent land use at the site included an 18-month Civil War camp and, later, 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century construction of a road, railroad, and bridge approach (Brown 

1979a:163). Vegetation encroached on the site, and the fort remains were thought to have fallen 

off the bluff cliff. 

 However, archaeological explorations in 1974 confirmed intact eighteenth-century 

remains. Extensive horizontal excavations were conducted from 1975 through 1977 by the 

Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH), with the main personnel being 

William Wright from the MDAH archaeology staff and Ian W. Brown, who was a graduate 
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student at Brown University and affiliated with Harvard University‟s Lower Mississippi Survey. 

The 1974-76 excavations, plus those of multiple nearby sites, were the subject of a 1979 doctoral 

dissertation by Brown, in which he endeavored to investigate material acculturation of Native 

groups between the earlier French missionary period and the later French trader period 

throughout the Yazoo Bluffs region. Brown presented this fort information at several 

conferences and by 1977 the Fort St. Pierre artifact assemblage was stored at MDAH in Jackson, 

Mississippi. Despite Brown‟s publications on the topic (see Brown 1976, 1987, 1979b, and 

1979c), this fort once again passed into relative obscurity, and is not often mentioned or cited in 

discussions of French Colonial Louisiane.  

 In 2012, the whole assemblage was loaned from MDAH to this researcher at the 

University of Alabama for re-examination with new research questions and methods. Using 

correspondence analysis as the main statistical technique, supported by cluster analysis and 

ordering in the manner of Clouse (1996), this dissertation characterizes the Fort St. Pierre 

assemblage, including the 1977 artifacts, and compares and contrasts it to other 

contemporaneous French forts, settlements, and homesteads to investigate early eighteenth-

century artifact patterning. Contemporaneous Native village sites also serve for comparison here, 

as French forts and settlements did not operate in isolation, but instead were exchanging 

materials and foodstuffs with local, and even far-flung, Native groups. Accordingly, a study of 

assemblages and what comprises them must examine both sites of material goods distribution 

and sites of material goods deposition. The inclusion of Native village sites also will provide an 

index of the degree of material culture exchange, adaptation, and transculturation between 

French settlers and Native people.  
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 It is argued in this dissertation that each site is much more than its appellation of 

“village”, “fort”, “settlement”, “town”, or “homestead.” The events and stories of each site that 

gave rise to its material assemblage need to be examined individually, because each story is 

unique. Yet, it is only through a comparison to other French sites that this uniqueness is revealed. 

Additionally, artifacts must be considered in their depositional context. As this dissertation 

reveals, the placing of artifacts into only one functional category limits the reality of how items 

were used in myriad ways by different people in colonial times. This variety to the material 

culture of the fort complex and its associated buildings, is examined through the case study site 

of Fort St. Pierre.  

 Although Fort St. Pierre was a part of the Natchez Revolt that pitted Native peoples 

against French residents, it has been an often-neglected component of academic investigations. 

Little is known about the political and socioeconomic entanglements of the various Native 

groups involved in attacking this fort. Fort St. Pierre also represents Crozat‟s and John Law‟s 

failed attempts at commercial success within the colony.  

 This fort in the Yazoo Bluffs may seem like a sleepy back-water post, but in actuality it 

was a dynamic place, with settlers arriving, leaving, dying; enterprises being built and 

abandoned; missionaries passing through and passing away; changes to the military companies 

assigned there; physical changes to the fort‟s layout on at least three occasions; and hints at small 

and large scale interactions with the neighboring Yazoo, Koroa, Ofogoula, and roving 

Chickasaw. Because colonial and contact forces were played out on the stage that was Fort St. 

Pierre, its history and archaeology are stories worth revisiting. Discussing this history provides 

an opportunity to present several viewpoints—those of the Natives, the Louisiana French, French 

officials, and disenfranchised people such as servants and slaves, and the Marines themselves. 
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With our current dynamic world and constant intercultural contact, the stories and lessons of Fort 

St. Pierre can contribute information on a little-regarded segment of the past that can be used to 

inform the present.     

 Chapter 2 reviews past approaches to colonial sites and assemblages. Chapter 3 of this 

dissertation briefly covers the history of the sites considered in this analysis and provides 

background on excavations conducted at each site. Chapter 4 introduces the history of the French 

colonization of the Mississippi River corridor, the background on the Louisiane sites used in the 

comparisons, and the site of Fort St. Pierre. Chapter 5 presents the methods used, while Chapter 

6 presents the statistical results followed by an in-depth analysis of the assemblage comparisons, 

at which time the assemblage for Fort St. Pierre specifically is considered. Chapter 7 examines 

the historical maps depicting Fort St. Pierre, which leads to a full discussion in Chapter 8 of the 

fort‟s architectural remains and changes over time. The combination of all of the above data 

progresses into a discussion in Chapter 9 of the daily life of the fort‟s inhabitants, and the 

sociopolitical situations that culminated in the attack on Fort St. Pierre. Finally, in Chapter 10, I 

summarize my conclusions, present the contributions of this study, and discuss possibilities for 

future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

APPROACHES TO THE HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF COLONIAL AMERICA 

 

 Recently, Paul Shackel (2013: 1) stated that “the power of narrative lies in its ability to 

actively shape the representations of the past that form collective memory.” Historical 

archaeology often counters that narrative and demonstrates both to fellow researchers and to the 

general public that there are alternate stories and personal histories that need to be told (Atalay 

2010:62,69; Lightfoot 2006:280-281,287-288; Little 2007:43,45-46). One such narrative that is 

slow to die out is the idea that in New World colonialism the Europeans were the actors and the 

Native peoples they encountered were the audience—the receivers of those acts. Historical 

archaeology is contributing to the demise of this deeply entrenched narrative by giving voice to 

voiceless colonials—European, African, Caribbean, and Native. It is uniquely positioned to 

study the colonial process by accessing a wide variety of sources from multiple disciplines, such 

as written documents, maps, journals, artifactual assemblages and architectural features. The 

remainder of this chapter will review the theory and methods used by past researchers to evaluate 

whole artifact assemblages.   

 Currently there exist large artifact assemblages with which to tell the story of the colonial 

inhabitants of the New World. Theories and methods for the analysis of these assemblages fall 

into two technique categories: those that use the whole assemblage and how it compares to other 

sites in order to ask broad anthropological questions; and those that tell more complicated stories 

of identity formation and malleability, cross-cultural exchange, and the performance of daily life 

on the colonial frontier. Researchers employing this second type of analysis usually focus on a 
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few key or unusual artifacts to make their point. The two techniques have different research 

approaches, methods, and conclusions but, as I discuss below, they also can be used together.  

 This dissertation project strives to bridge these two techniques by using whole artifact 

assemblages to characterize sites, using first modern statistical techniques, and then second, 

taking a more ethnohistorical approach to analyzing the case study site of Fort St. Pierre. 

Because this project begins with the method of utilizing whole site assemblages for comparative 

purposes, the literature pertinent to this approach will predominantly be reviewed in this chapter, 

with other techniques discussed where needed.   

 

Addressing Whole Assemblages through Patterns  

 One way to analyze an archaeological site is through the science of archaeology. Stanley 

South is an adherent to creating and using a scientific method at colonial sites. He introduced his 

approach in Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology (1977), where he urged researchers to 

use raw artifact counts to describe their artifact assemblages. South took a harsh view of 

researchers who did not employ his statistical approach: “Historical archaeology is caught in the 

wave of an archaeological revolution in theory, method, and research design leading toward 

archaeological science. Archaeologists must either ride the crest of the scientific wave or „wipe 

out,‟ falling victim to the internalized, particularistic undertow” (South 1977a:262).  

 South‟s idea was that colonists from the same parent country would have shared cultural 

views about material items. These shared cultural ideas would manifest themselves in a site‟s 

artifact assemblage and in the deposition pattern of the site. The combination of distinct material 

items and their deposition pattern could then be a mathematically predictable marker of national 

tendency (or ethnicity, as the term is currently used). This national marker could then be used in 
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two ways. First, this mathematical pattern could be applied to assemblages from sites of known 

ethnicity. If a mathematical deviation from the established ethnic pattern was observed during 

this comparison, South stated that this would then indicate activity areas or specialized uses for 

the site. Second, when excavating a site with unknown national (or ethnic) occupation, various 

national patterns could be applied to determine the nationality of the occupants (South 1977a:77, 

83, 85, 120, 125, 189).   

 South created his national patterns in the following manner—first he tallied up counts for 

each type of artifact recovered. Next, he placed each artifact type into larger artifact categories 

such as Activities and Clothing. Then he summed all of the counts and calculated relative 

frequencies (relative percents) for each artifact category. He repeated this process for several 

sites with known and shared national inhabitants, creating relative percents for each existing 

artifact category. He next compared the results for sites with specific nationalities, looking for 

the extent of variation. If the relative percentages for artifact categories fell neatly into a small 

variation, he regarded this as a mathematically defined archaeological pattern composed of 

empirical artifact profiles. If the relative percent for an artifact class at a site seemed to be an 

outlier percent when compared to other sites, then it was considered indicative of special 

activities or an activity area.  

 South calculated the range for each artifact category by using an equation that included 

the percent mean of each artifact group, the two-tailed < t > distribution number acquired from a 

standard statistical table, the standard deviation for the artifact group (calculated using a standard 

equation) and, finally, the number of sites that were used in the overall pattern formation process. 

In this way assemblages from other sites could be directly compared to the established pattern 

(1977a:70, 93-112, 141-163).    
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 Stanley South (1977a:9) had a definite vision for the future of archaeology. He stated that 

the field of archaeology needed to become more scientific, “as a way of approaching data for the 

purpose of abstracting answers to questions.” With this in mind, South (1977a:10) directly 

criticized Ivor Noël Hume for concentrating on specific events, dates, individuals, and things. 

South (1977a:10) urged researchers to move beyond artifact identification to instead focus on 

evaluating ideas about cultural processes, on specifying laws for such processes and, on 

explaining the existence of patterned regularity. He went on to say that, “we can have no science 

without pattern recognition, and pattern cannot be refined without quantification” (South 

1977a:25), hence his promotion of the counting of artifacts.  

 South used this process to establish several Patterns discussed in his 1977 book. Two 

main patterns he promoted are the Carolina Pattern and the Frontier Pattern. In creating the 

Carolina Pattern, South was looking for universal British colonial household activity artifact 

groups. These artifact groups would be seen in the archaeological record as a result of the 

assumption that a British family coming to the New World in the eighteenth century would bring 

a basic set of behavioral modes, attitudes, and associated artifacts with them (South 1977a:85-

86). South used five Carolina sites that varied over time and space to create his Carolina Pattern. 

First he separated artifacts from these sites into group categories based on function. For each 

category he created a total and a relative percentage. These percentages were next compared to 

the percentages calculated for each site and the extent, or span, of variation was examined. The 

percentages that fell neatly into a small variation spread were used to create the Carolina Pattern. 

If the variation from one site was thought to be too large, South (1977a:103) interpreted this as 

indicating a specialized activity area within the archaeological record. In the Carolina Pattern, 

the kitchen group makes up over half of the artifacts recovered from the sites compared. The 
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architecture group makes up about 20 percent, and the remaining artifact groups  (furniture, 

arms, clothing, personal, tobacco pipes, and activities) make up the remaining 25 percent of the 

pattern ranges (South 1977a:103).  

 To create the Frontier Pattern, South (1977a:141) used the five sites from the Carolina 

Pattern and added four more sites located from as far away as Newfoundland and Florida. The 

four new sites had artifact group relative percentages that were the inverse of the Carolina 

Pattern in regards to the kitchen and architecture groups (South 1977a:143). The results for these 

four sites South then used to create the Frontier Pattern. South explained the high volume of 

architectural items as a by-product of frontier-style architecture. He explained the low volume of 

kitchen items, such as glass vessels and imported ceramics, as possibly being due to a site‟s 

location far from the supply source (South 1977a:146).  

 The point of his work was that these established household patterns that now could now 

be used by other archaeologists to determine adherence to the patterns, with any deviations from 

specific national household patterns indicating something unusual happening at the site, such as 

activity areas. Nationality of the site‟s occupants could be determined, if this previously was not 

known.       

 South (1977a:31) thought, “The key to understanding culture process lies in pattern 

recognition”. This statement seems to hold true when discussing predictive behavior of people 

across time and space, but in his 1977 book, South was trying to link patterned behavior to 

national identity, and this may be where his “call-to-arms” fell apart. Though there may be some 

national (or ethnic) differences readily apparent in historical sites, it seems that these differences 

become dangerous generalizations that are proven false when sites, their histories, and their 

artifacts are considered individually.  
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 Stanley South certainly stirred the pot of discussions on approaches to theory and 

methods used at colonial sites and his arguments inspired other researchers to apply his 

techniques to their own work.  

 

Other Pattern Users 

 A few years after South introduced his pattern method, Michael Forsman and Joseph 

Gallo (1979) applied it to a series of late eighteenth- through early nineteenth-century Western 

Canadian fur trading sites. They stated that archaeology had much to contribute to recognizing 

broad historical themes and cultural processes (Forsman and Gallo 1979:238). They argued that 

in order to uncover broad cultural themes and processes, research designs needed to be created 

that address the archaeological remains of several sites at once. The authors thought that 

statistics could assist in this task. They noted that previous archaeological reports in the 

Canadian West rarely provided, “analyses, syntheses of analyses, and interpretation” (Forsman 

and Gallo 1979:239), and they set out to attempt to correct this deficiency. The authors suggested 

the creation of an Early Fur Trade Pattern in the style of Stanley South. They started by using 

only sites in the region where more than 1,000 artifacts were recovered. As with South, they next 

created a standard method of categorizing the artifacts discussed in different field reports. Like 

my dissertation project, Forsman and Gallo (1979:242) did not re-examine all of the artifacts 

used, but instead utilized published reports. These researchers had some difficulties finding 

enough sites to use in their comparison.  

 Their statistical approach consisted of, “tabulating the frequencies and percentages of 

artifacts in each group for the total site sample” (Forsman and Gallo 1979:243). By averaging the 

artifact category totals between the six sites used, the authors were able to establish a site-type 
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pattern. Their pattern proved to be different from South‟s Carolina and Frontier patterns 

(Forsman and Gallo 1979:243). In fact, when these researchers submitted South‟s Carolina and 

Frontier patterns to a correlation coefficient test to examine significance, they found that 

statistically the Carolina and Frontier patterns are not two distinct patterns. They clarified this 

result by explaining that they could be viewed as distinct patterns if “one examined the specific 

artifact group differences as South has done” (Forsman and Gallo 1979:247). Their Canadian 

West Early Fur Trade Pattern was statistically distinct from both of South‟s patterns (Forsman 

and Gallo 1979:243, 247).  

 For the six sites examined by Forsman and Gallo, the Clothing group (or category) had 

the highest frequency due to a large presence of beads. Conversely, the Furniture group, the 

Kitchen group, and the Architecture group all had lower frequencies than those seen by South on 

the East Coast (Forsman and Gallo 1979:247). The researchers concluded that this was a result of 

temporary establishments meant to extract products from the region, as opposed to a concerted 

effort to settle the area (Forsman and Gallo 1979:250). They summarized by saying that this 

pattern could be indicative of a single cultural phenomenon (Forsman and Gallo 1979:250).      

 A variation to this approach was taken by Ian W. Brown in his 1979 article, where he 

examined the European artifacts recovered from the Yazoo Bluffs region of Mississippi from 

two different Native occupation sites, Portland and Lockguard, to two French sites, Fort St. 

Pierre and the contemporaneous Lonely Frenchman site, thought to be the homestead of the 

fort‟s interpreter. He accomplished this by placing the artifacts from all of the sites into 

functional groups, which revealed differences between the two Native sites that were 

hypothesized to have been occupied at different phases of French interaction in the area (Brown 

1979b:148). Brown (1979b:148) continued by saying the Lockguard site artifacts more closely 
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resembled those recovered from contemporaneous French sites, as opposed to artifacts recovered 

from the Portland site. As early as his introduction section, Brown (1979b:184) warned about the 

use of functional categories in the European sense as a measure of sociocultural change within 

Native groups, as this procedure, “ignores the fact that Indians generally employed European 

merchandise in many different ways.” Here he directly addressed the reductionist issues with the 

method of creating and using strict categories for artifacts recovered from a variety of 

depositional locales. Around the same time Jeffrey Brain (1979:33) was warning against a one-

to-one “functional continuity from a donor culture to a recipient culture”. These sentiments were 

reiterated by Brain (1988:5) in Tunica Archaeology, and have been echoed by many subsequent 

researchers.   

 Brown (1979b:152) used the Stanley South functional categories for his analysis of the 

four sites discussed in the article. The earlier occupied Portland site was distinguished from the 

other two French sites and the later Lockguard Native site by artifacts in the following 

categories: Kitchen group, which included European glass vessels and ceramics; Architecture 

group, with a high volume of wrought iron nails; and the Arms group, which represented trade 

guns and gun parts (Brown 1979b:152). Glass beads in the Clothing group figured more 

prominently at the two Native sites versus the two French sites. Brown (1979b:152-153) saw this 

fact as an effect of trading beads out of the French source site, and into the Native deposition 

sites. Brown (1979b:153) noted an increase in glass vessels, European ceramics, and iron nails at 

Lockguard as opposed to Portland, and cited this as evidence of sociocultural change due to 

interaction with the fort‟s inhabitants.  

 Importantly, Brown noted the straight and possibly unused condition of the wrought iron 

nails recovered from Lockguard, which contrasts with the bent and badly used condition of nails 
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from the fort. Initially Brown (1979b:154) questioned the state of these nails, but discovered in 

primary documents from the French period that Native peoples in the wider region often used 

nails as an item of torture, and that nails were very rarely adopted for construction purposes by 

Native peoples. This situation seems to apply directly to the nails found at the Lockguard site, 

and prompted Brown (1979b:154) to again caution about misinterpreting items based solely on 

their intended European use. He listed unintended uses for items such as guns, bottle glass, and 

glass beads. He concluded with the warning: “in dealing with European materials on historic 

aboriginal sites, one must be extremely careful not to attribute Western European values and 

functions to recovered materials” (Brown 1979b:154). This warning expresses the difficulty I 

had in trying to categorize items recovered from Native village sites, and from sites that were co-

occupied by both French and Native people, a situation that will be discussed in Chapter 5, the 

Methods chapter.                 

 The warnings proposed by Brown were part of a growing trend in Historical Archaeology 

and several reviews came out after the 1979 publication by Forsman and Gallo critiquing their 

methods, statistics, and conclusions. In a 1983 article, Forsman (1983:71) responded to some of 

this criticism. He acknowledged problems collecting data in the manner employed, saying: “I 

definitely had no illusions about the problems and differences between individual fort sites, but 

certainly believed that there were overriding and broader dimensions to the early fur trade in 

northwestern North America”. In order to complete his analysis, Forsman (1983:75) had to 

redefine the Early Fur Trade Artifact Pattern for the region, changing his formula from South‟s 

by increasing representation in the Architecture and Arms artifact categories, and by reducing the 

Clothing category by about 10 per cent. Forsman (1983:75) concluded that his “new pattern was 

still found to be unrelated to either of South‟s patterns.” Yet this difference did not bother 
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Forsman (1983:75), who explained that the artifact complexes from either side of the continent 

“are indicative of different phenomena with significant implications for interpreting man‟s past 

behavior.”  

 Forsman stated that one of the best aspects of using categories is South‟s avoidance of a 

Trade Goods category in favor of categories that express long-term item use, as opposed to short-

term item exchange. Forsman (1983:77) said he could easily classify the artifact data that he used 

in his analysis, although he created “deviant groups” of Personal items and Tobacco items at two 

of the sites he examined. Forsman (1983:77) suggested that these deviant groups “may partly be 

a reflection of activities being particularly emphasized at these sites, while they were not 

emphasized at other sites.” The idea that predominant artifact categories reflect everyday 

behavior is a partial basis for interpreting the data from tests in this dissertation project.  

 Forsman (1983:79) continued by saying that the value of his work was that the sites he 

compared really did have similar artifact profiles, indicative of a larger cultural behavior that is 

patterned. Part of the purpose of his work was to address the “broader phenomenon of the fur 

trade, particularly as a material culture system” (Forsman 1983:80). In order to do this, he 

explained that archaeology had to move from being particular to being general in its approach 

(Forsman 1983:80). In his final conclusions, Forsman (1983:85) explained that the value of his 

study was proving that the material culture of establishing settlements and colonies was rather 

different from the material culture of traders and explorers looking for new lands and new 

peoples.     

 Also in 1983, Donald Heldman examined a late colonial British farm site in Michigan 

possibly owned by the fur trader John Askin. Due to the site‟s later ownership by a French 

immigrant family in the late 1800s, the site was confusingly named the French Farm Lake Site 
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(20EM57) after the name of the lake in Emmet County (Heldman 1983:10). Heldman 

incorporated Stanley South‟s pattern methods in his analysis of the site. In the abstract, Heldman 

(1983) stated that the artifact assemblage from this site, “is at variance with the Carolina and 

Frontier patterns generally associated with British settlements in North America, but is 

remarkably similar to a „deviant‟ artifact pattern known from a British occupation of the 

Hepburn-Reonalds House in Brunswick Town, North Carolina.” In analyzing his assemblage, 

Heldman (1983:45) explained that, “certain groups of selected artifact types presumed to reflect 

specific behavior or human activities show frequency similarities” at both French Farm Lake and 

at the nearby site of Fort Michilimackinac. This was important, Heldman (1983:45) claimed, 

because it suggested, “that at least some behavior patterns in late British times are alike at both 

the fort and the farm.”  

 Heldman (1983:45) listed the artifact groups he employed at both Fort Michilimackinac 

and French Farm Lake that reflect behavior as: kitchen activities, use of firearms, British military 

activities, personal adornment and dress, tobacco smoking, building and demolition or 

architectural activities, cottage industries, and international trade and logistics. To make a 

comparison between the two sites, Heldman also used relative percents for the whole 

assemblages. Due to his analysis, Heldman (1983:69) concluded that, “French Farm Lake served 

as a farm-to-market supplier for the late British garrison of soldiers, traders, merchants, and their 

families living at the fort [Fort Michilimackinac] between 1774 and 1781.”  

 Like the authors mentioned above, Heldman (1983:71) had difficulty placing artifacts 

into only one use-category. For instance, he placed necklace and seed beads into the trade 

category, but noted that other authors placed these items into a clothing category. In the end, the 

author was pleased with the results of his analysis, saying that the statistical similarities and 
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differences seen in the relative frequencies between the two sites conformed to what he expected 

from a farm that was owned by a wealthy British planter (Heldman 1983:72). Heldman next 

compared the French Farm Lake assemblage to the patterns established by Stanley South for 

British homesteads. Heldman summarized South‟s assumptions for nationality thusly, “South 

means that artifacts found as refuse surrounding a British house site reflect not only the kinds of 

activities carried on in the house but also the norms of British culture generally throughout the 

colonial world. And further, that household behavior dictated by custom varied by nationality in 

colonial times” (Heldman 1983:73). The outcome was that Heldman‟s assemblage was, “at 

variance with the Carolina Pattern” (1983:74).  

 Next Heldman compared the French Farm Lake assemblage to South‟s Frontier Pattern. 

This pattern was also at variance to the Farm Lake assemblage. One wonders why at this point 

Heldman did not dismiss the usefulness of South‟s patterns, because he had mostly disproven 

viable repetition of the pattern process. What Heldman did discover was that the French Farm 

Lake assemblage was quite similar to a partial assemblage recovered by South from the back of 

the Hepburn-Reonalds house site. Heldman (1983:77) explained that, “the pattern for both sites 

may suggest a similar and hitherto unknown configuration is present at both” of the sites. On the 

other hand, I suspect the results may have been a bit skewed because here Heldman compared a 

whole site to one small (activity) area associated with a house in a very different locale.           

 Heldman then turned his attention to specific remains from Fort Michilimackinac. He had 

previously excavated at this fort and noted that his data recovered from a garden-lined street 

conformed to Forsman‟s 1979 and 1983 Early Fur Trade Pattern for the period 1769-1821 

(Heldman 1983:77). This adherence of the street artifacts to Forsman‟s Early Fur Trade Pattern 

seems odd to me, because Forsman twice concluded that his pattern was for temporary trading 
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establishments, whereas Fort Michilimackinac was a long term habitation site, and a full-time 

trading establishment.    

 When Heldman compared the French Farm Lake collection to Forsman‟s pattern, the 

French Farm Lake data were at variance to this pattern. Heldman (1983:77) explained this 

discrepancy by saying that the French Farm Lake site needed further excavations, especially of 

buildings and their associated refuse, before a test of significance could be completed. Overall, 

Heldman seemed satisfied with the application of this method to the two sites he examined, but I 

am not convinced it was an effective way to describe the interplay between the two sites.     

 In 1991, Edward Safiran examined the Louvier Site (11R313) at Prairie de Rocher, 

Illinois. Portions of the site were in danger of being destroyed by construction and two weeks of 

fieldwork involved controlled surface collection of artifacts and the excavation of several test 

trenches through the plowzone. Twelve subsurface features were indentified during this process 

(Safiran 1991:126). The Louvier Site was a French village site with a population that began to 

grow larger in 1752 (Safiran 1991:124). To organize the archaeological data, Safiran (1991:127) 

used the same functional artifact categories as South. At the outset, Safiran (1991:127) discussed 

the fact that he was trying to apply South‟s categories created for East Coast sites to an Illinois 

site. Safiran (1991:127-128) chose to use South‟s methods to attempt to move, “beyond mere 

description” of the high volume of artifacts recovered from the site. Like South, Safiran used 

relative percentages and the grand total of artifacts to determine how this site fit into the 

prescribed South patterns. He utilized the Cahokia Wedge site (11S743), located within the 

village of French Cahokia, examined by Bonnie L. Gums (1988) as a comparison site from the 

region.  
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 Safiran‟s (1991:128) data demonstrated that the two Illinois sites were dominated by 

architectural items, while South‟s Carolina sites were dominated by kitchen items. He explained 

this difference as reflecting the difficulty in getting ceramics up the Mississippi River, a trip that 

could take four to six months (Safiran 1991:129). I wonder if it was more of a case of hand 

wrought nails or raw iron taking precedence over kitchen items in transport vessels? Additionally 

the Illinois sites had a high percentage of Arms Group artifacts, which Safiran (1991:129) said, 

“reflects the importance of firearms to the everyday life of the people of the Illinois Country.”   

 Safiran analyzed the European ceramics recovered by comparing the Louvier Site to the 

Laurens site (11R125), one of the permutations of Fort de Chartres reported by Jelks, et al. 

(1989). He explained that the military fort had a higher percentage of porcelain and, therefore, 

had a higher standard of living than did the agricultural inhabitants of the Illinois Country 

villages (Safiran 1991:130). Lastly, Safiran (1991:129-130) observed that no items traditionally 

labeled as Trade Goods, such as beads, tinkling cones, and copper and glass ornaments were 

recovered from the Louvier site; whereas there were many such items recovered from French 

Cahokia. Instead of attributing this difference to differential recovery methods, Safiran 

(1991:129-130) said it was French Cahokia‟s origins as both a mission and a fur trading site, 

versus the agricultural origin of the Louvier site, which explained the presence of these trade 

items within the archaeological record. 

 In his chapter, Safiran moved beyond the discussion of creating artifact patterns and the 

logistics of doing so into a deeper interpretive discussion of site formation, site use, and site 

identity on the frontier. Using South‟s technique he was able to illuminate similarities and 

differences between local sites and provided explanations for these differences. In essence, he 

achieved his goal of moving beyond artifact description.  
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 The authors examined above are just a few examples of the early attempts at applying 

South‟s patterns to colonial and/or frontier sites. Also in 1977 South was the editor of a volume, 

Research Strategies in Historical Archaeology, in which each contributor discussed his/her own 

theory and approach to using patterns as a means of interpreting New World sites.  

 

Post-Processual Approaches to Assemblages 

 As Historical Archaeology matured into a field unto itself, largely in part to the students 

of James Deetz, the use of statistics and patterns to interpret colonial sites fell out of frequent 

use. In his critique of Forsman and Gallo‟s 1979 article, Marc Stevenson (1983:67) described 

human culture as a “complex multivariate process.” Little did he know it would take complex 

multivariate statistics to make sense out of South‟s use of artifact categories and inter-site 

comparisons. This multivariate approach to archaeology was used in 1996 by Robert Clouse to 

examine the American military establishment Fort Snelling, located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Clouse (1996:34) wanted to create a model that would explain the heterogeneity of building 

function over time through an analysis of the variability of the distribution of artifacts, deposits, 

and features at the fort site. He hoped that observed variability also would reflect social 

distinctions (Clouse 1996:34). To create his model, Clouse employed the multivariate test called 

correspondence analysis, which grouped Fort Snelling‟s buildings by related artifact groups or 

categories. This allowed Clouse to determine similar functional uses for the buildings. He 

explained that the physical proximity seen in the resulting correspondence analysis graph 

indicated the closeness of association of the artifact assemblage he investigated (Clouse 

1996:616). He then used cluster analysis to confirm his correspondence analysis results, and 
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described cluster analysis as, “useful in disentangling complex patterns of variation” (Clouse 

1996:36).  

 Clouse (1999:666) explained that correspondence analysis is “exploratory in nature and 

descriptive in its display of results rather than analytical…” but that, “the results do however 

provide significant direction for interpreting the archaeological record.” Also, he stated that this 

method was ideal for comparing a large amount of data because this test was able to deal with 

both frequency data and the absence of data (zero values) for some cases (Clouse 1999:96).  

 Clouse emphasized that the benefit of correspondence analysis was the transformation of 

rows and columns of data into a visual display that can then be interpreted by the researcher. He 

explained how correspondence analysis works: “Correspondence Analysis produces a graphical 

display of the rows and columns of a data matrix illustrating clusters within the rows and within 

the columns and the association between them. …The method attempts to obtain a tangible view 

of multidimensional reality by a reduction of dimensions so that it may, for instance, be 

represented on a piece of paper” (Clouse 1999:97). In other words, when starting with say, an 

Excel spreadsheet containing a list of sites, a list of artifact categories, and the relative 

percentages of the artifacts per category per site, the test of correspondence analysis investigates 

the relationships between all of this data. The result of this investigation can then be shown on a 

two-dimensional graphic which is easier to interpret than tests that require three-dimensional 

graphics.  

 Clouse (1999:98) continued by saying that this technique focuses on the connections 

between grouped objects and their context while at the same time moderating the effect of 

frequency counts. Clouse (1999:104) refined his interpretations from the correspondence 

analysis graph through the use of cluster analysis.  
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 Clouse‟s use of both correspondence analysis and cluster analysis was facilitated by the 

speed of computations made possible by computers. The groupings of buildings revealed in his 

correspondence analysis were confirmed in his cluster analysis results. In a 1999 Historical 

Archaeology article, Clouse demonstrated how these analytical techniques could be valuable 

tools in analyzing a whole site with a large assemblage.  

 Like those before him, Clouse (1996:541) struggled with the difficulty of placing artifacts 

within distinct use categories and explained that his functional groups, or categories, were 

established through historic documentation with the goal that the categories be “relevant to the 

occupants, to the context with which they were found, as well as to the research questions under 

consideration.” He continued by explaining that his artifact categories were relevant to the 

context of Fort Snelling and to his specific research questions (Clouse 1996:574).     

 Clouse used correspondence analysis and cluster analysis as a means of updating parts of 

South‟s methods approach to large assemblages. The test results provided him with a base to ask 

deeper anthropological questions. Clouse was able to explore why buildings with prescribed 

functions were sometimes used differently and why buildings which seemed to have similar 

functions sorted as having dissimilar artifact assemblages. These results led Clouse to more 

closely examine military culture and passive expressions of individuality within tolerated limits 

of military group identity.     

 Most important to the argument for the continued use of this technique was Clouse‟s 

point that, “Correspondence Analysis handled the large artifact frequencies and contexts, the 

tremendous variability in those frequencies, and demanded explanations that would not 

otherwise have been forthcoming” (Clouse 1999:105, emphasis mine). It is this aspect of 
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correspondence analysis, the demand for explanations not otherwise forthcoming, that I hope to 

employ in my analysis and conclusions for the data generated by this dissertation project.    

 Clouse was not the only researcher to employ correspondence analysis in historical 

archaeology. In 2005 Andrew Farry used it to examine variability in the material record of the 

habitation remains of officers and enlisted men within temporary and permanent British military 

encampments, where the placement of both enlisted men and officers was known within the 

camps. Farry‟s idea was based squarely on South‟s—that American-born British soldiers and 

Old World British soldiers used different material culture. Specific items Farry investigated were 

muskets that required differently sized musketballs, and objects such as fine tea sets that would 

be obvious markers of rank—which ran along ethnic or birthplace lines. He stated, “A 

fundamental assumption of this analysis is that clear boundaries will in fact be reflected in the 

archaeological record” (Farry 2005:16). Basically, Farry was investigating the development of an 

American-British identity in contrast to the Old World British identity, but this investigation was 

also conflated by the class system in England, which often predetermined one‟s rank within the 

military. The over-arching theme of his argument was an examination of scalar approaches to 

this topic using ideas from the core/periphery perspective.   

 To collect his data, Farry (2005:26) measured lead ball diameters for comparison. He also 

reclassified items, such as ceramic sherds, into specific artifact categories (Farry 2005:26). He 

did not mention having any difficulty with his reclassification, nor any troubles running his 

analyses. Farry concluded that there was a delineation of lead shot sizes which corresponded to 

three weapon categories, the distribution of which he was able to determine. Also, ceramic 

vessels indicated that British officers had more access to fashionable tea, coffee, and chocolate 

serving vessels than did the provincial soldiers (Farry 2005:36). Farry (2005:30-31) ended his 
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discussion by suggesting future studies using the technique for larger British and American 

military contexts.   

 

Theoretical Opposition 

 The passage of time has demonstrated that Stanley South‟s nationality pattern approach 

to historic sites has not been adopted or promoted by most historical archaeologists, although, as 

discussed above, several researchers implemented changes to his approach. Instead, historical 

archaeologists veered away from the “impersonal” scientific approach of discussing the past and 

responded to the need to make historical archaeology more personal, more particularistic, and 

more about individuals and their stories—in other words more in line with Noël Hume. 

Researchers were intentionally working to put people back into the archaeological process. One 

way to put people back into the results was to approach the research with as much of an emic, or 

insider, viewpoint as possible. This flew in the face of South‟s (1977a:12) statement that, “How 

the Indian who made the pot classified it is certainly not relevant to the criteria used by the 

archeological scientist classifying the same pot for asking questions relating to ceramic 

variability.” This may be the case, but many historical archaeologists would argue that ceramic 

variability is not the right question to ask if the viewpoint of the Indian producer is not 

considered. In other words, ceramic variability might provide a lot of data to the researcher, but 

does it really mean anything if it does not broaden our knowledge of the pot producers and their 

lifeways?        

 In regards to South‟s desire to assign certain artifact deposition patterns to the living 

processes of specific nationalities or ethnicities, emulating this would be a socially insensitive 

path for historical archaeologists to venture down. For instance, the colonial era of North 
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America was a time when countless peoples of different ethnicities, nationalities, religions, and 

identities were intersecting and impacting each other in ways they might not have even identified 

themselves. If historical archaeologists excavated a French site or an English site or a Dutch site 

looking only for adherence or deviance to the pattern for that nationality they would most likely 

miss the subtle ways that people in the past marked social class, gender, sexual preference, 

political power, agency, age, religious and spiritual beliefs, and changing identities through the 

use, abuse, manipulation, acquisition and deposition of material goods. 

 To further complicate things, a critique of my previous statement is that deviance from a 

pattern is supposed to be the way to identify these subtleties, so how can one know what is a 

broadly shared cultural pattern and what is due to more specific cultural or historical 

circumstances without considering both the general shared cultural pattern and the specific 

historic circumstance?  This is the question that I try to address in my dissertation project by 

using multiple lines of evidence to create a more complete picture of the past.  

 Though he is a proponent of the use of patterns within archaeology, Marc G. Stevenson 

urged a shift beyond pattern definition into a deeper discussion of cultural processes, 

“Considering the lack of pattern explanation in …recent papers intent on recognizing pattern in 

the archaeological record, pattern recognition appears to be becoming an end in itself and not a 

means to an end as it should be and as South suggested it be. … If the trend continues will we 

not be soon overwhelmed with all sorts of virtually meaningless, trivial and unexplained 

patterns?” (Stevenson 1983:62). He continued further in his critique of early pattern users by 

lamenting the fact that artifacts sometimes “reflect a number of roles they played in systematic 

context” and that this should confound the placing of items into strict artifact categories 
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(Stevenson 1983:66). Stevenson specifically mentioned glass beads as being a problematic item, 

especially at fur trading posts.      

 With Stevenson‟s artifact categorization problem in mind, there are many researchers 

who critique South‟s Pattern approach specifically and the scientific approach generally. These 

researchers employ different theories and methods. At the same time as American society was 

undergoing, and continues to undergo, movements to equalize rights for various groups, 

archaeological theory experienced its own movement. Researchers asked: where are the women, 

children, elderly, minorities, Native Americans, homosexuals, and disenfranchised groups such 

as slaves, servants and working class in the representations of the past? All of these groups were 

voiceless in the colonial studies that had focused on the winners of the colonial struggle—the 

white, European men. Newer research questions that focused on these various voiceless groups 

often examined the archaeological record at an individual level, investigating identity formation, 

alteration, and fluidity in complex colonial milieus (Dawdy 2000, Lightfoot 2006, Loren 2000, 

Silliman 2010). This type of research did not require statistics and saw South‟s pattern work and 

the investigations that followed it as full of numbers but not full of people. In other words, 

scientific archaeology was not viewed as very humanistic.  

 For example, in Historical Archaeology, Why the Past Matters, Barbara J. Little 

explained that the practice of historical archaeology needs to “question and learn” in the manner 

expressed by anthropologist Marshall Sahlins in which anthropologists and archaeologists free 

themselves “from sexism, positivism, geneticism, utilitarianism, and many other such dogmas of 

the common average native Western folklore” (Little 2007:44). She continued by saying that 

historical archaeologists are particularly concerned with cultural boundaries, “We find the 

creation and dissolution of boundaries based on race, ethnicity, class, and gender to be of vital 
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interest, as is seeking the ways that people crossed over or reinforced such boundaries” (Little 

2007:47). The establishment of patterns into behavioral laws, and then the subsequent 

determining if artifact assemblages adhere or deviate from these patterned laws does not assist in 

addressing the above-mentioned research questions. Because historical archaeology is often 

within the sphere of public archaeology, it has to ask and answer questions that are pertinent to 

both the researcher and to the public and descendant communities. Practitioners of historical 

archaeology found that the adoption of patterns and this strict scientific archaeological approach 

did not satisfy the new, public requirements for the field (Atalay 2010, Battle-Baptiste 2010, 

Lightfoot 2006). The index in Little‟s book does not contain the name Stanley South, or the term 

„patterns‟, demonstrating how far out of favor his approach has fallen within the field itself.    

 At the same time that South was promoting his scientific approach to the field, James 

Deetz presented a more structural and individualistic approach to artifacts and architecture of the 

past in his book, In Small Things Forgotten, An Archaeology of Early American Life (1996, orig. 

1977). Within the pages, Deetz demonstrated how the examination of a single artifact class from 

a site can reveal a tremendous amount of information on the people of the past. In his later 

edition, he explained that research with documents using a global perspective is an advantage 

and an aspect of historical archaeology that is not a component of prehistoric archaeology (Deetz 

1996:5).  

 Deetz (1996:19, 126) discussed that historical archaeologists have the ability to use the 

historic producer‟s and seller‟s labels and classifications of items, rather than creating a typology 

system which can say more about the researcher than the people being studied. He emphasized 

approaching artifacts in cultural and behavioral terms, as well as understanding that past changes 

in material items could affect changes in culture through trends in item/stylistic popularity, as 
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well as affecting the behaviors of a consumer culture (Deetz 1996:27, 87). Deetz (1996:187) 

said, “archaeology is a vital contributor to our understanding of all of America‟s common folk 

and what their life meant to them…” and he was specifically intrigued by the advent of the 

Georgian world view and its legacy in the modern world.  

 With this idea in mind I try to address the life of the common folk, the French Marines of 

Fort St. Pierre in Chapters 8 and 9. I fashion those chapters after Deetz‟s (1996:252) advice for 

archaeology; he stated that archaeologists should, “attempt to piece together the whole fabric of a 

way of life, connecting foodways, dwelling houses, community layout, pottery, and smoking 

pipes into a coherent, logical whole.” After discussing the artifact assemblage of Fort St. Pierre, I 

first examine the community layout, and next attempt to piece together the whole fabric of a way 

of life with a mixture of archaeological, documentary and ethnohistorical evidence.        

 Diana Loren is an archaeologist who has built on the ideas of Deetz and others with her 

works: In Contact: Bodies and Spaces in the Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Eastern 

Woodlands (2008), and The Archaeology of Clothing and Bodily Adornment in Colonial America 

(2010). In these books she explored the colonial past through items housed in the Peabody 

Museum at Harvard University. Following the lead of Deetz, she used small objects to tell  

collectively the stories of people in the past. In her discussions, she often had to examine the 

unintended uses of European objects by past Native peoples (Loren 2008:23-28, Loren 2010:67-

75), revealing the fluidity of identities and behaviors within multiple colonial contexts.  

 Though I use the phrase „individualized archaeology‟ I am not implying that the main 

goal of the field of Historical Archaeology is telling the story of specific individuals; instead, 

Historical Archaeology has the ability to investigate, understand, and illuminate the intersection 

of material culture, with agency and daily practice, on an individual level. This in turn can lead 
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to discussions of cross-cultural exchange, hybridity, creolization, ethnogenesis, and the myriad 

terms that also express these processes. For this project I use „individualized archaeology‟ in the 

sense of examining the artifact assemblage in context, and in concert with, the architectural 

remains, and other forms of information, to tease out the situational history of Fort St. Pierre and 

the daily lives of the people who lived and died there.     

 Part of the argument against South‟s approach that came out of an individualized 

archaeology, demonstrated by Deetz and Loren in the above discussion, was South‟s use of 

artifact categories. Forcing an artifact into only one category is extremely limiting, as research 

continually shows that artifacts were used in various ways, were altered throughout their use-

spans, and were often used in unintentional ways. This sentiment was expressed by Greg 

Waselkov, “…I think the search for patterns in this way had many drawbacks. It forced us to 

single out one functional mode for each artifact category, while we now acknowledge that 

artifact function is multidimensional and situational. It was highly reductionist, drawing broad 

ethnic boundaries where we now look for degrees and contexts of ethnic expression. It was 

certainly normative, when we now prefer to recognize and map diversity in social practices” 

(personal communication, 2013). South‟s type of strict categorization did not address the social 

aspect of artifacts and how they were used to create, maintain and alter identity throughout a 

person‟s lifetime. Essentially the critique against South‟s approach was that he was losing quite a 

bit of humanistic behavioral information by assigning a single use to each artifact, and that only 

with deviant artifact categories was he concerned with context to explain special activities or 

activity areas. 

 Yet, Michael Forsman (1983:77) extolled the ease of using artifact categories by saying, 

“It should be emphasized that the classification system is basically an organizational framework 
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for tabulating data and that it does not carry any specific interpretive obligations.” I completely 

disagree with this statement. When I used the method of placing artifacts into categories, I had an 

extremely hard time deciding which items should go into which category. This process was 

interpretive the whole way through, and contained the obligation to think about each item and its 

intended use versus any unintended use and then trying to extrapolate that from the 

archaeological context. More on my struggles to apply artifact categories will be discussed in 

Chapter 5, the Methods chapter.  

 

Approach for this Project  

 Patterns in the archaeological record are one of the things that archaeologists are 

searching for, so how does one go about doing this? And more specifically, how does one know 

when a pattern is significant?  

 In an attempt to reconstruct the most holistic picture of life at Fort St. Pierre and the 

interactions of its inhabitants with its Native neighbors, I employ both a generalizing, 

comparative anthropological approach and a specific, individualizing approach, because used in 

conjunction they are not contradictory approaches but in fact can be complementary. I 

operationalize this first by performing a comparative analysis using correspondence analysis. 

Second, by examining the artifact assemblage in context with the fort‟s architecture, supported 

by historical documents, maps and first person accounts, I place the specific history of Fort St. 

Pierre within the more general Louisiane French Colonial history.  

 To do this, I do employ some of South‟s original methods as I still see benefits in 

approaching site analysis through a comparison of whole site assemblages. When I did an initial 

test run using a small data sample and replicating the methods of Clouse (1996), the technique 
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worked—it illuminated some of the main activities that were known to have happened at 

archaeological sites. For instance, one initial site I used was the Rivière aux Chiens site located 

in Mobile County, Alabama (1MB161), where a disproportionately high volume of small lead 

shot was recovered around a marshy, low-lying area. This situation was interpreted by 

investigators Waselkov and Gums (2000) as the result of intensive hunting of waterfowl and 

other animals around the marsh. When my initial correspondence analysis test was performed, 

the site of Rivière aux Chiens sorted as the nearest site to the French Arms and Hunting category 

in comparison to the other sites used, due to the high volume of shot recovered. What this 

indicated to me was that correspondence analysis displays the main known behavior at a site as 

seen through the volume of specific artifacts; so daily activities show up because of repeated 

behavior. Another value to this type of test is that it sorts sites out in comparison to each other, 

which can lead to interpretations on the processes that were happening at each site.    

 Correspondence analysis, supported by cluster analysis and ordering, should reveal which 

artifact classes dominate the collection from Fort St. Pierre. Information on daily activities can 

then be inferred from the results. When Fort St. Pierre is compared to other contemporaneous 

sites, it can be determined whether its assemblage is similar or different, and this result can be 

explained with further investigative questions. 

 The advantage with correspondence analysis is that it can examine the similarities and 

differences between the sites at the same time as examining the similarities and differences 

between the artifact categories and the sites. As demonstrated by both Clouse (1996, 1999) and 

Farry (2005) this dual analysis depicted in two dimensions aids in interpreting and explaining the 

results. Most importantly, I see this procedure as a beginning step in comparing the case study 

site to other contemporaneous sites and to establishing its uniqueness and/or similarities. This in 
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turn can lead to asking additional, anthropological over-arching questions regarding Fort St. 

Pierre‟s artifact assemblage. I use correspondence analysis, cluster analysis and ordering to 

address the following research questions regarding the case study site of Fort St. Pierre.  

 

Research Questions Once More    

 These first four questions will be investigated by a generalizing quantitative comparison 

of site assemblages to show similarities and differences in the sites and in Fort St. Pierre in 

particular; in other words, to determine if there is a general pattern and to identify heterogeneity.   

 

1) Is it possible to characterize whole artifact assemblages, and if so, what does this 

 characterization look like? 

2) How does Fort St. Pierre‟s artifact assemblage compare to contemporaneous French forts, 

 homesteads, and settlements, as well as to Native village sites? 

3) What does comparing whole site assemblages tell us about life and activities at these sites?  

4) What does this comparison reveal about life and activities at Fort St. Pierre? 

 

 These next two questions will be investigated using a combination of evaluating artifacts 

in context within the fort remains and their association with architectural features, and this will 

be supplemented by historical documents and maps, and firsthand accounts.   

 

5) Using the artifact assemblage and excavated feature information in conjunction with other 

 sources of information, can a picture of daily life at Fort St. Pierre be reconstructed? 
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6) Using the methods of archaeology and ethnohistory, can the sociopolitical milieu of Fort St. 

 Pierre and its Native neighbors be reconstructed?   

 

7) How does this study contribute to the field of French Colonial Archaeology specifically and to 

 the field of Historical Archaeology in general?  

The results of my dissertation investigation will be evaluated to determine the extent that this 

study contributes to both French Colonial Archaeology and to the broader field of Historical 

Archaeology.  

 

Summary  

 This chapter reviewed the progression from Stanley South‟s pattern approach to whole 

assemblages to more recent complex statistical approaches to assemblages. The strength in some 

of Stanley South‟s methods, and those of other researchers, is that their approaches offer a means 

to evaluate whole artifact assemblages. This, in turn, can illuminate general patterns within the 

archaeological record, as well as highlight sites that deviate from these general patterns. I also 

examined the opposition and the controversy of utilizing this methodology in the manner South 

intended. Its weakness is that this approach is not culturally or historically specific, and can even 

mask integral processes of the past, such as cross-cultural exchange, ethnogenesis, and the 

crossing of colonial cultural boundaries. This disadvantage to South‟s approach can be mediated 

by incorporating a more individualizing technique of investigating artifacts within their site 

specific context. I will address more fully the methods used to answer these questions in both 

Chapter 5, the Methods chapter, and in Chapter 6 after I present the results of the comparative 

analysis. The next chapter, Chapter 3, presents the sites that I use in my comparative sample.   
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CHAPTER 3 

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF COMPARISON SITES 

 

Introduction 

 As introduced in Chapter 1, this dissertation project compares French colonial forts, 

settlements, homesteads, and Native villages located generally along the path of the Mississippi 

River corridor to the case study site of French Fort St. Pierre. The sites were chosen for having 

occupation levels that roughly correspond chronologically to the occupation of Fort St. Pierre, 

which was A.D. 1719-1729. The inclusion of a variety of types of sites is due to the fact that 

French forts did not exist in isolation: instead, they were usually in close proximity to a French 

town, village, or outlying homesteads, and the French intentionally placed their forts in 

proximity to specific Native villages (Ellis 2015b). Presumably, because these are three different 

types of sites they would have different types of assemblages, and this is something being 

investigated with the assemblage comparison completed for this project.         

 To introduce all of the sites discussed, this chapter is organized by region of French 

settlement. It provides background and historical information, discussing briefly New France and 

the western Great Lakes, and the Illinois region. Chapter 4 covers the Louisiane Colony in which 

Fort St. Pierre was located. Figure 1 is a map presenting the locations of all if the sites used in 

the comparison analysis; and Table 1 is the key that accompanies the map.  
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Figure 1. Map with Locations of All Sites Used in Comparison Analysis. Modified from 

Walthall and Emerson, p. 6 in French Colonial Archaeology, The Illinois Country and the 

Western Great Lakes, 1991, John A. Walthall, editor.  
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Table 1. Key to the Numbers on Map Indicating the Sites Used in the Comparison Analysis. 

1—Marquette Mission Site, MI 15—Bayou Goula French Concession, LA 

2—Fort Michilimackinac, MI 16—Bayogoula-Mugulasha Native Village, LA 

3—Bell Site/Mesquakie Village, WI 17—Angola Farm, LA  

4—Hotel Plaza/Starved Rock Native Village, IL 18—Bloodhound Site, LA 

5—Newell Fort/French Canyon Site, IL 19—Fatherland Site/Grand Village of the       

        Natchez, MS 

6—Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock Site, IL 20—Greenfield Site, MS  

7—French Colonial Cahokia, IL 21—Trinity Site, MS 

8—Kolmer Site/Michigamea Village, IL 22—Rice Site, MS 

9—Guebert Site/Kaskaskia Village, IL 23—Lookout Site, MS 

10—Old Mobile, AL 24—Lonely Frenchman, MS 

11—Rivière aux Chiens, AL 25—Fort St. Pierre, MS 

12—Port Dauphin Village House Site, AL 26—Lockguard Site, MS 

13—Port Dauphin Stockade Site, AL 27—Haynes Bluff Site, MS 

14—La Pointe-Krebs Plantation, AL  

 

 Originally the Fort St. Pierre collection was going to be compared only to other early 

Louisiane fort sites, but it turns out that many of these sites have not been excavated and/or 

reported on. I then decided to add early Louisiane habitation sites. Again, the sample size was 

too small, which necessitated adding early sites from the Illinois Country and from the western 

Great Lakes area. Though many French fort sites located elsewhere have been excavated, such as 

Fort St. Joseph in Michigan (1691-1781), the long and continuous occupation at several of these 

sites precludes the use of their assemblages, since the decade of 1719-1729 cannot be separated 

out from the later deposited artifacts. Instead, several historic period Native American village 

sites are included. This situation allows the opportunity to determine if there is an ethnic 

difference in artifact assemblages between French sites and Native sites. Only artifacts 

determined to be from contemporary deposits at each site were used for this project. If this could 

not be determined, the artifacts were excluded. Table 2 summarizes, in alphabetical order, the 

sites used for this study and the dates of their contemporaneous or early historic occupations.  
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Table 2. Sites Used in Study and Associated Dates.  

Site Name Dates of Early Occupation Site Number 

Angola Farm, LA 1706-1730(?) 16WF2 

Bayou Goula French Concession Site, MS 1718-1741 16IV11 

Bayogoula-Mugulasha Village Site, MS 1699( ?)-1739(?) 16IV134 

Bell Site/Mesquakie Village, WI 1680-1730 47WN9 

Bloodhound Site, LA 1706-1730(?) 16WF21 

Fatherland/Grand Village Natchez, MS 1680-1730 22AD501 

Fort Michilimackinac, MI 1715-1735 20EM52 

Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock, IL 1683-1692 11LS12 

Fort St. Pierre, MS 1719-1729 22WR514/22WR539 

French Cahokia, IL 1699-1730 11LS743 

Greenfield Site, MS 1680-1730 22AD520 

Guebert Site/Kaskaskia Village, IL 1719-1774 11R1 

Haynes Bluff, MS 1680-1730 22WR501 

Hotel Plaza Native Village, IL 1683-1692 11LS61 

Kolmer Site/Michigamea Village, IL 1720-1735 11R150 

La Pointe-Krebs Plantation, MS 1718-1763 22JA526 

Lockguard Site, MS 1680-1730 22WR538 

Lonely Frenchman, MS 1719-1729 22WR541 

Lookout Site, MS 1680-1730 22JE544 

Marquette Mission, MI 1670-1720 25MS6 

Newell Fort/French Canyon Site, IL 1700-1720 11LS206 

Old Mobile, AL 1702-1711 1MB94 

Port Dauphin Stockade Site, AL 1711-1722 1MB61 

Port Dauphin Village House, AL 1702-1725 1MB221 

Rice Site, MS 1680-1730 22AD547 

Rivière aux Chiens, AL 1725-1745 1MB161 

Trinity Site, MS 1680-1730 22AD783 
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The Pays d’en Haut and the Western Great Lakes Region 

 The pays d’en haut, or Upper Country, was an amorphous area upriver from Montréal 

and Québec that encompassed the whole of the Great Lakes. This region was a political and 

jurisdictional district that included all of present-day Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and 

segments of Canada. The southern portion of the Pays d’en Haut extended all the way to 

Vincennes, Indiana, until that area was later put under the jurisdiction of the Illinois Country. 

The Crown and its representatives distinguished these as different territories and treated them 

differently in all official business. Colonial Louisiane, the Illinois Country and the pays d’en 

haut were all connected by the Mississippi River and its various tributaries. Waterways also 

linked these settlements to the Great Lakes, which could be navigated back to the larger 

settlements of Montréal, Québec, and Louisbourg.    

 To maintain trade alliances and peace keeping networks, the French in the pays d’en haut 

region built a series of forts. These forts, built near or among Native groups, were intended to 

serve many purposes: to stake a physical claim to the land, to be a visible show of force, to 

distribute trade goods on behalf of the King and the Governor, to accept peltries and other useful 

goods from neighboring tribes, to keep peace with these tribes, to make sure the tribes kept peace 

with each other, to keep an eye on the tribes and to report back to Québec, to be part of a 

network of forts and posts that maintained the shipping path from the Mississippi River to 

Québec, to have soldiers ready for battle, to have soldiers to protect the local inhabitants, and to 

encourage French inhabitants to settle and farm near the forts (Brown 1992:19, 22, 25; Chartrand 

1973:60; Cruzat 1925:390; de la Harpe 1971:202; Rowland and Sanders 1929:411; Rowland and 

Sanders 1932:508, 511, 513; Thomas 1989:2-3, 49). These are predominantly the same reasons 

that forts were built in the Illinois Country and, later, in the colony of Louisiane.   
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Sites Examined 

Marquette Mission Site (24MS6) 

 The Marquette Mission site is located in Marquette Park in Michigan, and is recognized 

as a National Registered Historic Place (Stone 1972:7). The site may contain the remains of the 

1671 Marquette Mission where, in 1675, the bones of Father Marquette were purportedly 

redeposited after his death (Stone 1972:6). The Mission was subsequently abandoned in 1705 

(Stone 1972:8), and since then the site has experienced much land use and disturbance. It was 

partially excavated in 1877 by a local reverend, and was looted during the same time (Stone 

1972:6-8). Other site activity included a general store erected and maintained between 1881 and 

1899; 16 cement memorial posts erected on the site in the 1920s; the creation of a public park in 

the early 1900s, and later its disturbance by the placement of water and electrical lines (Stone 

1972:7-8, 11). The park is bordered by wooden and chain link fences, as well as by the nearby 

Mission Church Museum (Stone 1972:6).  

 In order to determine the archaeological significance of the Marquette Park area, 

excavations were performed in 1971 by a Mackinac Island State Park Commission 

archaeological crew jointly sponsored by the Michilimackinac Historical Society of St. Ignace 

(Stone 1972:5). The 1971 excavations focused on testing the area around the presumed mission 

remains (Stone 1972:11). Excavation units were intended to cross mission walls at right angles. 

Soils were removed by cultural and natural stratigraphic layers, unless the soils were disturbed, 

in which case they were removed in three inch arbitrary levels (Stone 1972:11). A buried humus 

and charcoal soil layer containing all of the prehistoric and historic artifacts was located beneath 

two disturbed and re-deposited soil layers. Test trenches were three feet wide and units were five 
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feet square. The maximum depth achieved was four feet six inches below surface. All soils were 

passed through ¼-inch mesh screens (Stone 1972:12).          

 Five features were recovered, two of which were related to a late nineteenth-century 

outhouse, and one was a water line trench for a modern drinking fountain (Stone 1972:14-15). 

Feature 5 was a possible wall trench, which may represent the early Mission structure (Stone 

1972:15). Feature 3 was determined to be a structural wall trench associated with the humus and 

charcoal soil layer. This feature confounded Stone because it was circular and seemed to be of 

European construction in a Native style. I myself wonder if it might not have been a palisade 

trench. Stone (1972:15) dated this feature to the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. He 

concluded that the early historic occupation of the site spanned from about 1660 to 1720 (Stone 

1972:27). Stone thought the humus and charcoal layer and Feature 3 were contemporaneous with 

the mission structure, since seventeenth-century chain mail and leather were recovered in the 

humus and charcoal layer (Stone 1972:27). Although this is a rather early site, I felt it necessary 

to include it as a representative religious site, and to increase the number of sites in the Upper 

Country sample used for this comparison.         

 

Fort Michilimackinac (20EM52) 

 Fort Michilimackinac, located in Emmet County, Michigan, was built in 1715 as a French 

military fort and trading center surrounded by several Native tribes. J. Jefferson Miller II and 

Lyle M. Stone (1970:13) listed several reasons for the construction of this fort: funds became 

available to resume building forts; this post would discourage competition from the British 

Hudson‟s Bay Company in the north; the post could control unlicensed French traders; it could 
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secure alliances with local Native groups, and finally, it would be a focal point for expeditions 

for fur-trading.   

 Over time the inhabitant population living inside and around the fort increased, and it 

became a central distribution location for goods and people. The fort confines were expanded 

several times to accommodate a growing resident population (Brown, M.K. 1971:97). After the 

French and Indian War (1754-1763), the British took over control of the fort and in 1781 

removed it to a nearby island, burning the remaining fort structures. In modern times the land 

became a park, and it is now part of the State of Michigan park system (Brown, M.K. 1971:97).     

 Excavations were first performed by the park superintendant in 1932. This work located 

the 1760 era palisade walls, and this structure was subsequently rebuilt (Miller II and Stone 

1970:19). This reconstructed palisade wall was in ruins by 1959, and the Mackinac Island State 

Park Commission created an archaeological and historical research program that would result in 

the complete reconstruction of the fort and its buildings (Miller II and Stone 1970:19). 

Excavations at the site started in 1959 and continue to this day. During this time hundreds of 

features and over a million artifacts have been recovered. Examples of features are: refuse pits, 

basements, fireplaces, wall foundations, wall trenches, garden fences, roadways and pathways 

(Miller II and Stone 1970:19). The original mapping and grid system are still employed at the 

site; though excavation and record-keeping techniques have changed over time. A horizontal grid 

was created to delineate segments of the site and vertical elevations were originally based on sea 

level, but are now referenced from a chosen datum point (Stone 1974:15). Prior to Stone‟s 1974 

publication, excavation units were usually 10 by 10 feet square, excavated in arbitrary three-inch 

levels, with soils sifted through 1/4 inch screens and feature soils through 1/8 inch screens (15). 

More recently employed methods include removing soils in 0.1 inch arbitrary levels, then 
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screening soils through1/4 inch screen before wet-screening through window screen (Evans 

2001:4). For recordkeeping, Lynn Evans explained that each level in each quadrant gets treated 

as a separate unit (2001:4). Because the numerous publications regarding this site extensively 

cover the history of the archaeology and excavations performed, no further archaeological 

information regarding Fort Michilimackinac will be provided here. Artifacts used in this study 

came from the earliest deposits at the site, dating from 1715 to around 1725/1735 and were 

recorded in the following sources: Adams 1989; Hauser 1982; Maxwell 1964; Maxwell and 

Binford 1961; Rinehart 1990; Stone 1974.  

 

Bell Site/Mesquakie Village (47WN9) 

 The Bell Site is located in Winnebago County, Wisconsin, along the south side of Big 

Lake Butte des Morts (Wittry 1963:3). The site was reported in local newspapers in 1911, but 

was not noticed again until several burials were uncovered during soil stripping by a gravel 

mining company in 1958 (Wittry 1963:1). The burials and accompanying grave goods were 

collected by a local history enthusiast, who notified archaeologists of the possible destruction of 

the site. Archaeologists and field school students excavated the remains of the site in the summer 

of 1959. Excavations uncovered a palisade feature, storage and refuse pits, postmolds, and a 

burial. Soils were screened using a ¼-inch mesh (Wittry 1963:2). The report‟s author remarked, 

“The pottery was unlike any of the known Wisconsin types, and, in view of the presence of trade 

goods, it appeared as if this might be a village site of one of the Central Algonkian tribes which 

had fled to Wisconsin from their former habitat east of Lake Michigan during the period of the 

Iroquois wars” (Wittry 1963:1).  
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 Architectural features uncovered included a rectangular wall trench house and, “one 

circular pattern, 12.0 feet in diameter, had nine small postmolds on its perimeter. This was 

undoubtedly a wigwam…” (Wittry 1963:10). The combination of Native and European artifacts, 

in addition to features described in historic documents, and the recovery of cannonball fragments 

all added up to the conclusion that this site was a Fox (also known as Mesquakie) village, 

occupied during the period 1680 through 1730 (Wittry 1963:42-43). Despite being a salvage 

operation, Wittry concluded that the artifacts recovered, along with ethnohistorical documents, 

illuminated information on Fox aboriginal material culture and its changes with introduced 

European items. The site provided new information about a critical time for the Fox/Mesquakie 

peoples (Wittry 1963:56).           

   

The Illinois Country 

 Jelks, Ekberg, and Martin (1989:3) describe the Illinois Country in the eighteenth century 

as important to the French colonial empire because its fertile prairies produced grain, and the 

land provided furs and lead. This region connected the western Great Lakes to the colony of 

Louisiane, thus maintaining France‟s claim to the center of North America.  

 

Sites Examined 

Hotel Plaza/Starved Rock Native Village Site (11LS61)  

 The Hotel Plaza site, located in La Salle County, Illinois, was named for a nineteenth-

century hotel built on top of the site, which is no longer standing. The site also contains the 

remains of an early historic Native village associated with the French inhabitants who lived at 

nearby Fort St. Louis. Marquette and Joliet visited this village in 1673, a decade after the nearby 
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fort was built. The area of Starved Rock and the Hotel Plaza site were abandoned by both the 

French and several Native groups in the winter of 1691-1692. Despite this move, Illinois peoples 

reportedly lived in the area in 1714, 1721-1722, and 1729 (Schnell 1974:1). 

 The site was excavated between 1947 and 1949 as a joint operation by the Illinois State 

Museum and the University of Chicago, with the artifacts held at the former. Archaeologists 

discovered that the site, located fairly close to the Illinois River, had a very long occupation 

span, but much of the stratigraphy was mixed due to a high amount of rodent holes (Schnell 

1974:1-2). The author of the report also had difficulties recreating maps, as the original datum 

point, a flagpole, no longer existed (Schnell 1974:7). The large site, located within Starved Rock 

State Park, was divided into three excavation areas, where units were removed in 6-inch 

increments (Schnell 1974:7). All features and natural stratigraphy were treated in a non-arbitrary 

manner. Several of the features were Native burials. The report enumerates and explains the 

artifacts, some found in association with these burial and pit features (Schnell 1974:33-47). 

Though a specific group was not named as living here, the historic people were most likely an 

Illinois Native group.         

 

Newell Fort/French Canyon (11LS206) 

 The Newell Fort/French Canyon site, located in the vicinity of Starved Rock, Illinois, was 

excavated in the early 1930s by a family of avocational archaeologists who had some training 

from the University of Illinois. The collection of artifacts remained in the family until it was 

donated to the Illinois State Museum around 1996 (Walthall and Brown 2001:90-91). The 

donated artifact collection was re-examined by John Walthall and Margaret Kimball Brown, and 

published in 2001. Features uncovered at the site included a palisade ditch, large cellar pits 
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beneath architectural structures, and the remains of a blacksmithing and smelting area (Walthall 

and Brown 2001:92). When examining the artifacts by counts, 45% of the collected artifacts are 

glass beads (Walthall and Brown 2001:92). The blacksmithing area was represented by gun 

parts, “found together in a pit cellar under one of the largest houses” indicating a possible 

“workbox of a gunsmith” (Walthall and Brown 2001:102).  

 Chronology of occupation for the site was determined by the types and varieties of gun 

parts, the presence of “Man in the Moon” glass beads, the types and varieties of Jesuit (or 

plaque) rings, the lack of Native-made ceramics, the types and varieties of trade goods, and the 

presence of imported lead as opposed to the utilization of local lead. These items, along with a 

limited amount of documentary information, allowed the researchers to set the time span for this 

site at 1700 to 1720. They concluded the site was a French outpost housing French residents and 

traders, maybe some Native Illinois wives and children, along with the possible addition of 

Officer DeLiette and a handful of soldiers. Due to the variety of European items recovered by the 

excavators, the Newell Fort/French Canyon site is included in this dissertation project (Walthall 

& Brown 2001:119-121).     

 

Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock (11LS12) 

 Fort St. Louis was built in 1683 by French explorers La Salle and Tonti on top of Starved 

Rock, an unusually tall rock formation located in present-day northern Illinois (Hall 1991:14). It 

was not a fort in the military sense, but rather a palisaded area that could be defended if 

necessary. As an explorer of this Illinois frontier, La Salle brought with him many men and 

supplies. His was a private venture, approved by King Louis XIV, so there were no soldiers 

among his men (Hall 1991:14).  
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 The fort was described as being located on the 600-foot circumference of Starved Rock, 

with a palisade that varied in height from 15 to 22 feet depending on the rock face. Notably the 

palisade poles were topped with protective iron tips, a type of cheval de frise. The men also 

constructed seven redoubts, and “within the palisade there was a spacious esplanade or place of 

arms, several huts occupied by Indians, a warehouse or magazine, and a chapel” (Hall 1991:18). 

This passage does not mention if there were barracks or longhouses for the men attached to the 

expedition. While the fort was in existence, several different Native tribes came and settled near 

Starved Rock.        

 This fort was abandoned before 1721 due to the difficulty of acquiring water and wood 

from such a height. It is possible the fort was abandoned as early as 1692, when it was noted that 

French and Native inhabitants had moved to a location called St. Louis or Fort Pimitoui, along 

Lake Peoria (Hall 1991:15). At some point the fort burned and, though Native groups such as the 

Peorias often returned to this area, the top of Starved Rock was never known have been occupied 

again.   

 The Illinois State Museum and the University of Chicago‟s Anthropology Department 

partnered in 1947 to research the upper Illinois Valley (Hall 1991:19). That year several five-foot 

square test excavations were placed on the summit of Starved Rock and confirmed the presence 

of prehistoric and historic deposits. More intense excavations were conducted on the summit in 

1948 and continued to 1950. There was also a last season of excavations performed in 1974 by 

the University of Illinois at Chicago and then by Illinois State University (Hall 1991:20). No 

further details regarding methods are provided, but Hall mentions stratigraphic profiles and small 

artifacts, so it seems that mapping units and screening for artifacts were employed methods.    
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 Excavations uncovered several features. Feature 13 was a possible cellar beneath a 

powder magazine or warehouse, notable as the largest single structure attributable to the French 

occupation. Additional features included Feature 3 a refuse-filled pit dating to the French 

occupation period, and Features 31 and 32, two superimposed pits (Hall 1991:20). 

 The French occupied this site for a short time, possibly only eight or nine years. It is an 

interesting place because French and Native peoples cohabited the site. Also, because the 

inhabitants moved to a new locale, they most likely scavenged everything they could take with 

them for their new settlement. This action would account for the low volume of artifacts 

recovered from the site.      

 

French Colonial Cahokia (11S743) 

 The colonial village referred to as the French Cahokia Village site, 11S1802, is located 

within the present-day city of Cahokia, southwest of the UNESCO World Heritage Site of 

Mississippian Cahokia, both in Illinois. It is south and a bit east of the modern-day city of St. 

Louis, Missouri. The large French Cahokia Village site encompasses the smaller Cahokia Wedge 

site (11S743) used for this comparison study.   

 Native peoples lived in this region long before the arrival of French explorers and 

missionaries, and the village was named for a subgroup within the Illinois Confederacy, called 

Cahokia. The French village was established first as a mission in 1699. The settlement grew 

rapidly to include 19 Frenchmen by 1700 (Gums 1988:1, 3, 15). This particular plot of land is 

considered the longest continuously occupied Euro-American settlement along the Mississippi 

River (Gums 1988:1).  
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 The 1723 Cahokia village census recorded “seven habitants, one white laborer, one 

married woman, and three children,” but did not record transient merchants, fur traders, or 

mission priests, mission laymen, and mission slaves (Gums 1988:17). In 1763, at the end of the 

French and Indian War, (or Seven Years‟ War), British troops came into the area only to leave 

again in 1774 when the Illinois Country returned to Québec jurisdiction (Gums 1988:19-20). 

This land eventually became part of the United States and, as Gums (1988:22) describes, 

“remained a small, semi-rural community throughout the nineteenth century.”  

 Excavations were performed in 1986 on a piece of land referred to as the Cahokia 

Wedge, which contained around ten percent of the colonial remains of the eighteenth-century 

French village, and which had been structure-less since the 1930s (Gums 1988:3). The site was 

plowed and then mapped and surface collected, with a total of 570 five-meter square units being 

collected (Gums 1988:45, 47). Subsurface excavations were then conducted in the southwest 

corner of the land mass. A backhoe was used to create an east-west trench that was two meters 

deep and about 45 meters long. Other units were extended southward off of this trench. Soil piles 

created by the backhoe were screened through half-inch mesh. Features were mapped in profile 

and in plan view. Samples of feature soils were collected for flotation, and the remaining feature 

soils were passed through half-inch mesh (Gums 1988:70-75).    

 Using written accounts, several historic maps, an archaeological survey, and excavations, 

Bonnie Gums was able to identify four features that dated from the early to mid-eighteenth 

century (1988:133-114), and six general areas where artifacts were clustered (1988:51). These 

areas originally contained houses, a barn, outbuildings, and a protohistoric/historic short-lived 

Native village or trading camp (Gums 1988:60).    
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 The following features from the Cahokia Wedge site all date from the early to mid-

eighteenth century. Feature 2 was a cooking or fire-related facility. It was possibly a limestone 

chimney or fireplace (Gums 1988:87). Feature 1 was a refuse pit for Feature 2 waste products, 

with the addition of other disposed items (Gums 1988:96). Feature 3 contained possible 

structural remains, which were either earlier than or contemporaneous with Feature 1 (Gums 

1988:100). Feature 4 was a midden that was recovered beneath some house remains from 1766, 

thereby pre-dating the construction of this structure (Gums 1988:87, 95-6, 100). Features 1, 2, 

and 3 were all located within uncovered Midden 4, which was, “the earliest deposit representing 

the 18
th

 century occupation” (Gums 1988:75). Lastly, Area A contained artifacts from the earliest 

French occupation of the Wedge region, and some Area F artifacts dated to the time of 

protohistoric/historic Native use of the land (Gums 1988:60, 67). Feature soils were screened 

through a ½-inch mesh (Gums 1988:75).The artifacts recovered from these four features and 

from specific areas of occupation by early French inhabitants are used as data for this 

dissertation project. Unfortunately, the earliest mission site has most likely been washed away by 

the ever-changing path of the Mississippi River, and has been lost to researchers (Gums 

1988:64).        

 

Kolmer Site/Michigamea Village (11R150) 

 The Kolmer site, also in Randolph County, Illinois, was surface collected between 1971 

and 1974 by Margaret Kimball Brown and two others. The collection was analyzed by Charles 

Orser, Jr. for his 1975 M. A. thesis at Wayne State University (Orser 1975:4). A total of 4,239 

objects were recovered, with a portion from a concentration called Feature 1 thought to be the 

location of an eighteenth-century structure (Orser 1975:3). This site is about a mile north of one 
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of the Fort de Chartres sites, 11R127 (Orser 1975:5). Orser explained that the dating of the 

Kolmer site was calculated solely on his analysis of the artifacts recovered (Orser 1975:7). There 

is some confusion with the dates he provided, which I suspect may be due to a typing error. On 

page 180, Orser gave the year-span for the site as 1720 through 1753, but on the very next page 

he listed the years as 1720 through 1735.  

 Orser himself provided some information that might clear up this confusion with 

occupation chronology. In 1720 the Michigamea built their own church, which initially may 

have been led by Jesuit Father de Kereben (Orser 1975:193). This mission church was next led 

by Jesuit Father Jean Charles Guymonneau in 1722, then again from 1725 to 1735, when he was 

killed (Orser 1975:193). Orser surmised that the mission may have been abandoned after Father 

Guymonneau‟s death, which would put the abandonment of the village at 1735. He cited primary 

sources that mention that this mission was abandoned; and though these sources did not 

explicitly state that the village surrounding the mission church was abandoned, that information 

seemed to be implied by these authors (Orser 1975:193). The documents did state that the size of 

the Michigamea population was decreasing, so it is possible that the village site had fewer 

inhabitants (Orser 1975:193-202). Because excavations were not conducted at the site, it was not 

possible for Orser to determine the exact date for the abandonment of the Michigamea village. 

    Feature 1, mentioned above, was expressed as being “the remains of either an aboriginal 

structure or the remains of the church or presbytery that was allegedly built in the Michigamea 

village by the Jesuits” (Orser 1975:174). Orser interpreted the feature as an aboriginal structure 

due to “the large percentage of native material in this area” (Orser 1975:174). He continued that:  

 There were no Christian religious objects, such as bone rosary beads or cross fragments 

 recovered in Feature 1. These objects do occur elsewhere on the Kolmer site, which 

 indicates that they are known at the site. This leads to the conclusion that Feature 1 

 constitutes an aboriginal structure at the Kolmer site. It is possible, however, that the 
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 European structure may have been occupied by an aboriginal group after it fell into 

 formal disuse (Orser 1975:174).  

Again, with no archaeological excavations, Orser was not able to answer these questions 

regarding Feature 1, but he was able to determine quite a bit of information from the artifacts 

collected. From the evidence provided, it seems that Orser was of the opinion that the feature and 

the site were predominantly abandoned by 1736; so, for the purposes of my dissertation project I 

will defer to his dating of the site.   

 

Guebert Site/Kaskaskia Village (11R1) 

 When the first French Fort de Chartres was built in 1719, the nearby Kaskaskia moved 

their village a league upriver to a site now referred to as Guebert, located in current-day 

Randolph County, Illinois (Good 1972:ix, 31). This site was occupied by Kaskaskia people until 

1774, and thereafter periodically until the tribe was removed from Illinois in 1833 (Good 

1972:93). One descendant of former village inhabitants eventually came back to the area. After 

agricultural plowing at the site, he surface collected artifacts from about 1885 until around 1935. 

At the time of publication, the collection was held at the Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American 

History and Art in Tulsa, Oklahoma (Good 1972:ix). Four other collections from the site owned 

by regional folk were additionally used to complete the published report (Good 1972:x).  

 Mary Elizabeth Good explained that part of the village site was excavated in 1952 by the 

Illinois State Museum in conjunction with Southern Illinois University; but no report was created 

and those artifacts could not be located in 1972 (Good 1972:x). Due to the early presence of 

Jesuit missionaries at previous Kaskaskia locales, there is quite a bit of information regarding 

these early Kaskaskia groups. Once the Kaskaskia people moved to the Guebert site, very little 

was recorded regarding their lifeways. Good (1972:15-16, 19-20) demonstrated how earlier 
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Kaskaskias were reported by the Jesuits as being willing to convert to Catholicism, and she 

discussed the various chapels and churches built on or near Kaskaskia habitation areas. Church 

and municipal documents of the time record several marriages between French men and 

Kaskaskia women, as well as the subsequent baptisms of their children (Good 1972:15). In her 

published report, Good provided background information on the site and listed and described all 

of the material culture she evaluated.        

 

 This concludes the section on sites from the western Great Lakes and the Illinois 

Country. Chapter 4 continues the discussion by introducing sites from the Louisiane Colony.  
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CHAPTER 4 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LOUISIANE COLONY AND FORT ST. PIERRE 

 

French in Louisiane 

 At its outset, the whole endeavor for colonial Louisiane was ill conceived. Louis XIV 

made it known that his main incentive for beginning this colony was religious—his French 

subjects were there to save the souls of the Natives. Other motives included seeking precious 

metals, producing a profit for France, and protecting its territorial interests. In 1712, the King 

gave the monopoly of the colony to Antoine Crozat, a French businessman (Fortier 1966:57, 

Giraud 1974:250). Crozat held the monopoly for seven years before giving it up in 1717 to the 

Regent of France (Fortier 1966:63). The Regent of France then transferred the monopoly to 

financier John Law and his Company of the Indies/Company of the West (Fortier 1966:64). The 

motives for both Crozat and Law were economic; each wanted to turn a profit from the colony. 

For myriad reasons, each man failed in his economic goals.   

 The first Louisiane permanent French settlement, called both Fort Maurepas and Fort 

Biloxi at Biloxi (also referred to as Old Biloxi) was founded in 1699 (McWilliams 1981:89), and 

in the early years it was often neglected by France. Its initial colonists were sorely unprepared 

for life in the New World (Giraud 1974:101). Before landing and attempting to establish 

settlements, they did not take into account the climate and the environment, which included 

hurricanes, flooding, and changes in the paths of the main rivers. Additionally, sand comprising 

the coast was not good for agriculture and the moist climate caused wooden structures to rot very 
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quickly. All of these issues compounded the problems that the initial French inhabitants faced. 

The imagined economic promise of the young colony was never fulfilled, so the inhabitants 

ended up relying on France for basic subsistence such as wheat flour, salted meat, dried 

vegetables, and, of course, wine. These issues were compounded by additional logistical and 

military problems (Giraud 1974:142).       

 Accompanying Iberville and Bienville to found the colony were French-Canadian 

voyageurs—men who had no intention of transforming themselves into farmers (Giraud 

1974:101); thus causing further economic issues. Instead, these voyageurs were willing to hire 

themselves out for physical tasks such as building forts and other structures. Though Iberville 

and Bienville did bring some skilled craftsmen to the colony, there were never enough craftsmen 

to complete all of the needed work. 

 In addition to a lack of skilled workers, the colony suffered from a lack of settlers. 

Crozat‟s monopoly transported mostly-respectable poor and orphaned French women in groups 

of 20 or 30 to the colony, all of whom were married off quickly after their arrival in Louisiane 

(Giraud 1974:272-273). But unlike their English counterparts, the common people of France did 

not want to move to Louisiane, as the crossing was still precarious and the tightly packed ships 

carried and spread disease. Often people would survive the journey only to die on the beach from 

a lack of shelter, supplies, food and transportation to elsewhere (Pritchard 2004:26). John Law‟s 

Company shipped thousands of people, but made no logistical plans to transport, feed and clothe 

them until they could support themselves.   

 Though maintaining the boundaries of the Louisiane Colony against incursion by both 

Britain and Spain was a major factor in policy-making, the Troops de la Marine were never at 

full regiment capacity. This under-manned situation occurred at Fort Rosalie in Natchez, Fort 
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Toulouse near Montgomery, Fort St. Pierre in the Yazoo Bluffs and the smaller Louisiane forts 

that were eventually phased out. In addition to a low quality of soldiers, Giraud repeatedly 

mentions the lack of food at the forts, with diets subsidized by locally-grown corn (1974:142) 

and low morale due to persistent sickness, poor living conditions, and a lack of clothing and 

supplies (1974:219). 

 The John Law years started out fairly well for the settlers who were already established 

due to the fact that he was sending ships with supplies, soldiers and immigrants (Usner 1992:32-

35). But, per the complaints lodged by the inhabitants, the majority of the supplies were not of 

high quality—often arriving rotten or ruined (Rowland and Sanders 1929:21, 60-61). Law‟s 

supplies were not the only low quality item delivered from France—James Barnett (2007:76-77) 

describes the immigrants that Law‟s men recruited as follows: “[Law‟s] company shanghaied 

into indentured servitude more than 600 vagrants, orphans, smugglers, prostitutes, and thieves to 

begin the business of populating the colony. French constables cleaned out jails and rounded up 

the homeless from the streets.” The forced emigration policy was continued when the Council of 

the Navy took over the colony from Law, when, Giraud (1993:33-34) explains, the morality of 

the transported women was no longer a concern and places such as foundling institutions and 

poor houses became a source of immigrants.       

 Due to a persistent lack of French women, French men began to fill this void with Native 

women from a variety of indigenous groups. This behavior started with the garrison officers, 

who employed Native women to care for their households and poultry yards, and then it spread 

to all of the unmarried male inhabitants (Giraud 1974:179). This French and Native 

interrelationship was compounded by the fact that supplies and food from France were often not 
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forthcoming, and acting-Governor Bienville was forced on at least three occasions to send his 

troops and other male inhabitants out to live with Native groups for the winter.  

 Lastly, in regard to business and economy, the inhabitants of Louisiane were constrained 

in ways that the English colonists were not. Private business was extensively circumscribed by 

the crown so that individual businessmen were not supposed to be making a profit. Giraud 

(1974:265) explains that the granting of the trade monopoly of the colony to Crozat closed the 

colony as a trading option to all other merchants, because the crown controlled who were granted 

trading permits. In Louisiane trading permits were very rare, because the Governor was supposed 

to do all of the trading and gift giving at the Capital, and all of the Chiefs were supposed to come 

to him. If trading happened at fort locales, it was supposed to be the commandants who did the 

trading, supervised by the man who controlled the magasin, the clerk. The rules on who could 

and could not trade with surrounding Natives also continued to change, but as Usner (1992) 

discusses in Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy. The Lower 

Mississippi Valley Before 1783, face-to-face trading between French inhabitants, Natives, and 

African slaves was one of the few processes keeping the frontier economy afloat.  

 The illusion of Louisiane as a place of paradise was quickly destroyed through a 

combination of a lack of supplies, the ineptitude of government officials, relationship problems 

with numerous Native groups, and a myriad of other factors, such as the environment and 

colonial endeavors by the English and Spanish. By 1719, John Law had fled France, and his 

Company of the West was controlled first by men of the royal court, and later by the King 

himself (Barnett 2007:80-82).     
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Building French Forts  

 During the Crozat years, in order to secure the safety of the colony, the Intendent and the 

Governor of Louisiane maintained relations with most Native tribes in the region. Once formal 

relations were established, the Crown decided whether or not to build a proper post or fort in the 

homeland areas of these tribes (Rowland and Sanders 1932:303). This decision was often 

predicated on the danger of the area being overtaken by English traders traveling by pack horse 

from the Atlantic Coast, or by Spanish inhabitants encroaching from the east, west, and south. 

The main reasons for building a fort were politico-economic, as politics and economics were not 

viewed as separate factors in a relationship with Native people, but instead were viewed as a 

whole. For instance, the French Crown controlled all of the trading, and this was to be through 

the Governor (in New Orleans after 1719) and the commandants of the forts. Treaties, 

friendships, understandings, and agreements between French and Native groups included the 

promise of military support and the promise to exchange material goods all at the same time. 

Military allies and trading partners were not viewed as mutually exclusive, at least by the French.  

 Most of the Louisiane forts survived through the Crozat years, and some supplies and 

fresh soldiers arrived right before Crozat gave up his monopoly (Fortier 1966:63). Like the list 

mentioned in the discussion of the western Great Lakes, these forts built in Louisiane served 

multiple purposes such as claiming land and promoting interaction with local Native groups. In 

contrast to the northern forts, commandants reported directly to New Orleans and settlers were 

encouraged to farm cash crops, such as tobacco, wheat, rice, indigo, and possibly silkworms. 

Most importantly, the new forts in Louisiane were positioned in key places among allied Native 

groups. The forts built for this southern alliance network were made of timber. All were 

palisaded and some had dry moats or protective ditches surrounding them (Brown 1979a:202; 
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Rowland and Sanders 1929:220). The initial John Law years also saw supplies, troops and 

settlers arrive at Louisiane to be parsed out to the forts (Fortier 1966:68). During the John Law 

years many concessions were established near forts for protection. John Law‟s bank and 

Company failed in 1720, which caused many of the concessions to fail as well (Fortier 1966:70), 

yet some settlements survived this tumultuous time and these areas are still inhabited to the 

present day. Several of the Louisiane French settlements, forts, and Native villages which were 

contemporaneous with Fort St. Pierre are discussed below.      

 

Colonial French Marines 

 The forts in Louisiane were manned by French Troupes de la Marine, colonial land 

soldiers in the employ of the Navy. According to René Chartrand (1973: 58), in 1716 six 

companies of soldiers from the Army were merged with recruits from France, but these 

companies were then turned over to the Navy before being sent to Louisiane. Marcel Giraud 

(1974: 270) remarks that of the soldiers recruited in 1714-1715, none were professional farm 

laborers. There were never enough regular French Army personnel to defend the colony of 

Louisiane. 

 The first Marines sent to Louisiane came directly from France. They were ill-suited for 

colonial life and had been recruited from among the poor and fringe elements of French society. 

They brought their culture and ideas to Louisiane, which often conflicted with the harsh living 

conditions (Adams 1997; Allain 1988; Doyle 2001).  

 The forts were built and manned by these French Marines. In Louisiane, the recruits were 

often poor and came to the colony with few belongings (Giraud 1974:266-267). In terms of 

material wealth, these soldiers remained quite poor. In a letter to the Directors of the Company of 
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the Indies written on March 8, 1724, Mr. de La Chaise explained that soldiers were paid a wage 

of three livres and 15 sous in copper money, but were charged three livres for bread, 45 sous for 

clothing, and 12 livres for rent (Rowland and Sanders 1929:317). This resulted in the soldier 

owing the Company money and created a debt that could not be paid off. Mr. de La Chaise 

pleaded the case of the soldiers, recommending they be allowed to earn extra wages by day-

laboring. But, he explained, this was impossible because they were kept busy with duties and 

“detached service,” meaning assigned work away from their post. According to Mr. de La 

Chaise, this situation “weakens the companies” of soldiers (Rowland and Sanders 1929:318). 

Letters and minutes from the Superior Council of the Colony of Louisiane record that soldiers 

were kept busy with various military duties, but these and other historic documents do not 

discuss these duties in great detail (Rowland and Sanders 1929:28-29, 113, 318; Rowland and 

Sanders 1932:348-349). Yet another reason the daily life of soldiers is not well known.   

 The remainder of this chapter will review the Louisiane sites used in the statistical 

comparison.  

 

Sites Examined 

 My discussion of the Louisiane sites starts in the Gulf Coast area and moves in a general 

northerly direction along the Mississippi River to end with the site of Fort St. Pierre in the Yazoo 

Bluffs.  

 

Old Mobile (1MB94) 

 Old Mobile, located at Twenty-seven Mile Bluff in present-day Alabama, was established 

in 1702 and abandoned in 1711 (Waselkov 1991:1). This city was originally called “Mobile,” 
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and only later became known as “Old Mobile” once the inhabitants moved south to the present-

day city of Mobile. This site was a European-style platted city built by the original colonists of 

Louisiane. The town was roughly 120 acres in size and held between 80 to 100 structures 

(Waselkov 1991:1). Within the town were a marketplace, a public well, and a fort. Fort Louis de 

la Louisiane was the colony‟s military headquarters and held the residences of officials, royal 

warehouses and a church (Waselkov 1991:1).  

 The town site had drainage issues and frequent flooding caused housing problems, 

complaints, and finally abandonment of the site. A large section of the platted town was never 

occupied due to the seasonal presence of swamps (Waselkov, personal communication). Jay 

Higginbotham described the settled area, saying the fort was safe from flooding on its bluff site, 

but that “the bluff sloped gently back and down, to a creek at its northern extremity and to a miry 

bog on its western edge, so that even Bienville‟s residence, which was to be built on the highest 

land excepting Fort Louis, would at times be subjected to the poor drainage” (Higginbotham 

1991:48).  

 As stated, Fort Louis was located along the bluff at a higher elevation than the town. 

Using various sources, Peter Hamilton (1976: 53) described the fort as constructed in the pièce-

sur-pièce method, saying it was, “sixty toises or fathoms square, with four bastions thirty feet 

long, having six guns at each corner, advanced in a semicircle. Within were four buildings,--

chapel, gouvernement and officers‟ quarters, magasins and guard (corps de garde), and in the 

center a parade of forty-five toises square”. Hamilton (1976:53) goes on to say that the barracks 

for the privates and Canadians, as well as the powder magazine, were all built outside of the 

palisade walls.  
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 The Old Mobile inhabitants, around 300 people, were a mixture of soldiers, French-

Canadians, administrators, merchants, traders, engagés (indentured servants), and a handful of 

religious practitioners. As there were few French women, many of the men employed or 

purchased Native women to serve as slaves or domestic servants. By 1708 enslaved Natives, 

many from Petites Nations, comprised one-third of the population of the settlement (Waselkov 

2002:5).   

 Flooding was not the only problem encountered by the Fort Louis/Old Mobile 

inhabitants. In 1704 the ship, the Pelican, stopped at Saint-Domingue (Haiti) and the crew and 

passengers brought yellow fever from that island to the new settlement. Many at Old Mobile 

were killed from the spread of the disease (Hamilton 1976:69). Two years later, in 1706, yellow 

fever killed Iberville when he was in Havana, and control of the colony then switched to his 

brother, Bienville (Hamilton 1976:70). Higginbotham (1991:450, 453) explained that once 

Bienville was in power there was much internal debate among officials about moving the town 

of Old Mobile. Excessive rain in April 1711 caused two-thirds of the settlement‟s houses to be 

completely flooded, creating a political crisis that Bienville finally had to admit was best solved 

by moving Mobile closer to the Gulf. After moving their personal possessions, the inhabitants set 

fire to the remainder of the town of Mobile, and evidence of this burning event was found 

archaeologically (Waselkov 1999:16).     

 In 1902 a stone monument was erected at the supposed town site, and limited 

archaeological excavations occurred in 1970 around this monument. Those excavations did not 

uncover definite French materials; nor did they identify the town‟s remains (Waselkov 1991:5, 

7). So, the site of Old Mobile was placed on the U. S. National Register of Historic Places in 

1974 based largely on historical research (Waselkov 1991:7). In 1977 a local history enthusiast 
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began examining aerial photos of the site, and in 1989 he found features on the ground that 

corresponded to French house floor remains (Waselkov 1991:7). This testing led to the 

University of South Alabama‟s first field school at the site in 1989, in which they surveyed some 

of the site and test excavated a house, Structure 1, with an attached palisaded enclosure 

(Waselkov 1991:8).  

 Grant-funded research from 1990 through 1995 accomplished systematic 4-meter-interval 

shovel testing of the entire site resulting in a total of 15,025 shovel test pits. In this time interval,  

Structures 1, 3, 4, and 5, which were all domestic residences, and Structure 2, a forge or 

blacksmith shop area were all excavated. A grid system was created for the site and a standard 

unit size of two by two meters square was employed. Units were hand excavated using trowels 

and shovels. The Zone 1 humus and root layer soils were screened through quarter-inch dry 

mesh. The subsequent plow zone soils were wet-screened through quarter-inch mesh. All soils 

beneath the plow zone were wet-screened through fine window mesh of 1.2 mm. All units were 

mapped in profile and plan view (Waselkov 1991:8, 33; Waselkov 1999:13). Some portions of 

the site were surveyed using a metal detector (Waselkov 1991:47).  

 From the excavations, several specialized reports were published that focused on specific 

artifact classes (Gunderson, et al. 2002; Shorter 2002; Shulsky 2002; Waselkov 1991), as well as 

a PhD dissertation (Silvia 2000). In her dissertation, Diane Silvia (2000:358) discussed how the 

assemblage of Native ceramics provides evidence of interactions between the French inhabitants 

and upwards of seven different Native groups. The multiethnic community, the short time span 

of occupation of Old Mobile, and the variety of Native ceramics are topics that Silvia (2000:360) 

says demonstrates a “high degree of intergroup interaction.” Finally, Silvia (2000:365) points to 

several situational and political factors surrounding Old Mobile, such as its small, and therefore, 
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less imposing French population, and the existence of the Mobilian trade language as factors that 

made Old Mobile and the Gulf a unique place for European and Native interaction compared to 

other New World colonial frontiers.    

 Since 1995, work has continued at the site and other foci of excavations have been 

Structures 14 (a residence and tavern), 30, 31, and 32 (garrison barracks) and intensive remote 

sensing in the area of Fort Louis. Soil samples have been taken throughout the site, and 

additional trenches have been excavated in search of the cemetery.  

 Personal communication with Gregory Waselkov to this author has revealed that though 

two historic maps of the town exist, the archaeologists have found these to be very far off from 

the reality in the ground. This may be due to the fact that many personal plots of land were under 

standing water for several months throughout the year. Consequently, some structures were 

abandoned, and some platted and deeded lands were never occupied. Also, pathways, roadways, 

and intended structures were altered, relocated, or never built in their intended spots.  

 Sources for artifact information and count totals came from several articles in the 

Historical Archaeology journal special edition on Old Mobile (Gunderson, et al. 2002:36(1):105-

116; Shorter 2002:36(1):135-142; Shulsky 2002:36(1):97-104), from Waselkov (1991), and from 

laboratory spreadsheets. Waselkov‟s conclusion in his 1991 report was that the site of 1MB94 is 

indeed the French colonial town of Old Mobile that existed from 1702 through 1711 (Waselkov 

1991:8). Archaeological investigations provide information regarding the houses of the 

inhabitants, which Waselkov (1999:13, 15) described as having earthen floors, windows covered 

with shutters, (since only a few glass window panes were recovered from the site), and wide 

streets despite not having horses or carts. Although the colonists generally did without window 

glass, they used imported roofing tiles to line the ridges of their roofs, and locally-made bricks 
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were used sparingly as doorsills and for fireplace hearths (Waselkov 1999:17). Recovered 

artifacts revealed trading with Spaniards at Pensacola, Havana, and Veracruz, and provided 

additional information on the inhabitants of Old Mobile, “The types and proportions of these 

materials are revealing much about the nature of colonial trade at Old Mobile, as well as ethnic 

and socioeconomic makeup of individual residences, and variability within the town and its 

hinterland” (McEwan 2002:2). Old Mobile is a wonderful site for comparison due to the large 

amount and variety of artifacts in its assemblage, and because it was occupied for less than ten 

years, then permanently abandoned.         

 

Rivière aux Chiens (1MB161) 

 The Rivière aux Chiens site is located near the mouth of Dog River, which empties into 

the northwestern portion of Mobile Bay in Alabama (Waselkov and Gums 2000:1). The site was 

inhabited periodically for over 5,000 years, with French interest in the land beginning in 1702 

(Waselkov and Gums 2000:1). By 1720, Charles Rochon had established a plantation on the site, 

and Phase I of the Rochon occupation lasted from about 1725 through 1745 (Waselkov and 

Gums 2000:98-100). Multiple generations of the family lived and worked on this land, along 

with African slaves, Native slaves, servants, and free Natives (Waselkov and Gums 2000:99). 

The land was occupied until 1848, then had periodic occupations and businesses, until a private 

club was built there in the mid-1950s (Waselkov and Gums 2000:100-107). The club operated 

until 1988, when the land was purchased for bridge construction. Test archaeology performed 

along the initial right-of-way uncovered archaeological remains and artifacts that dated from the 

mid-eighteenth century to present day (Smith 1995:95). It was not until excavations were 

performed more extensively outside this initial right-of-way boundary, that earlier eighteenth 
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century components of the site, contemporaneous with Fort St. Pierre, were discovered. The site 

was subsequently excavated as completely as possible, resulting in the largest archaeological 

project in southwest Alabama (Waselkov and Gums 2000:2).   

 A very large area of the plantation site was excavated, with differing terrain and 

architectural remains (Waselkov and Gums 2000:Chapter 6). Machines were used to remove 

layers of concrete and asphalt from modern roadways that covered archaeological deposits. Most 

excavation units were two by two meters in size and natural soil layers were removed with 

shovels and trowels. All soils were wet-screened using 1/16-inch mesh (Waselkov and Gums 

2000:113). Features numbered in the hundreds and included structural trenches and fencing 

trenches, postholes and postmolds (mostly modern), refuse pits, brick pier and post features, 

smudge pits, tanning vats, and a well (Waselkov and Gums 2000:119-120). Only the earliest 

French layers and artifacts were considered for this dissertation, but, as the authors explained, 

each new occupation at the site disturbed previous deposits and mixed artifact layers (Waselkov 

and Gums 2000:121). Therefore, the numbers used for this project give only an approximate 

picture of life at the earliest French occupation stages of this plantation.  

 

Port Dauphin Village House Site (1MB221) 

 Today‟s Dauphin Island, previously called Dauphine Island and Ile Massacre, was the 

primary port for the new colony of Louisiane from 1702 until the early 1720s (Shorter and 

Waselkov 1999:5). The island “was the site of the earliest French settlement in modern-day 

Alabama,” supporting the upriver main settlement of (Old) Mobile (Shorter and Waselkov 

1999:5). The island had a small natural harbor at its eastern end, which was a desirable place for 

the colony‟s port, called Port Dauphin. A village near the harbor was occupied from 1702 until 
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about 1724, when the inhabitants moved away to New Biloxi and New Orleans (Shorter and 

Waselkov 1999:6). After the establishment of New Orleans, Dauphin Island was only inhabited 

by a handful of people through the end of the French and Indian War in 1763 (Shorter and 

Waselkov 1999:5). 

 Upon its establishment, the village inhabitants at Port Dauphin interacted with both the 

Spanish at Pensacola and with various Native peoples living around the Gulf of Mexico. The 

authors of the Port Dauphin Village House site report, George Shorter and Gregory Waselkov 

(1999: 6), explain that Native peoples were also interacting with the French as “slaves, servants, 

and marriage partners.” Research questions for this site investigated these interactions and 

questioned how life on this island was different than life on the mainland.  

 Artifacts counted for this research project were recovered from a fully excavated single 

structure located within the village (Shorter and Waselkov 1999:8). The site was protected by 

more than a meter of sand, and intact deposits were discovered as excavations proceeded 

(Shorter and Waselkov 1999:8). Soils at the site were water-screened through fine 1/16-inch 

mesh (Shorter and Waselkov 1999:9). The uncovered structure was a long, narrow building with 

lean-tos added on later (Shorter and Waselkov 1999:10). Also uncovered were a barrel well and 

a total of 205 features relating to French use (Shorter and Waselkov 1999:11). Shorter and 

Waselkov (1999: 11) determined that the majority of the artifacts recovered date from around 

1715 to 1725. All information regarding the artifacts is taken directly from lab analysis forms 

held at the University of South Alabama‟s Center for Archaeological Studies in Mobile.  
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Port Dauphin Stockade Site (1MB61) 

 Another French colonial archaeological site on Dauphin Island, Alabama, is the Port 

Dauphin Stockade, a military fort occupied by French soldiers and other individuals from 1711 

to 1722 (Shorter 1995:xii). A 1717 map of the island showed a “bastioned, palisaded fort, in 

whose barracks lodge the troops,” a powder magazine, and cannon placed behind an 

embankment at the water‟s edge for use in defending the outer harbor (Shorter 1995:6).  

 The first excavations at this site were conducted by the University of South Alabama in 

1973 and 1974 by Read Stowe (Shorter 1995:9-10). The conclusions that these excavations in 

the 1970s uncovered the fort (stockade), the warehouse, and a blacksmith shop have been revised 

as later excavations suggest the earlier work uncovered an outlying domestic occupation area 

(Shorter 1995:12-13).  

 The site was further investigated because “in the late summer of 1991 „treasure hunters‟ 

cleared portions of the site with a box blade and removed artifacts” (Shorter 1995:11). Due to 

this disturbance by looters, additional excavations of the area were conducted in 1992 and 1993 

(Shorter 1995:13) by George Shorter and by archaeologists from Auburn University. This group 

created a grid system for the site and surface collected artifacts from the disturbed contexts. 

Several shovel test pits were excavated, along with three two by two meter units. Excavation was 

by shovel and hand trowel, and soils were screened through quarter-inch mesh (Shorter 1995:51-

55).  Excavating and determining stratigraphy in the field was difficult due to sandy soils and a 

cultural layer that was only 20 cm deep (Shorter 1995:54).  

 Next, additional units were excavated, and features such as wall trenches and post holes 

were observed (Shorter 1995:55, 57-58). Shorter reasoned that the lack of recovered lead 

musketballs, brass objects and metal coins by archaeologists was likely due to looting 
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disturbances that had occurred at the site (Shorter 1995:115). Significant features included a 

collapsed bousillage wall about 9.5 inches thick, brick fragments, and construction spikes 

(Shorter 1995:126). Shorter explained that the strange angle of structural features recovered may 

actually be the end of a bastion [possibly in the Vauban style] creating an unusual angle in 

relation to the building (Shorter 1995:134). He stated that these structural remains were not part 

of the warehouse on the island (Shorter 1995:138); nor were they civilian habitations. Instead the 

remains served a military purpose and housed the soldiers within the barracks (1995:119, 184). It 

is not made clear why both the terms „stockade‟ and „fort‟ are used in the thesis, but at one point 

Shorter quotes a primary document where the French used the term „stockade fort‟ (Hubert, 

Mobile commissary to Council, 1717), so this might be the origin of why the terms became 

interchangeable. In the end, Shorter concluded that this archaeological site is indeed the Port 

Dauphin stockade, or fort.     

 

La Pointe-Krebs Plantation (22JA526) 

 The still-standing structure of the La Pointe-Krebs House was the main home for a 

colonial plantation complex. The house and the surrounding land is currently part of the Old 

Spanish Fort Park located in Pascagoula, Mississippi (Gums and Waselkov 2015:1). This house 

was built in the late-1700s in the French colonial style after a hurricane destroyed many 

buildings on the plantation in 1772. The original house that stood in the same place had been 

built around 1718 when Joseph Simon de la Pointe was granted the land. One of his daughters 

married Hugo Ernestus Krebs around 1741, which is how the plantation got its name (Gums and 

Waselkov 2015:10). This plantation was owned by the Krebs family for nearly two more 

centuries (Gums and Waselkov 2015:1).  
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 Archaeological work was first done in 1979 when four units were excavated within the 

house and three units were excavated around its perimeter. Unfortunately the field notes and 

artifact collection from these excavations have been lost, but a report still exists (Gums and 

Waselkov 2015:13). Subsequent excavations took place in 1992 and 1994, with a 1995 report 

incorporating all of the feature, profile, and artifact information from the earlier excavations 

(Waselkov and Silvia 1995:1, 5). Reasons for performing the 1994 excavations included 

confirming or rejecting previous interpretations on the Krebs House structural remains, the 

dating of the construction of the house, and documenting structural changes over time for the 

still-standing structure. The 1994 work was able to achieve all of these goals. 

 This 1994 work was written up in a 1995 report, which states the following conclusions 

regarding the house: the original use of the land was by a group of Pascagoula people between 

1750 and 1775; an Aboriginal shell midden was later mined “for use in wall and floor 

construction;” and, finally, prepping the land to build the current (and only) house “seems to 

have occurred around 1775” (Waselkov and Silvia 1995:16, 31, 34). The house experienced 

periodic renovations by its occupants, and restorations and „improvements‟ by its historic site 

keepers from 1775 through to modern day (Waselkov and Silvia 1995:38). Following this 1994 

work, monitoring and salvage excavations were performed in 1995 in response to house 

restoration activities. Shovel test pits were also conducted at this time (Gums and Waselkov 

2015:1, 14). Due to the late-eighteenth century date of the original house construction, no 

artifacts from these early excavations were used for my dissertation study.       

 In 2005, the house and the site were damaged by Hurricane Katrina, and afterwards 

FEMA restoration funds were given to the park (Gums and Waselkov 2015:12). Part of the 

restoration plans involved 2010 field work, which included 22 excavation units dug in 10 cm 
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arbitrary levels with soils waterscreened through 1/16-inch mesh (Gums and Waselkov 2015:15). 

Excavation units, features, and artifacts recovered spanned from a very early prehistoric Native 

component through the French, then Spanish, then American occupation of the site and included 

nineteenth-century and modern-day refuse (Gums and Waselkov 2015:14, 19, 22, 29). The 

archaeology provided information on construction activity areas, architectural styles, and 

consumption patterns of the house inhabitants (Gums and Waselkov 2015:19-24, 26-27, 40, 50, 

52).  

 Artifacts used in this dissertation came from units and features determined to be from the 

earliest French occupation of the site. An area labeled Area 1 had been a prehistoric shell 

midden, which next was used as a mortar mixing area for colonial architecture activities (Gums 

and Waselkov 2015:19). Feature 173 was a soil disturbance that had occurred around 1732 when 

an underground wooden storage area was created. This disturbed soil contained early colonial 

artifacts (Gums and Waselkov 2015:26-27). Feature 112 was a smudge pit dating to the whole 

French colonial period, 1718 to 1763 (Gums and Waselkov 2015:29). Feature 90 was a lime 

slaking pit and was “one of the oldest features excavated during the 2010 project” (Gums and 

Waselkov 2015:52). Twelve more features date to the French colonial period spanning 1718 to 

1763 (Gums and Waselkov 2015:39-40, 50), and datable artifacts were carefully selected from 

the above discussed features for inclusion in my statistical tests.       

 

Bayou Goula French Concession Site (16IV11)    

 Located in Iberville Parish, Louisiana, the archaeological site designated 16IV11 has 

been examined three times over a span of forty years. This site was first excavated by George 

Quimby and a small crew of archaeologists in 1940 and 1941, with the report finally being 
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published in 1957 (Fredlund 1983:49; Quimby 1957). In his report, Quimby explained that he 

and the Louisiana State Archaeological Survey were looking for the large Native village site 

occupied by the Bayogoula and several other tribes. The site they encountered contained two 

badly eroded mounds separated by a 600-foot-long plaza, oriented on a northwest-southeast axis 

(Quimby 1957:97-98). Quimby (1957:100) was aided by historic documents describing a village 

of two temples, 107 cabins, and a palisade.  

 Despite a high water table, which flooded excavation units, the crew excavated to a depth 

of four and sometimes five feet. They excavated almost all of Mound 1, profiled Mound 2, 

excavated several house remains and pits, and completed multiple exploratory trenches (Quimby 

1957:103). Quimby does not provide details regarding excavation techniques or methods, and it 

is unclear if screens were used to collect smaller artifacts, but this seems unlikely. Due to the site 

being continually swamped, I would guess that removal of artifacts was by hand. Features 

encountered during this work included house trenches, the palisade trench, refuse pits, fire pits, 

burial pits, and stratigraphic mound levels (Quimby 1957:104). Through his evaluation of the 

excavations, notes, and artifacts, Quimby (1957: 164) concluded the following, “It is my opinion 

that the architectural features, associated refuse pits, and burials represent an occupancy by an 

amalgamation of Bayogoula, Acolapissa, Houma, and perhaps some Chitimacha in the period 

between 1723 and 1739.”  

 The 1957 Quimby report was published with this conclusion as a certainty, that this site 

was the amalgamated village of the Bayogoula; although in the history of the site Quimby 

(1957:100) mentioned that the site was part of a French concession in 1718. Descriptions and 

figures of the architecture printed in this report prompted Ian W. Brown to write an article 

reexamining the architectural remains at the site. This article came out in 1976, as Brown was in 
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the midst of examining the remains of French Fort St. Pierre. Through his research on French 

architecture in the colony of Louisiane, Brown noticed that Quimby‟s “Native” structures within 

the village resembled French structures and, in fact, Quimby‟s recovered structures were 

probably related to the French Bayou Goula Concession built in that location during colonial 

times.  

 Brown‟s main argument (1976:194) was that Quimby‟s house structures were rectangular 

with internal room divisions; a style not known to have been practiced by the Bayogoula people. 

Brown‟s argument (1976:197) was supported by the fact that the Bayou Goula site buildings 

were numerous and ran parallel to each other; a situation Brown knew had been reported for the 

workers‟ cabins at a French concession located outside of Fort St. Pierre in the Yazoo Bluffs 

region of Mississippi. Brown concluded that the architectural remains uncovered by Quimby 

were indeed from the French concession (1976:194). As this was a multicomponent site with a 

history of Coles Creek and Mississippian peoples, French settlers, and various historic Native 

groups, Brown (1976:203) suggested that future work should examine the exact locations of 

European items found on the site and which features these items were associated with, as this 

could dramatically change the interpretations for the site.  

 A complete reconsideration of the site was taken up by Glen Fredlund in a Master‟s 

Thesis for Louisiana State University in 1983. In his investigations Fredlund (1983:1) discovered 

a second site in the former bayou channel, site number 16IV134. The details of this second site 

are discussed in a separate section below. 

 Starting with Brown‟s report on the structural remains at the Bayou Goula site, Fredlund 

next investigated unreported European artifacts that had come from the original 16IV11 

(Quimby) site, and complemented his work with information from historical documents. 
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Fredlund noted that documents placed a joint Bayogoula-Mugulasha village at a site with two 

mounds. Around 1700 the Bayogoula attacked most of the Mugulasha tribe. In turn, the 

Bayogoula were attacked by the Taensa, and by 1706 this village and the surrounding area were 

abandoned for 12 years (Fredlund 1983:3-4). Fredlund (1983:4) explained that a French 

concession was established in the area in 1718, and by 1721 was inhabited by 30 people listed as 

“whites, blacks, and Indians [unspecified].” Through examining historic documents, Fredlund 

(1983:29) found several that variously listed the concession as being built on the site of an old 

village; at an abandoned village; and on the former Bayogoula village.  

 Also helpful in his reinterpretations of Quimby‟s excavations and reported features, 

Fredlund (1983:32-34) found a 1726 inventory of the concession that listed multiple main 

buildings, outbuildings and activity areas. This list provided detailed information about the 

concession which had several buildings and activity areas that corresponded with European 

structural and artifactual remains uncovered by Quimby (Fredlund 1983:32-35, 50-51, 54-55). 

With all of this assembled data, Fredlund explained that there are three sites in the area, which 

contributed to Quimby‟s confusion. Fredlund presented these as three nearby sites separated on 

the landscape, as opposed to being three components of the same site horizontally stratified. 

These sites were described as follows: site 16IV12, a Coles Creek Period prehistoric village with 

a single mound; site 16IV134 (investigated by Fredlund for his thesis), located 1,219 meters 

from the river with eighteenth-century French artifacts in association with late Mississippian 

period Native artifacts; and site 16IV11, the Quimby-excavated site, situated 442 meters from 

the river with two mounds and eighteenth-century French artifacts in association with Native 

artifacts (Fredlund 1983:46-48). Fredlund (1983:52) determined the mounds that Quimby 
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investigated were also of Coles Creek period construction. It is unclear why the single mound 

site is not considered by Fredlund to be part of the multi-mound site.   

 Using measurements recorded and mentioned in the historic documents, Fredlund 

determined that the joint Bayogoula-Mugulasha village and the later French concession did not 

occupy the same land (1983:45). Instead, Fredlund (1983:46-48, 52, 67, 78, 85) determined that 

site 16IV134 examined for his thesis was the short-lived Bayogoula-Mugulasha village, and site 

16IV11 was the site of the French concession built over an old Coles Creek period mound center.  

 Fredlund himself did not do any further excavations at site 16IV11, but he reported on the 

European artifacts that Quimby excluded from the 1957 report. All of Fredlund‟s other 

information about this site came from historic and recent sources and from the Quimby 

excavation reports, notes, and artifacts. With the information provided by Fredlund, I treat site 

16IV11 as the Bayou Goula French Concession site for this dissertation project.         

 

Bayogoula-Mugulasha Native Village Site (16IV134) 

 This site is located in the former bayou channel 1,219 meters from the Mississippi River, 

near the French concession site (Fredlund 1983:1, 46-48). The site location conforms to 

distances from the river recorded in historic documents (Fredlund 1983:1, 45-46). Fredlund 

(1983:67) explained that, “The Bayogoula-Mugulasha Village was located at least twice as far 

from the river as the concession.” Fredlund himself located this site during a 1977 survey. He 

subsequently created a surface collection using a grid and excavated a few test pits to look for 

midden, screening the soils for small items, especially beads. The site had been cut recently to 

create a drainage ditch and profiles were made of this cut (personal communication, 2015). This 

activity took place in the spring of 1981, and Fredlund was fortunate to find the site substantially 
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intact and not damaged by nearby agricultural activities (Fredlund 1983:68, 75). Fredlund 

(1983:70, 85) remarked that the site was occupied for a fairly short time, about 40 years, from at 

least 1699 to around 1739 (Quimby 1957:102). On a final note he observed that the European 

ceramics collected from the site were very different from other eighteenth-century Euro-Colonial 

assemblages of the area, but he did not give a reason for this situation (Fredlund 1983:85). For 

my dissertation, the site of 16IV134 is treated as the joint Bayogoula-Mugulasha historic Native 

Village site.   

 

Angola Farm (16WF2) 

 The Tunica people left the Yazoo Bluffs region around 1706 and moved south to a place 

called by the French „Portage de la Croix,‟ establishing a village referred to as the “Grand 

Tonicas” (Brain 1988:15, 31). This grand village site has not been discovered archaeologically, 

but several satellite villages attributed to Tunica occupation have been excavated. The Angola 

Farm site is one of two Tunica satellite settlements (Brain 1988:152). It is located in West 

Feliciana Parish, Louisiana, and was initially excavated by James A. Ford in 1936, who exposed 

10 burials in eight days (Brain 1988:152-153). Two of the burials had been previously disturbed 

by plowing (Brain 1988:153). These burials were accompanied by numerous grave goods, which 

were first described by Ford and then reanalyzed in 1973 by Harvard University‟s Lower 

Mississippi Survey (LMS). The results of the reanalysis were published in Brain‟s 1988 volume, 

Tunica Archaeology.  

 In 1975, members of the LMS located Ford‟s site on the ground and surveyed additional 

surrounding plots of land. A surface survey was conducted, which recovered other historic and 

prehistoric artifacts. Though the surveyors were hopeful of locating a village site, one was not 
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found at that locale, and no excavation units were attempted (Brain 1988:161-162). Artifacts 

used in this project came from the 1975 controlled surface survey, and the previously uncovered 

grave goods. 

 

Bloodhound (16WF21) 

 The Bloodhound site is located in West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana, the same parish as 

the Angola Farm site, and was discovered in the Fall of 1976 when two burials were uncovered 

by a prison inmate. Archaeologists with Harvard‟s LMS were able to excavate in the area in 

1977 (Brain 1988:162). The land, which was disturbed by various modern human activities, was 

surface surveyed using a magnetometer. Two additional burials were discovered along a recent 

road cut. Next, exploratory trenches that were one meter wide and about 30 meters long were 

employed to discover features and other possible burials. Subsoil was reached at around 20 cm 

below the surface. Due to the slow progress of this approach, a bulldozer was brought in to strip 

away the modern surface from the entire hillside. Three more burials were located with this 

technique. No other aboriginal features were found on the hill location. Excavations focused 

around two locales, the above-described Bloodhound Hill, and then the Terrace (Brain 

1988:166). Brain (1988:166) remarked that the Bloodhound Hill area was a small Native 

cemetery, probably used by a satellite community of the Tunica. The Terrace was also greatly 

disturbed by recent human activities, so exploratory trenches were strategically placed in 

undisturbed areas. Excavations were done using arbitrary levels until natural stratigraphy could 

be determined and then natural levels were used (Brain 1988: 178). Occupation and use of the 

Terrace area was marked by a black midden soil layer, with little to no internal stratification, 

which Brain (1988:187, 195) interpreted as indicating a brief habitation. Inhabitants of this little 
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hamlet were possibly “well-to-do,” as demonstrated by the wealth and volume of grave goods 

that accompanied the burials (Brain 1988:195).        

 

Fatherland Site/Grand Village of the Natchez (22AD501)   

 The Fatherland Site, which was interpreted as the Grand Village of the Natchez, was a 

remnant locale of the once-mighty Plaquemine culture of the Mississippi period. It was occupied 

and in use at the time of French settlement in present-day Adams County, Mississippi. Many of 

the Natchez people provided food for the soldiers at nearby French Fort Rosalie, since domestic 

meat such as beef and veal were expensive and hard to obtain (Surrey 2006:251-252).  

 At the turn of the eighteenth century, the Grand Village of the Natchez was not a real 

village in the sense that a village community lived there; instead it was a ceremonial center 

where the Great Sun, his royal family, and his retainers lived, along with several temple minders. 

Ian W. Brown (2007:148) said that the low number of inhabitants at this locale may have 

underwhelmed their French neighbors, who also observed continuous infighting between the 

royal family members who held positions of power in the various surrounding villages. Le Page 

du Pratz found the royal inhabitants of this village much to his liking and numbered them as 

some of his “most intimate friends” (Le Page du Pratz 1774:306-307). He described the Natchez 

as being more distinguished than other Native groups due to being better thinkers with better 

manners, sentimental with reasonable customs and natural and serious ceremonies (du Pratz 

1774:307).    

 During the time of French settlement in the region, the Natchez had adopted several 

distinct Native groups, and archaeology done in 1981-82 by Harvard‟s Lower Mississippi Survey 

was able to detect the presence of adopted Native groups through the archaeological record 
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(Brown 1985:1). These adopted groups were called the Tioux and the Grigra, and both groups 

are described by Brown as being from a Tunican language stock (Brown 1985:2). The Tioux 

people appeared to be French allies, while the Grigra were allied to the English (Brown 1985:6). 

Yet, the political situation may have been more complicated than what the archaeology 

suggested. Dumont de Montigny (2012:220-221) explained that in the aftermath of a Native 

attack on French-owned horses on the Terre Blanche concession, the Natchez blamed the attack 

on individuals from the Tioux village.     

 Because much was written by the French about the Grand Village of the Natchez, this 

was a sought-after place for archaeologists. It was long thought that the archaeological site 

named the Fatherland site was actually this Grand Village. The Fatherland site is located east and 

a bit south from modern-day Natchez, and presently contains three earthen mounds. Previous 

excavations and trenching on the mounds at the site had been performed by Moreau B. Chambers 

in 1930 (Neitzel 1965:40). Chambers work on top of the mounds uncovered a total of 25 burials, 

the majority of which seemed to be of high-ranking members of the Natchez society. One person 

in particular was quite likely the last powerful Great Sun who died when the French were in 

residence in and around Fort Rosalie (Neitzel 1965:93-95). 

 In 1931 Chambers, James A. Ford, and Henry B. Collins examined the bluffs across St. 

Catherine‟s Creek from the Fatherland Site. Here they found artifacts and middens from a Native 

village site that they thought was affiliated with the Grand Village of the Natchez ceremonial 

center. In addition to Native potsherds and lithics, several European items such as glass bottle 

fragments, nails and lead muskets balls were recovered. They did not excavate at that time, but a 

fresh road-cut exposed a six-inch black midden soil stratum, testifying to a long occupation of 

the site (Ford 1936:64-65).      
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  In order to confirm that the Fatherland Site was indeed the historic Grand Village of the 

Natchez, Robert S. Neitzel of the State Historical Museum in Mississippi hired a crew for 

excavations at this site in 1962 and 1963. Due to the plaza being buried by colluvial soil layers, 

Neitzel (1965:15) and his crew were restricted to excavating on the top of the mounds. Mound A 

was eroding into St. Catherine‟s Creek, so the crew cleaned up and mapped the profile of the 

eroding mound face. Sadly the function of Mound A could not be determined (Neitzel 1965:15-

16). 

 Mound B was excavated next and, by expanding a looter‟s trench, the archaeologists 

were able to create a trench across the entire top of Mound B. Building remains were recovered 

from each of four mound construction phases (Neitzel 1965:16). Using various pieces of 

evidence, Neitzel (1965:67) concluded that Mound B had supported the house of the Natchez 

Great Sun.   

 Mound C is a pyramidal platform mound where Chambers uncovered burial remains 

(Neitzel 1965:27). Neitzel‟s excavation team cut one unit down to the base of the mound and 

observed four stages of mound construction for Mound C. They remarked that there was no 

evidence of occupation found on the earliest two mound building phases (Neitzel 1965:29). 

Features from the last two building phases formed a compound building that Neitzel (1965:29) 

believed corresponded with the temple structure mentioned in French documents. Chambers 

recovered numerous European goods that have since been lost, but Neitzel (1965:49) and his 

team uncovered additional European goods to aid in the analysis of the site. To further confirm 

that Mound C was the Temple mound, Neitzel discussed the burial practices and the specific 

funerals of the Great Sun, the Tattooed Serpent, and the sacrifice of their family members and 
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retainers (1965: 78). In his excavations, Chambers uncovered the most ornate burial, Burial 15, 

which Neitzel (1965:84) interpreted as the Great Sun himself.  

 After this extensive discussion, in his conclusions Neitzel (1965:90) stated that the 

Natchez were definitely using platform mounds. For reasons now lost, Mound A was not in use 

during the time of French occupation and, therefore, was not remarked upon in the historical 

documents (Neitzel 1965:91). Mound B and its structural remains were determined to be the 

Chief‟s House. Mound C and its structural remains were determined to be the Temple. Neitzel 

remarked that the architecture of the temple persisted unchanged for a considerable time from the 

prehistoric through the historic period. All of these data allowed Neitzel (1965:91) to state 

definitively that the Grand Village of the Natchez had now been correctly identified as the 

Fatherland site.               

 Almost a decade had passed since Neitzel and his crew excavated at the Fatherland site, 

when the donation of much of the land by a private landowner prompted the state to purchase the 

rest to create an archaeological landmark and erect a public museum at the site. With 

construction and site conservation looming, the State of Mississippi asked Neitzel to return to the 

site in 1972 for further archaeological investigations (Neitzel 1983). For these excavations 

Neitzel (1983:9) and his crew focused on the plaza area of the site.  

 Aiding Neitzel in excavation planning and interpretation was a historical map. In addition 

to showing three mounds, this map also indicated extensive earthwork trenches that French 

soldiers had dug to move their cannons onto the plaza and up to the mounds. The short French 

siege of the Village had great implications for the artifacts recovered and the analysis performed 

by Neitzel.  
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 To approach a site so large that it encompassed both the north and south plazas, Neitzel 

arbitrarily divided the site into seven zones (Neitzel 1983:33). Zone I included Mound A and 

proved that there was an occupation layer beneath the mound. Zone II was directly south of 

Mound A, and no postmolds or features were recovered, but the zone did contain artifacts that 

were recovered (Neitzel 1983:33-34). Zone III had little artifactual material and no structural 

evidence except around the datum point. The area around the datum contained many artifacts, 

particularly European items. There were also two pits and 14 scattered postholes. Neitzel 

(1983:34-35) hypothesized that this datum point artifact concentration was the result of a French 

bivouac during the siege at the Village in 1730, because many of the European materials were 

military accoutrements.  

 Zone IV was immediately north and east of Mound B. Two house structures, Feature 1 

[F1] and Feature 3 [F3], were realized, along with four bowl-shaped pits, and 12 burials (Neitzel 

1983:37). These structures may have been built on the north plaza for the precise reason that it 

was no longer in use as a sacred public space—due to the fact that Mound A was no longer 

functioning as a Temple mound. This contrasted with the south plaza, where the only structure 

recovered was a protohistoric structure not used during historic times, thereby leaving the south 

plaza as a cleared ceremonial space (Neitzel 1983:43).  

 Zone V excavations, directly south of Mound B, exposed evidence that the plaza surface 

extended beneath this mound (Neitzel 1983:46). Zone VI contained more French earthworks, 

which extended a total of 700 feet at an angle across the south plaza (Neitzel 1983:50). At the 

end of his report, Neitzel (1983:107) observed that for a Middle Historic Period site, the Grand 

Village yielded only a meager number of European articles, hardly more than would be expected 

from a passing liaison. The surface collection made by Ford in 1936 seems to indicate the 
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majority of European items owned by the Natchez were utilized and deposited in the village 

across the creek from the Grand Village, as opposed to being used and/or curated in the Grand 

Village itself. Neitzel (1983:111) concluded that many of the metal military artifacts he 

recovered actually were deposited by the French soldiers during their siege. 

 

Greenfield Site (22AD520)    

 The Greenfield site also is located in Adams County, Mississippi. LMS excavations at 

this site from 1981 to 1982 were intended to locate a Natchez village area possibly related to the 

nearby Grand Village (Brown 1985:1-6). The Greenfield site had been discovered and collected 

by Smokye Joe Frank in 1977. The LMS crew surface collected the site in 1978 (Brown 

1985:99), and returned in 1982 for 11 days of excavation at two different but related locales 

(Brown 1985:100). Analysis determined that the area called Locale I had been the site of a 

French house. It was investigated using a 1 x 20 meter trench, which revealed that plowing had 

penetrated into the subsoil. Artifacts were recovered, but Native ceramics were scarce. A 4 x 4 

meter excavation block was placed in Locale II, where intact midden was discovered (Brown 

1985:103). Locale II was determined to be a protohistoric Native village with plowed over 

artifacts from Locale I. In general Brown concluded that “the heaviest employment of this area 

occurred during the early eighteenth century” (1985:110-111). Artifacts from both locales were 

discussed in Brown‟s report, and used in my current dissertation project.  

 

Trinity Site (22AD783) 

 Continuing the search for habitation areas around the Grand Village of the Natchez, 

Harvard‟s LMS team investigated the Trinity site located in the historic area associated with the 
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Grigra people, in present-day Adams County, Mississippi. The site is situated along a powerline 

corridor near the headwaters of Kittering Creek. Surface collections revealed Natchez phase 

Native ceramics and historic trade good materials (Brown 1985:168). The LMS conducted 

shovel pit testing, excavated several units using natural soil levels, and recovered a historic 

period midden (Brown 1985:171). Brown noted that, in comparison with other sites in the area, 

the Trinity site had a much lower volume of lithic artifacts, which demonstrated material culture 

change in Natchezan groups during the early years of the eighteenth century (Brown 1985:185).                   

 

Rice Site (22AD547)    

 The Rice site in Adams County, Mississippi, was excavated by Harvard‟s LMS in 1981 

and 1982 (Brown 1985:1). This historic Native burial site, located on a small hilltop, was 

disturbed by the placement of modern-day oil tanks. Bulldozers setting up the tanks destroyed 

most of the site, but local history enthusiasts, Smokye Joe Frank and Robert Prospere, salvaged 

what they could from multiple burials (Brown 1985:81). In 1981 the LMS spent several days 

mapping the site; they performed a surface collection in 1982 and excavated a few units using 

shaker-screens and 10 cm arbitrary levels (Brown 1985:93-94). The surface collected items and 

grave goods indicate this was a post-contact cemetery for people associated with the Grand 

Village ceremonial site. By the end of investigations, 11 burials had been disturbed, recorded, 

and/or recovered (Brown 1985:81-93). The conclusion was that additional burials most likely 

existed around and under the present oil tanks, but that the habitation midden layer had been 

destroyed by modern activity (Brown 1985:97). 
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Lookout Site (22JE544)  

 The Lookout Site is located within the Fairchilds Creek and Coles Creek region of 

Jefferson County, Mississippi (Brown 1985:12). LMS researchers chose to excavate there 

because earlier records indicated a Natchez village located upriver from the main Natchez 

settlements (Brown 1985:12). Also, several historic burials had previously been disturbed by 

bulldozers in this locale (Brown 1985:23).  

 The area had been covered by forest and in 1981 and 1982 it was tested through multiple 

shovel test pits, test trenches, and block excavations. Cultural soil levels were not that deep and 

several units were excavated in two 10 cm arbitrary levels (Brown 1985:17). Brown (1985:56) 

concluded that the historic Natchez Phase was strongly represented at this site, as evidenced by 

the presence and volume of shell tempered ceramic sherds. Archaeological investigations 

uncovered the remains of four Native structures, some of which dated the site‟s occupation to 

protohistoric/historic times (Brown 1985:16-17). Portions of the site and the majority of the lithic 

artifacts recovered were dated to earlier occupations, such as the Anna Phase and the Archaic 

period (Brown 1985:23-29).  

 When summarizing the artifacts recovered, Brown noted minimal European items in the 

artifact collection. Instead, conclusions were based on the type and style of habitation 

architecture and on the Native ceramics. Brown was convinced that both architecture and 

ceramics were the remains of an adopted group, possibly the Grigra (personal communication). 

A private collection from the site contained European items such as tinkling cones, brass or 

copper sheet fragments, a brass finger ring, glass beads, and a metal bell (Brown 1985:73). The 

small amount of European items recovered by the archaeologists may be due to previous pot 

hunting activities unconnected to the investigated private collection.   
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Lonely Frenchman (22WR541)  

 Historic maps of French Fort St. Pierre indicate an Interpreter‟s House situated on the 

bluffs southwest of the fort, a locale that fits with the location of the Lonely Frenchman site 

(Brown 1979a:231), a French homestead contemporaneous with the fort (Brown 1979a:233). 

Despite excavating two 8-meter trenches at Lonely Frenchman in 1975, researchers did not find 

structures, middens, or many artifacts (Brown 1979a:233). Surprisingly, there was a near absence 

of historic Native material, although a few Native ceramic sherds were recovered (Brown 

1979a:231). Brown determined that the site was possibly a small household, occupied for about 

10 years, as evidenced by a thin midden (Brown 1979a:234).  

 LMS excavators returned to the site in 1976 and opened 82 square meters of units 

(Brown 1979a:233). Unfortunately, no structural remains were uncovered, but a couple of glass 

beads, handwrought nails, and olive green glass shards were collected, along with some iron, a 

clay pipe, and a tinglazed ceramic sherd (Brown 1979a:233). Overall the artifact collection is 

quite small, despite extensive investigation of the site. More information regarding the fort‟s 

interpreter is presented in the following chapters. 

 

Lockguard (22WR538) 

 The Lockguard site is situated northeast of the case study site of Fort St. Pierre, in 

Warren County, Mississippi. A local history enthusiast had collected historic materials from the 

site, including coins and buttons, and notified archaeologists of these finds (Brown 1979a:228). 

When researchers from the LMS walked the site with local amateurs and a sensitive metal 

detector they recovered gun parts, such as a lock plate and a brass trigger guard, and several hand 

wrought nails (Brown 1979a:229). There were also Native cultural materials scattered 
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throughout the site, leading Brown to think the area had been a historic Native settlement 

(1979a:229). These results prompted excavations in the summer of 1976 when excavators 

opened 27 two by two meter units. The topsoil was only about 25 cm deep and the soil was very 

hard to trowel. No postmolds or architectural features were discovered, but Native and European 

materials were recovered from each unit (Brown 1979a:229). There was also a mystery at the 

site, as several of the European artifacts had been burned although no evidence of this was seen 

in the soil (Brown 1979a:229-231). After analysis, Brown concluded that the site had been 

occupied by a Yazoo, Koroa, or Ofogoula group (Brown 1979a:229).     

 

Haynes Bluff Site (22WR501) 

 In 1721 Father Charlevoix described a mixed Yazoo, Koroa, Ofo, and Onspee village 

with about 200 men located one league from Fort St. Pierre (Brown 1979a:86). The Haynes 

Bluff site, located northeast of the fort site in Warren County, Mississippi, was first noted in 

1853 with seven mounds and a large plaza, all under cultivation (Brain 1988:196). In 1929 James 

A. Ford and Moreau B. Chambers made a brief survey of the site and excavated some test pits 

(Brain 1988:199). A few years later in 1932, Carl Clausen from the University of Michigan 

uncovered three burials and the remains of a kitchen midden. Clausen‟s report contained the 

important observation that the burials were not intrusive into the mound, but instead lay beneath 

two feet of overburden indicating that they had been interred during the historic period (Brain 

1988:197-198). 

 Several of the burials were accompanied by historic grave goods: a male adult burial had 

many goods, including a fusil gun predating 1710 (Brain 1988:210). A second burial of a young 

adult male had a musket and pistol, both with a mix of brass and iron hardware, dating to around 
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1700, as well as glass pendants made from melting beads (Brain 1988:211- 212). Brain noted the 

large quantity and high quality of European artifacts, with the most prestigious items restricted to 

the summit area of Mound A (Brain 1988:217). 

 In his two-volume set on the archaeology of the lower Yazoo Basin from 1949 to 1955, 

Philip Phillips (1970:430) listed the extensive modern damage to the Haynes Bluff site, saying 

there existed three small mounds and one large mound. He listed Mound A as in good shape, but 

affected by erosion in its northeast side; Mound B had been cut by a driveway, exposing shells 

and midden; Mound C had been cut through by a highway along it southeast side; and Mound D 

had eroded exposures. During the time of this survey, Mounds A and B were surface collected, 

and a general surface collection of the site (mostly from Mound D) also was gathered and 

analyzed (Phillips 1970:431). Phillips (1970:433) concluded by saying: “I have little to add to 

Ford‟s discussion of the identification of Haynes Bluff as the polyglot village of Tunica, Yazoo, 

Koroa, and Ofo in the early eighteenth century,” while noting the absence of proof connecting 

the Haynes Bluff site to the historic village.     

 Jeffrey Brain (1988:201) visited the site himself in 1967 and surface collected artifacts 

that included metal fragments and glass beads. Around this time the site was being destroyed, 

first by an individual owner and next by a commercial company (Brain 1988:200). This situation 

attracted some local amateur archaeologists, who uncovered a fourth burial from a “cypress bark-

lined grave” containing various grave goods (Brain 1988:201-202). A fifth burial was disturbed 

by the company bulldozer and was not recorded (Brain 1988:202 note).  

 After commercial construction on the site was completed, Brain and LMS archaeologists 

excavated select portions of the site in 1974 (Brain 1988:204). Placement of excavation units 

focused on the summit of the still-extant Mound A; the location of the now-destroyed Mound B; 
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Mound C, which had been much reduced by agriculture; and the location of the now-destroyed 

Mound D. Several additional units were placed along a creek bed cutting into Mound A, and into 

a natural terrace located at the site (Brain 1988:204, 230, 234-248).  

 On the summit of Mound A they placed several units, one of which was stepped out to a 

depth of four meters due to the existence of good preservation at that spot (Brain 1988: 205). The 

majority of units at the site were excavated in 25 cm arbitrary levels that were further subdivided 

when there was a clear demarcation in soil changes (Brain 1988:206). Also on top of the mound, 

several contiguous 2 x 2 meter and 1 x 2 meter units were excavated in a place where 

instruments indicated there may be burials, and indeed two burials were recovered (Brain 

1988:209).  

 The archaeology was successful in answering some research questions. Brain concluded 

that the two additional burials, along with mound construction associated with datable Native 

ceramics, indicated that a “considerable amount of mound construction [was] carried on during 

the protohistoric, and possibly even historic, period” (Brain 1988:209). The top of Mound A held 

the remains of a structure, built of daub and wrought-iron nails, which had burned down at some 

point (Brain 1998:220). Units placed at the base of the mound demonstrated mound-building 

activities and chronologies, but units along the natural terrace all had disturbed contexts (Brain 

1988:227, 230, 234). An extensive trash pit filled with discarded items indicated this site was 

indeed a habitation (Brain 1988:245, 247). Overall, Brain determined a Tunica presence at this 

site, along with assemblages possibly indicative of several other ethnic groups. He noted this site 

was only one league north of Fort St. Pierre, and it was possibly a habitation area for Yazoo, 

Koroa, and Ofogoula people mentioned in French documents (Brain 1988:199, 247). 
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The Case Study Site: Fort St. Pierre (22WR514/22WR539) 

History 

 In the second decade of the eighteenth century sources reported to the Superior Council 

that English traders were frequenting the French area along the Yazoo River. The Yazoo River is 

a tributary of the Mississippi River, located about 100 miles north of present-day Natchez, 

Mississippi. This growing interaction between the English and the Yazoo area Native peoples 

prompted French officials to build a fort in this locale (Brown 1979a:76, 79). Talk of building a 

fort among the Yazoos was initiated in 1716, but the plan was delayed—probably by the more 

urgent building of Fort Rosalie in Natchez that same year (Delanglez 1935:77). Approval for the 

Yazoo Post, known formally as Fort St. Pierre, came in 1718, and construction may have begun 

soon afterwards. The fort was not finished until 1719, the year most often given as that of the 

fort‟s origin.   

 The fort was located on a bluff above the Yazoo River in the buffer zone between 

contested French and English lands. During its existence a handful of original maps were created 

that depict the fort and its buildings. I address three of the maps in Chapter 7 of this dissertation. 

In 1723, Diron d‟Artaguiette inspected forts north of New Orleans, and he arrived at Fort St. 

Pierre on January 31
st
. D‟Artaguiette described the fort as being square with four bastions, and 

with a surrounding moat 6 feet wide and 3 feet deep. The houses of the commandant, officers, 

and two companies of soldiers were all located within the fort. D‟Artaguiette went on to say that 

due to the attention of the commandant, these were the best disciplined troops he had seen. The 

soldiers performed their duties with “exactitude” (D‟Artaguiette 1916:51). If true, this may 

explain why Fort St. Pierre does not appear in the Superior Council Records as much as other 

forts, where soldiers had frequent discipline problems.    
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Tragic End to Fort and Inhabitants 

 The Fort St. Pierre civilian inhabitants, soldiers, Jesuit priest and his servant all perished 

in an uprising of the Yazoo and Koroa during December 11 and 12, 1729. A declaration by M. 

Salmon in 1740 described the Yazoo post as being pillaged, then burned, thereby destroying the 

church register and the fort‟s legal papers (Delanglez 1935:420 footnote). In subsequent months, 

the French and their Native allies hunted down the Yazoos and the Koroas; some of whom 

escaped to the Chickasaw along with groups of Natchez refugees. Both the Yazoos and Koroas 

seem to disappear from French records after about 1734 (Barnett 2012:127). Although only a 

portion of the Ofogoulas participated in the uprising, they too eventually moved out of the 

region. Descriptions of the tragic end of Fort St. Pierre can be found in Brown (1979a:89-96), 

Delanglez (1935:252-254), Swanton (1911), Rowland and Sanders (1927), and in the testimonial 

of Father Le Petit (1950:21, 37). More details on this event and the situations surrounding it are 

presented in Chapter 9.  

 After these events the Yazoo Bluffs region was devoid of permanent Native and French 

residents and the fort was never rebuilt. According to Ian W. Brown and Bill Wright, the site‟s 

artifact collection has a Civil War component dating to 1862 and 1863. The collection also 

includes ceramic and glass fragments that appear to date to the late 1800s. The land was not 

formally reused until the 1900s when a railroad, a highway, and a bridge were constructed 

(Brown 1979a:163). There were also some orchard and agricultural activities, during which the 

land was plowed.   
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Paucity of Records for Fort St. Pierre 

 For the colony of Louisiane, many primary documents and translated primary documents 

discuss concerns of the colonists brought before the Superior Council, which was a governing 

body that worked in conjunction with the Governor and the Intendent. Though Fort St. Pierre 

was part of a network of frontier forts, which included Fort Toulouse among the Alibamons, Fort 

Saint Jean-Baptiste in Natchitoches, Fort Rosalie at Natchez, and Fort de Chartres in Illinois, 

mentions of Fort St. Pierre appear in the records far less frequently than those other posts. For 

each of the other forts listed above, records discuss people being reprimanded, people asking for 

raises, people being tasked with specific work, people getting into fights, and people retiring and 

dying (see Rowland and Sanders 1929:31, 56, 58, 60-61, 106, 113, 121, 124-125, 156, 202-203, 

220, 289, 293, 317-318, 337, 370, 372, 553, 559, 613, 636, 653-654; Rowland and Sanders 

1932:215, 266, 336-338, 348-349, 350-351, 404-405, 435, 446, 449-450, 496, 508, 511-513, 

531). Few of the letters on these topics or concerns directly mention Fort St. Pierre.  

 According to D‟Artaguiette, the Fort St. Pierre soldiers were well behaved, but there was 

one remark that indicated their behavior was much improved with the added presence of a Jesuit 

missionary in 1727. “The Jesuit with whom everybody of the posts where they are is pleased. I 

must tell you that they have done much good in them. The posts that were the most depraved 

such as the Alabamas and the Yazoos are entirely changed….” (letter from Perier to the Abbé 

Raguet in Rowland and Sanders 1929:588). Fort St. Pierre soldiers were the same as soldiers at 

other forts, with the same lack of training and discipline, yet for some reason the documents 

remain silent as to the daily concerns of these folk. Examining the artifact collection may provide 

information on the experiences of soldiers at Fort St. Pierre specifically and, more generally, at 

French forts in Louisiane and along the Mississippi River corridor.      
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Fort St. Pierre Archaeology 

 Although local historians knew of Fort St. Pierre‟s location, it was not proven 

archaeologically until 1974 when the Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH), 

and Harvard‟s Lower Mississippi Survey conducted investigations involving shovel test pits and 

exploratory trenches. The site was so large that it initially was given two different site numbers, 

and it was not until later that it became clear it was all one site. Currently both sites numbers are 

used together for the site and its collections.  

 Full scale excavations took place in 1975 and in 1976, as discussed first in Brown‟s 1975 

M. A. thesis and then in his 1979 Ph. D. dissertation (Brown 1979a). A final year of expansive 

excavations by MDAH occurred in 1977, but a report was never completed on the latter 

excavations and its associated artifacts. For my dissertation project, the whole archaeological 

collection from Fort St. Pierre was loaned to the University of Alabama for my  

study.  

 As mentioned above, the artifacts for Fort St. Pierre and other Mississippi sites are stored 

at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History facilities, along with many copies of Fort 

St. Pierre field notes and maps. Original field note pages and field notebooks from the 1977 

excavations are also housed at MDAH. Original notes, maps and notebooks from the Fort St. 

Pierre 1974 through 1976 excavations are held with the collection of Lower Mississippi Survey 

materials at Harvard University‟s Peabody Museum.    

 Test excavation units done in 1974 uncovered trash pits with eighteenth-century artifacts. 

Block excavations in 1975 revealed features, such as a burned plank floor, a blacksmithing area, 

and remains of the fort‟s palisade trench. The 1976 excavations opened units that proved to be 

the dry moat surrounding the fort. The moat fill had “a considerable amount of historic artifacts” 
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(Brown 1979a:175). Some of the more notable finds from the moat are three complete Native 

ceramic jars and several copper coins. Brown concluded that this moat was used for drainage and 

that it filled during a single erosion episode after the massacre in 1729 (Brown 1979a:188). 

These interpretations are revisited in later chapters.  

 Brown also uncovered the southern curtain wall of the fort and, adjacent to it, the remains 

of the commandant‟s headquarters. This building was identified by the existing plan maps and by 

the amount of goods, such as wine bottles and ceramic faience, recovered archaeologically from 

the structure. These items indicated the high status of the commandant (Brown 1979a:191). A 

separate structure, marked on historic maps as either the kitchen or the officers‟ barracks (Brown 

1979a:195), was excavated, as well. Unfortunately the artifacts recovered from this structure 

could not differentiate one use from the other. Instead they may indicate a change in building use 

over time. Another uncovered feature included a blacksmithing activity area. All soils from 

features were screened through a ¼-inch mesh, with the remaining soil screened through ½-inch 

mesh (Brown 1979a:161).   

 One of the most unique feature finds was of a lead shot drop area, where a circular vat of 

water had been placed for the manufacture of lead shot. Brown explained that molten lead 

dropped from a short height formed sphericals that hardened on impact with the water. This 

feature was a unique archaeological find in North America at the time (Brown 1979a:200-201). 

Since then this type of feature has been identified at other French colonial sites (Mousette and 

Waselkov 2013:400).  

 The 1977 excavation units followed the features of the palisade and the moat from the 

southeast bastion to the northeast bastion, and uncovered the eastern wall of the commandant‟s 

house and some of its interior rooms. Additional units located the southwest corner of the 
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magazine. Intrusive to the French remains was evidence of Civil War era activities, visible 

wagon ruts, and evidence of later road construction events, as noted by Wright in his 1977 field 

notes. The complete 1977 assemblage was re-examined for my dissertation project.   

 In this present project, the purpose of the comparison is first to determine if it is feasible 

to use whole assemblages as a tool for investigating sites. Second, I investigate if comparing 

whole assemblages reveals any sort of pattern. The next chapter, Chapter 5 presents the methods 

used for this dissertation project, and introduces the individualizing approach to the case study 

site of Fort St. Pierre and how it is complementary to the comparison approach.         
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODS FOR SITE ASSEMBLAGE COMPARISONS 

 

 Some of the research questions I address in this dissertation include the following: Is it 

useful to characterize whole artifact assemblages, and if so, what does this characterization look 

like? How does Fort St. Pierre‟s artifact assemblage compare to contemporaneous French forts, 

homesteads, and settlements, as well as to contemporaneous Native village sites? To answer 

these questions, I employ correspondence analysis, cluster analysis and ordering tests. This 

chapter covers the steps taken to employ these methods.  

 The first step in this project involved examining all of the artifacts in the Fort St. Pierre 

collection, those excavated from 1974 through 1976 and the previously unrecorded artifacts from 

1977. The collection was prepped for permanent curation at the same time as this examination 

was performed. This activity involved re-examining, weighing, bagging, tagging, and re-boxing 

all of the artifacts. Ten boxes of artifacts had never been entered into the Mississippi Department 

of Archives and History numbering system, and these have now been ordered and numbered. 

Once the complete collection was organized, a spreadsheet was created that logged each artifact 

and its accompanying information; this is provided in Appendix B. The spreadsheet was used to 

tabulate numbers of artifacts for each artifact category for the site of Fort St. Pierre.  

 The next step included obtaining published and unpublished reports, such as field sheets 

and lab sheets, for contemporaneous French and Native sites located near the Mississippi River 

corridor. When documents for each site were obtained, they were used to create artifact category 
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totals. In addition to the Fort St. Pierre collection, this step was accomplished for 26 different 

sites that span the pays d’en haut, the Illinois Country, and colonial Louisiane. The breakdown is 

13 French sites and 14 Native sites, with some sites that were cohabited by both groups of 

people.        

 

Creating Artifact Categories   

 I decided to create my own artifact categories for this dissertation project instead of using 

South‟s categories or those of other researchers, though I borrowed heavily from these previous 

researchers. The decision benefitted from a criticism of South‟s categories by Kenneth Lewis in 

a 1983 article. Lewis (1983:54) stated that South‟s categories did not distinguish variation in 

artifact function, and, therefore, his pattern data are very inferential. Lewis (1983:54) goes on to 

say that, “The use of functionally-related categories is critical to the analysis of material data and 

the accurate measurement of activity patterning directly related to the role of the settlement 

under study.” Therefore, I kept Lewis‟s statement in mind when I created my categories.    

 Placing an artifact into a single category is rather problematic because it eliminates the 

context in which it was found, and the variety of uses of a single object. Artifact categories have 

been created and/or modified by just about everyone working on an extensive colonial collection. 

For example, combining material and intentional use, Bonnie Gums (1988:115) created the 

categories Aboriginal Ceramics, Stone Artifacts, Smoking Pipes, Historic Ceramics, Glass 

Artifacts, Metal Artifacts, Weapons, and Miscellaneous Artifacts for the French Cahokia Wedge 

site. Individual changes in categories are created or employed to fit the situation for each site and 

each assemblage. In the case of Fort St. Pierre, Brown (1979a) used nine artifact categories from 

South‟s methods: Aboriginal Artifacts, Kitchen Group, Architectural Group, Furniture Group, 
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Arms Group, Clothing Group, Personal group, Tobacco Pipe Group, and Activities Group. I 

retained many of Brown‟s categories with slight modification (Table 3).  

 

Table 3. Artifact Categories Used in the Site Comparisons.  

French Activities and Leisure 

(includes smoking-related items) 

Native Activities and Leisure 

(includes smoking-related items) 

French Architecture Native Architecture 

French Arms and Hunting Native Arms and Hunting 

French Clothing  

French Craft Industry Byproducts Native Craft Industry Byproducts 

French Cross Cultural Items Native Cross Cultural Items 

French Furniture  

French Kitchen Native Kitchen 

French Personal Native Personal 

French Utilitarian Native Utilitarian 

  

 The following is a representative sample of the types of artifacts, found at the numerous 

sites, which I placed into each artifact category. The placement of some artifacts into their 

respective categories requires a bit of explanation.        

 

French Activities and Leisure—Items such as children‟s toys, mouth harps, and all smoking-

related items are placed into this category. Gaming objects such as dice and chess pieces are also 

included, as well as all fragments of European (kaolin) clay tobacco pipes. Other smoking-

related items, such as metal smoker‟s companions, are placed in this category.    

 

Native Activities and Leisure—Native-made gaming pieces, such as disc dice, are placed here, 

along with cup and pin games. Clumps of paint pigment, such as ochre and vermilion, were 

placed in this category. Also included are Native pipe bowls made of stone and clay.   
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French Architecture—Any objects used as building supplies, such as bousillage/daub, brick, 

nails, clay chinking, roofing tiles and tacks, as well as structural items such as hinges, spikes and 

pintles are included in this category. Large padlocks and keys that locked doors are placed in this 

category as well. (Small padlocks and keys are included in the Furniture category.) Other small 

architectural items included washers, staples, nuts and bolts, and door latches.  

 

Native Architecture—Daub recovered from Native site contexts was the only item recorded for 

this category. 

 

French Arms and Hunting—Included in this category are any objects associated with guns, 

gun parts, muskets, black powder, and lead shot. Prolific items include gun flints and gun spalls. 

Fishhooks are included in this category. Though it might seem logical to place knives and knife 

parts in this category, they were not used solely for hunting, instead these items were kept on a 

person and used for any number of tasks. Therefore, I have placed knives and knife parts in the 

Personal category. Other hunting items, such as harpoons and traps, are included in French Arms 

and Hunting, as are military items such as swords, grenades, bayonets, cannonballs and cannon 

parts.          

 

Native Arms and Hunting—This category contained items such as flaked stone projectile 

points, Native-made harpoons, and fishing lures.  

 

French Clothing—Any fabric that survived is included here. Other clothing accoutrements, 

such as hooks and eyes, buttons, grommets, metal braid, and buckles fall into this category. Lead 
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cloth (bale) seals are placed in this category, as they were most likely used for shipments of trade 

blankets, trade shirts, and fabric sent to the colonies. Any recovered shoe parts, such as buckles, 

heels and leather are in this category as well.  

 

Native Clothing—From the 14 Native sites used for this study, only two antler disk buttons 

were recovered at Fort Michilimackinac, and one fur-like material and three fragments of 

matting from burials were recovered from the Fatherland Site (Grand Village of the Natchez). 

Due to the very small size of this artifact category in comparison to all of the other artifact 

categories, the category of Native Clothing was not used for the final study.  

 

French Craft Industry Byproducts—This category comprises the byproducts of skilled craft 

activities, such as clinker and slag from blacksmithing and items from cottage craft industries, 

such as lead waste and scraps of copper, brass, or iron.   

 

Native Craft Industry Byproducts—Items such as stone flakes, debitage, and cores from 

flintknapping are placed in this category, as are baked clay fragments from ceramic manufacture.  

 

 I defined the category of Cross-Cultural Items as items structurally or functionally 

originating in one culture, but modified in some way by the other culture. It also can be the 

adoption of an item or material not previously known in the other culture. Adoption of 

introduced materials and items was bi-directional between French and Native people.  
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French Cross-Cultural—The placement of artifacts in this category and the next one depended 

on if the site was considered to be a “French” site or a “Native” site, because this category, and 

Native Cross-Cultural items, very much depend on context. For instance, catlinite pipe pre-forms 

were recovered in Old Mobile within French structures, and the excavators determined that the 

French inhabitants of these structures were carving the pipes themselves for exchange with local 

Native peoples. This is an example of a French cross-cultural behavior.   

 Other items placed in this category are items found in French household contexts, such as 

French manufactured catlinite beads, worked catlinite, Micmac pipes, tinkling cones, and cone 

pre-forms.  

 

Native Cross-Cultural—Catlinite objects made by Native peoples using metal tools are placed 

in this category, as are scrapers made from glass, and gunflints made from local stones, such as 

chert. Other items include brass tubular objects and copper/brass disc ornaments. Tinkling cones 

in Native context are included in this category, as they are a mix of Native styles and European 

materials crafted and used by both groups. Wampum beads made with metal tools, projectile 

points made of glass or metal, and any Colonoware fragments also were placed in this category.  

 Additional items include re-melted glass pendants, plaque (or Jesuit) rings, kaolin clay 

pipes, Catholic religious items found in Native context, mouth harps, fishing weights made from 

mutilated musketballs, snipped kettle parts, gaming pieces from European ceramics, scrapers 

made from mirror fragments, and perforated thimbles.  

  

French Furniture—This category mostly contains furniture tacks, furniture hinges, and tiny 

nails used in chests and cabinets. These nails are determined by both size and shape, with tacks 
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having larger heads and shorter shafts, and furniture nails being miniature versions of larger 

architectural nails. Also included in this category are keys and padlocks too small to function on 

doors, but intended instead for chests and cabinets. Other items include drawer handles, 

escutcheon/keyhole plates, and furniture hinges.  

 

Native Furniture—No artifacts were reported or recovered that fit into this category and 

therefore it was not used for this project.  

 

French Kitchen—This category includes all cooking utensils, and cooking vessels, such as 

copper or brass pots, pans, or kettle fragments, plus all storage vessels and serving items, such as 

ceramics, glass, and eating utensils. Other cooking items, such as trivets and toasting items, are 

included. Additional items include New World-Euro ceramics that were made in Mexico and the 

Caribbean.   

 

Native Kitchen—All Native ceramics are placed in this category. Another item was turtle shell 

bowls. I only used Native ceramics types that were identified as being contemporaneous to the 

occupation of Fort St. Pierre. Earlier or later Native ceramic types were not included in the 

artifacts counts I used for this comparison.   

 

French Personal—Objects in this category did not serve a general utilitarian purpose, but 

instead belonged to individual people for personal use. These items of personal meaning include 

religious medallions, rosary beads, rings, jewelry, mirrors, combs, cosmetic containers, razors, 
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and cuff-links. Since knives (and therefore knife parts) were kept on a person for daily use, I 

have included them in this category. Coins, hat pins, and hair brushes also are included.     

 When glass beads were recovered from French contexts, I classified these as French 

personal items; if the French were not using the beads themselves, then they personally owned 

them in order to trade or barter or pay off Native people in the area. The same goes for plaque 

(Jesuit) rings, bells, and plain brass rings.  

 

Native Personal—This category includes Native-made adornment items, such as bone ear-bobs, 

hair pipes, and beads made of clay, bone, copper, or crinoid fossil stems. Other Native-made 

items included animal effigies, shell pendants and gorgets, crystals, and catlinite bead preforms. 

Glass beads found on Native sites were placed in this category, as were stone and metal knives 

and knife parts. Glass beads and metal knives were placed in this category because these types of 

items made from local materials already existed in Native material culture and were used in 

exactly the same way as the introduced glass beads and metal knives. Basically I am arguing that 

glass beads and metal knives were not new items, but instead were old items made with new 

materials. This idea did not originate with me, as in 1975 John White discussed modifications to 

the 1951 Quimby-Spoehr classification model for museum artifacts in order to apply the model 

to artifacts from historical contexts.  

 What I have described above in the Native Personal category fits in between Quimby and 

Spoehr‟s Category A-4: new types of artifacts introduced through Contact, with a Native 

manufacturing technique similar to the introduced manufacturing technique (Quimby and Spoehr 

1951:121), and their Category B-1: Native types of artifacts modified by Contact using a 

substitution of an imported material on items they already create (Quimby and Spoehr 
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1951:124). John White modified these into one category that he called A.1: new types of artifacts 

received for which there is a Native component, explaining that the European item had an 

equivalent form in items already being used by Native groups. Items White listed include metal 

knives, trade beads, and European ceramics (White 1975:156). 

 As examined in my Chapter 2, there are issues with strict categorization and Ian W. 

Brown wrote a response to the Quimby-Spoehr-White categorization method using glass beads 

as an example of a problematic item. By saying that European items with Native counterparts did 

not affect much change for Native groups, Quimby, Spoehr and White were disregarding the 

function and various meanings of these introduced items for each Native group. Brown 

(1979c:113) explained that objects such as glass beads “may have severely affected sociocultural 

change” for groups such as the Natchez and Tensaw in the Lower Mississippi Valley, where 

certain beads were reserved for elite use and were associated with religious functions and beliefs. 

By acknowledging this situation, I use categories and statistics as a means to quantify artifact 

assemblages and determine patterns from the results. By then adding archaeological context, 

information from historical documents, and an ethnohistoric approach I hope to keep Brown‟s 

warnings under consideration when evaluating what was happening at Fort St. Pierre, especially 

in relation to its Native neighbors and the wider Native political network.             

 

French Utilitarian—This category contains general items that could be used or owned by a 

group. First are tools and tool fragments, such as whetstones, scissors, saws, compasses, 

telescopes, weights, lead pencils and writing slates. Other useful items include harness buckles, 

straight pins, candle holders and candle snuffers, strike-a-lights, lantern-parts and sewing items, 

such as awls, thimbles, and needles. Heavy-duty items include chains, chain-links, axes, hoes, 
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farming tools, and chisels. Finally, added to this category are any large and/or flat metal scraps 

that could be cached for future use, scrap items such as sheet metal, and all metal wires.   

 

Native Utilitarian—This category is dominated by stone tools, such as utilized flakes, 

hammerstones, scrapers, abraders, manos, celts, drills, and bannerstones. Other items placed here 

are antler tools, bone tools, bone pins, and Native-made awls. 

 

  As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is often very difficult to decide which category an object 

should be placed in, as items were used in intentional ways, unintentional ways, were broken and 

then mended, held different meanings for different people, and became symbols of exchange, 

agreement, and trust. The same item was used differently in various contexts, and its association 

with other artifacts may have changed an object‟s use and meaning. Personal items had 

emotional or spiritual meanings for their owners.  

 Examples of artifact types not easily placed in a category are keys and their 

accompanying padlocks. Locks and keys that were part of doors I placed in Architecture; this 

seemed a logical placement. Yet smaller keys and small padlocks, currently placed in French 

Furniture, could be placed in the French Personal category because these were used to lock 

personal items, such as chests or cabinets. In this use, keys were important objects; they gave the 

user the power of access, sometimes to official and royal documents. Due to this situation I 

initially placed keys in the French Personal category, but later decided that a key by itself is not 

functional in the traditional sense. Therefore I have placed small keys and padlocks in the French 

Furniture category. This discussion can go even further. If keys are used in an unintentional 

manner, such as an item of adornment by Native people, then are they classified as a Native 
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Clothing item, a Native Personal item, or a Native Cross-Cultural item? I am not the first person 

to consider these questions, as others have had the same issues when trying to divide items into 

staid categories. George Quimby and Alexander Spoehr (1951:108-109) discussed which facets 

of an object should be focused on, the differences of opinion between observers, and the 

problems involved with trying to determine or measure the type of culture change that the object 

initiated with the user. Brown questioned the measuring of sociocultural change instigated by 

material objects when investigating Native village sites, and used the Yazoo Bluffs region as his 

example. He discussed the problems inherent in interpreting items not used as intended by 

Native peoples (Brown 1979b:148,154-155).   

 Another example of a problem artifact is glass beads. I have placed these in the Personal 

categories as well, because I feel that they had meaning to the owner; but other researchers have 

placed these in the clothing category (Brown 1979a:302), because they were often worn objects. 

Yet other researchers have placed them in a trade category, viewing them strictly as a trade item 

(Schnell 1974). The trade category placement ignores the fact that glass beads were used by 

French people to adorn themselves and sometimes to adorn their homes and church decorations 

(Malischke 2009). Also, rosary beads are often subsumed within the glass bead category, and 

these were certainly personal items.  

 

A Note on Different Collection Methods  

 I need to remark on the different collection methods for the sites I am using and how this 

affects the statistical results—which are discussed in the next chapter. Artifact assemblages were 

created as private collections, as surface collections from plowed and unplowed lands, and 

through the use of all phases of archaeological excavation. Some sites used screens with a mesh 
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as large as a half-inch, while others used mesh as small as window screen. This very wide range 

in collection techniques lends itself to skewed collections. For example, an avocational 

archaeologist collecting from a plowed field is not likely to collect every piece of handwrought 

iron nail that is in the field, whereas excavators using screens would likely collect, count, weigh 

and report on these nails. The same can be said for other items such as daub, small bits of glass, 

and Native ceramics. In the case of the Bayou Goula concession site there was exclusion of some 

European artifacts in the final report and therefore, these items were not available for 

comparison.  

 So how does this affect the statistics? In the end, it will skew the artifact pattern for the 

site under consideration, which in turn affects how that site, and its assemblage, is compared to 

every other site and their assemblages. So are my results skewed? Most likely. Should they be 

thrown out? Hopefully not. I presume that if an artifact, such as iron handwrought nails, or 

Native or European ceramics are dominant at a site, the collector (avocational or professional) 

will pick up a representative sample, which should be noted and discussed in the report. As I 

explain in the next chapter, I think that my results reflect what the researcher concluded for the 

site in question, and this in turn, allows me to think that the results for Fort St. Pierre are valid.  

 The nature of working with old assemblages and whole assemblages is a confounding 

one, but a necessary one, if we are to ask new questions of old sites. Using multivariate statistics 

is one tool to create comparisons between whole artifact assemblages.    

 

Summary 

 In sum, I am aware of the reductionist problems of placing artifacts into only one 

category, and of how creating rigid patterns for types of archaeological sites has fallen out of 
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favor. Trying to quantify situational uses for artifacts would be impossible because it leads to 

infinite variation. Therefore, in order to compare the whole assemblage of Fort St. Pierre to the 

whole assemblages of other contemporaneous sites, it is necessary to use this reductionist 

approach. Again, I am well aware of the problems involved, but classification is necessary for 

comparison. Because one method cannot do everything, I supplement this comparison with an 

analysis of Fort St. Pierre‟s architecture and associated artifacts. When context is considered the 

various cultural uses for artifacts may be revealed, allowing for a more individualizing approach 

to the data. This “individualizing” or situational approach can be used at a specific site with a 

specific history, like Fort St. Pierre, if context is considered. 

 The next chapter, Chapter 6, provides the results and discussion of the statistical analysis 

comparison.  
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS COMPARISON 

 

 This chapter will discuss correspondence analysis, cluster analysis, and ordering, and 

how these tests were applied to the collected data. Next the results of the tests will be presented 

and described. Then some conclusions will be made and remarked upon.   

 

Correspondence Analysis  

 Correspondence analysis was chosen to analyze the collected data for several reasons: 

this test program can handle whole numbers, decimals, and zeros; and correspondence analysis 

can compare sites (cases/units) to other sites, artifact categories (variables/types) to artifact 

categories, and sites to artifact categories all at the same time. Plus, the results of correspondence 

analysis can be plotted on two axes, and sites and artifact categories can be plotted separately or 

together producing two-dimensional biplots that are visually simpler to interpret than three-

dimensional models offered by other statistical tests.    

 To perform the statistical analysis the Bonn Archaeological Software Package (BASP) 

program was used. This program was created intentionally for use with archaeological data that 

have been culled from excavation field sheets, published reports, or museum inventory forms. 

When entering data the program allows for the addition and storage of a good deal of extra 

information such as GPS coordinates, and northing and easting coordinates. Additionally, 

calculations in this program can handle data that include zeroes—which indicate the absence of 
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some artifact categories from various sites. As opposed to other types of statistical data, when 

comparing archaeological assemblages each site will never contain all of the types of artifacts 

that all of the other sites contain; otherwise they would be identical, which does not happen.   

 After I created artifact counts for each category per site, a total artifact count for each site 

was tallied. This total was then used to create a relative percent which, due to a huge span in 

artifact numbers, had to be multiplied by 10,000 to create each relative percent. These relative 

percents were entered into the BASP program for each category and each site.  

 

Cluster Analysis   

 Borrowing a confirmation technique from Clouse (1996), a Cluster Analysis was 

performed using the relative percents for the data set. The purpose of the cluster analysis is to 

look for archaeologically significant groupings of sites and to discover the pattern behind the 

groupings (Shennan 1997:216, 220). Stephan Shennan (1997:220) explains that the items (or 

sites) within the grouping are more similar to each other than they are to non-group sites. In other 

words, cluster analysis pairs, or groups, objects such as sites with other sites that are more 

similar to each other than they are to other sites that are clustered in other groups.   

 Cluster analysis is a commonly used tool for identifying pattern recognition with data. It 

is done with a specified number of neighbors which means how many times you want the test to 

cluster the items (sites) being considered. This is diagrammed on a dendogram where the first 

clustering of neighbors are the most similar, then the next neighbor clustering is a bit less similar, 

and so on until all of the items (or sites) are clustered into one large group. This large group has a 

very, very low level of similarity. The type of cluster analysis I am using is a hierarchical 

agglomerative method, culminating in one large grouping (Shennan 1997:221-222). In order to 
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determine the best grouping of the comparison sites, and to avoid forcing the grouping, the 

cluster analysis test was performed with both two- and three-nearest neighbors. The two nearest 

neighbors means I set the cluster analysis test to divide all the sites into two groups before the 

large grouping, and the three nearest neighbors means three groups before the large, all-

encompassing group.     

 

Ordering   

 Another analysis method offered by the BASP statistics program is Seriation. Since I was 

examining artifact categories instead of one specific artifact, and sites distributed over space 

instead of over time, the matrix and execution of the seriation method worked by ordering the 

sites with regards to the volume of artifacts. This seriation test then ordered the sites in a serial 

manner. The results of this method are shown as battleship-shaped graphics. The graphic 

indicates the relative volume of each artifact class recovered for each site, and orders the pattern 

of volumes in relation to the other sites. The resulting ordering graph is very easy to read and 

reveals visually the distinct artifact pattern for each site. More information is provided within the 

results of the correspondence analysis test; so running a seriation/ordering test acts as a technique 

for confirming the general correspondence analysis results.    

 The following section describes the data sets used and the subsequent results of the 

correspondence analyses, the cluster analyses, and the ordering tests.  

 

Test Run 1: Data from All Sites and All Categories  

 For the first correspondence analysis test all data were entered into the BASP program. 

The statistical significance numerical results are presented in Table 4. 
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   Table 4. Numerical Results for Correspondence Analysis with Relative Percentages. 

Component Iterations Eigenvalues % Inertia Cumulative  

1 92 0.702737 23.3  23.3 

2 25 0.633415 21.0 44.2 

(3) (66) (0.406110) (13.4) (57.7) 

  

 The columns I am most concerned with are the Component and the Cumulative columns. 

The Cumulative column stands for the cumulative inertia of the data. The cumulative inertia is 

the total amount of departure from the average, akin to variation in the data. This departure from 

the average can be represented graphically by the two axes, or components. In the case of this 

test, the two axes, or components, together account for 44.2% of the inertia in the data set. 

Therefore 44% of the results of the correspondence analysis can be described by these two axes. 

The reader will note that 23.3 + 21.0 = 44.3, but the program gave the cumulative total as 44.2. 

This is due to the rounding of decimal places that are not provided with the results.    

 Out of curiosity, I ran the test a second time with the setting of three axes (in other words, 

the graphic would be three dimensional). The results of this third component are listed in 

parentheses in Table 4. Adding a third axis to the results only explains another 13.4% inertia, to 

give a cumulative total of 57.7% inertia. Two axes providing a cumulative inertia of 44.2% may 

seem like a low percentage, but with archaeological data this is a respectable value. It means that 

44% of the variation of the data set can be explained by factors revealed in this correspondence 

analysis test. The other 56% of the variety of the data set remains to be explained using other 

techniques. 

 So what are possible contributors to the variety of this data set?  The contributing reasons 

include: complicated variables of both French and Native artifact categories, variation created by 
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different artifact recovery techniques and reporting, and deposition and preservation differences. 

The graphic representation of this correspondence analysis is shown in Figure 2. 

 To read a correspondence analysis biplot, it needs to be stated that the distance between 

each point on the biplot essentially represents the closeness of the relationship, or their 

correlation, between every other point. The distance relationship can be vertical, horizontal, or 

diagonal in all 2-D directions.    

 Sometimes with a simpler data set, the axes of the biplot represent specific driving force 

variables in the data set. When this is the case, the BASP program color codes these axis 

variables. This was the case when I ran these tests with a simpler, smaller data set. This was not 

the case with this current larger, more complicated data set. Figure 8, which will be discussed 

below, demonstrates that the categories of Native Kitchen and Native Craft Byproducts most 

likely are represented by the Y-axis, but that the X-axis is affiliated with too many variables to 

single out one or two driving force artifact categories.  

 The biplot of Figure 2 is a busy graphic, so for ease of discussion, I am treating the Y-

axis as a north-south line and the X-axis as an east-west line, and can therefore talk about 

directional quadrants. I will use additional figures to zoom in and discuss each quadrant 

individually. Before I start the quadrant discussion, I present biplots showing the results of just 

the sites (Figure 3) and just the artifact categories (Figure 4).   
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Figure 2. Correspondence Analysis Biplot, All Sites and All Artifact Categories.
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 Figure 2 is a biplot that shows the archaeological sites with black labels and the artifact 

categories with red labels. This biplot is confusing as many labels overlap each other and make it 

difficult to read. The BASP program provides a zooming in option, which is helpful in reducing 

the overlapping labels. The only issue with zooming in is that the program sometimes moves the 

axes and therefore, the zoomed in biplot can appear somewhat different from the original large 

biplot result. Special attention needs to be paid to the intervals on the axes provided in the 

zoomed in biplots. 

 

Figure 3. All Data with Just the Sites Showing in the Biplot. 
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Figure 4. All Data with Just the Artifact Categories Showing in the Biplot. 

 There are a few observations that can be made from the whole biplot before zooming-in 

to specific quadrants. The most obvious is that the whole right hand side (east side) of the biplot 

contains the Native sites (Figure 3). This can be considered the “Native side” of the biplot, and 

one can see that the Native artifact categories are scattered throughout this side (Figure 4). The 

reasons for this scattering will be discussed below.  

 The next observation is that all of the French artifact categories are clustered into one 

quadrant, the NW quadrant, with the majority of French sites sorting within this same quadrant 

(Figures 3 and 4). There are a few French sites that sort to an area around the Y-axis, and again 

the reasons for this sorting location will be discussed below.  

 For this discussion I treat the Y-axis as a north-south line and the X-axis as an east-west 

line and zoom in on each quadrant using the cardinal directions. I start with the NW quadrant 

(the top left quadrant), which is shown in Figure 5. In this discussion I move between identifying 
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individual artifact categories and affiliated sites, to discussing clusters of sites and their 

accompanying artifact categories for ease in reading the graphic.  

 The category of French Cross-Cultural items is the furthest removed from the other 

French artifact categories, and could be considered an outlying category. Newell Fort is closest 

to it, as it had the highest volume of these types of items such as tinkling cones, cut brass 

triangular bangles, catlinite and mudstone pipes and catlinite pendants and effigies. The other 

French sites studied contained very low volumes of these types of artifacts, and this is the reason 

that the category of French Cross-Cultural items sorts away from the other artifact categories.  
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Figure 5. Northwest Quadrant, Zoomed In, All Sites and All Artifact Categories. 
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 Newell Fort is also closest to French Personal items because a good number of glass 

beads were recovered (n = 637), along with plain brass rings, a cross, nine plaque rings, four 

bells and quite a few metal knives. The category of French Personal items also has pulled Fort 

Michilimackinac in its direction due to a volume of over 8,000 items, most of them glass beads. 

In Figure 5, Fort Michilimackinac sorts almost on top of the site of Starved Rock/Fort St. Louis 

and their labels are overlapping.    

 Starved Rock and Fort Michilimackinac have both sorted between the categories of 

French Personal items and French Architecture. About 73% of Fort Michilimackinac‟s collection 

is architectural items, predominately handwrought nails. Similarly, about 84% of the Starved 

Rock collection is architectural items, namely handwrought nails. This combination, of high 

French architectural items and a decent amount of French Personal items, places Starved Rock 

and Fort Michilimackinac at this location on the biplot.      

 Located between the categories of French Architecture and French Furniture are the sites 

of the Dauphin Island Village House, and French Cahokia. The Dauphin Island Stockade site is 

located fairly near to these two categories as well. The Dauphin Island Village House collection 

consists of about 42% architectural items and a small amount of French furniture items. It also is 

being slightly pulled towards the category of French Personal items. French Cahokia has about 

42% architectural items and a small amount of furniture items. Yet the amount of furniture items 

is larger at French Cahokia than at Dauphin Island Village House, and this affects the placement 

of French Cahokia closer to the category of French Furniture than does the Dauphin Island 

Village House.  

 The Dauphin Island Stockade site is in this vicinity for other reasons. About 63% of its 

collection consists of French Architectural items, but the reason it is not next to this category is 
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because the category of Native Kitchen items, about 21% of its collection, is pulling it in the 

opposite direction. The Dauphin Island Stockade site had very little French Kitchen items (7%), 

and no French Furniture or French Utilitarian items. Though the sites of the Dauphin Island 

Village House, French Cahokia, and the Dauphin Island Stockade appear to be a small cluster of 

sites, they are located near each other for different reasons regarding their interactions with 

various artifact categories.    

 One would think that the category of French Arms and Hunting would be centrally 

located in the biplot because almost every site, both French and Native, had items that sort into 

this category. Instead French Arms and Hunting is somewhat off by itself as an artifact category. 

This is due to the site of Rivière aux Chiens in which 48% of its collection fell into this category. 

Therefore, this site is pulling the artifact category away from the other sites, because their 

numbers for this category do not even come close to the percentage from Rivière aux Chiens. 

The site of Rivière aux Chiens is not shown in the zoomed in biplot because vertically it is 

located above the (-0.1) marker on the X-axis, just off the zoomed in biplot diagram; but it can 

be seen clearly in Figure 2, and it can be considered an outlying site.   

 Old Mobile, as a site, had high volumes of artifacts in almost every category, and in this 

biplot it is surrounded by French Architecture, French Furniture, French Clothing items, French 

items of Activities and Leisure, and is closest to the categories of French Kitchen, French 

Utilitarian, and French Craft Byproducts. The next-closest site to French Arms and Hunting is 

the site of Old Mobile. It would be easy to guess that Old Mobile has a high volume of French 

Arms and Hunting items, but this is not the case. Only about 6% of its collection falls into this 

category. Instead, Old Mobile is surrounded by the five other artifact categories, and located 

between this site and the French Arms and Hunting category is the category of French Craft 
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Byproducts, which is the artifact category actually pulling the site of Old Mobile in that 

direction. In fact, of all the sites examined, Old Mobile had the highest relative percent of French 

Craft Byproducts, at almost 27%; due to the excavation of an intense blacksmithing area.      

 Still referring to Figure 5, the categories of French Activities and Leisure and French 

Clothing are almost outliers which sorted practically on top of each other. The sites that are 

clustered around these categories are the Dauphin Island Village House, French Cahokia, the 

Dauphin Island Stockade, and Old Mobile, as mentioned above. These categories contain items 

such as kaolin clay smoking pipes, buttons, buckles, and other items associated with clothing. 

French Clothing items made up 1% or less of the collections from most sites. The French 

Activities and Leisure category mostly consisted of pipes and pipe fragments, but still constituted 

less than 7% of most collections and was absent from others. For future research, it would be 

interesting to see if the results would be different for these two categories when comparing these 

early sites to later French sites. In other words, was there more access to European pipes, 

uniforms, and personal clothing items after the 1730s? I would think the answer would be yes, 

but this is something that future work could definitively address. Unequal access to material 

goods and personal items would affect quality of life and demonstrate differences in the personal 

histories of earlier versus later soldiers stationed at these forts.  

  The remaining sites to be discussed from Figure 5 are Fort St. Pierre, the Marquette 

Mission site, and the La Pointe-Krebs House site.  Figure 6 assists in the discussion of these 

sites.  
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Figure 6. All Sites and All Categories with French Site Continuum Line Added. 
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 Figure 6 shows all sites and all categories with a green line representing a linear 

continuum formed by the French sites that runs roughly from the Newell Fort site located 

towards the top of the NW quadrant down to the Lonely Frenchman site and the Bayou Goula 

Concession site on the southern Y-axis. Note, this is hand-drawn line, not a best-fit line, and 

there are several angles this line could take. I placed it on the biplot to give a guideline for the 

following discussion.    

 The sites of Fort St. Pierre, the Marquette Mission, and the La Pointe-Krebs House are 

along the continuum of French sites, but are slightly removed from the French artifact categories. 

The placement of these three sites is due to pulls from several directions. In addition to 

containing artifacts in most of the French artifact categories, these sites are being strongly pulled 

in the direction of the Native Kitchen category. This category, mostly of Native ceramics, makes 

up about 43% of Fort St. Pierre‟s collection, about 45% of La Pointe-Krebs House collection, 

and about 18% of the Marquette Mission collection.  

 Native Craft Byproducts, mostly lithic debitage, is also exerting a slight pull on the 

Marquette Mission site and the La Point-Krebs House site. Horizontally, the categories of Native 

Cross-Cultural items and Native Arms and Hunting items are exerting slight pulls on all three of 

the above-mentioned sites. The combination of being pulled by artifact categories in three 

different quadrants is what led to the placement of these three sites almost on the X-axis in the 

NW quadrant.  

 As shown in the above discussion, European items are not the only categories influencing 

placement of French sites on the biplot, as Native artifact categories also affect their placement. 

This is observable when comparing the information on Figure 2 to the results and Y-axis 

numbers shown in Figure 5. For example, the clustered sites of French Cahokia, the Dauphin 
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Island Stockade, and Old Mobile are horizontally in line with the category of Native Cross-

Cultural items. The site of Rivière aux Chiens is in a similar situation on the biplot. These four 

sites each contained a small amount of Native Cross-Cultural items, which is exerting a pull in 

an “easterly” direction in the biplot. Similarly, the categories of Native Arms and Hunting and 

Native Activity and Leisure items (mostly pipes and painting pigments) are exerting slight pulls 

on several French sites. Yet, these sites have other artifact categories containing much higher 

artifact volumes which are pulling them in different directions. Therefore, these Native 

categories have a complicated relationship to the French sites.   

 This concludes the discussion of the NW quadrant of the biplot, which contained only 

French sites and French artifact categories. I demonstrated that the placement of French sites on 

the biplot was influenced mostly by French categories, but the presence of Native artifacts 

recovered from some sites pulled those sites towards the Native artifact categories in other 

quadrants.  

 

 

Figure 7. Northeast Quadrant, Zoomed In, All Sites and All Artifact Categories. 
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 In Figure 7, one can see that in the NE quadrant the Rice and Angola Farm sites are the 

sites furthest away from the intersection of the two axes. These sites are clustered together with 

the nearest category being Native Personal items. Both of these sites were Native cemetery sites, 

with a high volume of grave goods which I placed in the Native Personal category. Native 

Personal items accounted for over 95% of the artifacts for both collections. It is due to this 

reason that these two sites and this category are at one extreme for Native sites on the biplot.  

 The Guebert Site/Kaskaskia Village is located between the Native Personal items and the 

categories of Native Cross-Cultural Items and Native Arms and Hunting. It is closer to the 

Native Personal items category due to about 61% of its collection being Native personal items. 

The Guebert site contains about 9% of Native Cross-Cultural items such as metal projectile 

points, kaolin clay pipes, religious medallions and crucifixes, Jesuit/plaque rings, metal pendants 

and janglers. Seven percent of its collection is Native Arms and Hunting objects, and the site has 

a small pull on it from the Native Activities and Leisure category. The Guebert Site, Angola 

Farm site and the Rice site are not influenced by French artifact categories, as they sort above 

where the French artifact categories are located (see Figure 2).    

 The Bloodhound site has sorted close to the X-axis because it is being pulled in two 

different directions. Its collection contains 28% Native Personal items (from the burials 

recovered in the Bloodhound Hill locale), along with 63% Native Kitchen items. The category of 

Native Kitchen items is in the “southern” half of the biplot, located almost on the Y-axis. It can 

barely be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 2, and will be discussed below with another zoomed in 

graphic. The opposite locations of these two artifact categories have resulted in the position of 

the Bloodhound site. If a line were drawn between the two categories, Bloodhound is a bit off of 

the line due to a slight pull from Native Cross-Cultural items.    
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 There are no sites located in close proximity to the category of Native Activities and 

Leisure. This category does have some influence on the Bell Site and the Fatherland site, as these 

sites aligned with the category vertically. It appears that the Bayou Goula Native Village site is 

also aligned with this category, but there is a complicated set of influences on this site that causes 

it to be placed where it is on the biplot. Several French sites contained Native Activities and 

Leisure items, mostly Native-made pipe bowls, and this causes the category to be almost 

centrally located on the biplot.  

 Figure 8 shows a zoomed in biplot of the complicated grouping around the Y-axis. When 

this section of the biplot was zoomed in, the program shifted the central focus; therefore, for ease 

of reading, a green Y-axis has been added to Figure 8 at the zero point on the X-axis. One can 

see that there are two main clusters and some outlying artifact categories and sites. The Haynes 

Bluff site is one of the site outliers. This is another site that is being pulled in several directions 

and therefore, sorts to a somewhat central location between the artifact categories. For Haynes 

Bluff the three main artifact categories influencing its position are Native Architecture (30%), 

Native Kitchen items (36%), and Native Personal items (31%).   

 The category of Native Architecture is also an outlier in the SE quadrant. This is an 

expected result, as only the sites of Greenfield, Haynes Bluff, Fatherland, Lookout, and Trinity 

had Native architectural items, mostly daub, that were counted and recorded in their published 

reports. These are exactly the five sites that create a semi-circle around this category.  
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Figure 8. All Sites and All Categories of SE and SW Quadrants, with Added Green Y-Axis. 
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 One cluster of the Greenfield, Trinity, and Lookout sites surrounds the category of Native 

Utilitarian items. Around 67% of the Greenfield site collection; 65% of the Lookout site 

collection; and 63% of the Trinity site collection were Native Utilitarian items. The items 

recovered at these sites were predominantly stone tools such as bifaces, celts, retouched flakes, 

and drills and their strong presence in the archaeological record is most likely due to Greenfield 

and Lookout being multi-component prehistoric sites (Brown 1985).   

 Brown (1985) recorded that Greenfield had a French house component and a 

protohistoric Native village component. Various types of French/European artifacts were 

recovered from the French House locale, and the relative percent of French Kitchen items 

recovered from the Greenfield site is comparable to the French Kitchen relative percents seen for 

the sites of Rivière aux Chiens, Old Mobile, Guebert, and the Marquette Mission. The reason 

that the Greenfield site does not sort closer to the French quadrant is because the collection is 

dominated by the artifact categories Native Utilitarian (67%), Native Architecture (17%), and 

Native Kitchen (10%). These categories exert a stronger pull on the site and force its location 

next to the Native Utilitarian items category.       

 Before addressing the very muddled cluster at the Y-axis, I will discuss the placement of 

the Fatherland site. The Fatherland site, interpreted as the Grand Village of the Natchez, is 

almost equidistant between the categories of: Native Kitchen (41% of its collection), Native 

Craft Byproducts (20%), Native Architecture (0.6%), and Native Utilitarian (31%) items. 

Reflecting these artifact percentages, this site is furthest away from the Native Architecture 

category. This site is also roughly aligned with the French artifact category continuum line due to 

the recovery of French objects both in the possession of the Natchez and from the activities of 

the French military at the site in 1730. All of these categories are exerting a slight pull on the 
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location of the site of the Grand Village of the Natchez (Fatherland Site) in the biplot and so it 

sorts in the middle of these categories in the SE quadrant.    

 The majority of Native sites are clustered near the „southern‟ Y-axis around the artifact 

category of Native Kitchen. The Native sites include: Lockguard, the Bell Site/Fox Village, the 

Bayogoula Native Village, the Hotel Plaza Native Village site, and the Kolmer/Michigamea 

Village site. On the periphery of this cluster is the artifact category of Native Craft Byproducts. 

 Even though these five Native sites are clustered around the Native Kitchen category, 

they need to be discussed individually, as multiple unique factors are affecting each site. In 

Figure 8 the Bell Site is apart from this cluster, again due to its being pulled in several directions 

at the same time. For the Bell Site collection, Native Kitchen items make up 59%, while 13% is 

Native Craft Byproducts (such as lithic debitage)—both of these categories pull this site to the 

„southwest‟. Yet, 7% of its collection is French Craft Byproducts, pulling it towards the French 

category continuum; other categories exerting a perpendicular pull on the Bell Site are Native 

Activities and Leisure, Native Arms and Hunting, and Native Cross-Cultural items. All of these 

pulls or vectors are competing with the main pull of the Native Kitchen item category.  

 The Bayogoula Native Village site collection is 90% Native Kitchen items, with small 

pulls in one direction from Native Personal items and in a perpendicular direction from Native 

Utilitarian items. The Hotel Plaza Native Village site is the closest to the Native Kitchen 

category with 94% of its collection containing these items. This site is experiencing small pulls 

from the Native Craft Byproducts and Native Personal items categories.  

 The Lockguard site is actually located in the SW quadrant, and this is due to small pulls 

from the categories of French Architecture, French Kitchen items, and French Arms and 

Hunting, which are all pulling it in the “French” direction. The items recovered at the Lockguard 
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site include handwrought nails, European ceramics and glass, musket balls and small shot, gun 

parts and gunflints. At the same time, Lockguard is being pulled in the opposite direction due to 

78% of its collection being Native Kitchen items. Very small pulls on it also are coming from the 

categories of Native Cross-Cultural and Native Personal items.             

 Like Lockguard, the Kolmer site/Michigamea Village is very complicated. This is due to 

the fact that within the village a Jesuit church or mission was constructed, mixing European 

items with Native items. Figure 8 shows that the Kolmer site is located barely within the SW 

quadrant, and is almost on top of the Y-axis. The Kolmer site collection contains only 5% Native 

Kitchen items, but is also being pulled „southeastward‟ by 15% Native Utilitarian items. 

Competing with these pulls is a 47% total of Native Craft Byproducts; and pulling this site 

towards the French quadrant are the artifact categories of French Kitchen (15%) and French 

Arms and Hunting (4%) items. Looking at Figure 2, the Kolmer site is the most centrally located 

site for the whole biplot. This makes sense when considering that both French and Native people 

lived at this site, living in both French and Native architectural structures and using both French 

and Native items in their daily routines.     

 The last two remaining sites to be discussed are the Bayou Goula Concession site and the 

site of Lonely Frenchman. The Bayou Goula Concession site is located in the SW quadrant, 

almost on top of the Y-axis. The Bayou Goula Concession site has a Native Kitchen artifact 

percentage of 77%. It is being drawn in the French direction from the following artifact 

categories with notable percentages: 2% French Architecture, about 10% French Craft 

Byproducts, 4% French Utilitarian, and a combined 1.05% of other French categories. This site 

is being drawn toward the Native NE quadrant by a 4% volume in the Native Personal category 

and a combined 1.33% volume in other Native artifact categories. Like the Kolmer Native 
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Village site with a French component, the Bayou Goula Concession site is a French site with a 

previous Native component and, as such, the two sites are practically on the Y-axis—the 

intersection between French and Native artifact categories.   

 These numbers do not explain the whole situation with the Bayou Goula Concession site. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the land this site is situated on was altered by Coles Creek and 

Plaquemine period people, who lived there before the French and built two mounds and a central 

plaza. Years after this site was abandoned by Native peoples, it was rebuilt as a French 

concession occupied by a variety of people. Due to the difficulty of teasing out Native ceramics 

(and lithics) on a decade-by-decade basis, Native ceramics of the historic period dominate the 

collection for the site. The author of the most recent report, Fredlund (1983), mentioned that 

many European items were underreported in the initial Quimby report from 1957, and this 

missing information also influences the counts for this collection. Due to the missing 

information, and not being able to control time in respect to the assemblage, the Bayou Goula 

French Concession site sorts with many of the Native sites that were dominated by Native 

ceramic artifacts.         

 The site of the Lonely Frenchman is the third site to sort into the SW quadrant. Though it 

sorts on the side of the French sites, it can be argued that it is clustered with several of the Native 

sites and with the Bayou Goula Concession site. Lonely Frenchman is a confounding site. 

Despite fairly extensive excavations, only a total of 95 artifacts were recovered. The reason that 

this site clusters near several Native sites is because Native ceramics make up 68% of Lonely 

Frenchman‟s collection and, therefore, it sorts near the Native Kitchen category.  Another Native 

influence on this site is 8% of Native Utilitarian artifacts. The site sorts on the French side of the 

Y-axis due to the recovery of 19% French Architectural items (handwrought nails), 1% French 
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Activities & Leisure items (1 kaolin clay pipe), 1% French Kitchen items, and 2% French 

Personal items such as 1 clasp knife and 1 glass bead. 

 The presence of handwrought nails indicates that there was some sort of French-style 

structure at the site, most likely the house of the interpreter. But the volume of Native artifacts 

also indicates some fashion of Native presence at the site. The details surrounding this Native 

artifact presence may never be discovered, but this site sorts in a similar fashion to the Bayou 

Goula Concession and the Kolmer site; both of which had combined French and Native 

inhabitants at some time.  

 From the historical documents I was able to determine that the interpreter was a man 

named Poulain who was born in France. He had a wife, but she is not described, and it is possible 

that she was a Native woman who helped him with his language skills. It is entirely possible that 

she was also from France; but the volume of Native ceramics at the site seems to indicate 

otherwise. The couple‟s occupation of the house lasted only a few years, as Poulain moved his 

family to Natchez sometime before 1729. This could explain the low volume of artifacts, 

especially if they took the majority of their possessions with them when they moved south. Of 

course it is entirely possible that they carefully curated any European ceramics they owned, and 

discarded used Native ceramic vessels when they moved to Natchez. More research on Poulain 

and his family might shed light on the artifact collection from Lonely Frenchman.       

 This concludes the discussion of the two „southern‟ quadrants of the biplot. The 

clustering of sites around the „southern‟ Y-axis indicates sites that had both a Native and French 

occupation in the past, and many of the collections were dominated by Native Kitchen artifacts.   
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Correspondence Analysis Test 1: What Does It All Mean? 

 Looking back to Figure 2, the complete results of this first correspondence test indicate a 

difference between French sites, Native sites, and sites where both peoples lived on the same 

land. All of the French artifact categories were located in one quadrant and the majority of the 

French sites clustered around these categories. The dominant artifact category at French sites is 

architectural items, predominantly iron items and especially handwrought nails.  

 The Native artifact categories were spread out across two quadrants, and barely breached 

the third. The most influential Native artifact categories were Native Personal items, which 

generally indicated cemetery sites. My first impulse would be to conclude that the sites around 

the category of Native Utilitarian items are somehow distinct from the Native sites clustered 

around the Y-axis; but instead the three sites around Native Utilitarian: Lookout, Trinity and 

Greenfield, are all Native settlement sites and, instead, I think this cluster is a result of the 

recovery of lithic tools in contexts that could be determined to be protohistoric/historic and not 

from an older context. Lithic tools were recovered from the sites clustered around the Y-axis, but 

were most likely from contexts that could not be dated to the first few decades of the eighteenth 

century, and therefore the lithic tolls were not used in the comparison totals.  

 The strongest Native artifact category is Native Kitchen items, which were recovered 

from almost every site, both French and Native, in the data set. One exception is French Cahokia, 

where Gums recorded that Native ceramics were recovered, but specific date ranges were not 

determined for these objects. Since part of this site contained remnants of a protohistoric/historic 

Native occupation, it is likely that some of the ceramics recovered were associated with this 

occupation component, but none were used in this data set. Starved Rock was the second site 

with no recorded Native ceramics, but there are several possible explanations for this situation: 
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Native ceramics may not have been recovered, collected or recorded; if broken, Native ceramic 

debris may have been tossed off the top of the rock pinnacle by the fort‟s occupants; ceramics 

may have been removed from the site when the French and Native people discontinued their 

habitation of the pinnacle; or there was such a low volume of Native ceramics in use at the site 

that none were deposited in the first place. Yet, the most likely explanation comes from very 

recent investigations by Robert Mazrim which indicate that the Illinois people stopped making 

ceramics around 1700 (2015:1, 123, 148). If this was the case, Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock 

would be an early site where French access to Native ceramics ceased when production ceased. 

 The Newell Fort site is the third site with no Native ceramics. It was excavated by 

avocational archaeologists who used their artifact collection to make money from interested 

tourists and visitors. It is very possible that these excavators did not collect or keep Native 

ceramics, as they may have viewed these items as unattractive to tourists. Yet, in light of 

Mazrim‟s research it seems more likely that there wasn‟t really any Native ceramics to collect 

from this site, which was dated as occupied from 1700-1720.   

 The sites where Native Kitchen items dominated the collections clustered around this 

category at the „southern‟ Y-axis. Sites that were occupied by both French and Native peoples at 

some time reflected the mix of artifacts in their collections and clustered around the Y-axis as 

well, often roughly in the continuum line with the French sites in the NW quadrant.      

 Overall, the results of this test demonstrate that despite French sites being recognized by 

the crown or government as being in different jurisdictions; and their inhabitants being French, 

French-Canadian, or both, these governmental and birth-origin differences are not seen in the 

archaeological record. Instead French sites are characterized as containing an abundance of 

European items; or a mix of Native and European items due to a previous or continuing presence 
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of Native people on the site. The Native sites were delineated by their use as burial sites sorted 

separately from village sites.   

 It was hoped that the French sites would demonstrate regional differences due to possible 

differential access to goods and an unequal distribution of supplies; but it seems that there really 

were not statistically significant differences in access to goods. When I attempted to run 

correspondence analysis with only the French sites, the test would not run due to a lack of 

variation within the samples and artifact categories. For these French sites from the early decades 

of the eighteenth century they sort simply as French. A test comparing early French sites to later 

French sites could possibly contain enough variation to run correspondence analysis; but 

obtaining that data set is beyond the scope of this dissertation project. The next section will 

discuss tests used to confirm or negate the results from the present correspondence analysis test.     

    

Cluster Analysis of All Sites  

 To confirm the spatial results seen in the correspondence analysis biplot, I ran two cluster 

analysis tests with the same data. For the first cluster analysis I chose two nearest neighbors, and 

for the second test I chose three nearest neighbors. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter 

cluster analysis groups variables, in this case sites, according to similarity—with the most similar 

sites being clustered together in the first pairing, or first nearest-neighbor. The resulting 

dendogram illuminates patterns for the groupings. My immediate observation is that the two 

nearest neighbor test gives a more cursory, or overview, clustering of the sites; whereas the three 

nearest neighbor test gives a more in-depth comparison of the different artifact categories, and 

the clusters seem more natural. The results of both tests will be presented and discussed here.     
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 The two nearest neighbor cluster analysis result is shown in a dendogram graphic 

provided in Figure 9.  

 The Figure 9 dendogram shows that the case study site of Fort St. Pierre, indicated by the 

pink arrow, does not have a first nearest neighbor. In other words, in the first pairing of sites, no 

site is similar to (paired with) Fort St. Pierre. This means that no site‟s assemblage has a close 

relationship to the assemblage of Fort St. Pierre. It is not until the second pairing occurs that the 

Dauphin Island Stockade is paired with Fort St. Pierre. This is different than the result in the 

correspondence analysis test for the following reasons: the correspondence analysis measures 

and weighs the influence of the each artifact category separately, and then compares each site to 

every other site. In that situation the various category and site influences on Fort St. Pierre are 

similar to the influences on the Marquette Mission site.  

 Cluster analysis considers the artifact collection as a whole, and compares each collection 

(or site) to all of the other collections. For this cluster analysis Fort St. Pierre is paired with the 

Dauphin Island Stockade at the second pairing. The collections for these two sites are somewhat 

similar, but not exact enough to be matched up for the first pairing. The two collections are 

somewhat similar due to the following artifact categories: Native Kitchen items, and French 

Architecture, French Arms and Hunting, French Clothing, and French Kitchen items. This 

pairing is a good thing for the following reasons: both sites were occupied around the same time; 

both were sites intended for the use and living quarters of French military soldiers; from 

documentary records it seems as though neither site housed any French women; items pertaining 

to children (though rare in general) also were not recovered from either site, so all of these 

aspects of the two sites combined to create this pairing. 
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Figure 9. Cluster Analysis Dendogram for All Sites using Two Nearest Neighbors. 
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 But these two sites are not just paired with each other at this pairing; they are joined to 

the pairing of Fort Michilimackinac to Fort St. Louis on Starved Rock. When looking at the 

relative percentages for each artifact category, the collections of Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock and 

Fort Michilimackinac have overall similar volumes of artifacts for almost every category. The 

volumes for each artifact category are similar enough to pair these two sites up in the first 

pairing. The volume of artifacts for the collections of Fort St. Pierre and the Dauphin Island 

Stockade are somewhat similar, but are different enough to cause these sites to pair in the second 

pairing, and to also be joined to the Fort St. Louis/Starved Rock-Fort Michilimackinac pair.  

 It should be noted here that these are the four French fort sites that were used for my 

dissertation project. The pairing of these four “Fort” sites would seem to indicate that there exists 

a Fort Pattern as suggested by Stanley South. Yet there are caveats to this situation. Because I 

did not compare these sites to Spanish or English forts, I cannot say if there is a unique „French 

Fort Pattern‟. Also, Fort St. Louis was a privately built fort, and there were no military soldiers 

stationed there. Instead the records and the archaeology indicate that it was a mix of French and 

Native men who occupied the site for a short time before it was dismantled and moved.  

 Also, much has been written about the various functions of Fort Michilimackinac. Unlike 

the Dauphin Island Stockade, Fort Michilimackinac was occupied by many different types of 

people; although in the early years it was mostly French-Canadian soldiers, traders, voyageurs, 

and courier des bois. These men were accompanied by French-Canadian, Metís, and Native 

women. Other inhabitants included Jesuit priests and craftsmen such as a blacksmith. The 

majority of the inhabitants lived within the fort until the fort confines had to be expanded.  

 Unlike Fort Michilimackinac, Fort St. Pierre was predominantly inhabited by French men 

who were all associated with the military. Very few women are recorded as being at the fort, and 
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it seems that several families lived outside the palisade walls. So, on the surface, it appears that 

the “forts” have sorted together but the reality at these sites tells a different story.   

 To discover if more information could be teased out of clustering, I ran the same test with 

a choice of three nearest neighbors. This choice allowed the program to reveal more subtle 

differences within each site‟s artifact collection and it compared these subtle similarities and 

differences. The three nearest neighbor cluster analysis results are shown in a dendogram graphic 

provided in Figure 10. This dendogram makes it obvious that the artifact collection for Fort St. 

Pierre is pretty different from the other sites in this data set. Though Fort St. Pierre was paired 

with the Dauphin Island Stockade in the two nearest neighbor cluster analysis, this pairing was a 

bit forced due to the nature of restricting the test to two nearest neighbors. The results for three 

nearest neighbors give a different outcome. In the dendogram, the sites that connect at the first 

pairing are the most similar sites. Starting from the top of the graphic, the first pairing is French 

Cahokia and the Dauphin Island Village House. These two sites are paired up because they have 

essentially the same relative percent of French Architectural items, one of the driving force 

artifact categories seen in the correspondence analysis test. 

  The next couplet at this first pairing is the Marquette Mission site and Old Mobile. These 

sites are paired up because they have almost identical relative percents of artifacts in the 

categories of French Architecture, French Arms and Hunting, French Kitchen, and Native 

Kitchen. The last couplet at this first pairing in the top cluster is that of Fort St. Louis/Starved 

Rock and Fort Michilimackinac. These two sites have similar relative percentages of French 

Architecture and French Clothing items, but it is their almost identical relative percent of French 

Arms and Hunting items that links these two sites together. 
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Figure 10. Cluster Analysis Dendogram for All Sites using Three Nearest Neighbors.  
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 The only activity at the second nearest neighbor is the linking of the Dauphin Island 

Stockade site to the pairing of Starved Rock and Fort Michilimackinac. Though not an exact 

match, the Dauphin Island Stockade collection contains similar relative percentages to those of 

the two other sites for the categories of French Arms and Hunting, and French Clothing. 

Different relative percentages for the categories of French Architecture and French Activities and 

Leisure are keeping the Dauphin Island Stockade site from being linked to the other two sites in 

the first pairing.  

 Standing alone for the first two pairings are the sites of the La Pointe-Krebs House and 

Fort St. Pierre (pink arrow). The La Pointe-Krebs House had a small relative percentage of 

French Architectural items (15%), which was probably a result of later building activities 

obscuring earlier architectural artifacts. This low architectural component and a fairly high 

relative percentage in the categories of French Arms and Hunting and French Kitchen kept the 

La Pointe-Krebs House segregated from the other sites for the first two pairings.  

 The Fort St. Pierre collection is distinguished by a nearly equal volume of French 

Architectural items and Native Kitchen items. No other site has this combination. In addition, the 

Fort St. Pierre collection contains the second highest relative percentage of French Furniture 

artifacts. These facts combined with a lower relative percentage of French Arms and Hunting 

and French Kitchen items set Fort St. Pierre apart from the other French and Native sites.  

 The remaining French sites: Newell Fort, Lonely Frenchman, and the Bayou Goula 

Concession all deserve a quick mention here. Newell Fort stands alone until it is forced into the 

final „all sites‟ pairing with the lowest level of similarity. This is because the Newell Fort 

collection contained more of all French artifacts (except for Native Kitchen items), as described 

in the above section. The Bayou Goula Concession site had more Native Kitchen items than the 
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other French sites due to its construction directly on top of a former Native village site and the 

presence of Native peoples living and working on the concession grounds. 

 Lonely Frenchman is off by itself and I am beginning to think its name is rather 

appropriate. The collection has a decent relative percentage of French Architectural items and a 

high relative percentage of Native Kitchen items, but a low volume of all other artifacts. It is 

possible that Poulain and his family did not own many items but, as mentioned above, they most 

likely took their possessions with them when they moved to the Natchez area. Their move, in 

conjunction with their short stay at the site, could have resulted in not much being deposited into 

the ground. Erosion and cultivation activities most likely also contributed to disturbances in its 

archaeological record. Whatever the case, the scanty collection sets this site apart from all of the 

others in the data set.  

 The Rivière aux Chiens site, has a pattern unlike the other French sites due to having the 

highest volume of French Arms and Hunting items, a modest volume of Native Personal and 

Native Kitchen items, as well as a decent volume of French Kitchen, French Activities and 

Leisure, and French Architectural items. This combination of volumes of artifacts in these 

categories is not present for any other site in the comparison group, which is why this site does 

not pair with any other site in the nearest neighbor groupings, until the last “all sites” grouping.     

 The remainder of the sites in the three nearest neighbor test will now be discussed. The 

Rice Site, Angola Farm Site, and the Guebert/Kaskaskia Village Site all clustered at the first 

nearest neighbor pairing. This is due to the pattern of artifacts at all three sites being dominated 

by Native Personal items and very little else. The Rice Site and Angola Farm Site both contained 

burials, so the accompanying artifacts were categorized as Native Personal items. The volume of 

glass beads, as Native Personal items, recovered from the Guebert Site/Kaskaskia Village is what 
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characterizes that assemblage. Though other categories of items were recovered from these sites, 

their assemblages were overshadowed by Native Personal items.   

 The largest grouping, of four sites, at the first nearest neighbor pairing consists of the 

Hotel Plaza Site, the Bayou-Goula Native Village, the Lockguard Site, and the Bayogoula 

French Concession. The reason these four sites group together is that all of their assemblages are 

dominated by the category of Native Kitchen items. The relative percents for this category range 

from around 7.7% to around 9.4% for these four sites. Other than that, their respective artifact 

patterns do not match.   

 The Bell Site/Fox Village and the Bloodhound Site is almost a forced pairing, because 

the only assemblage aspect they share in common is a nearly equal volume of Native Kitchen 

items. The relative percent for Native Kitchen items for the Bell Site is around 5.8%, whereas the 

Bloodhound site‟s relative percent for the same category is around 6.3%. Other than this 

category, the patterns for the two sites are fairly divergent.   

 The Kolmer Site/Michigamea Village stands alone until the very last pairing because its 

assemblage pattern is unlike any other site. The dominant artifact category is Native Craft By-

products, being mostly lithic debitage. Additionally, in comparison to the lithic debitage the 

assemblage contains a much smaller volume of Native Kitchen items, meaning Native ceramics. 

Other notable artifact categories for this site are Native Utilitarian items and French Kitchen 

items. The French Kitchen items, mostly European ceramics, may have belonged to the Jesuit 

Fathers associated with the church built within the village.  

 Greenfield, Lookout and Trinity are all clustered together at the first pairing because their 

assemblage patterns are almost identical with a small amount of Native Architectural items, a 

large volume of Native Utilitarian items, and some Native Kitchen items. The Fatherland Site, or 
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Grand Village of the Natchez, clusters with the above group at the third grouping due to its 

assemblage sharing a high volume of Native Utilitarian items and some Native Kitchen items. 

The reason it does not initially group with the other three sites is that its assemblage contains 

French Arms and Hunting items, but not a noticeable amount of Native Architectural items.  

 The Haynes Bluff Site does not group with any other site for several reasons. The site 

contained a burial, so the high volume of grave goods associated with this individual (see 

Chapter 8 for a discussion of the burial and a table of the grave goods) were categorized as 

Native Personal items. The archaeologists at this site also collected and documented a lot of daub 

which was all categorized as Native Architectural items. Lastly, ceramics from the site were 

categorized as Native Kitchen items. These three main artifact categories for the Haynes Bluff 

assemblage make it distinct from the other sites in the comparison set and, therefore, it does not 

group with any sites in three nearest neighbor analyses.  

 Lastly, I will state that this test shows that the Fort St. Pierre assemblage is a unique 

collection and one that is not very similar to the other French sites. This indicates to me that 

there was a unique situation occurring at Fort St. Pierre which I explore in subsequent chapters 

of this dissertation. To assist in the visualization of whole artifact collections, the next test 

applied to this same data set was seriation/ordering with accompanying battleship graphics.     

 

Ordering for All Sites    

 Ordering the patterns for the artifact assemblages provides an easy graphic with which to 

discuss all of the sites. The results are shown in Figure 11, which places all of the artifact 

categories across the top of the graphic, and then groups the sites by artifact patterns—much like 

the cluster analysis test.    
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Figure 11. Ordering Results for All Sites and All Artifact Category Relative Percents. 

 

 For the case study site of Fort St. Pierre (near the bottom third of the figure), the 

battleships on this graphic show that its collection is dominated by Native Kitchen items, mainly 

Native ceramics, and by French Architecture items, mainly nails, spikes, and other iron objects. 

The third category that shows up in the ordering graphic is French Kitchen items, of which Fort 

St. Pierre has a variety. Artifacts were found at this site that fit into other categories, but their 

volume is negligible. When one examines the Fort St. Pierre pattern one sees that there really are 

no other sites with this exact pattern.  

 Possibly the most important thing to notice, is that for a French military site, Fort St. 

Pierre has comparatively less Arms and Hunting remains than other French Forts, French 
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Settlements, and even some Native Sites! Explanations for this situation are varied. Fort St. 

Pierre may very well represent a site that actually experienced many of the shortages enumerated 

at that time in the documents of the Superior Council. The reduction of troops during the 

existence of the fort may also account for a low volume of arms and hunting items. The looting 

of guns and ammunition immediately after the massacre may be a third contributing factor to this 

situation. It is not that the Fort St. Pierre collection lacked guns, gun parts, shot, flints, and other 

hunting accoutrements, it is instead that other sites recovered a much higher volume of these 

items; making the volume recovered at Fort St. Pierre negligible in comparison for the purposes 

of the ordering test.     

 In sum, the graphic for the ordering results clearly shows that the driving force artifacts in 

this data set are French Architecture and Native Kitchen, with outlying categories of Native 

Personal and Native Utilitarian items confirming the correspondence analysis test results.   

 

Testing a Second Time: Appendix A 

 Because the first tests revealed the categories of Native Kitchen and French Architecture 

had the most influence on the sorting of sites, I was curious to see if the results would drastically 

change with the removal of these two dominant artifact categories. Therefore, I performed these 

same statistical tests with only the remaining 16 artifact categories. The results and discussion 

for this second test can be found in Appendix A at the end of this dissertation.  

 To summarize the results, the removal of French Architecture and Native Kitchen 

categories creates a polarization between the remaining French artifact categories and the 

categories of 1) Native Personal items, which dominate at cemetery sites, and 2) Native 

Utilitarian items. This result was echoed in the Ordering test using only the 16 artifact categories. 
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For Cluster Analysis with only 16 categories, the similarities between the sites became weaker 

and the data had to be forced into pairs and groups.   

 

Summary  

 What has been learned from this statistical comparison is that the defining artifacts for 

French sites are architectural items, while both French and Native sites contained Native Kitchen 

items, predominantly ceramics. Native sites with a high volume of handwrought nails most likely 

contained a European structure at some point. Conversely, there were difficulties dating Native 

ceramics, lithic tools, and debitage recovered from both French and Native sites, and this 

information remained underreported for the statistics run in this chapter. What distinguishes 

French sites from Native sites (and vice versa) is not the presence of various types of artifacts 

recovered at a site, but instead their volume.  This result, that volume of certain artifacts defines 

sites contradicts some of the earlier claims that the presence or absence of specific items would 

determine the ethnicity of a site‟s occupants. 

 For the early decades of the eighteenth century, French sites have more French items, and 

Native sites have more Native items, but most sites contain a mix of both types of items. This is 

especially true for sites where both groups used the land—but again the volume of French 

Architecture items, and Native Kitchen, Native Utilitarian and Native Craft Byproducts is what 

distinguishes the sites. The value of this approach is that it has defined an expected pattern at 

French sites, and it has revealed that the assemblage at Fort St. Pierre seems to deviate from this 

pattern, necessitating further exploration and explanation. 

 The weakness of this statistical comparison approach is that it does not address the 

further explanation that is needed to understand deviant site patterns. This test is very 
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generalizing and lacks a careful attention to the context of artifact finds. To fill this gap in 

information, this generalizing statistical approach needs to be complimented with a more 

individualizing approach that considers artifact context in relation to the built environment. With 

historical archaeology this information can be supplemented with sources such as historic maps, 

documents, and firsthand accounts. The remainder of my dissertation will move into the 

presentation and analysis of this more individualizing approach.  

 To understand why Fort St. Pierre is different from the expected pattern it is necessary to 

shift from investigating the compared site assemblages to focusing directly on the case study site. 

To do this I correlate cartographic and first person accounts to achieve an overview of the site as 

a lived-in place. Then, with the architecture, I provide a “close reading” of the excavation 

records and archaeological evidence to identify culturally sensitive assemblages and contexts. 

Lastly, I provide specific artifact finds to identify evidence of daily life and any artifact use that 

indicates a crossing of cultural boundaries. Chapter 7 begins this second methodological 

approach with a discussion of the historic maps and descriptions of Fort St. Pierre.       
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CHAPTER 7 

FORT ARCHITECTURE, FORT ST. PIERRE MAPS AND FIRST PERSON ACCOUNTS 

 

 When I assembled the data from all of the excavations performed at Fort St. Pierre, a 

partial picture of the fort and the structures it contained was revealed. There is enough 

information present to extrapolate a possible perimeter of the original palisade and dry moat 

feature. In order to interpret this architectural data, which I address in Chapter 8, I first introduce 

some basic information on the theory and construction of forts by the French military. Then I 

present three historic maps that depict Fort St. Pierre, along with discussions of their information 

and provenience. Lastly I present a first person account from a soldier who was briefly stationed 

at Fort St. Pierre. All of this information in combination provides a base for further interpretation 

of the architectural features uncovered during excavation, and, as I hope to prove, also can be 

tools for understanding architectural change over time. Correlating both the historic cartographic 

evidence and first person account to the architectural features establishes a better understanding 

of the lived spaces and buildings of the fort. This is the first, necessary step in contextualizing 

my individual archaeology approach.  

 

Fort Construction Theory 

 The architect most famously associated with French military forts is Sébastion Le Prestre 

de Vauban. He lived from A. D. 1633 to 1707 and rose in the military ranks to become the 

military engineer for King Louis XIV. A common misconception is that Vauban invented the 
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star fort design, but the style‟s proper name is trace italienne because it was invented in Italy and 

spread out from this source in the 1530s and 1540s. The brilliance of Vauban is that he took the 

basics of these designs and improved upon them; specifically adapting each trace italienne 

design to the local conditions and solving what he considered to be the “particular problem at 

hand” either by his  renovation of existing fortifications or by completely new construction of 

fortifications (Lepage 2010:73). 

 

Figure 12. Specific Parts of a Fort. A = Bastion, B = Curtain (wall or Rampart), 

C = Face of Bastion, D = Flank of Bastion, E = Terreplein of Bastion. 
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 Vauban‟s constructions designs were specific to Europe. His own analysis on the theory 

of fortification building, plus the analysis of succeeding researchers all discussed the stone and 

brick forts built there. Only portions of his theories and rules for building fortifications were 

applicable to conditions in the New World. The general idea of these European fortresses was to 

create a low profile that was difficult to hit with cannons and muskets. At the same time the 

addition of bastions created a firing platform for the troops. A series of dry, and sometimes wet, 

moats along with smaller defensible structures all followed by an empty area of “gentle 

declivity” called the glacis kept the enemy at a distance from the main fortification (Lepage 

2010:62, 109). As modern-day author Jean-Denis Lepage [not to be confused with Le Page du 

Pratz] explained, bastions created the advantage of flanking fire, and moats and ditches created a 

space that exposed invading troops to fire from above. Lepage continued by saying that 

communication was easy along the broad curtain walls and the bastions—all of which were of 

the same height (2010:63).  

 One of the main points when locating a site for a fortified structure was to place it on 

high ground, thereby allowing the soldiers and cannons to dominate opponents located at lower 

elevations (Lepage 2010:73). This idea was partially put in place in the case of Fort St. Pierre. 

The fort was built at a high point along the bluffs above the Yazoo River. Land to the east had a 

higher elevation, but was further away from the river. Since waterways were the main 

thoroughfares for transportation by the French at the time, the location of Fort St. Pierre was 

chosen more for its convenience to river access than for defensibility.  

 Though Vauban seemed to have had mathematical formulas for the building of the forts, 

the authors I examined only provided numbers for polygonal forts with numerous bastions. No 

formulas were presented for four-bastioned square forts like the situation at Fort St. Pierre, but 
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some information on distances between structures within a fort does exist. A predecessor to 

Vauban, Jean Errard (1554-1610), put forth the idea that bastions should be separated by no 

more than a musket-range, what was by 1600 (the year he published his treatise on defenses) a 

maximum of 240 meters (Lepage 2010:65-67). It is not specified if Errard‟s range is from 

bastion tip to bastion tip or is instead the length of the curtain wall. Conversely, Vauban said the 

distance between adjacent bastion tips should be 180 toises or 329 meters (Lepage 2010:78). 

Musket-range and the placement of bastions may have been a consideration when constructing 

Fort St. Pierre; and this distance relationship will be examined further in Chapter 8.  

 Other Vauban parameters that may prove useful in examining Fort St. Pierre are: the face 

or angle of the bastions usually measured 60-90 meters, but could vary from 44-160 meters; the 

flank length connecting the face to the curtain wall was usually 16-50 meters in length; and the 

curtain wall varied from 160 to 628 meters long, but averaged 350 meters in length (Lepage 

2010:80, 86).  

 There is a limit to what information regarding fortification buildings and arrangements 

can be applied to the much smaller forts of colonial Louisiane, but the following is instructive. 

Lepage (2010:124) remarked that in a fort, military buildings were arranged around a central 

square, which he translated as the place of arms. He explained that barracks to house soldiers 

were an invention of the seventeenth century, and those of Vauban‟s time were primitively built, 

were: “badly heated and without easy longitudinal communication because of the room 

partitions” (Lepage 2010:125). He continued by saying that the fireplace was intended both as a 

source of heat and as a place for cooking. Barracks were usually “built behind and parallel along 

sections of curtains for a rapid deployment of the soldiers to their combat emplacements. 

Sometimes barracks were integrated within a curtain…” (Lepage 2010:125). Located near the 
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barracks were the officers‟ pavilions, which were often more roomy living spaces than the 

barracks (Lepage 2010:126-127).  

 In contrast, gunpowder houses, or magazines/magazins, were “located as far as possible 

from living quarters and for tactical reasons as close as possible to combat emplacements” 

(Lepage 2010:127-128). Powder magazines were often built in the terreplein, or the inside of a 

bastion that had not been filled in with soil (see Figure 12). The magazine itself would normally 

have thick walls, a vaulted chamber and a roof that most likely was covered with earth or grass—

designed to absorb the explosion from invading artillery fire (Lepage 2010:127-128).  

 The guardhouse, or corps de garde, was described by Lepage as a post to shelter the 

soldiers at the checkpoint of an entrance to a fortified city, fort or citadel. In Europe these must 

have been fairly large, as Lepage (2010:128, 130) described them as having a room with bunks 

for sleeping soldiers and an office/bedroom for the officer. This building was characterized by an 

extended gallery or porch roof.  

 Lastly, Lepage (2010:134) pointed out that the garrison could worship at a chapel located 

in the fort; and that “The garrison church was the focus for spiritual life, and soldiers were 

supposed to attend religious services, observe Christian morality, and behave decently.” As 

mentioned previously, there are two varying accounts as to how well-behaved the soldiers at Fort 

St. Pierre were both in the presence and in the absence of a missionary stationed in the area.         

 To move the discussion away from Europe to Fort St. Pierre in colonial Louisiane, I will 

introduce three historic maps that specifically depict this fort. These three maps are provided 

along with translations of their keys and discussions of the maps‟ proveniences. The 

consideration of these maps leads directly into the next chapter on the architectural situation at 

the fort, as revealed by archaeological features.    
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Three Historic Maps: Map 1—the Original Map 

 The map presented below as Figure 13 was painted with watercolors by Jean-François 

Benjamin Dumont de Montigny (1696 - 1760), a junior officer assigned to Fort St. Pierre for 

several years. It was reproduced in color in the newly translated The Memoir of Lieutenant 

Dumont, 1715—1747, A Sojourner in the French Atlantic. To avoid any confusion with the 

French Jesuit Jolliet de Montigny, who was sent to be a missionary to the Tensas village, I will 

refer to the Fort St. Pierre soldier as Dumont. With regard to this watercolored map, Dumont 

(2012:189) discussed how he passed his free time at the fort drawing and writing, and the 

original painting of this fort may have been created during his time with this garrison. Sadly, 

many of Dumont‟s documents and original drawings burned in a fire years later at his home 

outside of New Orleans: “…a little study where I had my papers, my commissions, my writings. 

Everything was completely burned” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:257). Since this event happened 

in September 1732, the colored map presented in this section most likely was repainted after that 

date and was done from memory.    

 In comparison to the other two maps, this map is a little less intricate in the details of 

structures located outside of the fort‟s palisade walls, but the key lists 20 features within the fort 

and on the landscape. It is possible that Dumont sent an original map to Europe before the fire, 

which was what the two subsequent maps were eventually based on, but this is conjectural, as 

Dumont does not mention the recreation of his maps after the fire at his New Orleans house. 

Figures 14-16 provide close-ups of this map‟s fort and key.   
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Figure 13. Dumont’s Map of Fort St. Pierre from The Memoir of Lieutenant Dumont.
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Figure 14. Close-up of the Fort with Number Labels. North is the Left Edge of Figure. 
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Figure 15. From Dumont’s Colored Map; Long Key—Isolated and Enlarged. 

 To assist in the discussion of this fort, a simplified sketch of the fort complex with its 

numerical labels is in Figure 16. The translation for the key and the remainder of the map is 

provided here:  
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French at the top of the key: Plan du fort des yachoux concession de M.gr [monseigneur] le duc 

de belle isle et associex destruit 1729 explications des chiffres  

English translation: Plan of the fort of the Yazoos concession [plantation] of my lord Le Duc of 

Belle Isle and associates destroyed 1729 explanation of the numbers  

1) maison du Capitaine Commandt.  Commandant‟s house 

2) cuisine     kitchen 

3) chapelle     chapel 

4) mais. de l‟aumonier   house of the chaplain 

5) logement des offisiers   officers‟ lodging 

6) magazin     storehouse 

7) cazernes     barracks 

8) corps de garde    guard room 

9) quartiers des ouvriers   workers‟ quarters 

10) reservoir d‟eaus bonnes a boire  reservoir of good drinking water 

11) m. de denoyers sergent   house of Denoyers, sergeant  

12) m. de riter sergent    house of Riter, sergeant 

13) baton de pavillon    flag pole [flag building] 

14) debarquement    landing, disembarkation or arrival place 

15) m. de poulain interprette   house of Poulain, interpreter 

16) jardin de la concession   concession garden 

17) m. du chirurgien    house of the surgeon 

18) baterie des canons    cannon battery 

19) egoust     possible misspelling of égout, meaning sewer 

20) meuriers arbres     mulberry trees 

Ravine de cannes (on map)   ravine of canes 
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Figure 16. Simplified Drawing of the Close-up of Dumont’s Fort St. Pierre. 

 In comparison to the surrounding region, the drawing of the fort on this map is very 

small, making the labels within it even smaller. Sadly, some of Dumont‟s numbers are smudged, 

so deciphering the map is difficult. The sketch in Figure 16 provides my interpretation of 

Dumont‟s labels. Looking at the close-up of the fort, one can see that there are more buildings 

and divided buildings than there are numbers, and that some numbers are used more than once. If 

one counts divided buildings, there are 12 to 13 possible structures with various functions. This 

map is accepted as having been drawn directly by Dumont and, because he was stationed at the 
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fort itself, it is likely that this map is the most accurate and true to the real-life situation at the 

fort. This being the case, I will discuss the arrangement of structures within the fort on this map. 

   The commandant‟s house is located in the southeast corner and is labeled #1. To the west 

of that is the cuisine—kitchen (#2); and then there are two lines over the dry moat (yellow band 

encircling the fort) indicating what I call the back entranceway. The building marked #3 on this 

third map is the chapelle, or chapel. Directly west of this structure is the maison de l’aumonier, 

or the house of the chaplain, marked with a smudged #4. I will discuss both of these structures 

more extensively in Chapter 8.  

 The next building is along the west wall and has the worst smudged number—it was 

possibly written over. I have determined this number to be #8, which corresponds to the corps de 

garde—a building located near the main entrance—in line with the position advocated by 

Vauban. North of this smudged building is a double-line crossing the dry moat. This is the 

drawbridge (not labeled) and it was considered the main entranceway, as it faced the path that 

went down to the boat landing (#14) along the Yazoo River.  

 The building directly north of the drawbridge is drawn as a long structure with a dividing 

line towards its south end. This smaller southern portion is labeled #5, or the officers‟ lodging. 

The second larger portion of the structure seems to be marked with the #7, indicating an attached 

barracks.  

 The northern curtain wall has four small buildings drawn along it, with what appears to 

be a total of three #7 labels (though the label on the second building west of the northeast bastion 

could be interpreted as a #5, which would indicate the placement of some officers‟ quarters in 

between a series of barracks). Along this northern curtain wall, the western-most #7 label seems 
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to be placed between two buildings and may be there to intentionally mark both buildings as 

barracks.  

 The final building within the fort spans the whole of the eastern curtain wall. It is marked 

as #6, the storehouse, but there is a dividing line near the north end of the building, possibly 

marking a separate, attached structure. This unmarked small portion of the building may be the 

actual house or remnant of the house of the storehouse keeper, as is listed in the two maps yet to 

be discussed. The purpose of this small subsection of the warehouse cannot currently be 

determined from this map. Due to the small size of the drawing of this fort and the numbers 

within it, it is possible that some of these finer details were omitted intentionally by Dumont due 

to space restrictions.  

 There are several other details included in this map that need to be mentioned. For 

instance, just north of the drawbridge main entrance there is an extension of the dry moat coming 

out of the northwest bastion. This extension leads to a structure marked #18, baterie des 

canons—the cannon battery. The north curtain wall is intact until one reaches the northeast 

bastion, which has a second dry moat extension labeled #19 egoust, a possible misspelling of the 

word égout—sewer. Most likely this was a drainage ditch designed to come off the dry moat. The 

eastern curtain wall is undisturbed; and the “back” entranceway is drawn on the southern curtain 

wall which leads to #16, the concession garden. There is one last extension coming off of the dry 

moat of the southwest bastion. This could be a drainage ditch, but it could also be a path to the 

flagpole with the large white flag. Because it is not labeled on the map, the actual function of this 

pathway or ditch cannot be determined.     

 Additionally, each bastion contains the drawn shape of a rectangle, all of which are 

pointed in the direction of the bastion tip. The exact purpose for these four structures is 
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unknown. Although none of these rectangles are labeled, their purpose could include supports for 

walkways, and/or for large arms such as cannon, or serve as latrines, small huts for guards on 

duty, or even ovens for bread or hot-shot. It should be noted that the rectangle in the northwest 

bastion appears larger than the rest. As will be discussed in the next map, this may be intentional. 

This structure may have had a different purpose than the rest of the rectangular objects. One of 

these buildings may have been the gunpowder storehouse, or powder magazine, as its placement 

within an empty bastion would be in accordance with Vauban‟s placement of these structures 

away from housing and in a protected locale.   

 In addition to these four rectangles, the northwest bastion palisade wall has a dark mark 

on either side of the bastion tip, possibly indicating a break in the palisade wall for the placement 

of cannon or large arms such as wall-guns. Again, these two marks are not labeled, and the map 

does not provide a hint as to their function or purpose. These marks could indicate the placement 

of “two very small guns” used in the arrival salute, as suggested in the quote on page 318 of this 

dissertation (also see the discussion regarding gunports on page 182). A second piece of 

evidence that could support these “breaks” as gun ports is that the largest rectangle is located in 

this bastion—it could therefore be the powder magazine, which would put it in the closest 

proximity to the gun ports and to the cannon battery located just outside the bastion, again in 

accordance with Vauban‟s directives for powder magazine placement.  

 Lastly, in the center of the fort, in what would be called the parade grounds, or place of 

arms, Dumont has drawn a rather large tree. This is an odd place for a tree, as parade grounds 

were traditionally kept clear of impediments for the express purpose of marching, drilling, and 

the lining up of soldiers for inspection. There is an explanation for the existence of this tree, and 

it would support the idea that this map is the earliest of the three maps. The fort excavators 
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uncovered evidence of the existence of a tree with a large root mass which had been located in 

the vicinity of the commandant‟s house. There is a slight possibility that Dumont is indicating 

the former placement of the tree, though his reasoning for this is lost.  

 Outside of the palisade are located two houses belonging to the sergeants, M. de 

Denoyers and M. de Riter. Dumont (2012:160-164) remarked that the houses were located “three 

musket shots removed from the fort” and he recounted an attack on the house of M. Riter. De La 

Harpe mentioned that this attack by the Chickasaws on the house of Sergeant Ritter was recorded 

by the commandant as happening on May 5, 1722. The attack left both M. Ritter and his wife 

dead, while his young son survived being scalped and shot through the wrist (Dumont de 

Montigny 2012:160-164). Their son was sent to France, but no mention was made of what 

became of the empty house of this unfortunate couple. Dumont (2012:234) recorded that later on 

Sergeant Desnoyers was promoted to Director of the Terre Blanche concession at Natchez. He 

died defending his family during the Natchez Revolt.     

  In summary, the most exciting aspect of the watercolor map is that it is complicated and 

likely reflects the reality of the fort construction and layout of its buildings. This is in contrast to 

the following maps, which were most likely based on this first colored map and seem to present a 

simplified view as to how a fort should look, rather than the situational adjustments that were 

actually made at Fort St. Pierre. These two maps will be discussed below.   

 

Three Historic Maps: Map 2—Engraving Based on Dumont de Montigny?  

 The map represented as Figure 16 is attributed to Dumont de Montigny for the sole 

reason that it was published in Dumont‟s Mémoires Historiques sur La Louisiane in 1753. 
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However, this is an engraving probably created expressly for the publication of the book by an 

unknown engraver.   

 It is highly likely that this engraved map was based on the colored map shown in Figure 

13. It is unclear whether Dumont oversaw the production of this map, but because the north 

arrow is facing west it seems as though he was not consulted for the final edits. Other details of 

this map will be presented below, along with a discussion of its key and the buildings within the 

fort‟s palisade. 

 

Figure 17. Engraved Map from Dumont’s 1753 Mémoires Historiques sur La Louisiane; 

Showing Fort St. Pierre and its Surroundings. North Arrow is Mistakenly Facing West.  
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 This map is titled “Plan de la Concession de M. Le Blanc et af(s)socies aux Yazoux” 

which translates to Plan of the Yazoo Concession [plantation] of Mister Le Blanc and associates.  

The following terms appear in the key and on the map itself, and are translated below:  

1) Maison du Commandt.  Commandant‟s House 

2) Pavillons des Officiers  House of the Officers (detached) 

3) Corps de garde   Guard Room 

4) Chambre de l‟officier de garde Officer of the Guard‟s compartment/chamber   

5) Cazernes    Barracks 

6) Magazin    Storehouse 

7) Maison du garde Magazin  House of Storehouse keeper (guard)  

8) Chambre des Sergents  Chamber/Compartment of the Sergeants    

9) Pont Levis     Draw Bridge 

 

Other terms that appear on the map itself are: 

Maison du Sr. Riter Sergent  House of Mr. Riter, Sergeant 

Maison du Sr. Denoyers Sergent House of Mr. Denoyers, Sergeant 

Maison de l‟interprette  House of the interpreter 

Reservoir deau douce   Reservoir of fresh water  

Logement des Ouvriers  Lodging of the Workers 

La Four    The Oven 

Pavillon    Flag [pole, flag building] 

Maison du Jardinier   House of the Gardener 

Meueriers    Mulberries 
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Ruisseau deau Nitrée   Stream of Nitrous water 

Ecors ou Montagnes   Bluffs or Mountains 

Debarquemt. des Voitures  Landing, disembarkation, or arrival area of the transport  

     vehicles 

Riviere des Yazoux   River of the Yazoos 

Grand goufre    Large/Great Gulf, today is spelled gouffre 

Petitte Prairie   Little Prairie 

Fleuve St. Loius  St. Louis River, today‟s Mississippi River 

 The fort on this map is shown close-up in Figure 18. The buildings on this map are 

numbered a bit clearer than the last map; but there is still some confusion to work through. 

 

 

Figure 18. Close-up of Fort St. Pierre from the 1753 Engraving.  

True North is to the Left of the Figure. 
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 For instance, two buildings drawn within the fort are not numbered. If the numbers 

continue clockwise sequentially, after #1 = commandant‟s house and #2 = the officers‟ pavilions, 

one building would be #3 = the guard room, next is #4 = Officer of the Guard‟s 

compartment/chamber, and the second building needing a number would be #5 = the barracks 

along the north curtain wall. There are seven buildings drawn within the fort, which is much 

reduced from the 13 buildings represented in the colored map. Starting from the southeast 

bastion and moving clockwise, the commandant‟s house (#1) is still in its original location along 

the south curtain wall; but instead of the kitchen, chapel and chaplain‟s house that were drawn in 

the colored map there is just the pavilions, or quarters, of the officers (#2) depicted towards the 

southwest bastion.   

  Rounding the southwest bastion, the next building is #3 the guard house, in the same 

place as in the colored map. Next is #9, marking the drawbridge as the main entrance to the fort. 

To the north of the drawbridge is a building labeled #4 = Chambre de l’officier de garde. I have 

translated this to mean chamber or compartment/room for the officer of the guard; and this 

terminology may indicate the “room and office heated by a fireplace for the officer” of the 

guardhouse provided by Lepage (2010:130) in his discussion of buildings located within fort 

complexes. It seems to correspond to the “logement des offisiers” that was part of the partitioned 

(chambered) building in this same location on the colored map, though this building is not 

chambered in this engraving.    

 The tour of the fort is now at the northwest bastion, where there is a sideways  

#8—Chambre des Sergents, it is somewhat faded and hard to discern, and is not near any 

physical structure except for the palisade. I do not really know what to make of this; it is possible 

that the map maker made a mistake with labeling or drawing. Both of the houses for the 
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sergeants were outside of the palisade walls and they are still represented and labeled with the 

sergeants‟ names on this engraved map. Therefore, the number 8 does not represent their 

respective homes. In fact, this number does not seem to correspond to any building; but it may 

have been meant to represent the largest (unmarked) rectangle that was placed in this bastion on 

the colored map. I have translated this label to mean the compartment of the sergeants, which 

could indicate a small structure that had something to do with the artillery that supposedly was 

within this bastion and just outside of it at the “baterie des canons” marked on the colored map. 

Because this label does not appear to actually label anything, this too is conjectural.  

 Moving on to the north curtain wall where there is one large building with no number, 

which should be labeled #5, making it the cazernes or barracks. This is the only building on this 

engraved map that represents barracks, whereas the colored map had a possible five buildings 

marked as barracks. Rounding the northeast bastion, the next building is labeled #6, the 

warehouse or magazine; and then building #7 which is labeled as the house of the 

warehouse/storehouse keeper/guard. In the colored map this part of the fort contained one 

chambered building labeled only as a magazine. It is possible that the engraving is indicating that 

the chamber was where the warehouse keeper lived; but if he lived in the smaller chamber on the 

colored map; the functions of these two buildings on this engraved map should most likely be 

switched to indicate the house on the north end and the actual warehouse on the south end. This 

situation will be discussed briefly below and further explored in Chapter 8 on the archaeology of 

the fort‟s architectural remains.   

 There is a series of circles drawn near the number 2. It most likely is trying to represent 

the tree that was depicted in the colored map, but it looks nothing like the other trees in the 

engraving—which is curious. There is one other slight possibility: that Dumont, or the engraver 
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was trying to indicate that this spot was the locale of the lead drop-shot manufacturing area. The 

area where these circles are drawn on this map roughly corresponds to the archaeological feature 

of this manufacturing area discovered by Ian W. Brown and the excavators in 1976. For a 

description of this feature and how the manufacturing process worked see Brown (1979a:196-

201).   

 The second odd mark occurs below building 2, and appears as a loop and a line located at 

the junction of the bastion walls. It also is faded and hard to discern. I have no guess as to what 

this mark means and it may just be an engraving blotch. There are features in this vicinity that 

could fit with this mark; but none that correspond enough to warrant further discussion.  

 In summary, this engraved map has provided a bit of new information. For example, part 

of the large building along the east curtain wall may have been a house for the storehouse keeper. 

And the building north of the drawbridge may have held a chamber specifically for the officer in 

charge of the guards. Lastly, the floating #8 in the northwest bastion may indicate an artillery 

activity area located within the fort that was the purview of the sergeants. Yet, all of these 

differences from the previous map could have been placed in this engraving on the basis of 

expectations of proper fort arrangement and building functions originating from the writings of 

Vauban. These ideas will be discussed further in the archaeology chapter.    

 

 Three Historic Maps: The “Fort St. Claude” Map  

 The final map is shown in Figure 19. To discuss this map I will first present its current 

provenience, clues to the potential producer of the map, the Fort St. Claude appellation, and 

finally details of the map itself.  
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 Vincas P. Steponaitis and Gregory A. Waselkov (Waselkov 2015, personal 

communication) determined from the catalog at the Bibliothèque nationale in France, that there 

are two versions of this map. The first version was produced circa 1750 by Philippe Buache, who 

based it off of a Dumont prototype map. This map, which may be an ink painting, is now housed 

at the Chateau de Vincennes under the following heading: Service historique de la Défense, 

departement Marine, Cartes et plans, recueil 68, no. 78.        

 

Figure 19. Watercolor Map of Fort St. Pierre, Recorded as Fort St. Claude des Yasous. 

Likely Cartographer is Valentin Devin.  

 

  The second version of this map is the one in Figure 19. This map is called an “aquarelle” 

or watercolor, and is listed under the same heading except it is „no.64‟. This no. 64 version of the 
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map is considered anonymous, yet there is a clue to the identity of the cartographer within the 

map itself. Centered above the fort on the map is a house labeled “Maison de l‟Jinterprete” 

(house of the interpreter), with a “J” where there should be an “I”. Waselkov explains that the 

replacing of an “I” with a “J” was an idiosyncrasy of a draughtsman named Valentin Devin, a 

mapmaker working in the Louisiane colony at the time of Dumont and Fort St. Pierre. Devin 

wrote this replacement on other maps of the colony, which still exist, and are familiar to 

Waselkov. It seems very likely that the map depicted in Figure 19 was made around 1722 by 

Valentin Devin, possibly by copying a map made by Dumont, or from having visited the fort 

himself. More information on Devin is available in Waselkov and Gums (2000:49-50 note 28).  

 As mentioned above, both of the St. Claude maps were based on a Dumont map. So 

where does the name St. Claude come from? Jean Delanglez explains that this map “made” by 

Dumont de Montigny is labeled Fort St. Claude for the following reason: “As Swanton (1909 & 

1911) observes, every one [sic] else gives the name of Ft. St. Peter to this fort, Dumont alone 

says St. Claude. This was the Christian name of the first priest who came to Yazoo, and he was a 

great friend of Dumont” (Delanglez 1935:450 footnote 26). This is a plausible explanation, but 

there is more to the name than what Delanglez mentions.  

 The first St. Claude was St. Claudius who died in AD 696. There was also a Jesuit 

missionary named St. Claude de la Colombière, who died in 1682. The AD 687-696 holy man 

was the original St. Claude, and holy men who lived later may have been named for him or taken 

his name as their professional or religious name. So who is the priest that Delanglez refers to? 

Delanglez leaves only the clue that this Father Claude was the first priest who came to Yazoo. 

The footnote on page 140 of Dumont‟s memoir explained that there were two chaplains sent to 

the Le Blanc/Belle-Isle concession. The younger priest was Nicolas Darquevaux, who died in 
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1722 soon after arriving in the Yazoo Bluffs. The second, older priest was Jean-Claude Juif. 

Perhaps this is where the „Claude‟ comes from on the map? This was the only mention of a 

Claude in the Yazoo area in Dumont‟s manuscript, and he had the following glowing words 

about this priest: 

 We had then at that post just a single chaplain, named M. l‟abbé Juif, a worthy priest 

 who had already served in the armies of the king of France. We were supposed to have 

 another, who had come from France to this place with me, but like the greater part of that 

 first detachment (along with its commander, the Sr. Bizard), he had died and gone on the 

 voyage to the afterlife. … This elderly, virtuous, and worthy priest, M. Juif, seeing how 

 the drought persisted and was threatening his flock, called for forty hours of prayers in 

 the chapel… (Dumont de Montigny 2012:164). 

 

 There does not seem to be any information as to what happened to Father Juif. Dumont 

listed the group of French people who moved up to the Yazoo Bluffs region for the establishment 

of the concessions and mentioned the “two chaplains, who carried all that was necessary for 

divine service” (Dumont 2012:142). This was confirmed by Delanglez (1935:448), who 

explained that a chaplain named Father M.M. John Claude Juif came to Louisiana in 1720 and 

accompanied workmen to the nearby Le Blanc concession along the Yazoo Bluffs. It was 

recorded that this priest was still in residence in 1723, but this was also the year that the 

concession was abandoned and the workmen moved south to the Natchez area. It is possible that 

Father Juif went with these workmen, though he was not mentioned in association with the 

Natchez area, or the subsequent Massacre.  

 There was one other person who has a slim chance of being the „Claude‟ to whom the 

map was named after; in the glossary on page 540 Delanglez listed a Capuchin priest by the 

name of Claude. Turning to the correct passage, Delanglez described this priest thusly: “Father 

Claude, the Capuchin pastor of Mobile, having had difficulties with his parishioners, had gone to 

New Orleans to seek the advice of his superior. The curé had left Mobile in the middle of Lent in 
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spite of the remonstrances made to him that this was not the time to leave the parish…” 

(Delanglez 1935:102). It is possible that Dumont met this priest in either Mobile or New 

Orleans; but because the original hint mentions that Dumont met Father Claude in the Yazoo, it 

seems unlikely that this argumentative fellow was the map‟s namesake. Instead it seems likely 

that Dumont may have tried to bestow the name of this saint, in honor of his friend, on the fort he 

helped to build in the Yazoo Bluffs, by commemorating him as the namesake of the fort on his 

map.   

 Figure 20 below provides a larger version of the key, which will be discussed along with 

portions of the map.      

 
Figure 20. The Key to the Map of Fort St. Pierre, Recorded as Fort St. Claude. 
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The top of the key says in French: Plan du Fort St. Claude des Yasous Construit par le Sr. 

D…pour la Concession de Mr. le Blanc et ses Associés en 1722. Which in English is: Plan of the 

Fort St. Claude of the Yazoos Constructed by the Sieur D…[revealed later in chapter] for the 

Concession of Mr. le Blanc and his associates in 1722.   

 

The components of the map‟s key: 

 

a) Maison du Commandant  Commandant‟s House 

b) Cuisine    Kitchen 

c) Logement des Officiers  Officers‟ Lodging  

d) Corps de Garde   Guard House 

e) Logement des Sergens   Sergeants‟ Lodging  

f) Cazernes    Barracks 

g) Logie du Magasinier    House of Storehouse keeper 

h) Magasins    Storehouses 

French terms that appear on the map and are by now familiar to the reader due to their similarity 

to the last two maps are: Riter, Desnoyers, Ruisseau, Maison de l‟Jnterprette, Jardin, and Riviere 

des Yasous. Canton des Ouvriers also appears on the map, and means township, neighborhood, 

or community of workers. Canton is a word that was borrowed from the Chinese. Echelle means 

scale. And in what appears to be a hastily added note toward the bottom of the key to the 

Anonymous map of Fort St. Pierre (Figure 20), handwriting indicates that there were eight pieces 

of cannon within the fort (Dans le Fort il y avoit 8. pieces de Canon).  

 This map lists almost the same structures as shown in the engraved map. One of the main 

differences is the increase from seven buildings in the engraved map to a total of 10 buildings in 
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this map; some with identical purposes. These similarities and differences are evaluated below, 

and a close-up of the map‟s fort is shown in Figure 21.  

 All of the buildings drawn within the fort are labeled and included in the key. The 

commandant‟s house (A) is located in the same place as on the other maps—the southeast corner 

of the fort. To the west of it is a building labeled cuisine, or kitchen (b). This building was not on 

the engraved map, but it was painted on Dumont‟s original map. It seems that both map 2 and 

map 3 are derivatives of the original painted map, and the inclusion or exclusion of certain 

buildings may have been entirely arbitrary. This building, the kitchen, and its possible associated 

features will be discussed further in the archaeology chapter.  

 Along the southern curtain wall is the second entranceway; and to the west of this 

entranceway are two buildings labeled as officers‟ lodging (c). The engraved map showed this as 

one, long continuous building; whereas Dumont‟s map labeled one building as the chapel and the 

second building as the house of the chaplain. This area of the fort seems to have experienced 

quite a bit of change over time, as will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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Figure 21. Close-up of Fort and Buildings Within, From Anonymous Map.  

North is to the Left.   

 

 Going north along the west curtain wall, the next building on all three maps is the Guard 

House (d), located here to guard the drawbridge main entrance. Building (e), to the north of the 

drawbridge, is labeled on this map as the lodging of the sergeants. Because we know that both 

sergeants built their houses outside of the palisade walls; this label is confusing. It is possible 

that the labeling of this building is a conflation of the “floating” number eight placed in the 
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northwest bastion on the engraved map, and may be a clue that this third map was based off of 

the previously presented engraved map. The engraved map had one long building along this 

northern half of the west curtain wall, marked as the House of the Officer of the Guard, whereas 

Dumont‟s painted map listed this building simply as the lodging for the officers. It is also 

possible that the word sergeant is in this case being substituted for the word officers, and would 

therefore endow this building with the same function on all three maps.  

 Following along to the north curtain wall, this third map has two buildings both labeled 

as cazernes, or barracks (f). All of the maps place the barracks in this location, but there is some 

confusion as to whether this was one long building, two long buildings, or three or four smaller 

buildings as painted on Dumont‟s map. Not many excavation units were placed in this area, so 

there is little archaeological evidence to determine the reality of the situation in this location. 

According to Ian W. Brown (personal communication, 2014), there was much erosion and 

slumpage in this area and the shovel test pits did not pick up many artifacts. He is of the opinion 

that this part of the fort has slid down the bluff face and is now gone to researchers.  

 Moving to the last curtain wall, the St. Claude map has two buildings along the eastern 

edge of the fort. The northeastern building (g) is the smaller building and it is labeled as the 

house of the storehouse keeper. The southeastern building (h) is the longer of the two buildings 

and it is labeled as the magasins, plural. The engraved map shows these buildings as the same 

size and its labels on the buildings are reversed. As mentioned above, Dumont‟s has one very 

long building labeled magazin, with a very small compartment in the northern end that is 

unlabeled. I will discuss this building below.   

 This anonymous map contains details from the other two maps, showing the large garden 

and the various buildings that existed outside of the palisade wall. Within the fort it even has a 
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smudge mark in the parade grounds that could possibly be a remnant of the tree seen in 

Dumont‟s map. Yet beyond the note that there are eight pieces of cannon at this fort, this map 

does not really provide any new information. It does add to the confusion regarding the chapel 

and the officers‟ houses however. Some of this confusion can be cleared up by the firsthand 

account of Dumont de Montigny. The following section will present the information he provided 

in his newly translated memoir.    

 

First Person Account Evidence: Dumont de Montigny at Fort St. Pierre  

 From the passages of Dumont‟s memoir, a reader can begin to piece together the 

chronology of the fort‟s establishment. A key piece of information is that there actually were two 

forts—a quickly built primary fort, which was eventually disassembled, and the rebuilt 

secondary fort that existed until its abandonment in late 1729. It seems this first fort was erected 

sometime in 1719, when the building of the fort was initially approved by the Superior Council. 

This first fort stood until Dumont and the other soldiers arrived in late 1722 to construct a more 

substantial one. Dumont (2012:144) described this first fort thusly: “There was, at that time, a 

detachment of fifteen French soldiers at this place, commanded by a lieutenant of the Company 

named M. de la Boulaye, and a square fort made of stakes, without gun ports, which was really 

more of a park than a fort.” This was the description of the first European outpost built on the 

Yazoo Bluffs.  

 In June of 1721, a portion of the Yazoo-area concession people left Biloxi for this region. 

From what Dumont says, it seems as though they were the vanguard sent to establish some of the 

infrastructure before the onslaught of settlers, soldiers, and workers who arrived later in the year: 

“A few days later, everything was organized for our concession. Captain Bizard was detached 
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with his company of soldiers and one [company] of laborers to go establish a post in the name of 

our minister, 150 leagues upstream from the mouth of the river, at a place called Yazoo. … Thus 

M. Bizard would be the first to arrive with a detachment at this post that the Company had 

granted to the minister. Our company was to be the only one to remain at New Biloxi, with one 

of the companies of laborers and a chaplain” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:144).  

 Gordon M. Sayre, the translator of these memoirs, notes that Dumont (2012:47) was 

assigned to this post later that year, in November of 1721. Dumont continued by listing the large 

group of people that ascended the Mississippi River to start the new concessions at the Yazoo 

post:   

 …he had me placed in the first company of troops that the worthy minister was 

 outfitting in this country to look after his future concessions, for his lands, or rather, his 

 tracts of wilderness, had not yet been assigned nor surveyed. In addition to the post of 

 lieutenant, I was appointed adjutant major.  

  There were, at that time, two companies of soldiers, one commanded by the Sr. de 

 Graves and the other by the Sr. Bizard. Each company consisted of fifty men-at-arms, not 

 including the two sergeants, two corporals, two anspessades [a noncommissioned rank 

 below corporal], and two drummers, as well  as lieutenant and sublieutenant, making six 

 officers for each company. In addition to these two companies, there were two others of 

 laborers and craftsmen, a hundred men in each, which also had sergeants, but they 

 received orders from the captains and military officers. Among these artisans were some 

 who had wives and children. Thus there were enough people to establish handsome and 

 spacious concessions. There was a director, M. de la Tour, and under him a deputy 

 director, as well as persons who served in the capacity of warehouse keepers, and two 

 chaplains, who carried all that was necessary for divine service. You may well assume 

 that we had generous supplies, trade goods, and eau-de-vie. I took my meals at the 

 concession‟s mess, along with the other officers who dined with the deputy director 

 (Dumont de Montigny 2012:141-142). 

 

 This passage provides the reader with a picture as to the variety of French people moving 

into the area. This passage also has an optimistic, positive tone to it; but things were not going as 

planned with the vanguard group. The large second group of people was confronted with sad 

tidings as soon as they disembarked from their river ships: “…we arrived at the concession 
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where we were supposed to find two companies, one of laborers and one of soldiers commanded 

by M. Bizard. But whether from unhealthy air or water, more than half of them were already 

dead, including their commandant. We disembarked and unloaded everything in our boats into 

the storehouses” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:154). With the death of commander Bizard, 

commander de Graves was now in charge of everything and everyone, both the military fort and 

the nearby military/civilian concession. Dumont remarked later in his memoir that lieutenant M. 

de la Boulaye and his soldiers were ordered to move to the mouth of the Arkansas River to 

protect a concession that was being built there, and that they left command of the Yazoo post to 

the incoming companies of soldiers.     

 The original square fort inhabited by M. de la Boulaye and his men could not 

accommodate the onslaught of inhabitants and reconstruction was in order. Dumont placed 

himself in the center of this reconstruction endeavor and, as he was a literate man with some 

previous experience, it seems likely that he performed the tasks that he claims he performed:  

 And it was me whom he [de Graves] ordered, because I was knowledgeable in 

 fortification, to lay out the fort in which we, our troops, our belongings, and those of the 

 concession, would all be protected from attack by enemy Indians. I obeyed his orders. I 

 outlined a fort with four bastions, after the style of M. Vauban. Each side of the polygon 

 was 180 feet in length. Once I had traced it, the foundation was dug, and when the 

 palings had been furnished and sharpened on their top ends, they were erected. Each one 

 was twelve feet in length, and three and a half feet of this was sunk into the ground. In 

 each of the bastions, there were two gunports where cannons would be set up on their 

 carriages.  …  On the inner side of the fort, there was a parapet four feet wide and two 

 and a half feet high, so that one might fire over the top of the palisade if necessary. We 

 also built a guardhouse next to the entry, barracks, quarters for the officers, and a 

 residence for the captain commandant, as well as four large storehouses and a room for 

 the warehouse keeper. There were two gates in this fort, as well as a moat twelve feet 

 wide all around it, which necessitated also building a drawbridge (Dumont de Montigny  

 2012:154-155).  

 

 This is the sort of passage that researchers dream of finding in someone‟s memoirs: a 

description of the location and its surroundings. Here Dumont told us that he had built a Vauban 
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style four-bastioned fort 180 feet in length on all sides, protected by a nine-foot palisade of 

sharpened palings. He described each bastion as having two gunports, that would accommodate 

the eight cannon that were supposedly at the fort, as well as a parapet, which is a low part of the 

wall that offers the soldiers with muskets some protection and provides them a place to rest their 

muskets while aiming (Vauban 1968:152). In The Fortress in the Age of Vauban, Christopher 

Duffy (1985:298) described a parapet as “a stout wall or bank of earth, placed along the forward 

edge of fortifications or siege-works, and giving protection to the troops behind.” Dumont 

described the parapets he had built as being 4 feet wide and 2.5 feet high to afford protection to 

the troops. It is unclear whether Dumont meant the parapets were four feet thick, or four feet 

across; and he also did not specify where these are located in the bastion, but it seems as though 

they could be constructed along either the face or the flank of the bastion, see Figure 11 on page 

145.  

 Dumont continued, providing information on (some) of the buildings within the fort‟s 

palisade, such as the guardhouse next to the entrance with a drawbridge over the moat. He listed 

the building of barracks, plural, indicating that there was more than one of these buildings. He 

also listed quarters, plural, for the officers, again indicating more than one building; along with a 

residence or house for the commandant.  

 There is some new information such as the construction of “four large storehouses,” 

which was not expressed in any of the three maps discussed above. The explanation for this may 

be the construction of one large building that was then subdivided into sections. Dumont 

confirmed a separate space or “room for the warehouse keeper.” This statement does not clarify 

if this space was lodging or an office for the man holding this position, but it does explain why 

there is a small division drawn on this building in the colored map that Dumont painted. Lastly, 
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he described the moat as twelve feet wide, which seems a bit of an exaggeration, since when 

Diron d‟Artaguiette visited he noted that the moat was about six feet wide and three feet deep 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:154-155 footnotes).          

 While construction of this second fort was taking place, Dumont (2012:155) was ordered 

to go with Sr. de La Harpe to the Arkansas River in search of “a large topaz rock.” Though not 

expressed directly, it seems as though Dumont was away for at least several weeks. He had more 

to say about the reconstruction of Fort St. Pierre and the concession when he returned:  

 So finally I was led back to the Yazoo concession, which I found had not expanded 

 much during my absence. The officers‟ quarters were not yet completed, and I took only 

 a few days of rest before M. de Graves set me to work, because the new fort only had 

 lodgings for the soldiers and officers—that is, for the garrison. I had to design the 

 lodgings for the workers, situated a musket‟s shot away from the fort, under the 

 protection of the four cannons that were set up on the two flanks of the [northwest] 

 bastion overlooking them. [Citing bad water] …I had three reservoirs built. The first is 

 under lock and key; it was for us, the staff officers. The second was for the troops and the 

 workers, and the third served as a washtub accessible by a door in the curtain wall behind 

 the commandant‟s house. I had a large and spacious garden put in, of which I was the 

 master gardener. …the flagpole set up next to the main gate of the fort…and the 

 workshops of the carpenters, locksmiths, [and] blacksmiths were all done. Two sergeants 

 of the troops had built houses for themselves three musket shots removed from the fort, 

 and in spite of warnings that had been made to them about how an accident might occur, 

 they insisted on their plan, and they lived there. The misfortune warned of arrived all too  

 soon for the one who was farthest from the fort (Dumont de Montigny 2012:160).  

 

 Once again Dumont provided the reader with valuable information as to the layout of the 

area. He explained that the houses of the workers were only one musket‟s shot away from the 

palisade and were protected by nearby cannon in the flanks of the northwest bastion. One could 

deduce from this that the cannons placed on the battery of cannons must be there to protect 

access to the river instead of protecting the houses of the workers. The three reservoirs of good 

water are painted on Dumont‟s map, but they are nowhere near the fort‟s palisade; instead they 

are in a line along the north edge of the map, labeled 10—reservoir of good drinking water. The 
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map does not show a washtub behind the commandant‟s house, unless they walked all the way 

around the fort to obtain water and to bathe, but this seems unlikely.   

 The large garden is shown in the colored map, as is the flagpole. The quarters of the 

concession workers were located near the northwest bastion, labeled 9—quarters of the 

concession workers. There was no indication on the map of where the shops for the carpenters, 

locksmiths, and blacksmiths were. We now know these buildings existed, just not where they 

were placed.   

 

Summary 

 Dumont‟s first-hand information, in conjunction with his painted map and information 

from other sources, such as Delanglez and the two other maps, combine to create a fairly 

complete picture of the fort and its surroundings. Though ground-truthing documents is not the 

main thrust of historical archaeology; in the case of this fort and its unreported excavations from 

1977, there is great opportunity to use both the documents and the archaeological features in 

combination to determine the reality of the built environment within the palisade walls of the 

fort. Chapter 8 will introduce these architectural features and will discuss their interpretations.    
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CHAPTER 8 

THE EXCAVATIONS FROM 1974-1977, AND INTERPRETATIONS 

 

  In this chapter I describe the immediate surroundings of the site of Fort St. Pierre and 

discuss the excavations, results, and interpretations from the 1974 through 1976 excavations 

performed at this site. The information for this discussion comes from Ian W. Brown‟s thesis and 

dissertation (Brown 1975, 1979a). Additional information comes from the 1977 excavations led 

by Bill Wright for the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, who was also the 

MDAH staff archaeologist in charge of the 1974-1976 excavations. In this chapter I explore the 

architectural features recovered and the possible architectural changes over time that occurred at 

the fort based on the excavations, in conjunction with the map and documentary information 

presented in Chapter 7.   

  Several of the previous years‟ results are reinterpreted here in light of the new 

information provided by the 1977 work and the maps and documents. Each year of subsequent 

excavations and analysis provided more information as to the physical structure of the fort‟s built 

environment. To facilitate the review of features throughout this chapter I hand drew a master 

map (Figure 22) using both the excavators‟ level sheets and the excavation directors‟ field 

notebooks. To enhance discussion, portions of this very large master map will be provided in 

figures throughout this chapter.  
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Figure 22. Main Map of Whole Fort Excavation Units and Features. One square excavation 

unit equals two by two meters. Drawn by LM Malischke.    
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Figure 23. Map of Site from Ian W. Brown’s 1979 Dissertation (1979a). 

 Fort St. Pierre was situated on a fairly flat elevated plateau, surrounded by several 

variations in the topography. East of the site, downhill from the fort rise, is Route 3, a two-lane 

paved road running north and south. South of the site and downhill from the rise is a grassy area 

containing a historical marker and a boulder monument shown in Figure 24, with an adjacent 

gravel drive-off and parking area.  
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Figure 24. Site of Fort St. Pierre off of Hwy 3; National Historic Landmark Monument. 

 The gravel parking area is most likely where Dumont planted his main garden—but this 

statement has not been tested archaeologically, and the area may be too disturbed to make any 

future determinations regarding this use. The parking area terminates roughly at a ravine to the 

west, which is currently used for an illegal trash dumping, shown in Figure 25.   
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Figure 25. Modern Illegal Trash Dump at Corner of Historical Site. 

 

Figure 26. Power Corridor Facing West of Site Parking Lot. 
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Figure 27. Example of Ravine/Bluff Edge and Active Erosion at Site.  
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 All of the land on this western edge is truncated by a steep slope down to the Yazoo 

River. Standing at the modern trash dump/parking lot area (the southwest corner), one can see 

the footing or base of a defunct bridge across the river shown in Figure 26. Running alongside 

the bridge footing area is a modern power corridor and power lines. To the west of the plateau on 

which the site sits is a series of ravines, dropping first to a raised railroad line and then falling 

further to the river far below. The ravines that extend all the way east to the archaeological 

remains are like flexed fingers on a hand, with parts of the site most likely actively eroding into 

them, especially in the northwest corner. To the north of the site are more ravines and a 

waterfalling stream spanned by a railroad bridge. Currently, the site is covered by a mass of trees 

and underbrush (Figures 27 and 28).   

 

Figure 28. On Top of Site with Railroad Tracks on Lower Bluff Below.  

Facing Roughly West. 
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 After locating the remains of the palisade and dry moat features in the previous 

excavations, the 1977 excavators continued to uncover the dry moat and the palisade trench 

around the southeast and the northeast quadrants of the site, locating the majority of the southeast 

bastion and portions of the northeast bastion. Using the excavation data as a basis, an estimated 

dry moat was drawn on the master map, revealing a large amount of previously unknown 

information. Unfortunately there was not enough information regarding the bastions to determine 

if the builders followed the Vauban formula for creating bastion angles. Vauban advocated that a 

flank angle should be constructed using the following lines: the line of the flank of one bastion 

would be perpendicular, or at a right angle, to the line of its opposite bastion‟s face. This 

arrangement of the bastions walls would then allow for complete flanking fire, which meant a 

perfect flanking of the ditch, or dry moat, and the shared curtain wall area (Lepage 2010:81). 

Figure 29 has blue and green arrows showing how the walls of the bastions faces and flanks 

should be constructed to create a perfect firing flanking condition.  

 
Figure 29. Flank Angle as Promoted by Vauban. The Flank of One Bastion and the Face of 

the Opposing Bastion Need to Create a Right Angle. It is unclear if this concept was 

applied during the Construction of Fort St. Pierre. 
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What this figure shows is that the line of an inner flank on a bastion should meet the line of the 

opposite bastion‟s face at ninety degrees. The same should be true for the opposite flank. This 

mathematical arrangement of the bastions gives the defending soldiers the ability to shoot along 

the whole of the curtain wall and allows for “perfect flanking of the ditch” (Lepage 2010:81).  

 Not enough of Fort St. Pierre‟s dry moat or the palisade was uncovered in the excavations 

to use this formula to estimate the “proper” locations of the four bastions at this fort. Therefore, 

only a rough estimate from the archaeology itself will be used in the following analysis. This is 

how the estimated length and path of the remaining dry moat was initially calculated (Figure 30).  

 

Figure 30. Photo of Complete Main Map; Majority of Dry Moat Feature is Conjectural. 

Drawn by LM Malischke.  
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 The sections of the dry moat that were uncovered archaeologically were measured and 

the angles of the turns in the moat were determined. It was immediately noticed that none of the 

angles were identical. Bill Wright also noticed this fact when he measured the angles of the 

palisade line (field notes). Second, a mid-range between the various angles was used to draw in 

the rest of the fort. Figure 30 shows the main map with an estimated dry moat shaded in, but this 

is only an approximation of the fort‟s boundary. The only full curtain length that was available 

was the east curtain wall; as the south curtain wall was truncated by a ravine drop-off. When this 

initial estimated dry moat feature was drawn in, problems in the west curtain wall area became 

evident as the shaded dry moat estimated pats do not align on this side of the fort.  

 Examining the features that were recovered in the west area of the fort, I have come to 

the conclusion that this fort was probably not a perfect square. Either the south curtain wall was 

longer than the other three curtain walls, making the fort an irregular shape, or both the north and 

south curtain walls were longer than the east and west walls, creating a rectangular fort. There is 

no way this can be fully tested, as so much of the fort‟s northwest boundary has been lost to 

erosion. It seems from the estimated dry moat drawing that the southwest bastion was likely 

further away from the architectural features uncovered during excavations than originally 

estimated, as several features seem to be located far to the west.  

 This irregularity in fort shape may have been the result of accommodating the terrain or 

was due to a lack of engineering prowess during fort construction; or perhaps it was a 

combination of both scenarios. Further complicating the situation is evidence that building 

orientations and structural styles changed over time. It seems that some buildings were built and 

then torn down, and some never built at all with respect to the historic map painted by Dumont 
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that was considered in Chapter 7. With all of this in mind, I will now present the entirety of the 

excavations at this fort.          

 

Organizing Discussion of the Site 

  To organize this chapter I divide the site into several segments that roughly align with 

the curtain walls and bastions, which I review in separate discussion sections. Each architectural 

feature that is highlighted is presented and a figure provided. Then information from the field 

notes is summarized. Conclusions and interpretations from Brown‟s 1975 MA thesis and his 

1979 PhD dissertation (1979a) are provided, along with conclusions and interpretations recorded 

by Bill Wright. Finally, I present my alternative interpretations or I confirm the original 

conclusions with respect to features and architecture. All information regarding the 1977 

excavations comes from field notes and Bill Wright‟s notebook.      

 The following table provides a key to the artifact symbols I placed on the hand-drawn 

main map.  

 

Table 5. A Key to the Symbols Used to Represent Piece-Plotted Artifacts on the Main Map.   

Bd = Bead (glass) I= Iron (object) N = Nail R = Rivet 

 

Tg =  

    Triggerguard 

Bn = Bone  IW = Iron wire NF= Nail  

        fragment 

Sc = Screw          = Chain  

        (chain links) 

Bk = Brick K = Knife (blade) NH = Nail head S = Shot (lead)        = Staple 

B = Buckle L/Ld = Lead  

         (fragment) 

P = Pipe Sp = Spike 

(iron) 

F  = Gunflint 

F = Faience (Euro  

       ceramic) 

Lg = Lead-glazed  

         earthenware 

Pb = Pipebowl Ru = Sprue X = Various  

         Objects 

G = Glass LP = Linch pin Pst = Pipestem SqN = Square  

           Nut 

 

Hg = Hinge MB = Musket  

           Ball 

    = Projectile            

        point                      

Trg = Trigger   
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The Northwest Corner of the Site: 1974 and 1975 Excavations 

 The site of Fort St. Pierre was first discovered archaeologically in 1974 by archaeologists 

from Harvard University and the Mississippi Department of Archives and History using shovel 

test pits. That same year, working in what is now known to be the northwest corner of the site, 

the archaeologists were able to lay out, excavate, and map a total of twelve 1 x 2 m units; plus an 

additional seven 1 x 2 m units in the same locale. As soil stains were uncovered, Brown decided 

to open seventeen more 2 x 2 m units plus an additional six unusually shaped units placed near 

ravine edges and around trees and roots. In 1975 an additional six 2 x 2 m units were added in 

this same northwest corner to further uncover large soil stains first seen in the 1974 excavation 

units. The first 1974 excavations “occurred on the northwestern part of the plateau, at the 

intersection of two natural embankments” (Brown 1975:164). The northwest portion is one 

locale where interpretations are being slightly adjusted in light of new excavation information 

and with the assistance of the historic maps.  

 

The Northwest Corner of the Site: An Unusual Trench  

 The 1974 excavations in the westernmost units uncovered multiple features. Figure 31 

shows a picture of this northwest area as a reference. In the northwest corner of the site (and of 

the fort itself) there are five main features or features clusters: the palisade (Feature 9), a large 

trash pit (Feature 10), Structure A, various trash pits containing colonial and aboriginal artifacts, 

and an unusual dressed-post footing (Feature 12). A close-up figure of these architectural 

features is provided in each discussion.     
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Figure 31. Map of Features Recovered in Northwest Corner of the Site. Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 We begin with the palisade feature, Feature 9, seen close-up in Figure 32, it is a dark 

linear stain that ran roughly north-south in units Y550F and Y578, then angled southwest in unit 

Y579 and continued through units Y600, Y601, Y603, and Y604, where it terminated at a ravine 

edge.  

 According to the field notes, this area of the site was called the „bastion‟ area by the 1974 

excavators, and they seemed to have intuited where they were in relation to the fort remains. In 

unit Y550F (1 x 2 m), a „ditch‟ uncovered here was so wide (about 85 cm) that they originally 

called it the moat. (Additional excavation units seemed to indicate this was instead a palisade, 

but see conclusion at end of feature discussion.) Artifacts uncovered from unit Y550F include 
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Native ceramics, lithic flakes, handwrought nails, and unidentified bone. Three large postmolds 

were recorded in the center of this trench feature, each with diameters about 30 cm north-south 

and between 40 cm to 50 cm east-west. Charcoal and unidentified bone were found throughout 

the trench. Nails were found in and alongside the postmolds, which reached depths of 75 to 88 

cm below the surface, while the palisade trench reached a depth of one meter. The fort surface 

directly to the east of the trench is only 20 cm below the ground surface.  

 This trench, seemingly the palisade, continued to the south into unit Y578 (2 x 2 m) with 

the profile map showing the base of the trench at 120 cm below surface. Artifacts were very 

numerous in this area, including over 100 Native ceramic sherds, many unutilized lithics, 23 

handwrought nails and fragments, two glass beads, six large mammal bones, several gunflints, 

one iron button, four brass buttons, one musketball, one broken kaolin clay pipe bowl, two iron 

sheet blade fragments, and a brown stoneware ceramic base from a possible cup or other small 

vessel. Other artifacts include a questionable wire nail, 11 daub bits, and a large nodule of slag. 

In addition to these items, some large stones were recovered from within the palisade trench 

feature that may have been there as support for the upright posts. Postmolds were hard to see in 

this unit, but slight evidence of them was seen just above the subsoil. The palisade trench itself 

was filled with a patchwork of mixed red clay, loess fill, very light mixed loess humus, very light 

loess fill, and what appeared to be a darker soil.          

 To the south of Y578 is another 2 x 2 m unit, Y579, where the palisade trench began to 

curve to the west. This unit had a lower volume of artifacts than unit Y578, containing the 

following items: 31 Native ceramics, nine large mammal bones, several unutilized lithics, one 

iron clasp knife, one brick fragment, two handwrought nails, and one slipped and decorated 

European ceramic sherd. This unit also contained a slope that became a ditch towards the south.  
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Figure 32. Close-up of North-South Linear Stain with Postholes, Trench is Feature 9. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 The angled palisade trench continued southwest through the 2 x 2 m units Y600, Y601, 

Y603, and Y604. Excavators recorded excellent log stains in these units, but they could not be 

accurately profiled due to tree roots. The trench in unit Y600 contained nails, unidentified lead, 

and leadglazed ceramics. To the west of the trench was a military musket band with a swivel. 

Unit Y600 may not have been completely excavated, as there are no available profile drawings 

with final depths, and there are no notes discussing excavations below level A as there were for 

the other units.  

 

Figure 33. Plan Map of Dry Moat-Palisade Excavation, Stain Angling SW.  

Drawn most likely by Bill Wright. 
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 A north profile map was created at a diagonal cutting across the palisade trench in units 

Y601 and Y603. How this diagonal cut across the southwest angling dry moat-palisade trench 

was created is shown in a plan map field notebook drawing (Figure 33). The plan maps of these 

two units (Figure 32) shows the palisade trench curving, with the width of the trench exceeding 

two meters at this juncture.  

 

Figure 34. North Profile of Dry Moat-Palisade Feature in Northwest Corner.  

(One Graph Square is 10 cm). Artist unknown.   

 The north profile drawing (Figure 34) shows two post features that meet at the bottom of 

the trench. The western post feature comes in at an angle—from the western edge of the trench 

toward the center of the trench. The eastern post feature has a slight angle, leaning along the 

whole east wall edge of the trench. The two molds merge at the center of trench, but this does not 

appear to be the bottom of trench as no subsoil is drawn under the postmolds. The bottom 

western corner is red clay and the soil between the post features is mottled loess and red clay. 

The post features appear to be 60 cm in depth, but the bottom of the palisade trench was not 

reached during excavations so these features could continue deeper. The post features look as if 

they were about 40+ cm wide, which is probably an approximation of their diameter.  

 In Y601 (south of Y600) the palisade trench entered from the center of the north wall and 

continued past the center of the western wall. The palisade was fully excavated, but it is unclear 
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if the rest of the unit was finished. Excavators noted a large quantity of unidentified bones found 

directly below „A‟ layer.  

 From the palisade feature in unit Y603, west of Y601, the following artifacts were 

recovered: a bead fragment, lead shot, small shot, a pipe stem, a pipe fragment, and many 

handwrought nails. In this unit a soil stain was seen to the west of the trench, but the nature of 

this stain was never determined. Recovered from the stain to the west of the trench was a trigger, 

some melted lead, half of a bead, a brick fragment, lead shot, and handwrought nails. As in unit 

Y601, a large quantity of unidentified bones was found directly below „A‟ layer. For this unit, 

„B‟ layer trench artifacts included handwrought nails, iron tacks, a key, glass beads, a gunflint, a 

pipe stem, an iron loop [another swivel gun piece?], a trigger, and a knife.     

 

Figure 35. South Profile of Dry Moat-Palisade Feature in Northwest Corner.  

Artist unknown. 

 

 Unit Y604, directly south of Y603, contained both the palisade trench and more of the 

soil stain to the west of the trench. The south trench profile (Figure 35) of this unit shows two 

side-by-side postmolds or post feature stains. Each postmold/feature appears to reach a depth of 

about 38 cm below the surface. Since the double row of post features does not overlap in either 

the north or south profile, one can deduce that the two rows of posts existed simultaneously. 
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Double posts could have filled in gaps in the palisade line, or the French may have believed them 

a necessity due to the eroding or slumping of this portion of the bluff.    

 The profile is drawn to a depth of 40 cm, and portions of it are marked “subsoil,” but it is 

unclear if this was the bottom of the trench; as this depth seems very shallow. The whole western 

half of the profile is taken up by the dark unidentified soil stain, which reached a depth of about 

32 cm. The remainder of the trench was filled with red clay. Artifacts from the trench in Unit 

Y604 include handwrought nails and a flat piece of iron. The dark soil stain west of the trench 

contained handwrought nails, iron, and lead shot. In the „B‟ level of the trench were a large 

quantity of unidentified bones, handwrought nails, tacks, a key, beads, a gunflint, a pipe stem, 

iron loops, a trigger, and a knife. Directly south of unit Y604 was a ravine, possibly amplified by 

the trench in this area. Therefore no further excavation was possible to trace the trajectory of this 

trench feature.         

 One last piece of information needs to be added to this discussion—the slump area. In 

1975 excavators noticed that north of the Y550-trench the land had slumped off the bluff. This 

slump exposed more of the palisade trench and it was cleaned up by an excavator for profiling, 

which revealed a postmold and two square-shaped features. The clay in the trench was thicker 

than the surrounding soil, which the excavators determined might have been due to standing 

water. The palisade trench here was about one meter wide. The remainder of the area was an 

ancient slump pre-dating the occupation of the fort. Excavators remarked that “the colonists 

possibly took advantage of the ravine or depression which was formed in the construction of the 

palisade.” From the observations of the excavators and from the combined palisade wall/dry 

moat feature labeled Feature 9, it seems as though this observation on the fort‟s construction is 

substantiated.  
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Ian W. Brown Thesis and Dissertation Conclusions: Northwest Corner Palisade 

 Of this area, Brown concluded in his thesis that “the filled in shaft(s) in the trench 

suggests that the posts were removed either during the occupation of the fort or after it was 

destroyed. The abundance and large size of the nails discovered within the feature indicate that 

heavy construction had occurred. … The portion of the palisade uncovered may have been the 

western neck of the northwest bastion, as the trench appears to have bent to the west in square 

Y579” (Brown 1975:156).  

 For this area Brown concluded in his dissertation that: “Excavation revealed that this 

particular part of the fort was no longer included within the fortifications at the time the trash 

was thrown over the embankment. This interpretation is based upon the fact that the posts within 

the palisade trench had been pulled out, the vacant shafts later being filled by fine water-sorted 

loess and/or trash deposits” (Brown 1979a:164). The reason Brown provided for the pulling up 

of these palings was that the fort‟s population shrank and, as a result, the fort‟s size itself was 

shrunk, leaving this area to be “used merely for the deposition of trash” (Brown 1979a:166). A 

second reason Brown provided for this area being abandoned was evidenced in the slump—that 

this portion of the fort was built along a fault line (Brown 1979a:168). He states,   

 It is possible that the French, in denuding the area of vegetation, and digging a large 

 trench, considerably weakened the soil. Perhaps what is depicted in this section is the 

 evidence for a soil slump which occurred during the occupation of the fort. If this did 

 occur at that time, the resident population may not have been of a size sufficient to 

 restore the collapsed wall. Nor may it have been necessary to fix it, as a large fortified 

 area was no longer practical. Instead, the occupants may have merely pulled out the logs, 

 used them as firewood, and subsequently employed this part of the fort for trash disposal 

 (Brown 1979a:168).        
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Current Dissertation Conclusions: Dry Moat-Palisade Feature 

 When all of the information regarding this feature is considered, it is still confounding. 

First of all, this palisade trench was very wide, one meter across in the north-south linear portion 

and up to two meters wide where the trench angles northeast to southwest. In the rest of the fort, 

the palisade trench was no greater than 45 cm wide. This Feature 9 trench was the size of the dry 

moat in other portions of the fort, about one meter wide, so when excavators first remarked that 

this was a combined moat and palisade line, they may have been correct. Shovel test pits dug to 

the west of this feature did not locate soil stains indicative of the presence of a moat, so the 

soldiers may have used this natural slump area as both moat and palisade. 

 A second confounding situation is the size and arrangement of what were called 

postmolds in the notes. If these were postmolds, they would have been some of the largest posts 

utilized at the fort. Instead, it seems that Brown‟s conclusions that these were postholes left by 

pulled up palings is likely correct. He noted that these holes were filled with mixed soils and 

both French and Native artifacts. This pulling up of the palisade palings is what created the 

confusion. But what were the French soldiers doing? The following are several conjectural 

musings about what was happening in this part of the fort.  

 I suspect that this palisade feature was part of the original Fort St. Pierre, erected in 1719, 

and that the palings of this palisade were removed during the rebuilding episode that happened in 

January 1722, after Dumont arrived with Captain de Grave and the remainder of the Troops de la 

Marine in November 1721. Brown noted the presence of colonial artifacts within the postholes of 

this removed palisade, and concluded that the palings were removed sometime during French 

occupation of the site. If this area of the bluff became an unused area of the fort, it could explain 

features such as the numerous trash pits found to the east and west of the trench. What makes 
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this idea questionable is the southwest bend of the palisade/moat stain which would have resulted 

in an irregularly shaped fort; yet, according to Dumont, the first fort was square.     

 Another likely scenario is one touched upon by the excavators, that this area was prone to 

standing water. This trench and its posts were probably part of the palisade system of the fort. 

These excavation units seem to be located near the fort‟s gorge, the entrance to the northwest 

bastion, which was supposedly flanked by barracks for the enlisted soldiers. The nearby presence 

of these barracks could explain the numerous trash pits found east of the palisade trench—

especially if the French were dumping their trash behind or next to their habitations.  

 After the massacre, this part of the fort either did not catch fire or was not set on fire, 

meaning the palings were left to rot. If there was constant standing water, or even flowing water, 

these palings could have rotted faster and more completely than palings at other portions of the 

palisade. As the palings rotted, flowing water from the bluffs would have pushed soils from the 

trash pits toward a lower elevation. Meanwhile the postmolds would become postholes and these 

postholes would fill with colonial-era trash and a mix of soils. This scenario could create the 

situation observed by the excavators. 

 The profiles provided for the Y600s units show two postmolds each in the north and 

south profiles, which could be interpreted as evidence of rebuilding within the same trench and 

could account for its great width compared to palisade trenches found elsewhere in the fort. If 

this was not a rebuilding episode, it could have been a palisade with the gaps filled in by a 

second line of palings; or the outside line of posts may have been the palisade and the second 

inner line of posts could have been part of a building wall. These ideas account for the width of 

the trench and the arrangement of postholes that were recorded in the profiles, but do not account 

for the behavior of pulling the palings.       
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 This leads me to question the fort inhabitants‟ reason for pulling part of the palisade 

during the fort‟s occupation. The Chickasaw and the English were known threats in the area, and 

the Chickasaws had already attacked the fort‟s inhabitants twice, (this threat will be examined 

further in Chapter 9). Therefore, the need for a protected perimeter to the fort was evident. If the 

fort had to be downsized because the garrison was reduced, it would seem logical that another 

palisade would be constructed in its place. If that was the case, one of the excavation slit trenches 

should have uncovered a palisade rebuilding episode; but a feature of this nature was not 

recovered closer to the center of the fort. It could be argued that there were not enough people, or 

enough money and supplies to reconstruct the palisade once it rotted, but this sort of situation 

was usually stated, debated, and recorded in the Superior Council Records in New Orleans. No 

such record of a debate over palisade rebuilding has come to light so far.   

 Tearing down a palisade and not rebuilding it does not make any sense militarily as it 

essentially goes against all of Vauban‟s teachings regarding the defense of a military position. 

Yet, if this was the reality, there are two situations that could have justified this behavior. The 

first reason would be erosion in this area of the fort, such as slumpage due to the natural fault 

line. If the bluff was actively eroding during the fort‟s occupation, rebuilding the palisade may 

have been seen as a fruitless endeavor. The second reason could be that the French in this locale 

may have decided that a ship with cannons large enough to hit the fort atop the bluff was not 

likely to sail up the Yazoo River, and the natural steepness of the bluff would be enough 

protection from enemies on foot. The topography would therefore negate the need for a palisade 

in this area. The natural steepness, active erosion, and unlikelihood of an attacking force with 

artillery could explain why this part of the fort may have become unused when the number of 
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soldiers was decreased at the post. This could be the reasoning behind Brown‟s explanation that 

the fort perimeter was actively shrunk before the demise of its inhabitants.  

 To conclude the discussion of Feature 9, all of the above situations are possible, and the 

archaeological remains support portions of all of these scenarios. Nothing definitive can be said 

without further excavations, which may or may not be possible due to active erosion in this area. 

Whatever the reason for the pulled-up palisade, something unusual happened in this corner of the 

fort that defies easy explanation.   

 

The Northwest Corner of the Site: Feature 10 

 Feature 10 is the northwesternmost feature, uncovered in units Y570, Y568, Y550J and 

Y550I. This feature was an oddly-shaped soil stain interpreted as a trash pit with a width of over 

two meters, and a maximum depth of 81 cm below the surface in some places (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36. Northwest Corner, Feature 10: Trash Pit or Dry Moat?  

Drawn by LM Malischke.    
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 The portion of the stain that was uncovered in the existing units was fully excavated; but 

the complete perimeter of the stain was not determined, as the stain continued into the east half 

of Y550I, but only the west half of unit Y550I was excavated. Also, excavations were limited by 

the presence of a large tree to the south and east of the feature. Though two shovel test pits 

(N38W34 & N38W33) south of the Y550 row of units contained no stains, it is possible that this 

soil stain curved to the southeast and was missed by these shovel test pits (see turquoise blue line 

added to Figure 35 above). The whole of the stain contained a large amount of ash and charcoal. 

Artifacts from this feature include 67 Native ceramic sherds, daub, charcoal, 19 unutilized 

lithics, a chert biface scraper, a large biface chopper, three utilized chert flakes, a sherd of white 

faience, a European red earthenware sherd, three handwrought nails, two large mammal bones, 

two kaolin pipe fragments, an unidentified burned ceramic, one unidentified wire, one spall 

gunflint, and one extremely large chunk of slag. Part of the soil stain was covered by a yellow 

wash layer located underneath the topsoil. The ash and charcoal, in combination with this layer, 

seem like a destruction layer, upon which soil washed after abandonment. 

 Though it was noted that this was a trash pit located outside of the palisade line, other 

field notes identified the soils west of the feature as the fort‟s surface. In other plan maps the soil 

on either side of the stain are labeled as red clay, which should be subsoil in the area. Again, the 

notes for unit Y568 say: “This pit is being taken down to the fort surface to isolate Feature 10 

(Y558-10),” so during excavations it is unclear if the excavators thought this feature was inside 

or outside of the fort‟s perimeter.     

 A profile of the south wall of the feature in unit Y568 was drawn, showing that this soil 

stain was irregular in both bottom surface and top elevations, with a variable amount of topsoil 
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found across the stain surface. Due to the presence of the charcoal fragments, Brown surmised 

that the stain was a fire ash pit that dated to the time of the fort.    

 

Brown’s Thesis and Dissertation Conclusions: Feature 10 

 The 1975 thesis described this feature as a relatively large pit, and Brown (157-158) 

noted that: “The base of Feature 10 was extremely irregular, a large hump running through the 

center in a north-south direction.” He also noted that the majority of the artifacts were recovered 

near the top of the feature. His interpretations were varied saying: “As the charcoal concentration 

was so heavy, it is possible that this may have been an ash pit which was used for the disposal of 

trash in its final filling stage. The discovery of a large chunk of slag perhaps suggests that a 

smithing operation was close by, or that this was wastage from one within the fort” (Brown 

1975:157-158). The 1979 dissertation (1979a) does not discuss this particular feature and the 

thesis does not mention if this feature was considered to be inside or outside of the fort.     

 

Current Dissertation Conclusions: Feature 10 

 From the information provided, there are several possible explanations for this feature. It 

is possible that Feature 10 was a Native trash pit that pre-dated the occupation of the fort and was 

later used by the fort‟s inhabitants for their own trash disposal. This situation would explain the 

mix of Native and European items recovered from the feature soils. If Feature 9 was the existing 

combined palisade and dry moat feature, then it would seem that this Feature 10 trash pit was 

located outside of the fort‟s perimeter; but due to the confusion with Feature 9‟s palings being 

pulled up, there really is not enough information to definitively say if Feature 10 was inside or 

outside of the fort.  
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 An alternative explanation for this feature is possible: that Feature 10 was part of the dry 

moat that overtime became irregularly filled in with occupational soils and tossed away artifacts. 

It is possible that this dry moat feature became obsolete if and when this corner of the fort was 

abandoned, and after quickly filling in with soil the inhabitants then used it as a trash pit.  

 When I originally calculated the path of the dry moat around the remainder of the fort 

using the known angles of the excavated dry moat, this feature seemed to form a portion of the 

northwest bastion‟s southern face. The portion of Feature 10 that began to curve to the southeast 

seemed to form the shoulder of the bastion to its southern flank; see the blue lines in Figure 36 

for how this would have looked on the landscape. It is possible that this feature then linked up to 

the combined dry moat and palisade making up the northern end of the west curtain wall. The 

hump that was noted by Brown in the bottom of this pit may have actually been part of a palisade 

berm within this dry moat feature—it would have been interesting to discover if the hump had 

any postmolds or postholes in it. The two shovel test pits located one meter south of Y550I may 

have just missed the extent of the stain, especially if it was turning the corner and continuing at 

an angle instead of straight south; again see blue lines in Figure 36 for how this could have 

possibly happened.   

  Of course, this idea is conjectural and if the bastions were created without using uniform 

angles, it is possible that this is completely inaccurate. The width of this feature is in line with 

that of the dry moat uncovered for the rest of the fort; and this pit‟s variable depth also resembles 

moat depths at other parts of the fort. But, the plan drawing of the feature shows it tapering to a 

point of roughly one meter wide at the north edge of unit Y570, which makes it hard to explain if 

this feature were to continue northwards as part of the northwest bastion face.   
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 These are some arguments that could be used against the idea that Feature 10 was more 

than a trash pit and was instead part of the filled-in dry moat paralleling the northwest bastion 

palisade line. Yet in his thesis Brown (1975:156) said: “The portion of the palisade uncovered 

may have been the western neck of the northwest bastion, as the trench appears to have bent to 

the west in square Y579.” Though this note mentions nothing of Feature 10, it places the 

excavation units in this corner within the area of the northwest bastion lending some plausibility 

that Feature 10 was part of the original or rebuilt fort perimeter, whether as just a dry moat or as 

a dry moat-palisade combination is not known. Conversely, the irregular outline of Feature 10 

argues against it being the dry moat, supporting the original interpretation that it is a trash pit.  

 

The Northwest Corner of the Site: Structure A 

 Uncovered to the east of the dry moat-palisade units, and located atop a natural 

embankment were several log stains that Brown referred to as Structure A (Figure 37). The 

following describes the field notes of this structure from roughly the east to the west and from 

the north to the south. To the best of my knowledge, no photographs exist of this structure.    

 Unit Y555 is the northeasternmost unit with stains that are part of this structure. This unit 

contained the terminal end of a log stain, which was uncovered near the unit‟s southwest corner. 

Unit Y555 was excavated to the fort‟s surface and large pieces of leadglazed earthenware were 

recovered. Red clay ran from the center of the north unit wall along a diagonal to the southeast 

corner. The log stain in this unit continued south into unit Y550D, a 1 x 2 m unit.  
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Figure 37. The Log Remains of the Structure A, Originally Recorded as a Firing Platform. 

Drawn by LM Malischke.   
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 Unit Y550D had two log stains and a possible postmold in it (Feature 6). The field notes 

mentioned that the depth of Feature 6 went to 75cm below the surface. The long westernmost log 

stain in this unit ran north-south and extended into surrounding units. The second log stain 

originated in the southwest corner of the unit, where the first log stain was located, and radiated 

from this corner at an angle pointing toward the northeast. In the north profile map for this unit 

the first longer log stain went into the fort‟s surface for about 2 cm and the shorter spoked log 

stain seemed to go into the fort‟s surface a total of 4 cm. Though not discussed in the notes, the 

plan map had a second round, shallow soil stain located at the intersection between the two log 

stains, which was not identified. Continuing south from unit Y550D, a portion of the longer log 

stain crossed through the northwestern corner of unit Y563.   

 More log stains were uncovered to the west of this column of excavation units, beginning 

in the northwesternmost unit of Y553. The plan map drawing of unit Y553 showed a log stain 

that came out of the center of its west unit wall and extended east-west into the center of the unit. 

Where this east-west log stain tapered off there was a postmold with no recorded depth. The soils 

in the whole southeast quarter of this 2 x 2 m unit were mixed with logs stains that were not 

individually discernable. One log stain in this area was noted as also oriented in an east-west 

direction, and it possibly continued into the east wall. This log stain was drawn attached to 

another log stain (forming a corner) which continued south into unit Y550C.  A tip of a log stain 

was uncovered in the southeast corner of unit Y553 and this log proved to be the longest stain in 

Structure A.  

 To the south of unit Y553 was unit Y550C, a 1 x 2 m unit. Unit Y550C had a single 

postmold of dark, organic matter located in the middle of what eventually looked like a portion 

of a wall trench. This postmold went 41 cm deep into the clay (for a total depth of about 71 cm 
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below surface). It was placed into the fort‟s surface and clay subsoil at an angle, and was 12 cm 

in diameter. The profile drawing of this unit showed that the first log stain, the western wall-

trench stain, went 21 cm into the fort‟s surface, while the eastern log stain went only about 10 cm 

into the fort‟s surface.      

   One log stain each from units Y550C and Y550D continued south into unit Y561A. This 

unit had three definite log stains along with dark soil stains continuing into the center of the 

south wall of this unit. The north profile map of this unit showed that all three log stains were 

roughly at the same depth of about 7 cm into the fort‟s surface. The westernmost log stain in 

Y561 continued in a diagonal direction into the southwest corner and beyond into unit Y562. 

Though there was a circular stain drawn along the west wall of this unit, I believe this should 

instead have been drawn as an area of east-west angled log stains/dark soil staining with a 

possibly curved shape. There are no notes regarding this portion of unit Y561.  

 Unit Y562 consisted of Feature 8—the round stain, log stain(s) along its western wall, 

and some red clay subsoil in the northeast corner. Feature 8 was recovered in the northwest 

corner of the unit and seemed to be a Native pit containing potsherds. It was located beneath part 

of the log stain that continued across seven different units. It should be noted that the field notes 

described this long log stain as a wall trench, but its depth was not recorded. There was another 

possible log stain in the southwest corner of the unit angled northwest-southeast, but it was less 

distinguishable than the other log stains.         

 The longest log stain continued through unit Y562 and into the northeast corner of unit 

Y565A. Gun parts and many nails were recovered in Y565A, which contained five log stains. 

The depths of these log stains seemed to be similar to the depths of all of the other log stains 
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recovered; about two to four cm into the fort‟s surface. The northwest corner and the whole 

western wall of this unit were disturbed by a large tree.   

 South of unit Y565 was unit Y566. Three of the log stains seen in unit Y565 continued 

into this unit and a fourth log stain was uncovered in the eastern half of Y566. These log stains 

only extended about two cm into the fort‟s surface. This unit also contained a feature, Feature 11, 

in its northwest corner, seen as stippling on the drawn map. In the field notebook Brown noted 

that this feature seemed to be a Native pit, with the log stains located above it. This pit was 

described as being large, and it appears that its full extent was not uncovered archaeologically.    

 West of unit Y566 was unit Y573. This was a triangle-shaped unit due to the presence of 

a ravine along its western edge, with a south wall width of only one meter. This unit contained 

one log stain that continued from unit Y565, and the Native pit feature from unit Y566. Two 

more log stains from Y566 continued through this unit.  

 Directly south of unit Y573, and south of the western half of unit Y566 is unit Y569. 

Four log stains terminated in the northern half of this unit while the rest of the unit was fort 

surface. Three of the log stains went into the fort surface a depth of two cm and the largest log 

stain went into the fort surface a depth of four cm. This concludes the excavated units that 

contained log stains in this portion of the fort. Artifacts from these units are listed in Table 6.  
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Table 6. Artifacts Recovered From Units Containing Features for Structure A. 

 

754 Native ceramic sherds 4 gunflints 

4 bifaces 1 iron trigger guard 

58 utilized chert flakes 1 iron musket cock 

470 unutilized lithics 1 iron frizzen spring 

2 chert cores 2 lead musket balls 

1 projectile point .22 caliber copper cartridge 

2 yellow and green leadglazed earthenwares 2 clasp knife fragments 

5 leadglazed earthenwares 82 handwrought nails 

4 white faience 1 sheet iron 

2 decorated European ceramics 7 iron slag 

2 red earthenwares 4 iron objects 

3 olive green glass shards (1 melted) 9 iron wires 

20 large mammal bones 5 wire nails 

2 shells 1 lead piece 

daub  Charcoal 

bricks  2 white glass beads 

6 copper buttons 3 kaolin pipe fragments 

1 iron button 1 rolled brass cylinder 

 

  

Brown’s Thesis and Dissertation Conclusions: Structure A 

 Brown (1975:146) described Structure A in his thesis as a log-floored structure. Two, 

possibly three, trash pits were discovered beneath these log stains. From reading the notes, it 

seems that the majority of artifacts coming out of these pits were Native ceramics and lithics, 

indicating a Native refuse area and possibly an activity area from some time prior to the fort. The 

Structure A remains and its associated activities appeared to be intrusive into these pits, with 

handwrought nails, gun parts and European ceramics recovered from within some pits, and the 

log stains overlaying the pits. If this was a low-lying area, the fort inhabitants perhaps threw their 

trash there before erecting Structure A (Figure 37).  
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 Other trash features were recovered between Structure A and the dry moat-palisade 

feature (Figure 31). After much consideration, Brown now considers these to be depressions that 

filled with refuse by erosion after destruction of the fort (personal communication, 2015).      

 Structure A was described as being nine meters long and two meters wide (or about 27 x 

6 ft); with logs of up to 40 cm in width (Brown 1975:149). Though 13 log stains were directly 

recorded, Brown explained that there were many more that were hard to delineate as “a good 

sweep of the trowel could very easily destroy one of the stains” (Brown 1975:149). This 

structure was “interpreted as a firing platform. Had cannons been at the site, they would have 

required heavy underlying support on the soft loess. The large logs of this structure would have 

served adequately. Taking advantage of the natural embankment, the firing platform did not have 

to be raised off the ground in order to clear the palisade” (Brown 1975:150). Finally, beneath 

Structure A was an “extensive and deep pit,” containing “Lots of bone, aboriginal pottery and 

two hand-wrought nails,” that was thought to have been filled “just prior to construction of 

Structure A” (Brown 1975:159, 1979a:164).   

 

Current Dissertation Conclusions: Structure A 

 From the field notes, it appears that the majority of log stains were indeed log stains, as 

they almost sit upon the fort‟s surface, having a depth of only two to four cm. Yet two log stains 

have a deeper footprint, giving the impression of wall trenches, and indeed were called trenches 

by the excavators. Figure 38 outlines the possible wall trenches associated with the log stains of 

Structure A. The southern end of one of the wall trenches was first seen in the northern wall of 

unit Y561 near its northwest corner. This wall trench extended to the northeast through Y550C 

and into unit Y553 where it turned a possible corner to then orient roughly east-west. The notes 
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for unit Y550C called this a wall trench with a postmold in it, and the profile map recorded this 

trench as about 20 cm deep into the subsoil.  

 In regards to the two stains in Y553, the northern stain (in the center of the unit) had a 

depth similar to the wall trench in Y550C, and was oriented east-west, making this a possible 

wall trench. The southern stain (with the corner) had no depth recorded, but on his thesis map 

Brown (1975:148) drew this stain as part of the north-south wall trench in Y550C that had turned 

a corner to now be oriented east-west. This possible corner would be a good indicator that this 

too was a wall trench. No unit was opened west of Y561, and therefore the extent of this wall 

trench with post and corner cannot be determined. So, how do we interpret this wall trench and 

accompanying log stains and trash pits?     

 If one uses the colored map by Dumont as a guide, the presence of the Firing Platform in 

this location is confusing, as the colored map places the firing platform, or #18—baterie des 

canons, outside of the palisade of the northwest bastion. According to the location of the linear 

palisade stain west of the log stains, Structure A features were located inside the palisade line.  
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Figure 38. Structure A, Possible Wall Trenches Outlined in Red. Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 There may be several reasons for this discrepancy with Dumont: (1) either due to 

memory lapse or a fort perimeter drawn too small, Dumont painted the battery outside the 

palisade on his watercolor map; (2) as Brown observed, the palisade posts were removed and the 

palisade was rebuilt at a much reduced distance behind, or southeast, of the firing platform‟s 

recovered location; (3) this natural bluff was a logical place to put the firing platform in order to 

fire over the palisade, and therefore it was placed inside the palisade line; (4) the buildings that 

should be in this area, such as a barracks building, were never built (although drawn on the map), 

leaving room to build the firing platform; (5) due to the presence of colonial trash beneath the 

firing platform, it was built after Dumont left the fort and he was unaware of its presence and 

therefore did not draw it on his map; (6) this structure was not actually a firing platform, but was 

instead wall-fall from barracks that Dumont indicated on his map; or (7) these logs are the floor 

remains of the „missing‟ powder magazine, located near the gun ports, per Vauban‟s directives.   

 I believe a combination of reasons would be the most complete explanation for the 

existence of a firing platform within the palisade walls. As mentioned previously, this part of the 

fort was particularly susceptible to erosion. It is possible that the newly built second fort had a 

firing platform outside of the northwest bastion but, as erosion became a problem both the 

original palisade wall and original battery were dismantled, or lost down the bluff. The area then 

became a trash dump, and a new Firing Platform was built to the southeast on a natural bluff, 

over previous trashdumps. It is unclear from the excavations whether a new palisade was also 

reconstructed, but it may not have been deemed necessary if that part of the fort was defended by 

the steep bluff as discussed above.    

 A few features and soil stains may indicate that a structure, such as a barracks, was built 

on this location before (or instead of) the Firing Platform was constructed. One such soil stain is 
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the north-south wall trench that turns a corner to the east-west. This wall trench was slightly 

deeper than the surrounding log stains and it had a postmold in it, which itself was rather deep. 

Just north of this wall trench, also in unit Y553 was a stain interpreted as a log stain, with an 

associated postmold at the end of it (no depth given), and with the same east-west orientation as 

the turned wall trench. These are both highlighted in Figure 38. There were two more possible 

postmolds found in unit Y550D. The southern one was a pit with a recent root in it that was 

labeled Feature 6. Sherds, charcoal and daub were found within it, and its depth suggested a 

postmold, but it seemed unusual to the excavators. The second was a circular soil stain located 

between the two log stains; it was small and shallow, so it may not have been a postmold. The 

combination of two wall trenches and four possible postmolds does suggest a structure located in 

the same area as Structure A. Were these wall trenches contemporaneous with the log stains?  

 It is possible that this structure was indeed a firing platform and the wall trenches and 

posts set in the ground were used to stabilize the platform, though this could also be true of a 

powder magazine floor. This firing platform may have even been built on top of a previous 

structure that was there, such as a barracks. It is possible that these were part of the originally 

built barracks buildings that were dismantled and trash was used to fill in low lying areas, as 

noted by the excavators, and then the firing platform was immediately built over the remains in 

this area. This firing platform was not drawn on any of the historic maps. As indicated by Brown, 

its location seems to be taking advantage of the natural rise in the landscape.  

 At the same time, this placement of a firing platform would displace the location of the 

cazernes, or barracks, which should be located to the east of this recovered structure. This 

structure or firing platform also seems to displace the Logement des Officiers/Offisiers, or 

officers‟ quarters, which would have been located to the south of the platform. One explanation 
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is that this corner of the fort was more crowded than what was depicted on the historic maps. If 

crowding in this area was the case, it may have been necessary to combine the palisade wall with 

the wide trench dug for the dry moat. Another explanation is that this northwest bastion area was 

not of a standard size in relation to the other bastions at this fort and, therefore, the location of 

structures that “should” be near these log stains were actually located elsewhere.  

 In regards to the structure itself, though its length seems adequate, a width of two to three 

meters does not seem wide enough to accommodate the kick-back from a cannon; because even 

small cannons on naval carriages can kick-back almost six feet (two meters) or more, making 

three meters a narrow space to position both men and cannons. This platform would be enough 

to accommodate naval guns mounted on a swivel, which have little, to no, kick-back.   

 To conclude the discussion of Structure A, the remains of the log stains, at a southwest-

northeast angle, are in line with the rest of the remains of the fort. The two wall trenches and the 

postmolds are also oriented in this direction. Without knowing the full extent of the palisade line 

and dry moat it is hard to tell where Structure A was located in relation to other parts of the fort. 

 According to Dumont‟s map this general area of the fort should contain several barracks 

buildings. One explanation for these remains is that the wall trenches and postmolds were the 

foundation of a barracks building and that the log stains are barracks wall-fall, or former wooden 

floor planks, or even the remains of a roof that collapsed. The most logical explanation is that 

Brown was correct and that this is indeed a Firing Platform placed within(?) the fort on a natural 

bluff; it was possibly a secondary construction project to mitigate issues with erosion. 

Unfortunately, not enough information is available to say definitively what this structure was, 

but from the size of the log stains, it appears it was a substantial structure. The numerous trash 

pits located throughout this area may provide additional clues as to this structure‟s purpose.       
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The Northwest Corner of the Site: Various Trash Pits 

 From the excavations, notes, and the thesis interpretations it emerges that this area of the 

fort became a trash dumping spot for the fort‟s inhabitants. The excavators found eight different 

features east of the palisade trench that appeared to be trash pits. Not all of them were excavated 

due to time constraints. Two of the pits (Feature 8 and F11) were located beneath Structure A, 

and two (F6 and F19) were found beside it. Several of the pits contained a mixture of Native 

lithics, Native ceramic sherds, and European items; these included pits F3, F4, F5, and F14 

(Brown 1975:151-153).  

 No formal conclusion was made regarding these trash pits, except that the European 

artifacts contained in them dated the pits to the time of the fort. In personal communication, 

Brown is now of the opinion that these were natural depressions that were intentionally filled 

with trash, but were not intentionally dug for this purpose. In his thesis, Brown put forth the idea 

that Native peoples were actually living in the fort (1975:152), and in his memoir Dumont 

explained that there was one Illinois man living and working in the vicinity: “We had then at our 

fort an Indian from the Illinois nation, located some four hundred leagues from here. This man 

was living with us and was working as a hunter…” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:163). It seems 

unlikely that this sole man was producing and/or discarding this volume of ceramic sherds, but 

there are two other explanations for this situation.  

 The first explanation also comes from Dumont, as he explained that in early 1724 food 

supplies were running low and he was sent to procure more from the north: “Toward the end of 

March, as food was beginning to run low at our garrison, I was ordered to go with six soldiers to 

the Arkansas…I went to try to buy some from the Indians…and the Sr. de la Boulaye, in three 

days, was able to find among the Indians 120 quarts of corn kernels and 300 pots of oil, which 
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were loaded into my boat, and I arrived back in my garrison three days later carrying food for the 

soldiers, which was distributed to them” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:189). Though a “pot” is a 

unit of measurement, and this oil may have been placed in other containers, it is highly likely 

that these pots of oil were Native ceramic pots (see discussion of Ofogoula pots in Chapter 9), 

and that some of them were disposed of in the trash pits by the French soldiers, later to be 

recovered by the excavators.  

  A final explanation is also plausible: that Native people lived or camped on this bluff site 

before the French arrived to construct their fort. As will be discussed, Bill Wright and his 

excavators uncovered Native structural remains under fort buildings. It is possible that the 

French simply continued to use a Native trash area to also dispose of their trash, thereby causing 

the mixture of artifacts recovered by the excavators.   

 

The Northwest Corner of the Site: Well Dressed Post 

 One last feature of the northwest corner of the fort needs to be mentioned: an unusual and 

well-shaped post found within its posthole and labeled Feature 12. It was located southwest of 

Structure A in unit Y571A (Figure 39). Brown described the pit that held the post footing as 

being 65 by 50 cm in size, and that a portion of the pit was dug at an angle. He depicted the 

actual post footing as having an inverted „T‟ shape, and being carbonized around the edges to 

prevent rotting. He concluded that this post was part of a structure at the neck of the bastion 

located below the embankment. Because there was a ravine directly south of this post footing, 

Brown reasoned that the structure had fallen off the ravine as it eroded (Brown 1975:160).    

 The post, Feature 12 in unit Y571A, was found to the west of a second larger feature—a 

soil stain labeled Feature 14 located between units Y571B and Y571C-West. Feature 14 initially 
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had a linear shape indicating a wall trench, but spread out as it was excavated deeper. The 

combination of these two features may have been part of the architectural landscape of this 

corner of the fort, but there is not enough information to determine if this is so. Dumont 

mentioned a drawbridge placed across the dry moat, so there is a slight possibility that this post 

may have been part of the drawbridge, but this is highly conjectural. 

 

Figure 39. Well Dressed Post Uncovered on the Edge of the Excavation Units, in Y571A. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 This concludes the discussion of features found in the northwest corner of the fort. It is 

not possible to directly correlate any of these features to fort elements depicted in Dumont‟s 

watercolor. According to his map, this area of the fort had a moat, a bastion, two gun ports, some 

sort of structure within the northwest bastion [powder magazine?], and two barracks buildings 

flanking both sides of the bastion entrance. What was revealed is evidence of Native land-use 

before French occupation; a French constructed palisade-dry moat combination feature; a firing 

platform possibly repositioned due to erosion difficulties; and an area of the fort where the 

French were tossing their trash. The location of this well-dressed post, and the question of the 

drawbridge, segues into a discussion of features aligned with what would have been the west 

curtain wall leading south towards the southwest bastion area.  

 

The 1975 Slit Trenches  

 In 1975 the excavators returned to the site of Fort St. Pierre to learn the extent of the 

fort‟s remains. Under the advice of Stanley South, Brown‟s strategy for this was to excavate a 

series of 50 cm-wide trenches of various long lengths (Figure 40). Twenty-three such trenches 

were planned, with a total of eighteen being excavated. Twelve of these trenches, which vary in 

length from 12 meters to 33 meters, contained soil stain features. Three more trenches contained 

only artifacts but no features. The trenches were arrayed in a spoked-wheel pattern around a 

central column of trenches. These trenches were successful in pinpointing the dry moat, the 

palisade, structural wall trenches, burned plank areas, and areas of the site with no signs of 

occupation. Three trenches located in the southeast and outside of the dry moat and palisade area 

were virtually empty. The results of these trench excavations provided information that the field 

directors used to determine areas in which to focus unit excavations. Figure 40 shows these slit 
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trenches and all of the excavation units from 1974 through 1976. Figure 41, immediately 

following, shows the site with the addition of the 1977 excavation units.  
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Figure 40. Plan Map of Site Showing Array of 1975 Slit Trenches and Excavation Units 

from 1974 through 1976. Square units are 2 x 2 meters (Brown 1979a).  
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Figure 41. Map of Fort St. Pierre Site Showing Additional 1977 Excavation Units.  

 

Trench 12 (Figure 40) is reviewed in the next section and is the western east-west trench located 

in the middle of the page with no other surrounding excavation units. An excavation square 

labeled „117‟ is south of Trench 12.   
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The West Curtain Wall Area: Trench 12 

 

Figure 42. View of the Southwest Corner, Probable West Curtain Wall and Bastion Area. 

Trench 12 Runs Across the Top of the Page. Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 Trench 12, excavated in 1975, ran from what can be considered the center of the fort 

outwards to the west; running perpendicular to the west curtain wall. At the east end of this 

trench architectural features were recovered, while at the west end of the trench a series of 
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parallel burned plank stains were uncovered. Though these were exciting discoveries, other areas 

of the site took precedence for unit excavation, and only one unit in this area, W117, was 

explored in 1976. It was not until 1977 that Bill Wright was able to return to this section of the 

fort to further explore the soil stains seen in slit Trench 12. The structural remains of the west 

curtain wall area are examined below (Figure 42).      

 

Burned Plank Stains—Current Conclusions 

 Throughout the then extant western portion of the fort remains, excavators uncovered and 

recorded what were concluded to be burned plank stains. These appear profusely in the 

southwest corner of my main map and throughout the hand-drawn close-up figures provided in 

this chapter. In recent discussions between Ian W. Brown, Gregory Waselkov, and myself, we 

have determined that these “burned plank stains” are in actuality plow scars running in a very 

uniform direction over the fort. Another clue to these stains was that many of the artifacts were 

found beneath these scars, and the features were certainly located beneath them. Lastly, while re-

organizing the artifact collection for the fort, it was noticed that very few artifacts were actually 

burned; therefore, in a later section I question the fire that supposedly destroyed the fort. With 

this switch in mind, many of the original conclusions made by the excavators have had to be 

slightly altered in this dissertation.   

 

The West Curtain Wall Area: Native Structural Remains  

 This area of the fort, about midway along what would be the west curtain wall, had two 

definite occupational zones (see Figure 22 [or 42] for location). The top zone, A, was where the 

French structural remains and refuse features were recovered. This complicated set of features is 
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discussed below. The bottom deeper zone, Zone B (discussed here), contained an irregular 

pattern of Native postmolds and features. Layer B excavation units are shown in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43. Tinted Features Indicating B Level Native Postmolds and Possible Associated 

Features. Drawn by LM Malischke. 

   

 The figure above is a composite drawing, showing features from both the A and B levels. 

Table 7 shows the order of the units discussed in this section, most with pink highlights.   

Table 7. Placement of Excavation Units in Native Architecture Discussion.  

N                W816 W815 W811 

W808 W809 W810 

 

 Unit W810 was the first unit excavated where postmolds interpreted as being of Native 

construction were uncovered. These postmolds appeared in the B soil level beneath the A soil 
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level, which was the French fort soil level. The excavators noticed that no historic/European 

artifacts came out of level B, indicating that this was a Native occupation level. It should be 

noted that none of the postmolds and possible wall trench features were excavated, so I have no 

depths or feature fill information. Figures 44 and 45 show the field drawing and Wright‟s 

director‟s notebook drawing of this unit, which look better than my main map drawing due to 

using five square graph paper instead of my four square graph paper. 

  

Figure 44. Field Note Drawing of W810 Level B Postmolds in Arc Formation.  

Drawn most likely by Bill Wright. 
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Figure 45. Field Notebook Drawing of W810 Level B Postmolds in Arc Formation.  

Artist unknown. 

 

 From the plan map of the base of this level it can be seen that five postmolds appeared in 

an arc starting from the center of the north wall and curving into the southwest corner. Inside the 

circular area the soil was very light midden; outside of the postmold arc the soil was mottled 

subsoil. A concentration of bone was found north of the postmold located in the southwest 

corner. It was thought that the west side of this structure was recovered in unit W808. The B 

level in W808 had four possible postmolds, two of which were in postholes. The W808 postmold 

soil was a dark mottled soil, while the rest of the unit was a mottled reddish loess and clay, 

possibly mixed with ash.  

 The remaining four excavation units listed in Table 7 have less definitive information 

regarding the features found within them and, therefore, the information provided here and in 

Figure 43 is my own interpretation of the field notes and the plan maps from these excavations. 

In level B of unit W809, located in its southern half, there appeared to be sections of a wall 

trench and four possible postmolds. No information was provided regarding the feature 
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extending north-south through the southern wall of this unit. Bill Wright noted that “three or 

possibly all of the molds are Aboriginal as they align with others in W810B to form an oval 

structure” (Wright, field notebook, 1977). With this information I tinted all four postmolds pink 

in this unit as part of a Native structure.     

 There were troubles excavating around roots in unit W815. A tree and roots were located 

along the eastern wall of this unit, and it was unclear if the stains uncovered were root stains or 

wall trench stains. There were issues with excavating the B level and because of this no notes, 

maps or photos were taken of this level for this unit. Due to this confusing situation I have not 

tinted any of the marks or features in unit W815 as part of any Native construction activities.    

 Trench 12 runs through the southern half of unit W811. Two possible postmolds were 

found in the northeast quadrant of the unit, which I interpret to be of Native construction. An 

amorphous grey mottled area (tinted orange), near the center of the eastern wall, had a southern 

tail on it that also appeared to be a postmold, which I have tinted pink. This possible postmold 

was located beneath a wall trench that was uncovered in the A level; this wall trench I have 

interpreted to be part of the French structural remains described below. Bill Wright remarked 

that this amorphous grey stain contained bone remains and he thought it was possibly a fire pit, 

which is why I tinted it orange. But I think it would be unusual to have a Native fire pit along the 

wall of a structure, and it seems more likely that it was a French hearth or fireplace.       

 Unit W816 also had Trench 12 running through its southern half. For some reason the 

only features drawn on the plan map were level B features. Due to their location in this level, I 

made the assumption that the three darkest soil stains, of dark mottled soil, are of Native 

construction. So I have tinted these stains pink. The remainder of the soil in the unit was a light 

reddish-brown loess and ash. There was no way to know if the postmolds continued along the 
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east wall of this unit, as trees precluded any excavating there. The northernmost feature, a semi-

circle which seemed to extend beyond the excavation unit wall in W816, was of a light mottled 

soil, but it was not discussed in the notes. From the shape it seemed to be a possible postmold or 

posthole and, therefore, I have included it here and tinted it pink like the other two soil stains in 

this unit. 

 Taking all of the above features into consideration, Wright called this an Aboriginal 

dwelling, although in discussions with several archaeologists it is not circular enough to be 

called a Native Roundhouse. These features appear to be Native in origin, as there are no 

European materials associated with them, but they are irregularly patterned and look nothing like 

the uniformly round structures that Ian W. Brown uncovered at the Lookout Site in Jefferson 

County, Mississippi. Nor is this irregular structure anywhere near as large as the round structure 

at Lookout (Brown 1985:30-34, Figures 16-19).     

 Yet, these highlighted soil stains, in conjunction with the number of Native ceramics and 

lithics recovered from this portion of the fort, are the most definitive evidence of a Native 

presence at the site before construction of the first French fort on the same spot. It is possible that 

this irregular structure was some sort of covering for an activity area, or a temporary shelter 

structure. One way to determine an approximate date for this structure would be to isolate all of 

the Native artifacts recovered from these units to compare to Native artifacts recovered from the 

rest of the site, looking for temporal markers. It is possible that these features date anywhere 

from the Woodland period to sometime in the protohistoric. Lastly, because these features were 

not completely excavated, if this area of the site still exists, it would be possible to further 

investigate these units and features. The features from the A soil levels in the same units are 

scrutinized below.  
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The West Curtain Wall Area: Two French Structures  

 This section continues the exploration of the presumed west curtain area by discussing 

level A, the upper level of soil. The excavation units and features discussed are shown in Figure 

46, and Table 8 shows the arrangement of units examined in this section. Briefly, in the A soil 

levels, there appeared to be two French structures arranged linearly north (green tint) and south 

(blue tint). These structures seemed to be comprised of both wall trenches and 

postholes/postmolds, although only the southern structure revealed European-style corners with 

its wall trenches.  

 Bill Wright wrote in his field notes that the units in this area were in the vicinity of the 

Corps de Garde building. Dumont painted the following buildings located along the west curtain 

wall, in order, from north to south as: a cazerne (barracks), a logement des offisiers, the main 

entrance walkway off of the drawbridge, and finally the corps de garde building. It remains to be 

seen if the purpose of the buildings uncovered by the excavators can be determined from the 

available evidence. The features discussed in this section were all located in the A soil level, the 

uppermost soil level. Additionally, many of the units listed in Table 9 had a very high 

concentration of European artifacts—a mixture of gun parts, handwrought nails, personal items, 

and European ceramics recovered in level A. One unit, W814 level A, had a single flake scraper. 

The very clear division between European features and artifacts recovered from the A level and 

Native features and artifacts recovered from the B level seems to indicate at least two different 

occupation layers within these units.       
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Figure 46. West Curtain Wall; Level A French Structural Remains and Features.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

Table 8. Placement of Excavation Units in Two French Structures Discussion. 

 N                 W815 W811 

 W807  W809 W810 

W803 W802 W801 W800 W814 

 W818 W813 W117 W812 
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 Starting with unit W815, the plan map in Figure 46 includes the level A soil stains. Due 

to the presence of a tree and roots along the eastern wall of this unit, the staining was confusing, 

making interpretations difficult. Yet the excavators did note the possible presence of a soil stain 

running in a slight east-west direction, which they interpreted as a structural feature—possibly a 

portion of wall trench. This feature, tinted green, was located in Trench 12. It is possible that this 

potential wall trench was part of a room divider or the northern wall of a very small structure.     

 Directly east of W815 is unit W811. In the A level of this unit was a possible wall trench 

and a possible postmold located near the southeastern corner. Because these stains were seen at 

the A level, I have marked these two features in green as part of the French architecture. If more 

Native ceramics had been recovered from this level, these features would most likely be 

interpreted as being from Native construction episodes; but due to the lack of associated Native 

artifacts, and the high presence of European artifacts in this soil level, I am concluding that these 

features were most likely of French construction.   

 As mentioned in the section above, I tinted the grey amorphous area orange, as it was a 

possible fire pit or hearth, located along a possible outer wall. Yet this amorphous stain could 

represent a use that has not yet been considered. In the A level this stain looks like the corner of 

two intersecting wall trenches, with a postmold right at the juncture of the corner (see Figure 47 

for the plan map drawing of this level and its soil stains). It is likely that this corner of a building 

was used to sweep ashes and other trash off to the side, which would explain the presence of 

bone, ashes, and other artifacts recovered in this vicinity. Possibly the building‟s hearth was 

located near this corner—maybe in the spot where the modern tree was growing? 
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Figure 47. Field Drawing of W811A Soil Stains; Possible Corner of Two Wall Trenches. 

Drawn most likely by Bill Wright. 

  

 South of unit W811 is unit W810, the first unit where the arc of Native postmolds was 

discovered in the B level. In the A level there was one possible postmold (tinted green) located 

near the center of the unit. This feature was the only structural evidence of French architecture in 

this unit, but many handwrought nails and other European artifacts were recovered from this 

unit.    

 Unit W809 contained many handwrought nails and what appeared to be two sections of 

wall trench, both tinted green. The first trench was oriented east-west and was coming out of the 

west excavation wall near the southwest corner. The second possible wall trench, a wall divider 

or possible doorway, straddled the south wall of unit W809 and the north wall of unit W800. 
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Both of the stains were composed of dark mottled soils. It is possible that these stains were two 

wall trench sections of the southern wall of a French structure built on top of the Native features.     

 Unit W814 is the first unit that showed possible evidence of two different French 

structures with a potential alleyway in between. In the north wall of unit W814, near the 

northwest corner, was a soil stain that could be part of a wall trench, which I have tinted green. 

There was no description of this feature except that it was composed of dark mottled soils. The 

plan map drawing showed it fairly linear, and it seemed to be in line with the postmold recovered 

in W810 and the wall trench corner and postmold features from W811. It was also at the juncture 

of the line of these features and the wall trench sections from unit W809. Therefore, with this 

information I tinted it green to present it as part of the northern French structure.   

 South of the line of wall trench portions in units W809 and W814 was what appeared to 

be an alleyway. A second French structure, which I tinted blue, materialized to the immediate 

south of this alleyway space. The western half of unit W814 looked as if it contained the 

northeastern corner and two postmolds from this second southern French structure. For unit 

W814 there was again scant information on these features. All of the tinted features in this unit, 

both green and blue, were uncovered in the B soil level. The (blue) soil feature that creates the 

corner in W814 looks remarkably similar to the amorphous stain seen in unit W811 in Figure 52; 

lending some support to the idea that the W811 feature was indeed a corner, not a fire pit or 

hearth.     

 Unit W812 had a possible postmold stain in the center of the unit (tinted blue), but I have 

no explanation for the presence of a post in this locale. Instead, at the B soil level was a linear 

stain, also tinted blue, which ran diagonally from the north wall toward the west wall. This 

possible wall trench was directly in line with the corner wall trench in the unit north of it, unit 
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W814. The soil for this linear stain was a dark mottled soil, whereas the rest of the unit was 

composed of light brown mottled soil with organics.  

 No features were recovered in level A of W800, located between W801 and W814, but in 

level B there was an east-west linear stain that showed up in the northwestern area of the unit. 

The excavators noted that three handwrought nails were associated with this darkly mottled soil 

stain. This wall trench-like feature is tinted blue in Figure 46, and was possibly a segment of the 

northern wall to this second southern French structure.     

 Continuing the discussion of the possible northern wall evidence for this structure are 

several stains, also tinted blue, uncovered in unit W801. Many military and food consumption-

type artifacts were recovered in this unit along with handwrought nails. Also noted for the A 

level of W801 was a dark midden located in the southeast corner of this unit—probably the 

living floor of the French structure. In the B level, excavators recorded the appearance of “a 

corner and two possible postmolds.” Due to the presence of Native materials found in this soil 

level, it was concluded that these features were from the earlier Native occupation period. I am 

not sure I agree with this conclusion.  

 It seems to me that the corner feature uncovered in W801 is the junction of two wall 

trenches creating the northwest corner of the southern French structure. The postmold located 

near the northeast corner, between the wall trenches in W801 and W800, could have been part of 

the French structure or could have been part of Native construction activities. There is no way to 

tell which scenario is correct, but due to its shape, I have included this feature as part of the 

southern French structure and tinted it blue. In the center of the west excavation wall of unit 

W801 was a short east-west linear stain that extended into the unit. There was no interpretation 

in the field notes for this soil stain, except to say that it consisted of light mottled loess soil and 
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organics. Again, this feature could have been part of a wall trench or wall division in the French 

structure or it could have been from the earlier Native habitation episode. The same can be said 

for the postmold-looking feature near the southwest corner of this unit. Because these features 

were in line with the corner feature, I have tinted both of them blue, indicating that they are 

possibly part of the western wall of this southern French structure. 

 In unit W802, the level A soils had a very dark, oddly-shaped stain located in the 

southeast corner. This stain could have been affiliated with the possible postmold located 

adjacent to it in W801 to the east. Bill Wright noted that the stains seen along the east excavation 

wall continued into the unit to the east, unit W801. It was possibly part of a wall trench 

continuing the outline of the southern structure. All along the east wall of this unit were light 

mottled soil stains. Wright remarked that this unit was immediately west of the guards‟ post. The 

remainder of the unit‟s soil was a very mottled light soil, and all of the historic artifacts came 

from the eastern portion of the unit. These included 12 handwrought nails, a leadglazed ceramic, 

faience, a spoon, unidentified iron fragments, and two glass beads. A polished stone was 

recovered from near the center of the unit, and found in the west balk was an artifact noted as a 

bottle, which I am guessing was made of glass and nearly whole.   

 In level B of W802, all of the previous A level stains disappeared and new stains were 

uncovered. Supposedly this area was the deepest midden of the site so far, but no depths were 

given and no profiles were drawn. A possible postmold of dark mottled soil was seen near the 

center of the unit. From the artifacts recovered near the postmold, it seems as though this was of 

French construction as opposed to a Native structural remnant. Artifacts included a piece of 

faience, a gunpart (not described), and some bone located near the possible postmold. Other 
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historic artifacts from the unit are two handwrought nails. It is unclear what purpose this 

postmold may have had, because it does not seem affiliated with any other structural remains.       

 An interjection needs to be made here about the unit north of W802, unit W807. There 

are several stains in W802 that seem as though they should continue into unit W807, but no 

stains are shown on the map. The excavators remarked that this unit had serious root problems 

and so excavations were abandoned while in the A soil level. Therefore, it is unknown if any of 

the soil stains seen in the north wall of W802 actually continued into unit W807.  

 Also, there was a stain along the whole west wall of W802 that looked very interesting, 

seen at the bottom-left edge of Figure 46. From the northwest corner it went 50 cm into the unit, 

and at the southwest corner it angled and only went 30 cm into the unit. The soils of this stain 

were dark mottled with loess and clay. No interpretation was provided, but the stain continued 

into the south portion of the unit contiguous to (and to the west of) this unit, W803. Since this 

was one of the last units excavated at the site at the end of 1977, there were not many notes taken 

regarding either unit W802 or W803. Therefore, there is not much information as to what this 

linear-looking large stain might be. In the map depicted in Figure 46, one can see that I drew a 

shaded mark extending south out of this feature, indicating a possible estimation of where the dry 

moat may have been located. The shaded mark I drew is highly conjectural and does not line up 

with any other dry moat or palisade remains recovered elsewhere in the fort. Because no more 

information is available on this feature, and because it may simply be a soil stain created by 

erosion, not much stock should be placed in this interpretation.  

 Nevertheless, Bill Wright himself lends credence to the idea that this was a possible dry 

moat stain. In a chapter on Fort St. Pierre in the 1981 publication, Archaeological Investigations 

in Mississippi, he explained that one of his objectives in 1977 was to find the western edge of the 
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site “in hopes of locating the palisade wall behind the guards‟ quarters. Fortunately …[this 

was]…accomplished when the western wall was found on the last day of excavation” 

(Connaway 1981:72). When I examined the notes for the B soil levels for units W803, W802, 

and W818, there was no mention of locating a wall, dry moat, or perimeter to the fort. In his 

director‟s field book Wright did note that the B levels for these units were excavated with a 

shovel and he described them as the “deepest midden on the site so far.” Many European 

artifacts and some Native ceramics were recovered from these B soils. So what is to be made of 

this? Is this the palisade line? If these units have not sloughed off the bluff, this could be further 

investigated in the future, as it does not appear that excavators reached the bottom of this 

midden—again stopping with the intention of returning the following season.   

 In unit W803 (mostly cut off on the right side of Figure 46) only the southern half was 

excavated in A and B levels; the northern half of the unit was partially excavated. Since the 

excavators believed they would be returning to the site the next year, it seems likely that this unit 

was going to be revisited at that time. From the available information, levels A and B were taken 

out together, as they were drawn on one single field sheet. The excavators recorded glass cinders, 

which would seem to indicate that the area was successfully burned. But Brown later corrected 

the identification of these as clinkers, which would instead indicate smithing.   

 The soil stain seen along the western wall of unit W802 continued at the angle into the 

southern half of W803. Because the stain continued right to the southern wall of the unit, the soil 

stain likely also continued to the south. Future units were planned toward the west, but no units 

were planned for south of this line of units. I am not sure why this is so, but I am guessing it was 

due to the presence of ravines and active erosion in this area.  
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 Though this large, angled soil stain was somewhat indicative of a dry moat stain, no 

interpretation was provided by the excavators. This stain consisted of a dark mottled soil with 

loess and clay. The rest of the unit was a dark grey mottled soil with ash, charcoal, and daub 

[more indication of burning?]. Both the A and B soil layers from unit W803 were noted to 

contain many artifacts, including a pipestem, handwrought nails, unidentified iron fragments, 

two copper fragments, lead shot, glass cinders (number unknown), and a leadglazed ceramic 

sherd. Other items included daub, charcoal, bone, and Native sherds. The location of the Native 

sherds was not marked on the unit sheets, as they were indistinguishable from the soils until 

screen sifted. Apparently the angled soil stain continued into the B level of a tiny corner of unit 

W818, located south of unit W802.  

 Unit W818 was a triangularly shaped unit with the diagonal going from the northwest 

corner to the southeast corner. This was the very last unit excavated in 1977. Artifacts recovered 

from the A level of soil were a number of nails, a gunflint, a thumb plate from a musket, and one 

fragment of faience. Level B soils showed the continuation of the linear soil stain in the extreme 

northwest vertices of the unit (the large soil stain continuation). Excavators said this stain was 

hard to interpret because of the narrowness of the corner of the unit.  

 A second stain was present in W818 in the north wall near the northeast corner. This stain 

appeared to be affiliated with the stains in the southeast corner of W802. This stain was 

comprised of strongly dark and mottled soils and it was mottled with daub, possibly indicating 

that it was part of a wall trench. It was potentially part of the southern French structure‟s western 

wall. Therefore I have tinted this stain blue along with the feature associated with it in unit 

W802. The center of this unit, W818, was very mottled and the rest of the soil was labeled as 
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light brown mottled with organics. Excavation was done with a shovel, so the only piece-plotted 

artifacts were one piece of faience and several handwrought nails.         

 East of unit W818 and south of unit W801 was unit W813. The notes for this unit taken 

by excavators and the director do not seem to match the simplicity of the drawing of the plan 

map. In the level A soils they make note of very distinct ash mottled stains running in a general 

north-south direction, and it is unclear if they are referring to the “burned plank” plow scars. 

Between the ash stains was a light mottled soil. The notes continued, remarking that the “large 

stain in the center seems to have more depth, and may be a wall trench.” This was not clearly 

indicated in the level sheet or in the field notebook, but I am guessing it was the stain in the 

precise center, so I have tinted this portion of the unit on Figure 46. If this was indeed a wall 

trench, it would have been located in the center of this southern structure; possibly indicating a 

room divider, a support wall for a second floor, or the location of a fireplace or hearth in the 

center of the building.        

 The artifacts from level A of unit W813 included 35 handwrought nails found throughout 

the unit, five unidentified iron objects, five sherds of leadglazed ceramics, four glass beads (one 

melted), four sherds of faience, 10 lead shot, three shards of glass, two pipestems, one button, 

one knife blade, three gunflints, one unidentified gun part, a possible eyelet, a copper band, and a 

brass object identified as a spout for an artillery primer charge. These artifacts were scattered 

fairly evenly throughout the unit, supporting the idea that this unit was in the middle of a well-

used, or even well lived-in, structure.  

 Level B of unit W813 was also one of the last excavation tasks completed on the site. It 

was excavated with shovels and sifted for artifacts. Almost the whole of the southeast quarter of 

the unit was comprised of a dark grey mottled soil stain containing bone, charcoal, and ash 
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[again, a burn layer?]. It was noted that a great deal of unidentified bone came from this soil 

stain. One unidentified iron piece was found at the edge of the soil stain and one unidentified 

iron was found within the soil stain. Bill Wright remarked that this was possibly a trash pit, but I 

am wondering if it was a fire-pit/hearth within the structure where soldiers tossed bones after 

their meals. The excavators did uncover a clay lens that appeared to be on top of the soil stain, 

which could indicate that this was a previous Native-made trash pit that the French tried to cover 

up with a clay cap. Both situations are possible. More information would be needed to determine 

which situation is more realistic. The excavators did not remove the whole pit down to subsoil, 

and the drawn profiles were not very clear.   

 The remainder of unit W813 was a light brown mottled soil with organics. One nail was 

also recovered in the northeast corner area. Lastly, in the northeast quarter of the unit, 30 cm 

north of the soil stain was a small dark circle, roughly 10 by 10 cm. No explanation was given 

for this stain which was too small to be a postmold. It may have been a hole for a cooking spit or 

some other item, a rodent hole, or a tree root. One further note on the large soil stain in the 

southeast corner: from the drawing it appeared as though this stain should continue in the unit to 

the east, unit W117, and towards the south (no planned units).   

 Unit W117 was excavated in 1976. Excavators noted burnt plank stains at the base of the 

level but these were not well-defined enough to draw in the plan map, which actually may 

indicate that plowing was fairly deep in this unit. A large number of historic artifacts were 

recovered from the A level, including 41 handwrought nails from throughout the unit, three glass 

beads, four pieces of iron, one gunflint, one leadglazed ceramic sherd and one ironstone ceramic 

sherd, one bone fragment, and a modern guy wire anchor. It was noted that the northwest corner 
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contained mottled loess soils, charcoal, and daub. The center of the south excavation wall 

contained a tree stump and therefore this area was unexcavated.      

 The soil stain in the southeast corner of unit W813 was present in the B level of unit 

W117. It was noted that the stain showed up at the base of the B level of soils. The stain was 

comprised of dark gray staining with a heavy concentration of charcoal, bone, and daub mottled 

throughout the stain. This stain took up almost the whole southwest quarter of unit W117. A lot 

of artifacts were recovered from B level soils, located mostly in the southeast quarter of the unit. 

Artifacts from the B level of W117 were 16 handwrought nails, two copper fragments, one piece 

of iron, and three glass beads—two of them dark blue in color. Brown noted that “large 

aboriginal sherds were tightly compressed against [the] subsoil in [the] central and northwest 

areas” of the unit. He surmised that these were from a pre-fort occupation, which anticipated the 

recovery of the Native postmolds a year later.  

 Several of the nails and a piece of iron were located within the soil stain, and this 

information, plus the iron found in the stain in unit W813, lead me to conclude that this was a 

French-made trash pit. A mottled clay lens also was present in unit W117 located atop the soil 

stain, and this might indicate that the French were trying to stabilize this part of the floor, which 

may have been filled with trash because it was a natural depression. The 1976 excavators did 

excavate this soil stain, which they labeled Feature 76. The south profile showed that this stain 

appeared 40 cm below the topsoil layer. At its deepest point it appeared to reach a depth of about 

85 cm below surface. Another 10 cm of mottled clay was located beneath this soil stain. The 

profile ended there, so I am guessing that the excavators hit subsoil. Many historic artifacts were 

recovered from this feature supporting my conclusion that this was a French-made pit, although 

it should be noted that Native pottery and lithics also were recovered from the pit. The objects 
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located near the top of the pit were one pipestem, one piece of copper, seven handwrought nails, 

and one piece of fabric. It was noted that three iron loops, one glass bead, and one gunflint were 

“situated quite deep within the feature.” No other notes or interpretations were made regarding 

this feature, but it is curious that it was so deep. It is unclear if the hole was natural or man-made, 

but at some point it was filled with trash. Maybe later it was determined that the area was needed 

for a building, so the pit was covered with a clay lens and the building was constructed around 

the pit feature—but this seems like an unstable building practice.  

 To summarize this area of the fort, excavators in 1977 uncovered evidence of an earlier 

Native occupation layer, present beneath the French fort occupation layer, by the recovery of 

Native construction features. These Native features and associated artifacts seem to be an activity 

area or some sort of temporary/seasonal structural remains. Above the Native postmolds were the 

architectural and artifactual remains of two French structures, neither of which seem to 

correspond to buildings shown on Dumont‟s map. Yet these side-by-side buildings are in the 

general vicinity of the guardhouse and had many daily activity artifacts associated with them. 

Both of these French structures could have been part of the first fort, which was constructed by 

only 16 French men (assistance from Native neighbors cannot be confirmed, but is possible).  Of 

course, these structures could be contemporaneous to structures found in other units discussed 

below, in which case, this west curtain wall area may have been modified after Dumont left the 

post.  

 The preponderance of European ceramics, gun parts and a few clothing items, along with 

possible food refuse (bones) may indicate that these two French structures are portions of the 

„missing‟ barracks. Future work can isolate the artifacts recovered from each soil level and these 

can be evaluated as a micro-assemblage. This can be done in conjunction with digitizing and re-
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piece plotting the artifacts to discern their arrangement and association. Due to the confusing 

state of the notes for these complicated units, the analysis described above is currently beyond 

the scope of this dissertation project, but it is certainly feasible in the near future. A second 

possible explanation, that the function of these two French buildings was for trading purposes, is 

discussed at the end of this section. The following section discusses the east end of Trench 12.    

 

The West Curtain Wall Area: East End of Trench 12 

 East of the two presumed French structures and Native structural remains was another 

area of confusing architecture involving units W823, W824, and sections E and D of Trench 12. 

The arrangement of all of these units is shown below in Figure 48. 

 
Figure 48. Trench 12-D, E, F in Relation to the Two French Structures.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 Units specifically discussed in this section are shown close-up in Figure 49. I begin the 

discussion of this area with the southern unit, unit W823, which was excavated in 1977. Level A 

artifacts from unit W823 included 34 handwrought nails, lead shot, chain links, a brass object, 

lead glazed and faience sherds, glass, a flat iron circle, lead fragments, and lead spillage.     

 

Figure 49. Composite Plan Map Drawing Showing Both Levels A and B for All Units. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 Soils stains appeared in the B level. In his director‟s notebook, Bill Wright explained that 

these soil stains were so confusing that he had the base of the level scraped and drawn twice to 

delineate the parameters of the stains. These stains turned out to be two wall trenches that met at 

a corner. One wall trench stretched from the northwest corner of the unit south along the west 

wall of the unit. Three-fourths of the way down the west wall this wall trench formed a corner 

with an east-west wall trench that stretched the length of the unit. This east-west trench most 

likely continued onward toward the east, but no excavation units were planned for this area. I am 

not sure why this was the case, but I am guessing the excavators ran out of time and possibly 

thought they could return to this area of the fort in 1978.  
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 This corner may have included a postmold, as this was how the trench was originally 

drawn. The stains of both this postmold and the trench corner appeared to merge together as the 

stains went deeper into the ground. A second, more distinct postmold was located along the north 

excavation wall near the northwest corner. This postmold was not fully excavated, so no final 

depth is available. Artifacts recovered from the B level are four handwrought nails, one 

unidentified iron, a pipe bowl, a pipe stem fragment, and some unidentified bone.   

 North of unit W823 was unit W824, which had Trench 12 section E running east and 

west through its south half. The notes for section E discuss the recovery of burned leadglazed 

earthenwares. Though many soil stains were recovered within this slit trench section, they were 

not mentioned in the notes. The soil stain situation did not become any clearer when Bill 

Wright‟s crew excavated unit W824 in 1977. Wright described this unit as “perplexing” and 

considered the possibility of multiple occupation levels in this unit.  

 Artifacts from the A level of unit W824 included 10 handwrought nails, cannister shot, 

unidentified iron, a gunflint, a knife blade, faience sherds, and bone fragments. Along with these 

artifacts, many soil stains appeared in level A. One of the more distinct soil stains was a possible 

postmold located roughly 20 cm north of the center of the south excavation wall. Evidently this 

postmold was shallow since it did not appear on the plan map for the B soil level. The rest of the 

soil stains for level A were as follows: a dark mottled stain ran completely down the east wall 

and extended into the unit about 40 cm, the southwest corner contained a large circular stain, 

from which two parallel stains extended north, and the westernmost stain extended over halfway 

up the west excavation wall and angled toward the northeast corner of the unit. This angled soil 

stain appeared to terminate somewhere at, or in, the dark mottled stain along the east wall.  
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 The second linear stain extending out of the circular southwest corner stain was located 

about 30 cm east of the west excavation wall. This stain extended all the way to the north 

excavation wall, and had some extensions of its own. First, it intersected in some fashion with 

the angled stain in the northwestern quarter of the unit. It is unclear how one stain related to the 

other. Just north of this intersection point a new stain extended out of the long linear stain and 

went east-west into the west excavation wall. All of the stains discussed above were dark mottled 

soils. Except for the possible postmold and the mottling along the east wall, all of the linear 

stains resembled wall trenches. The remainder of the unit was a light mottled soil with some 

mottled clay. 

 It is unclear if these wall trenches contained postmolds as they were only uncovered and 

not fully excavated. Either these were wall trenches in the true sense, or some or all of these 

features were sills set on the ground for architectural support. Further excavations on these 

features would have to confirm what form they originally took.  

 Excavating the B level of W824 did not provide any more clarity, as Wright‟s first note 

states, “This pit may be evidence of a series of occupation.” The plan map for level B showed the 

continuing presence of the long north-south wall trench and two extensions from it. A small 

extension went into the west excavation wall. The second extension was the angled stain that 

extended into the northeast corner. Surrounding this rough “T” shape of wall trenches were 

pockets of clay. Wright called these pedestals of clay and explained that they were probably 

intentionally placed there as backfill during construction activities. It is unclear whether the 

French or Native people conducted these construction activities, as Wright remarked that “We 

believe parts of these features are aboriginal.” This conclusion was supported by the fact that no 

historic European artifacts were recovered in situ in this B level. It is not known if Native 
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artifacts were recovered in this level. All of the stains in the B level looked as if they were at the 

same depth, though a portion of the north-south stain measured deeper than the rest of the stains. 

Finally, the dark mottled soils along the east excavation wall were not excavated as part of this B 

level. 

 What was uncovered in Trench 12 section D only further complicated the situation in this 

area. Like the other slit trenches, section D was 50 cm wide by 4 m long. A linear stain ran from 

the southeast corner roughly at an east-west angle toward the west wall, where it was interrupted 

by a non-excavated area that was probably a tree [marked with the „X‟]. Trench section C, 

planned to be immediately east of section D, was not excavated and, therefore, it is unknown if 

this linear stain continued in an easterly direction, but it appeared as if it would. The only 

artifacts recovered from this trench unit were nine handwrought nails. Brown called this stain a 

“long narrow log stain which ran the length of the pit, possibly the side for [a] structure…” No 

depths were given, so it is unclear how this stain related to the stains directly west of it in unit 

W824, but the Trench 12-D stain ran for almost the full four meters and had a width of 40 cm. It 

had the features of a wall trench or a sill-stain. No excavation units were placed around this 

section of the trench, so there is no further information available.  

 

East End of Trench 12: Conclusions 

 By way of conclusion for this section, I can only parrot what the field directors already 

stated: this was a complicated area of features that most likely represented multiple occupations 

and possibly even rebuilding episodes. Since the units discussed above were located just east of 

the Native features underneath the French structures, it seems highly likely that the same 

overlapping of occupational layers occurred in units W823, W824 and trench sections T12-D and 
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T12-E.  In regards to the French architecture, if structures in this locale were contemporaneous 

with the two French structures to the west, then these structures would have been located closer 

to, or even inside of the fort‟s parade grounds. Also, Dumont never indicated a double row of 

structures on his watercolor map; therefore something interesting was occurring with the 

architectural arrangement within the fort. Future excavations in this area could provide more 

information. Ideas regarding this double row of buildings are discussed below in a section on a 

possible trading area for the fort.   

 

West Curtain Wall and Southwest Bastion Area: The Long Wall Trench 

 The west curtain wall area of confusing architecture discussed above is aligned with the 

longest wall trench uncovered at the site. This long wall trench is tinted blue in Figure 50, and 

can also be seen in Figures 22 and 30 within the fort complex. In a north-south direction this wall 

trench started in the north in units W821 and W822. It presumably went through unit W819, and 

continued south through units W76, W74, W72, then turned a corner to the west in unit Y644.   

 Level A in unit W821 (the western unit towards the top of Figure 50) contained 20 

handwrought nails, faience, iron fragments and unidentified bone fragments. The wall trench was 

uncovered in level B, which also had two handwrought nails and one pipestem. The trench 

angled out of the southeast corner of unit W821, and into unit W822, where it terminated in a 

large circular stain that was visible in the A level soils of unit W822. The whole of unit W822 

had a large amount of ash in it, along with 26 handwrought nails, one lead shot, one leadglazed 

sherd, one glass shard, a button, and one gunflint. This wall trench was a wider stain that 

narrowed with increasing depth. The large circular stain at the end of the trench seemed to 

indicate a break in the wall line, and it was suggested to me that this could represent a gateway. 
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It is possible that this long wall trench represented a wall or palisade that was internal to the fort 

structure. This idea is discussed below in the Trading Area section.   

 From the linear nature of this stain, it looked as if it would continue south through unit 

W819, but this unit was not excavated. Instead the remainder of the wall trench was picked up 

again in unit W76, south of unit W819. Level A soils in unit W76A contained a bone and a 

charcoal concentration near the center of the unit. The wall trench continued through the unit in 

the B level of soils. It was made up of mottled black soils containing an unidentified iron object. 

Iron shot was recovered even deeper than the wall trench stain.  

 Brown remarked in his 1976 notebook that this wall trench, “is related to an occupation 

intermediate to that on the subsoil and that represented by the burned planks stains [plow scars].” 

It is not clear if the occupation referred to on the subsoil is the Native occupation of the site, but 

this statement lends credence to the rebuilding episodes that seem to have occurred in this area of 

the fort. More discussion on this rebuilding behavior is presented in the next section covering the 

numerous postmolds in this same corner of the fort.  

 The excavators in 1976 removed a soil level „C‟ in unit W76 and unit W74 to the south. 

The wall trench in unit W76 was completely removed in level B and was not present in level C. 

Instead, directly beneath it the excavators located a shallow depression that may have been a 

posthole. This circular stain was roughly 22 cm in diameter. It is unclear if this posthole was 

associated with the wall trench, but it was directly beneath it and may have been part of it. Or, 

coincidentally this posthole was there from the Native occupation and the French built directly 

on top of it. This posthole was labeled Feature 70 and can be seen within the wall trench in 

Figure 50.   
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Figure 50. The Long Wall Trench in the West Curtain Wall, Southwest Bastion Area. 

Drawn by LM Malischke.  
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 This same wall trench continued south into unit W74, also excavated in 1976. A tree 

stood directly to the west and some of the roots intruded into the west wall of this unit. The 

excavators noted a wall trench in level B. Again, Brown discussed the intermediate positioning 

of this wall trench. In the C soil level there was another shallow depression, this time to the east 

of the trench. It was not called a postmold, because there were no artifacts associated with it; but 

it was suggestive of a posthole, labeled Feature 69, and was about 6 cm deep and about 25 cm in 

diameter.    

 Continuing south to unit W72, artifacts recovered included nails, iron shot, a musketball, 

a pipe stem, and a piece of faience. The B soil level showed the wall trench and a distinct 

postmold in the southeast corner. The whole west wall of the unit had a heavy ash concentration 

that faded to a light ash concentration toward the center of the unit. The postmold located in the 

southeast corner was discovered in the B soil level, as opposed to the other postmolds that were 

discovered in the C soil levels. Therefore, this postmold (which was labeled both Feature 63 and 

Feature 65) is discussed below as part of a sequence of linear postmolds recovered in this general 

area of the fort.  

 A soil level C also was excavated for unit W72 and, like the other units discussed above, 

the wall trench disappeared at this soil level. A second postmold, labeled Feature 66 was located 

along the west excavation wall slightly north of the corner of the unit. The first postmold from 

the southeast corner was still visible in this C level, though it was somewhat diminished in size. 

Artifacts from the C level were lithics and one Native sherd. Brown noted that these two 

postmolds were related to what he called Structure C, and he explained that they were 

components of its north wall. Brown explained that Structure C predated the B level of soils. 

This Structure C was a postmold structure that I discuss in a separate section below.     
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 The long wall trench takes a turn in Y644, a unit southwest of W72, excavated in early 

1975. In the A level of Y644 handwrought nails covered the whole unit, and other artifacts 

included colonial items and an 1841 gun part.  

 The B soil level for Y644 was where the wall trench terminated at a corner and then 

continued in a westerly direction. In this unit the wall trench was labeled as Feature 27. In the 

southwest corner of this unit was a roughly round mottled area that measured about 39 cm by 45 

cm. It was not given a feature number and had no explanation accompanying it. This faint stain 

can be seen clearly in Figures 55 and 56. The northern part of this mottled area is angular and 

was colored darker on the plan map. Just north of the wall trench, in the northwestern quarter of 

unit Y644, is a shaded area on the map that I drew as a lightly shaded circular stain, though it 

may have been more amorphous than circular. A „C‟ level was not excavated in this unit.     

 This long wall trench remains a mystery in many ways. If this was part of a building, it is 

not known where the west side of the building was located, as remains of a trench were not 

found in any other units west of this trench, except possibly a wall trench down the center of unit 

W813, discussed as part of the southern French structure. There were no units laid out between 

the Native postmold area and the units west of the long trench corner. This area was likely a 

ravine and not available for excavation.  

 As to the purpose of this long wall trench, it possibly corresponds to the Corps de Garde 

(#8) building on Dumont‟s map. His watercolor map showed the corps de garde building 

running the whole length of the south half of the west curtain wall, and this wall trench could 

correspond to that length and location. With the observations made by the excavators and Brown, 

this structure was built at a later date than the structural features recovered beneath it, and 

therefore this long wall trench may be evidence of the second fort rebuilding episode.   
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 Yet, there is another possibility beyond this trench being part of a French building. As 

briefly mentioned above, this trench may represent an internal palisade wall within the fort. It 

would most likely have been built when the fort footprint was diminished, since I discuss below 

how it runs perpendicularly to the remains of Structure C, the possible Chapel. The purpose of an 

internal wall or palisade is investigated in the Trade Area discussion.   

 

West Curtain Wall and Southwest Bastion Area: Unit W820 

 

 

Figure 51. Unit W820 with Possible Wall Trench/Postmold in Pink Outline.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 One last unit in the north area of this long wall trench needs to be mentioned, and that is 

unit W820 excavated in 1977 (Figure 51). W820 was located between unexcavated unit W819 

and unexcavated unit W84. The long wall trench presumably crossed in unit W819, 

perpendicular to some stains recovered in unit W820. For example, a dark irregularly-shaped 

stain was seen in the northwest quarter of unit W820 in the A soil level. The whole unit was a 

mottled ash with a heavy ash area in the southeast quarter. The northwest soil stain continued 

into the B soil level, and two more soil stains were revealed in this level, in the center, and in the 

east wall of this unit. These three soil stains ran roughly east-west and were oriented 

perpendicularly to the long wall trench. They are outlined in pink in Figure 51.   

 Wright described these stains as “most likely wall trench or sleepers for a structure.” The 

soil stain in the center was a possible postmold. Many European artifacts came out of this soil 

level. The southeast corner was still a light reddish brown soil mottled with ash. The excavators 

did not remark upon what may have been the purpose of this stain, but they did uncover a 

postmold possibly associated with it in unit W77, directly south of W820.     

 It is unclear how these structural remains related to the long wall trench, but they likely 

pre-date it. I am certain Bill Wright would have excavated the units on either side of this unit (to 

try to answer this question) if they had returned to the site in 1978. If the long wall trench was 

part of a structure (which turned a corner toward the west in unit Y644), then these features in 

unit W820 would have been located outside the long wall trench structure, to the east of it. If this 

long wall trench was an internal palisade wall, then these features would have been adjacent to 

and east of the internal wall. It seems likely that these features were part of an earlier building, 

possibly from the first fort, and that these structural remains were interrupted by construction of 
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the long wall trench directly to the west. All of these ideas are conjectural, and the origin and 

purpose of these few features in unit W820 remain inconclusive.       

 

Function of the Two French Structures—A Possible Trading Area?  

 Because the west curtain wall, the southwest bastion, and their accompanying dry moat 

feature are lost to erosion, or still need to be recovered, it is impossible to tell if the two French 

structures were located inside or outside the fort perimeter. If these buildings were inside the 

west curtain wall, then they might correspond to the southern guard house or possibly the more-

northern officers‟ lodging marked on Dumont‟s map. It is unclear where the entrance to the fort 

was located, but I presume it was north of both buildings. In this case the location of these two 

buildings would not exactly match Dumont‟s map. 

 If the long wall trench was actually a reconstructed palisade wall, or was an internal 

curtain wall, then these two buildings would have been located outside of the fort. Although the 

indeterminate stain seen in Figure 46 in units W802 and W803 could be the exterior palisade 

feature, thereby creating an enclosed area for these two French structures. Ian W. Brown has 

recently suggested that this area may have looked like the final version of Fort Toulouse in 

Alabama, with an enclosure that spanned from bastion to bastion. Figure 52 reproduces a figure 

of the archaeological footprint of this final Fort Toulouse (III) after excavations were completed 

in 1984 and 1990.   

 Brown suggests that this possibly enclosed area of Fort St. Pierre acted as a safety zone 

for trading and other exchanges between the French fort inhabitants and the local Native people. 

He suggests that this would have been similar to what the English were doing at Hudson‟s Bay 

posts. This space would act as a buffer, keeping Native peoples out of the fort interior. It is also 
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possible that one of the two French buildings functioned as the guard house. If the bulbous end 

of the long wall trench was indeed a gate, this may have been the actual main entrance to the 

fort. More research will have to be done on this trading area idea, but it seems to be the most 

plausible explanation.   

 

 

Figure 52. Fort Toulouse (later determined to be III), with Enclosure at Top of Figure. 

From Thomas 1989, Waselkov Introduction, p. xiv and Waselkov communication. 
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 If the space between the bastions was enclosed, it probably was done after Dumont left 

the fort. It is possible that with the draw-down of troop numbers, the French became acutely 

aware of how outnumbered they were and created a buffer-enclosure to control the number of 

Natives allowed in the fort‟s vicinity at any given time. If this area of the fort still remains, future 

questions could address this topic with further excavations.    

 

Summary of West Curtain Wall Area 

 Here I will briefly summarize features in the complicated west curtain wall area. Slit 

trenches excavated in 1975 contained features that were further investigated in 1977. Remnants 

of two French structures were uncovered in a north-south configuration. At this time the function 

of these structures cannot be determined, but they may be related to the guardhouse or could 

have functioned as a specified trading area on the outskirts of the fort. Both European and Native 

artifacts were associated with these structures and a cursory review of the artifacts seems to 

indicate a domestic structure with a living floor such as barracks or a guard house. Further 

research into the artifacts associated with these structures could provide more convincing 

evidence as to their use.   

 The soil level beneath these structures was devoid of European artifacts, containing only 

Native ceramics and lithics as well as seemingly Native postmold and posthole features found in 

an irregular configuration. An unidentified, and incompletely investigated, soil stain uncovered 

to the west of all of this architecture has the potential to be a palisade trench or a small segment 

of the dry moat, but this idea is unsubstantiated.   

 To the east of these two French structures were additional architectural features that 

appear to overlap and may represent several building episodes within the fort. None of these 
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features can be positively associated with distinct buildings at this time. Directly south of these 

overlapping features was the longest continuous wall trench feature uncovered at the site. 

Running north and south for approximately 10 meters, this trench turned a corner to the west at 

its southern end. Its northern end terminated in a bulbous shape that may indicate a gateway 

entrance of some sort. The purpose or function of this long wall trench is also unknown, but it 

seems to represent a later building episode, as it ran perpendicular to a structure discussed in an 

upcoming section. Neither this long wall trench nor the few structural features east of this wall 

trench can be associated with any buildings identified on Dumont‟s map.      

 

Southwest Bastion Area: Odd Corner Area Features 

 

Figure 53. Field Notebook Drawing of Odd Corner Wall Trench Features. Artist unknown. 
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 Directly west of the long wall trench corner was a series of units with unusual features. 

These units were most likely in the vicinity of the southwest bastion, which I am calling the odd 

corner area. Brown (1979a:172) mentioned these units in his dissertation, saying they contained  

“L-shaped stains, wall trenches of structures constructed in the initial establishment of the fort”. 

The majority of the “L”-shaped feature was recovered in unit Y641 and it extended into Y640 to 

the west (Figures 53 and 54).  

 The A level of unit Y641 contained 34 handwrought nails, a mouth harp, a spoon, glass, 

and European ceramics. The wall trench stains (Feature 24) were uncovered in level B coming 

out of the northeast corner of unit Y641 and extending at a slight angle toward the area of the 

southeast corner of the unit. This was where the wall trench turned a corner to an east-west 

direction for two meters. Along with these two wall trenches there were three block stains. One 

of the block stains created the corner of the two wall trenches and included a postmold, seen in 

Y641B in Figure 53. Almost midway along the east-west portion of this wall trench was a trench 

stain coming out of it at an angle, and this extension trench also ended in a postmold, seen in 

Y641B. Because there was a corner recovered, this implied that the interior of the building was 

to the west and the exterior of the building was to the east. The wall trench that entered the 

northeast corner of unit Y641 seemed as though it would have continued northwards into 

contiguous units.  
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Figure 54. Odd Corner Wall Trench Feature with Surrounding Units.  

Drawn by LM Malischke.  

  

 It is possible that the eastern wall trench in unit Y641 continued into unit Y646 to the 

northeast of unit Y641, but there is no way to know for sure since, due to the presence of a gully, 

no units could be placed north of unit Y641 to confirm this. Yet, like the other wall trenches, a 

soil stain in unit Y646 appeared at the base of the B soil level. This soil stain, labeled Feature 28, 

was recovered in the southwest corner of unit Y646 and consisted of heavily mottled red clay. 

The stain appeared to be the end of a trench or a plank as it was angular in nature [possibly a 

corner?]. In addition to this main wall trench feature, other soil stains appeared in unit Y640 to 

the west of Y641, in the B level. In the southwest corner of Y640 was Feature 23, an irregular 
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oval-shaped stain of mottled yellow-black soil with a postmold toward the south end of the stain. 

Near the northeast corner of Y640 B level was a soil stain labeled as a questionable postmold.  

 To summarize this odd corner area, the wall trenches seen mostly in unit Y641 were 

definitely French in construction. It is possible that the stain seen in Y646 was associated with 

these wall trenches, or just associated with the building in general. It is hard to determine what 

this structure was and when it was standing. Brown concluded that this odd corner wall trench 

was part of an earlier building episode and it could possibly have been part of the first fort. This 

set of features does not correspond to anything marked on Dumont‟s map.  

 The situation is no clearer in regards to the two separate postmolds uncovered in unit 

Y640. It is not clear if these were affiliated with the wall trench remains or if these postmolds 

were part of a different structure altogether. It is even possible that they were Native in origin. 

Further excavations in this area would be necessary to determine anything more substantial 

regarding this odd corner area, but due to erosion future excavations do not seem possible.  

 The above conclusions are what I originally wrote about this building, but while doing 

final edits for this dissertation it dawned on me that Dumont‟s map was indeed correct and that 

these features are probably the remains of the chaplain‟s house. This structure was most likely 

constructed after the demolition of the first (square) fort, and at the same time as the chapel, 

which is discussed in the next section.   

 

South Curtain Wall Area: Post Mold Structure, Structure “C”      

 The long wall trench and odd corner areas were the focus of extensive excavations in 

1976 by Brown and crew, who uncovered architectural remains labeled as Structure C. This area 

is shown in two figures. The first is the main map in a raw state (Figure 55). The second (Figure 
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56) shows the same map with possible postmolds and wall trenches of this structure tinted in 

green.  

   

Figure 55. South Curtain Wall Area. All Units are Oriented North-South.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

In his 1979 dissertation Brown described this structure thusly:  

 Depending on which historic map is referred to Structure C is either the officers‟ barracks 

 or the kitchen. Its interior width is 5.2 meters and its length is at least 9.5 meters. (The 

 western edge of this structure now lies below the present bluff edge.) This building is 

 divided into three rooms, two of equal dimensions (2.6 meters by 3.25 meters) along the 

 eastern wall, and one long room (5.2 meters by at least 6.25 meters) extending to the 

 west. The southern face and eastern side of Structure C appear to be wall trench 

 constructions. Vertical posts in the corners and middle sections suggest a de pièce sur 

 pièce construction similar to Structure B [the structure to the east discussed following the 

 Structure C section]. A row of posts in the northeast corner is indicative of another form 

 of architecture in this part of the building, perhaps poteaux en terre. The remaining 

 portion of the northern face may also be de pièce sur pièce, but without wall trenches. 

 Individual post holes were dug with horizontal members being laid directly on the 

 ground. As with Structure B, most of the posts had been pulled out during the occupation 
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 of the fort. The wall trench dimensions are also similar to those of Structure B, ranging 

 between 30 cm and 40 cm wide, and between 5 cm and 15 cm deep (Brown 1979a:195-

 196). 

 

As will be argued below, I conclude that this building was the chapel, not barracks or the kitchen 

as mentioned above.  

 

 

Figure 56. South Curtain Wall Area with Associated Structural Remains Tinted Green. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 In addition to the features and postmolds that Brown interpreted as part of this structure 

in his dissertation, I am including several other soil stains as possibly part of the west and south 

walls. Feature 29 was recovered in unit Y647 (in the northwest corner of Figure 56). This very 

large circular stain, which I have tinted green, could have been the northwestern corner of this 

structure. In the field notebook, this feature was drawn in both plan view and profile section as a 
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large posthole with a postmold inside. This large postmold is directly in line with the north wall 

postmolds of this structure and it may indicate a corner post.  

 Located south and opposite of this large postmold feature is Feature 25 in unit Y642, also 

at the western edge of this structure. Feature 25 appears to be a wall trench with a bulbous end 

that is remarkably similar to the circular end of the long wall trench discussed above. Not many 

notes were taken regarding this feature, but it appears from the profile drawing to be a wall 

trench that ended with a large post in a posthole. These two features taken in conjunction to each 

other and to the rest of the structure appear to form the west wall of the building. These features 

could possibly mark an entrance to the chapel. More research will have to be done on chapel 

doors that face west.  

 Two more units seemed to have soil stains that could have related to the western end of 

the south wall of this structure. Unit W120 was the westernmost southern unit, and its B soil 

level had a large linear stain in it made bumpy by three associated postmolds. A fourth postmold 

was uncovered outside of the wall trench. There was also a second fainter wall trench located 

just south of this larger stain. According to field notes, the A level of this unit contained only a 

few artifacts. A ravine was immediately south of this unit, precluding any further excavation in 

this area. The soil stain and accompanying postmolds were discovered in the B soil levels. 

Brown stated that these stains did not line up with the south wall of Structure C, and the fact that 

the eastern “tail” of this trench curves into the south excavation wall may support his statement. 

Yet, when I take a ruler and connect all of the southern wall trenches, the angle runs right 

through this unit and these stains. Due to the possibility that this feature aligns with other known 

wall trenches of this structure, I have included it as part of this structure.   
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 Along this “ruler trajectory” of the structure‟s south wall was another stain that may have 

been a wall trench. This stain was seen in the southwest corner of unit W122, two meters east of 

W120. Like the other units, W122 had plank stains [plow scars] and many handwrought nails in 

level A. Artifacts also were recovered in level B along with a stain in the southwest corner, 

which was described as hard packed loess and clay mottling. This stain was not bisected or 

drawn in profile, so it is unclear how deep the stain went. But it too aligned with the other 

features that made up the southern wall of the structure and, therefore, I am including it in this 

structure. A postmold was recovered in the east wall of this unit, but I have not tinted it green as 

it did not seem to be part of the building.  

 These four units and their features were the only features that I have added to Brown‟s 

parameters of the building. It is entirely possible that these features are part of something else 

and have nothing to do with this structure, particularly the second trench in W120, which may 

indicate a rebuilding episode.   

 Artifacts recovered from A and B soils levels within this structure consist of many 

handwrought nails, daub, unidentified iron, an iron wedge, tin, musketballs, gunflints, faience, 

glass, chert and charcoal. Personal items include several pipe stems, a pipe bowl, glass beads, a 

furniture hinge, and an item called a jewel stone which does not seem to currently be part of the 

loaned artifact assemblage.   

 In addition to delineating the walls of this structure, Brown identified a series of features 

that may have been part of an interior fireplace. The fireplace features were located directly west 

of the wall dividing the large room from the two smaller rooms in the eastern portion. Units W49 

and W60 (shown in Figure 57) contain the features that may have marked the boundary of the 

fireplace. Units W60, W49, and W50 contained an ash-stain (marked blue) that extended north 
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from the fireplace structure. Unit W61 north of unit W60 was disturbed by trees and excavations 

in this unit were difficult and inconclusive, but the ash stain was likely in this unit before the 

growth of the tree.    

 

Figure 57. Pink Outlines the Fireplace Boundary & Blue Represents Recovered Ash Lens. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 The wall trench indicates the south wall of the building, Structure C, (Figure 62), and the 

features interpreted as a type of boundary for a fireplace are outlined in pink. When the crew 

excavated and bisected the wall trench, postmolds, and the boundaries, they recovered Native 

potsherds. They did not note which features the potsherds were associated with, but these sherds 

may have been present beneath the French occupation levels and were disturbed during trench 

creation. In unit W60, on the opposite side of the wall trench and outside of the building, there 

was another rectangular trench stain labeled F53 that appeared to the excavators to be a buttress 
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for supporting the wall or the fireplace structure on the inside of the wall. If this feature was 

indeed a fireplace, it was located in the southeast corner of the building, and it would not have 

been a central focus in the room. This seems an odd placement. If the bulbous feature discussed 

above was an entrance in the building‟s west end, that would most likely place the altar in the 

east end, which would place this fireplace off to the side (south) of the altar. Of course if the 

intention was to keep the chaplain warmer than any of the church-goers, than it would have 

succeeded in this purpose. The position of both the entrance and the altar are completely 

conjectural, as no artifactual evidence of either was recovered. 

 

South Curtain Wall Area: Structure “C”—the Chapel?      

 This building appeared to extend along the south curtain wall, and it most likely was 

located near the southwest bastion. Its remains correspond to structures on Dumont‟s map, which 

shows two buildings in this area. The western building he marked as the maison de l’aumonier, 

or the house of the chaplain, and the more eastern building he labeled as the chapel. However, as 

Brown noted archaeology revealed one long structure with several divisions that created separate 

rooms. Brown was working off the historical maps available at the time, and one marked this 

structure as an officers‟ barracks and another marked it as a kitchen building.  

 I propose that Dumont had his buildings switched, and his memory a bit fuzzy, since he 

made his map long after he had left this fort. (But see last minute explanation added below). I 

think that the long western room of this structure was the room used as the chapel. When the 

second fort was built, over 100 people—civilians and soldiers alike—were expected to attend 

Mass; therefore the fort would have needed a structure large enough to hold everyone for 

services. This large western room fits that criterion.  
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 The eastern portion of the building, divided in two as Brown noted, would be the more 

likely home of the chaplain. I would go so far as to say that the northern segment of this 

building, the area facing the parade grounds, would have been the more public area, probably an 

office-type space. The southern segment could possibly have been a more private space at the 

back of the building; the chaplain‟s living area or bedroom (cabinet) area, and a safe place for 

communion paraphernalia. Supporting this statement is Brown‟s observation that: “There is an 

absence of artifact clustering in the passage to the southeastern room, but the “breakables” 

(faience and glass) do indeed occur in this area. Another concentration of glass occurs along the 

southern wall in the southeastern room” (Brown 1979a:196). These personal daily life 

consumption items may indicate the living-space purpose of this back room in the compound 

structure. 

 These were the original conclusion I had for the segmented portion of the chapel—and I 

now think they are only partially valid. As added to the previous section, I now think the “odd 

corner” structure was the chaplain‟s house and that these divided rooms were part of the chapel. 

The northern room may have served as the chaplain‟s office—a public receiving space; while the 

southern room would have been a private, secure space for storing church valuables. I will have 

to do much more research on eighteenth century French colonial church layouts to determine the 

intended uses for these rooms, but I believe my new re-interpretations of the findings are more 

correct.   

 Despite my conclusions regarding this structure, when examined within the larger context 

of the southwest bastion area, there are still many questions regarding this structure in relation to 

the other architectural features uncovered. For instance, the line of postmolds that delineated the 

north wall of this structure perpendicularly crosses the long wall trench structure. How to explain 
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this? After all, the buildings could not have co-existed. Was the chapel dismantled once the 

chaplain left, early in the fort‟s occupation? This would explain why Brown observed that the 

posts were pulled. Maybe the long wall trench represents a new barracks built in the area, or a 

poorly constructed defensive wall from the final fort construction episode? Dumont noted that 

soldiers went to chapel on their own to say prayers, so it is possible that the long room was 

reduced in size and the altar placed along the eastern wall of this room (near the fireplace). Or 

the smaller two rooms to the east may have been a private praying area after the reconstruction 

episode in this corner of the fort. Unfortunately, no overtly religious or chapel-like items were 

recovered in this structure and so the questions of why and when this structure was torn down 

and where the soldiers ultimately went to pray cannot be answered at this time. The unfortunate 

presence of the ravine may preclude ever learning the true situation of this confusing southwest 

bastion locale.     
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South Curtain Wall Area: Alleyway Between Structures C & B   

 

Figure 58. Alleyway Between Structures C (Chapel) and B (Cuisine).  

Drawn by LM Malischke.  

 

 An alleyway between Structures C to the west and B to the east, along the south curtain 

wall, was most aptly described by Brown in his dissertation, where he explained this space as 

follows:  

 There is a space of exactly 2 meters to the west of Structure B which contains within the 

 topsoil a relatively large number of artifacts. Continued excavation revealed that this 

 space is a passage between Structures B and C. The concentration of artifacts within the 

 passage, as opposed to that contained within the buildings to the east and west 

 demonstrates that there was little disturbance on the site following its destruction in 1729. 

 Particularly abundant are the “breakables”, such as wine bottle glass and faience. Unlike 

 Structure B, however… there is a general scatter of numerous items. This phenomenon 

 may be directly related to the traffic flow and period of use of this passage (Brown 

 1979a: 192-196).  
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 To determine cultural patterning of these artifacts, Brown followed the statistical process 

of “nearest neighbor” analysis using horizontal coordinates. The outcome of these calculations is 

a ratio of observed distances to expected distances of artifacts of the same class, in this case glass 

and then faience. A ratio of one or greater indicates randomly spaced artifacts; but in Brown‟s 

case the glass and faience turned out to be culturally clustered (Brown 1978:316). For Structure 

B, or the kitchen portion of the structure, Brown (1978:318) found that “the areas of heaviest 

glass clustering occur immediately to the left and right of the northern two entrances, at the 

mouth of the southern entrance, and in what is perhaps a central passageway.” Brown (1978:318) 

attributed this pattern to human behavior and clumsiness due to narrow doorways and passages, 

and the chance of dropping “breakables” when one is in a rush or not paying attention, and I 

would add under the influence.        

 The alleyway (Figure 58), where the wall trenches create the space barrier, are outlined in 

pink. It is unclear what was happening at the very southern end of the alley where a small trench 

blocked the end of the passage—evidence of a possible door frame or fence gate? There was a 

back door to the palisade and this alley may have been the main path to that door. On the eastern 

edge of the alley was a wall, part of what Brown called Structure B.  
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South Curtain Wall Area: Structure “B”, the Cuisine? 

 

Figure 59. Raw Map of Structure C Eastern End, the Alley, and Structure B.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

Figure 59 shows the raw map of the location of Structure B along the south curtain wall, flanked 

by the alley and Structure C to the west, and a different structure (yet to be discussed) to the east. 

Figure 60 shows the outline of Structure B‟s architectural remains.  

 The tinted remains of Structure B are the exact features recorded by Brown for this 

structure. In his dissertation he described this building in the following manner:  
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Figure 60. Pink Tint Outline of the Architectural Remains of Structure B.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 Various historic fort plans indicate that this building (Structure B) was the  commandant‟s 

 headquarters. Its interior width ranges from between 5.4 meters and 5.6 meters, and were 

 we able to excavate the entire structure, its interior length would have been a little over 

 11 meters, or rather, twice its width. Two square rooms of similar dimensions are 

 contained within this structure. A gap of 3.5 meters occurs along the southern wall, 

 perhaps a rear entrance. Two gaps along the northern face, covering a space of 2.4 meters 

 and separated by Feature 35, probably represent two front entrances. …There are no 

 indications of posts in other portions of the wall trenches, and many of those observed in 

 corners had been pulled out sometime when the fort was occupied, the empty shafts being 

 filled with mottled gray and white loess.  …Structure B is probably the remains of a de 

 pièce sur pièce house. …Nails are the most numerous historic artifacts in Structure B, 

 and they are scattered throughout the building. …Wine bottle glass and faience, more 

 abundant in this structure than in any other part of the site, and probably a reflection of 

 status, visually appear to be arranged in clusters [as explained above] (Brown 1979a:189-

 192).   

 

 In this section, I am treating this structure as a separate building, because Dumont 

depicted two separate buildings in this part of the fort. I acknowledge that this building and the 
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building to the east share a common central wall. According to Dumont‟s map, this building was 

the cuisine, or kitchen. If indeed this was the kitchen building, then that could explain the 

presence of a high volume of glass and faience, as these items in their unbroken state would have 

been used for storage, cooking, and serving in this structure.  

 However, despite the fact that almost the whole building was excavated, a hearth area 

was not discovered by the excavators. The tree in the center of the building or the tree along the 

northern wall may have grown where the hearth was located, or the plow took this feature away. 

Maybe this was the storage and preparation room, and the cooking was done elsewhere? If this 

were the case, it may explain why even though cooking utensils were recovered from the fort 

site, none of these utensil items were recovered from within this structure. The usual artifacts 

were recovered, such as nails, faience, musketballs, lead shot, glass, beads, pipestems, staples, 

iron, gunflints, pieces of brass, a brick, and a bolt. So possibly there was a hearth or bread oven 

located elsewhere in the fort complex. The engraved map #2 in Figure 17 shows and labels “La 

Four/The Oven” as located outside of the palisade walls and between the fort and the houses of 

the concession workers. Following Dumont‟s map, and using conclusions from the next section, 

I am calling Structure B the Kitchen.   

 

South Curtain Wall Area: Structure “B” Continued, the Commandant’s House? 

 The east wall of the kitchen was also the west wall of a second structure. This area is 

shown in Figure 61 as a raw map figure.  
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Figure 61. Structure B Eastern Continuation, Raw Map of Area. Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 Figure 62 outlines features that possibly relate to the four walls of the eastern portion of 

this compound structure. I have placed question marks near many of the features for two reasons: 

first, the interior of the structure either did not have excavation units placed there, or the units 

were not excavated, leaving very few features to delineate the space. Second, the set of units 

with the diagonal excavation slit trench located on the eastern edge of this figure seems to be a 

little off. Part of the reason for this is the relationship between the locations of units on this 

whole side of the map to the trenches around them. The angled trenches were angled at various 

degrees, and because they are not uniform, this made drawing them difficult and sometimes the 

resulting drawing was inaccurate in its placement.   
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Figure 62. Structure B Eastern Continuation with Possible Architectural Features.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 The shared wall features and the northwest corner features were much more definite than 

the rest of the structural walls and features I outlined. One part of the northern wall trench is a 

possible fireplace. This possible fireplace was located where the north-south excavation slit 

trench that extends up the center of the figure meets the northern wall trench. Here there are two 

humps attached to the wall trench, as indicated by the red arrow. Brown interpreted these as 

internal wall buttresses that looked similar to the internal buttresses seen in the chapel structure. 

This led Brown to list this feature as a possible fireplace for this structure. It is smaller than the 

similar area in the chapel, and the unit in this structure did not contain an ash lens, but its 

presence against the wall seems to indicate some sort of special function.  
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 According to Dumont‟s map, this structure corresponds to the Commandant‟s House. The 

possible large size of it could indicate this was indeed the home of an important person. Other 

features in this figure help to determine the placement of this structure within the larger fort 

complex. For instance, the southwest corner of Figure 62 shows a trench (labeled LS1) in unit 

W30 that was part of the palisade trench, and the dark stain in the very southwest corner of this 

figure was the dry moat feature. From excavations discussed in the next section, the eastern edge 

of this structure was located near the remains of the southeast bastion, as well as being in the 

vicinity of buildings set parallel to the east curtain wall.  

 Excavated units associated with the Commandant‟s House yielded artifacts of iron, 

faience, musketballs, nails, pipestems, beads, and lead shot. This one differed from other 

excavated buildings in the high volume of glass remains recovered. The units that contained the 

shared wall and shared doorways between this room and the kitchen (units W16, W12, and W31) 

had many glass sherds recovered during excavations, supporting Brown‟s analysis of peoples‟ 

clumsiness and of “breakables” in entranceways that he discussed in his dissertation. It also 

seemed to reveal that the commandant had a greater access to foodstuffs, such as wine. Much 

more excavation would need to be conducted within this structure in order to say anything more 

conclusive regarding the boundaries, purpose, or ownership of the eastern portion of this 

compound building. Due to its size, its position, and its relation to Dumont‟s map, I am calling 

this building the Commandant‟s House. 

 

Palisade and Dry Moat Features 

 In the last two seasons of excavation, the archaeologists were able to uncover both the 

palisade and dry moat features starting from the southwest of the fort and continuing eastward, 
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rounding the east corner, and proceeding upwards toward the northeast corner of the fort‟s 

remains. This section discusses both the dry moat and palisade features in the area of the 

southwest corner of the site, where they were cut off to the west by the bluff edge. My discussion 

then continues eastward along the south curtain wall, around the southeast bastion, and 

northwards along the east curtain wall, ending at a possible corner of the northeast bastion. If a 

southwest bastion was ever constructed by the French, its remains likely eroded off the bluff long 

before archaeologists arrived at the site. 

 Luckily for posterity, the dry moat section that extended from the area of the east end of 

the Chapel to the Kitchen building contained the highest concentration of artifacts in comparison 

to the other dry moat sections, some of which were nearly devoid of artifacts. Drawn to scale, the 

whole of the palisade and dry moat features are too extensive for a single figure in this 

dissertation, so they are presented in segments for purposes of discussion. A general view of the 

south curtain wall with palisade and dry moat is shown in Figure 63, with the artifact-richest 

sections shown in Figure 64.   
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Figure 63. Western End of South Curtain Wall; Arrows Indicate Palisade & Dry Moat. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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Figure 64. Example of High Concentration of Artifacts in Western Dry Moat Area.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 In his dissertation, Brown remarked that the dry moat “has a constant width of 

approximately 1 meter, but the depth varies considerably” (Brown 1979a:175). He and the 

excavators noted the high concentration of artifacts in this section of the dry moat, whereas 

artifact numbers greatly dropped off in the remainder of the moat feature. Regarding the 1976 

excavations of this feature, Brown recorded that this dry moat area contained “a considerable 

quantity of historic artifacts. Beads, lead spillage, lead shot, and gunflints are particularly 

abundant [along with] …a significant quantity of hand-wrought nails” (Brown 1979a:175). Glass 

from case bottles and sherds of Native ceramics were also recovered. In addition to artifacts, the 

western dry moat contained a high concentration of charcoal, daub, and bone fragments. These 
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western dry moat units also contained “a large amount of building hardware” such as nails, a 

padlock latch, a key, and other items such as a coin, a table knife, pieces of a faience bowl, and 

six tinklers [tinkling cones] (Brown 1979a:183).  

 Later excavations revealed that the remainder of the dry moat segments had an extremely 

low volume of artifacts compared to this western section, which initially was thought to be a 

Pompeii-like result from the attack on the fort. But in discussions with Ian W. Brown, he 

suggested that artifacts from the higher elevated northeast corner of the site were most likely 

being moved toward this section of the fort through past erosion and plowing activities. 

Alternatively, daily life activities may be the cause of heavy deposition in this area, as Gregory 

Waselkov has suggested that the presence of a gate at this point in the palisade created a heavily-

trafficked zone where people are wont to lose or dispose of items.     

 In both figures above, one can see the palisade trench extending just north of the dry 

moat feature. Various sized postmold stains were recovered in this western section of the 

palisade trench; the single line of them seemingly indicating a single building period for this 

specific trench section. Brown described the palisade feature thusly: 

 Approximately 1.5 meters to the north of the moat, and running almost exactly parallel to 

 it, is the fort‟s southern curtain. The palisade trench, between 35cm and 45cm wide, has 

 a constant width of 45cm below the surface of the subsoil. Posts cannot be detected in the 

 palisade trench when looking from above, because they were removed at some time 

 during the occupation of the fort. The vacant shafts filled with soil, and the position of 

 many of the posts can be easily seen in the bottom of the trench (Brown 1979a:188-189).    

 

 Postmolds, or more accurately, postholes were not visible in all sections of the palisade 

trench that were uncovered. Before continuing this discussion eastward along these features, one 

excavation unit needs to be singled out, unit W48. A close-up of this unit is shown in Figure 65. 

Unit W48 contained two almost parallel log stains, both of which were terminated by the western 
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bluff edge. Both stains most likely originally continued to the west, creating the southwest 

bastion; but erosion has removed this area of the fort‟s remains.  

  

Figure 65. Unit W48, Purple Arrow Indicate Possible Palisade Rebuilding Episode.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

The northern log stain turned out to be the continuous palisade trench that extended to the east, 

with many instances of postmolds seen at the bottom. The southern log stain, indicated by the 

purple arrow in Figure 65, extended only across unit W48 and faded away towards the east in 

unit W40. This second southern palisade trench may indicate a rebuilding episode of the palisade 

wall. It could possibly indicate a corner of the first fort that was reworked into part of the second 

fort. In other words, “LS2” was the original 1719 French palisade line, which was removed and 

replaced by the newer “LS1” 1721 palisade that existed until the demise of the fort. The idea that 
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this southern trench was part of the construction of the first square fort is supported by the lack 

of postmolds in the stain, and the overlapping nature of the other structural remains located in 

this same corner of the fort, such as the chapel and the long wall trench (the possible corps de 

garde building). This southwest area of the fort may be part of the oldest French building 

episode on this site.  

 In Figure 63, which depicts the south curtain wall, one can see a break in the palisade 

trench noted by Brown. This break in the palisade seems to correspond to a back entrance 

painted by Dumont on his watercolor map, and copied on the two subsequent maps. Figure 66 

shows a close-up of this section of the palisade trench, indicated by the purple arrow. 

  

Figure 66. Break in Palisade—Possible Backdoor Near Kitchen & Commandant’s House. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 In his memoires, Dumont twice mentioned this backdoor or second entrance, “There were 

two gates in this fort…” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:154-155), and “…a washtub [was] 

accessible by a door in the curtain wall behind the commandant‟s house” (Dumont de Montigny 

2012:160). This second quote places the break in the palisade wall approximately where Dumont 

said he placed it, near the back door of both the Kitchen and Commandant‟s House. If the French 

inhabitants were throwing trash out the back door, this would explain why so many artifacts were 

recovered in this area from the dry moat feature. 

 The very last days of the 1976 field season were spent excavating the dry moat and 

palisade features to the east of this back door, as Brown described: 

  In the last days of excavation, we uncovered an abrupt turn in the moat. Following this 

 out, we discovered the southeast bastion of the fort. …the southern edge of the moat [the 

 eastern end of the south curtain wall] turns to the south at an angle of 90 degrees, 

 continues for 5 meters [the flank], makes a 92 degree turn at the southwest corner of the 

 bastion [the shoulder], and continues for an additional 15 meters [along the face] until it 

 joins the section of moat which runs parallel to the eastern face of bastion [meaning the 

 palisade trench]. The southern face of the bastion [the palisade trench] is 9.75 meters 

 long, is located 1.5 meters from the edge of the moat, and joins the eastern face at a 

 salient  angle of 80 degrees (Brown 1979a:204).    

 

 This is the most precise description of a bastion at this fort, since only a small portion of 

the northeast bastion was uncovered in 1977. Additional portions of the southeast bastion were 

uncovered in 1977, but this area still remains confusing. Figure 67 shows the turn in the dry moat 

that Brown and the excavators uncovered. The continuing palisade and dry moat turning around 

the flank and face of the southeast bastion to its tip, or salient, is shown in Figure 68. Finally, 

Figure 69 shows the eastern side of this bastion. 
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Figure 67. Close-up of Dry Moat Turn, into Flank & Face of Southeast Bastion. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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Figure 68. Dry Moat and Palisade of Western Side of Southeast Bastion Face.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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Figure 69. The Salient (Tip) of the Southeast Bastion and its Eastern Flank and Face. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 There are several things to note regarding these figures. The first is the low volume of 

artifacts recovered from within the dry moat feature. The second is that not many 

postmolds/postholes were recovered from within the palisade trench. Lastly, from the above 

figure the southeast bastion area appears to be very confusing due to my addition of the 1977 

excavation units to the main map. I first thought this was an error in my map-drawing process, 

since the dry moat and palisade features do not align perfectly. But I no longer think this is the 

case, and I have since come to reconsider this to not be an error. Instead, I think there are 
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multiple moat and palisade features because of more rebuilding episodes which happened in this 

corner of the fort.  

 The majority of these units only had the A soil levels excavated, then the palisade trench 

was excavated, but the dry moat was not, and there appeared to be many features that were not 

fully investigated. For instance, due to the presence of Native ceramics, it seems as though there 

may have been Native occupation features beneath the French features. Also, this area was 

disturbed by angled slit trenches, the modern building of Highway 3, and the positioning of 

backdirt piles from previous excavation years. Lastly, the presence of various wall trench and 

postmold features located outside of the palisade trench seem to indicate that additional 

architectural activity took place in this area. The only way to resolve this strange situation would 

be to re-excavate the tip, or salient, of the southeast bastion. The presence of features outside of 

the palisade trench can be seen in Figure 69, and a close-up of the eastern flank area is provided 

below in Figure 70. Though there was no note indicating such, maybe the excavators hoped to 

revisit these units the following year.  

 A second possible explanation for these features and the postmolds mentioned above 

(seen labeled as F79, F78, F83, and F84 in Figure 70) was that this was the location of a firing 

platform. But just from glancing at Figure 70, it looks as though the postholes are arched in such 

a way as to suggest another Native-built structure located underneath the French architectural 

remains. The units in this area were excavated in 1977 solely for the purpose of following the 

extent of the palisade and dry moat features, and it is possible that more precise observations 

were sacrificed in lieu of delineating the fort‟s perimeter, as many of these other features were 

not analyzed at that time.    
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Figure 70. Eastern Portion of Southeast Bastion; Features In & Around Palisade & Moat. 

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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East Curtain Wall Area: Warehouse Structures 

 Further evidence of rebuilding episodes in this area of the fort may be seen in the 

structures of the warehouse and the warehouse keeper‟s lodging, both located along the east 

curtain wall. These features are seen in Figure 71.  

 
 

Figure 71. East Curtain Wall: Dry Moat and Warehouse Structures.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 
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 As the dry moat feature turned northward, the palisade became an interesting feature. Bill 

Wright thought that the double line of postmolds/postholes in the uncovered trench seen in the 

center of Figure 71 indicated that the palisade was the outer layer of palings, and the inner layer 

of palings served as the eastern wall of the interior structure. Gregory Waselkov commented that 

this double line of postmolds most likely indicated that this wall was rebuilt at some point, and 

that this structure was separate from the palisade. It was possibly the oldest French structure 

within the fort, being the first building constructed to house supplies as soon as the French 

arrived.  

 There is no way to currently know what was happening in this area without further 

excavation, but what is apparent was that this line of double postmolds ran parallel to the dry 

moat feature, and that there was no other evidence of a palisade uncovered during excavations. If 

this wall was indeed doubling as a palisade, this may be evidence of the French protecting what 

was most precious—the fort‟s supplies. This would be seen in the increased protection that a 

double row of palings would create, blocking any possible holes in the palisade wall with the 

second row of palings, but at the same time making this portion of the palisade less defensible.  

 The warehouse structure mentioned here is shown outlined in violet in Figure 72. The 

violet outline shows that this was also a compound or chambered building that was divided into 

two segments. Dumont mentioned the warehouses, or storehouses, several times. When he and 

the second wave of settlers arrived, he said they unloaded their supplies “…into the storehouses” 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:154). He later repeated the idea of multiple storehouses when he 

said he and the soldiers built “…four large storehouses and a room for the warehouse keeper” 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:154-155).    
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Figure 72. East Curtain Wall; Warehouse Features—Southern End.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 The above structure was not completely uncovered, due to the presence of trees, but there 

is enough evidence to determine that the northern wall of this structure also acted as a southern 
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wall for a middle portion of a long building. In fact, when viewed as a continuous feature, this 

building, the warehouses or storehouses, was partitioned into four segments.   

 To the north of these warehouse portions shown in Figure 72 were remains of what 

appeared to be another structure outlined in orange in Figure 73. The function of this much 

smaller structure was possibly lodging for the warehouse keeper. Or, since it shared a wall with 

the warehouse structure south of it, it functioned as a third segment of the compound warehouse 

structure. There are several questions marks as to the associated architectural features delineating 

this smaller structure, mostly due to the irritating presence of trees in this area, which limited 

excavation activities. The majority of artifacts recovered from this structure were nails, some 

iron, one glass shard and one fragment of plain porcelain.  

 Although Dumont did not label this structure on his watercolor map, he indicated a 

compound building located parallel to the east curtain wall, and he discussed a room for the 

warehouse keeper. It is for this reason that I am calling this smaller structure the house of the 

warehouse keeper.   
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Figure 73. East Curtain Wall; Warehouse Keeper’s Lodging? Drawn by LM Malischke.  
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 On Figure 73 there is a part of the structure where I placed the two orange question 

marks. As discussed in the next section, it appeared from the archaeology that the warehouse 

structure continued north past this keeper‟s place, essentially sandwiching this abode between 

two segments of the warehouse. From the wall trenches uncovered, it seemed that the house 

shared a solid wall with the warehouse to the south of it, as seen in the lower portion of Figure 

73. But to the north where I placed the question marks, the various features cannot be fully 

interpreted. They could possibly represent a walkway between his place and the warehouse room 

to the north.  Due to the presence of the east-west slit trench, it was hard to determine what shape 

these features took and if any of them were related to entrances or doorways for this warehouse 

complex. Figure 74 shows the extent of the northernmost portion of the warehouse and the 

continuation of the dry moat up the east curtain wall to the northeast corner of the fort complex.  

 

Northeast Corner of the Fort: Base of the Northeast Bastion?   

 In Figure 74, one can see that the double line of postmolds continued northward, beyond 

the segmented part of the warehouse. This double palisade line/east curtain wall ran parallel to 

the dry moat stain before it turned a corner westward. A likely explanation of this building is that 

it was a continuation of the warehouse structure (section 4), stretching along the whole length of 

the east curtain wall, and indeed possibly making up the east curtain wall. This northern part of 

the structure was also almost devoid of artifacts; in fact one whole excavation unit was labeled as 

“no features, no artifacts”. The western extent of the structure was never ascertained, so its final 

configuration cannot be determined at this time. 
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Figure 74. East Curtain Wall; Features North of the Warehouse Keeper’s House.  

Drawn by LM Malischke. 

 

 Dumont painted his magazin with a dividing line toward its northern end and this section 

of the structure may very well correspond to that dividing line, as opposed to the abode of the 

warehouse keeper. This northern section seems too large to be the lodging of the keeper, and no 
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domestic items were recovered from within the structure. If the keeper was lodged somewhere in 

this extended building, it seems likely he was living in its center.    

 Bill Wright observed that the storehouse in general appeared to be empty, as it was 

almost devoid of artifacts, in direct contrast to other locations throughout the fort site that were 

so full of artifacts that it made piece plotting almost impossible. The few artifacts recovered 

within the whole storehouse structure include handwrought iron nails, rivets, washers, and 

staples, glass shards, unidentified iron, coal, one glass bead, and one piece of porcelain. Most of 

these items are related to architecture and probably were deposited as the building rotted and fell 

down. The bead may have come from a bundle of goods in the storehouse, and the piece of 

porcelain may have belonged to the storehouse keeper, but this is very conjectural. The important 

point is that the storehouse was predominantly empty at the time of excavation, so either there 

were few goods to begin with, leaving even less to recover, or the goods were removed at some 

time in the past before the arrival of the archaeologists. Even if all goods were stored in barrels 

or chests and boxes (leaving very little chance for items to be dropped); if the fort was 

abandoned and undisturbed after the massacre—these boxes and barrels would have rotted where 

they sat—but no evidence for this was uncovered. The lack of discarded or unintentionally lost 

artifacts could be due to erosion activities from this part of the fort, but most likely it was due to 

the fact that a warehouse is a place of careful curation (and recordkeeping) of items, and 

therefore its footprint would be expected to have a lower volume of artifacts recovered than at 

the living areas of the fort. The lack of recovered complete objects stored in the warehouses is 

addressed further in Chapter 9.   

 To conclude the discussion of the east curtain wall area, the most obvious observation is 

that the dry moat continued northward from some area around the southeast bastion. It contained 
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very few artifacts, but it did have some odd soil stains associated with it. Also, continuing almost 

the whole length of the east curtain wall was a wall trench with a double row of postmolds. This 

trench most likely acted as an extra-strong palisade wall, while at the same time acting as the 

eastern wall to a very long, segmented building.   

 From the available information, this north-south building appeared to be divided into 

three separate rooms with possibly more compartments, and with a possible hallway separating 

the northern two rooms. The southern room was at least nine meters long with a southern 

compartment about three meters wide and a northern compartment about 3.5 meters wide. The 

middle room may have been the warehouse keeper‟s habitation and appeared to be about 5.5 

meters long and about four meters wide. The possible hallway would have been about four 

meters long by one meter wide.  

 The northern room of the compound warehouse structure was about 4.5 meters long and 

possibly up to six meters wide (see Figure 75 for the northern wall trench stains). This 

information terminates the discussion of the palisade wall. As Figure 75 shows, no other 

evidence for a palisade was uncovered beyond the northeast corner of this long structure. Brown 

is of the opinion that this area of the fort has eroded off of the hill, but there are three different 

slit trenches that extended beyond these features, so further excavations north of this area may 

still be possible. The final extent of the dry moat is addressed below. 

 

Dry Moat and Possible Northeast Bastion Flank 

 Although the palisade situation on this side of the fort is confusing, it was apparent that 

the dry moat feature continued northwards until the excavators noticed that the stain had turned 

east-west in direction. This change in direction can be seen in the upper-right corner of Figure 
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75, and it was what led the excavators to believe they had uncovered the south flank of the 

northeast bastion. This may be the case, but some evidence brings this conclusion into question. 

The first issue is that the dry moat stain started to extend westward, which was a strange 

direction for it to go. Secondly, the flank angle for a bastion would be too obtuse for the proper 

alignment for covering musket fire; but this could be explained by a lack of experience in 

constructing proper trace italienne forts. Adding to the confusion are the numerous soil stains 

that were located outside of, or attached to, the dry moat stain. I have no explanation for these 

stains, but Brown has suggested that some of the confusion in this area could be due to 

disturbances from Civil War activities, especially the creation of earthworks.  

 Yet this collection of features possibly was the southern portion of the northeast bastion. 

As with many parts of the fort, the true nature of what was happening in this corner is hard to 

determine from the available information. Further excavations would be the only way to obtain 

more information about the dry moat and these other soil stains.  
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Figure 75. Extent of the Excavations; Base of Northeast Bastion Dry Moat?  

Drawn by LM Malischke.  

 

Conclusions 

 This chapter has reviewed the fort‟s architectural remains, as determined by excavations 

undertaken from 1974 to 1977. An extensive amount of units, trenches and shovel test pits were 

placed into the ruins of this fort. Through documentary and archaeological evidence a few things 

have been determined. Chronologically, there was some sort of Native presence located in a soil 

level beneath French structures. Most likely this Native occupation area was abandoned and 

partially or wholly cleared by the time the French Marines arrived here to build a very simple 

first fort in 1719. Shadow wall trenches and post-structures located beneath other French 

architecture may be structural evidence of this first square fort.  
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 The square fort was later demolished and a Vauban-style trace italienne fort with 

(supposedly) four bastions was erected in the same spot in 1722. Excavations have positively 

confirmed the presence of the southeast bastion. Features that may partially comprise the 

northwest and northeast bastion were also uncovered.  

 I was assisted in the identification of buildings and their arrangement on the landscape by 

the watercolor map done by Dumont de Montigny. Though painted from memory, it was a 

helpful tool, as was his written descriptions of the construction of this fort. Buildings that likely 

correspond to his mapped structures include the corps de garde (guard house), the maison de 

l’aumonier (chaplain‟s house), the chapel, the cuisine (kitchen), the maison du Capitaine 

Commandt. (commandant‟s house), and the magazin (warehouse), as well as the location of a 

rear entrance to the fort through the south palisade wall. There is some confusion regarding the 

chaplain‟s house and the chapel, both of which may have been torn down, or reconfigured and 

repurposed during the occupation of the fort. Also, it is unclear how the segments of the 

warehouse fit together, and it is possible that there was lodging for the warehouse keeper built in 

the center of this very long structure. Noticeably missing from the archaeological record are 

barracks and officers‟ quarters, as well as unlisted structures, such as a bread oven/general oven 

(located outside the palisade?), a powder magazine, a well, and the latrines.       

 In addition to the above mentioned two French fort construction episodes, it seems likely 

that the fort was further reconfigured during its occupation with a shrinking episode, discussed in 

Brown‟s dissertation, to accommodate the change in military companies from a large garrison to 

the final 15 soldiers plus one or two officers. Given the environment of the Yazoo Bluffs, one 

can imagine that wooden structures decayed quickly, and even within a ten-year span 

replacements or repairs would have been necessary. A small garrison would most likely see no 
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need to maintain buildings that were not used, possibly necessitating the repurposing of extant 

buildings as determined by a new commandant. 

 The following chapter relates this architectural and artifactual information to create a 

more detailed picture of daily life and activities at the fort.  
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CHAPTER 9 

DAILY LIFE AT THE FORT 

  

Introduction 

 The excavated architectural remains of the fort, presented in Chapter 8, revealed multiple 

building episodes and areas of structural reconfiguration within the palisade walls. This chapter 

uses that information in conjunction with the written record to build a picture of fort life by first 

examining religious practices and daily activities. Next I examine known French and Native 

relations in the wider region and how these influenced relations in the Yazoo Bluffs directly. 

Lastly, I examine how these relations came to a violent end with the attack on the fort‟s 

inhabitants and how the results of this violence left behind archaeological evidence in the form 

of the pulled-up palings and the final destruction of the fort itself.  

 

Religious Life   

 The first priest to take up residence in the Yazoo Bluffs area arrived years before the fort 

was built in 1719. Father Davion‟s Jesuit mission was mildly successful, but when the Tunica 

left the area, around 1706, he had to follow them south (Brain 1979:260; Brain 1988:31; O‟Neill 

1977; Swanton 1969).  

 The next mention of priests in the area is in association with the concessions owned and 

operated by wealthy private individuals. According to Delanglez, a chaplain named Father M.M. 

John Claude Juif came to Louisiana in 1720 and accompanied workmen to the nearby Le Blanc 
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concession along the Yazoo Bluffs (Delanglez 1935:448). This priest was still in residence in 

1723, but in that year the concession was abandoned and the workmen moved south to the 

Natchez area. In 1724, Dumont wrote: “We had no chaplains with us and simply said our prayers 

twice a day at the chapel” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:189). So what was the fate of Father Juif? 

It is possible that he went with these workmen to continue his ministry, though he is not 

mentioned in association with the Natchez area. In searching the Jesuit Relations I found no 

mention of Father Juif returning to France, being reassigned, passing away, or settling down. 

Delanglez is also silent as to the fate of Father Juif, so it remains a mystery what happened to 

him.      

 The second chaplain discussed by Delanglez is Father Nicholas Darquevaux, who also 

accompanied the workmen to this same concession in the Yazoo Bluffs. He died in August 1722, 

possibly before the construction of the chapel (Delanglez 1935:448). So what about the chapel 

that appears on Dumont‟s watercolor map? It is possible that this chapel was constructed within 

the second larger fort, since at the time two chaplains were in the area to minster to the 

concession inhabitants. Many operations of the concessions and the fort were connected. Soldiers 

used for concession protection were posted at the fort. The concessions kept their goods in the 

fort‟s warehouses. It stands to reason that the concession inhabitants, along with the fort‟s 

soldiers, would go to Mass at the fort. Therefore, it is quite likely that at least Father Juif said 

Mass in the long chapel structure located near the southwest bastion of the fort, at least until 

sometime in 1723.  

 From 1723 until mid-1727 there seem to have been no priests, missionaries, or chaplains 

in the Yazoo Bluffs region. This situation may account for the changes in architecture to the 

structures that correspond to the long chapel and the smaller house of the chaplain. With no one 
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to say Mass and no one to occupy the house, it would make sense to repurpose these buildings. 

Yet how does one explain Dumont‟s statement about soldiers praying “twice a day at the chapel” 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:189)? Perhaps Dumont was painting a rosy picture in which he and 

the Fort St. Pierre soldiers were careful to maintain their religious practices in the absence of a 

priest. Only one religious item, a fragment of a brass Christ corpus, seen in Figure 76, was 

recovered in 1977 from the site, in unit W813 (Figure 46), level A, which seems to correspond to 

the interior of a French structure. None of the beads recovered appear to be from rosaries, 

excepting 16 pierced pieces of lead, which could have been homemade rosary beads. But these 

were most likely net sinkers for fishing, as fishhooks also were recovered.     

 
 

Figure 76. Christ Corpus Fragment Recovered in 1977 from Unit W813. 

 

 The following excerpt from a letter gives the impression that the behavior of the Fort St. 

Pierre soldiers was much improved with the arrival of a Jesuit missionary in 1727: “…the Jesuit 
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with whom everybody of the posts where they are is pleased. I must tell you that they have done 

much good in them. The posts that were the most depraved such as the Alabamas and the Yazoos 

are entirely changed…” (letter from Perier to the Abbé Raguet in Rowland and Sanders 

1929:588). Delanglez provided a different translation of this passage from the Mississippi 

Provincial Archives, French Dominion, writing: “…Perier wrote to France that everybody in the 

posts was satisfied with the Jesuits who had been in the colony a little more than a year: „I must 

tell you that they have done much good in them. The posts that were the most depraved, such as 

the Alibamons and the Yazoos are entirely changed‟ ” (Delanglez 1935:451). It is unclear who is 

pleased, the Jesuits, or everyone at the posts, Regardless, these soldiers had been in a state of 

depravity due to a lack of a priest to guide them in proper behavior and piousness. The priest 

mentioned in this passage was Jesuit Father Souel, who arrived at Fort St. Pierre in mid-1727.  

 Father Souel‟s main focus was to minister to the local Native peoples, and indeed he 

made sure to settle as closely as possible to their villages. But the Jesuits also demanded that 

French soldiers and civilian men (such as voyageurs) behave like proper Catholics in order to be 

good examples to future Native converts. Yet, as explained by Eccles in France in America, the 

Jesuits in the Louisiane colony faced “indifference,” “hostility,” “a general lack of religious 

enthusiasm” and a moral dilemma, which they were not able to overcome, of Christians living in 

sin with concubines (Eccles 1990:180-181). The following is an informative passage in the Jesuit 

Relations about Father Souel‟s arrival at Fort St. Pierre and his use of a French-style house 

immediately thereafter: 

 

 On the 23rd [June 1727], we [Fr. du Poisson and Fr. Dumas] arrived at the Yatous 

[Yazoos]; this is a French post two leagues from the mouth of the river bearing this name, 

which flows into the Mississipi; there is an Officer with the title of Commandant, a dozen 

soldiers, and three or four planters. Here was Monsieur le Blanc's concession, which has 

come to ruin like many others. … The Commandant ordered all the artillery of the fort to 
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be fired; this consisted of two very small guns. This fort in which the Commandant lives, 

is a shed surrounded by a palisade, but well defended by the situation of the place. The 

Commandant received us in a most friendly manner, and we encamped in his courtyard; 

our two pirogues -- one of which brought Father Souel, the Missionary of the Yatous 

[Yazoos]-- arrived two days after us [June 25, 1727], and the fort paid him the same 

honor that it had paid us. This dear Father had been dangerously sick during the passage 

from Natchez to Yatous [Yazoos], but was beginning to recover. Since my arrival here, 

he has written to me that he again fell sick, but that he was convalescing when he wrote. 

During our stay at Yatous [Yazoos], he [Fr. Souel] bought a house--or, rather, a cabin 

built in the French fashion--while waiting until he could make his arrangements to settle 

among the Savages, who are a league from the French post. There are three Villages, in 

which three different languages are spoken; their inhabitants compose a small Tribe; I 

know nothing more of them. 

 (Letter from Father du Poisson, Missionary to the Akensas, to Father * * *; Jesuit 

Relations, Thwaites, ed., 1901, v.67:344). 

 

 There is no further information as to which house Father Souel purchased, but potential 

empty houses outside of the palisade included the house of the deceased sergeant, the 

interpreter‟s house (since he had moved to Natchez), and possibly the surgeon‟s house shown on 

the historic maps. My best guess would be that Father Souel moved into the house of the former 

interpreter, which one would think would be located between the Native villages and the fort 

locale. My reasoning to support this is that when the priest was attacked outside of his home, and 

his servant was attacked inside of the home, they lived far enough away so that no one heard the 

struggle. Both the sergeant‟s house and the surgeon‟s house are close enough to the fort for the 

noise of violence to carry over into the fort or to the second sergeant‟s house.    

 Yet, the above argument also could be used to show that Father Souel was eventually 

successful in making his arrangements for settling among, or at least near the „Savages.‟ If at the 

time of his death, Father Souel and his servant were living in a house closer to the Native 

villages, their attack at night would have gone unnoticed by the fort‟s inhabitants. Indeed this 

was so, as the soldiers themselves were surprised by an attack the following morning.  
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 To conclude this section, it seemed as if the religious life of the concession inhabitants 

and the fort‟s inhabitants were initially well tended to by the two chaplains who arrived in 1721. 

To accommodate this situation, a moderately sized chapel was constructed, along with a possible 

residence for one or both of the chaplains. When the younger chaplain died and the older one 

disappeared from the records, the chapel seems to have also “disappeared,” as a long wall trench 

was built on top of its structural remains. A smaller, reconfigured chapel may have been used for 

individual worship by the soldiers. Brown and fellow excavators noted the dismantled 

appearance of the features in the “odd corner”—what I now believe to be the remains of the 

chaplain‟s house and therefore, it too was also torn down when the fort was reconfigured. The 

Jesuit missionary, Father Souel, of 1727 most likely had hopes of building a church or chapel in 

or near one of the Native villages, possibly negating any need to alter the reduced chapel 

situation within the fort complex. A Christ corpus was the only specifically religious object 

recovered from Fort St. Pierre and this was recovered from unit W813A, which seemed to be the 

center of the southern French structure along the west curtain wall, the potential guardhouse 

structure.   

 

Daily Life 

 Another puzzle regarding fort life is the daily life of the soldiers. Often nothing of daily 

activities gets recorded, but for Fort St. Pierre we are fortunate to have an account from 1724 by 

Dumont describing life at the fort and how the men passed their free time: 

 Nothing new happened at the post. Everyone performed his duties faithfully. There was 

 only one company of fifty soldiers, two sergeants, the commandant, and myself. We had 

 no chaplains with us and simply said our prayers twice a day at the chapel. Life was 

 happy and peaceful there. Each had a plot of land nearby to work on and planted 

 whatever he pleased. Everything grew there. I remained in command of the large garden, 

 where I grew some beautiful, large heads of lettuce. We had plenty of bear‟s grease, but 
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 no vinegar. How could we serve it? [Dumont comes up with a solution involving sorrel 

 leaves and tree sap.] …As well as the garden, I had another arpent of land that I 

 cultivated on my own time. Thus I passed the time, either drawing, writing, or working 

 the soil, and every so often leading the maneuvers of our troops (Dumont de Montigny 

 2012:189).  

 

His reference to “nothing new” echoed the complaint of boredom lodged by French Marines at 

many of the colony‟s forts such as Fort Toulouse. Dumont continued that “life was happy and 

peaceful there,” and in regards to the whole of his life, Dumont may have been happiest and 

most respected during his few years at Fort St. Pierre. But, as will be discussed in the next 

section on French and Native relations, all was not peaceful there. From the above quote, we 

learn that the soldiers continued to have duties to perform after the second fort was constructed, 

that they occasionally engaged in military maneuvers, and said prayers in their chapel. He 

revealed that the men spent some of their time gardening, and, in typical French fashion, they 

enjoyed fresh vegetables and salad. Dumont, as a literate man, spent some of his free time 

writing and drawing.  

 Hints and clues to daily life can be gleaned from other comments Dumont recorded. At 

the outset of establishing the larger fort and concessions, the garrison had plenty of delicious 

food provided by the concessions at the officers‟ mess, but later the soldiers ran out of food. 

Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:164) explained that the men were trying to grow corn, 

beans, and tobacco, but due to orders from the Company of the Indies the soldiers were not 

allowed to grow French wheat, grapes, flax, or hemp. Dumont recorded a drought one summer, 

and fairly quickly the concessions shut down. He was sent to Arkansas to procure corn and bear 

grease, which he did. Dumont also explained that the soldiers were paid in warehouse 

merchandise that they traded with their Native neighbors for foodstuffs. 
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 The relationship between the soldiers and the commandant was quite variable. Sr. de 

Graves was initially in charge of the fort, but Dumont recorded that he became a hypochondriac 

and then refused to allow the military surgeon to dispense any medicine without first obtaining 

his permission. Additionally, Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:165) described how this 

commandant raised the prices of the goods in the warehouse, thus reducing the amount of pay (in 

goods) to the soldiers, while at the same time making a profit off of anything people needed to 

purchase. This behavior by Sr. de Graves was not tolerated for long. In 1723 Dumont (Dumont 

de Montigny 2012:188) recorded that M. Petit de Livilliers served as commandant “because the 

Sr. de Graves had been recalled to New Orleans on the orders of M. de la Chaise, the royal 

commissioner, to respond to grievances that the soldiers of the concession had made against him 

and his monopoly.” Ergo, it can be said that the men at Fort St. Pierre had trouble with this 

commandant.  

 The man who replaced Sr. de Graves, M. Petit de Livilliers, seems to have been more 

friendly and fair in disposition. In spring of 1724 Dumont, while sitting at the supper table with 

the officers, boasted that he would kill a deer for this commandant, and M. Petit de Livilliers bet 

Dumont money on the boast. Betting was a common endeavor at French forts, and though no 

distinct gaming pieces were recovered at Fort St. Pierre, here is evidence of two officers betting 

each other on hunting prowess. Dumont lost the bet and the story of his hunting adventure is 

summarized in the next section.  

 Archaeological evidence of betting at Fort St. Pierre could possibly be seen in the five 

copper coins recovered from the site. The coins were scattered along the southern area of the fort 

most likely from inadvertent loss. From the Provincial Archives it seems that this copper money 

was either scarce and in demand, or common and nearly worthless, depending on who you spoke 
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to. For example, the Minutes of the Superior Council of 1722 discuss collecting copper coins in 

exchange for one-fourth the sum in flour or beverages, and three-fourths the sum in merchandise. 

The purpose of this was to keep the coins in circulation (Rowland and Sanders 1929:271).  

 Circulation and the value of the copper coins seem to have been an issue, as discussed by 

Mr. de La Chaise when he wrote to the Directors of the Company of the Indies in September 

1723. He explained that the use of promissory notes and promissory card money was still a 

practice in Louisiane and that Company warehouses were still receiving these items as payment. 

Upon investigating this, Mr. de La Chaise and his partner put an injunction on notes and card 

money and gave people two months to turn these in to officials for payment (Rowland and 

Sanders 1929:307).  

 It is unclear from their letter what form this payment to people would take, but the 

following passage demonstrates the issues colonists and visitors had with copper coins. People 

(especially visitors), merchants, and sailors to Louisiane wanted to change their copper coins to 

silver piastres, but the exchange rate was enormous and did not equate to the exchange rate that 

would be honored once they returned to Europe. The problem with the copper coins is that they 

were made for specific use in the colony and were not in circulation in Europe. Therefore, 

anyone paid in copper coins had to spend them in the colony or exchange them for piastres at a 

great loss. De La Chaise urged the Company to allow these coins to be used in Europe or at least 

have a more legitimate exchange set up in the port cities (Rowland and Sanders 1929:307). The 

situation did not seem to resolve itself. So what of the copper coins?  

 De la Chaise writes “Copper coins are so depreciated here that nobody wants any. They 

are considered as straw. If they were given proper circulation in France, they would steadily be 

worth their proper value here…” (Rowland and Sanders 1929:307). Yet, in March 1726 the 
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Council of Louisiana wrote to the Directors of the Company of the Indies that “Very little copper 

money remains in the colony because the crews of the vessels carry it away” (Rowland and 

Sanders 1929:501). This shortage of copper coins continued and was also lamented by Perier 

writing to Abbé Raguet on August 1728, who said, “It is very necessary that the Company send 

us some money of copper or of some other metal. In order that we may be able to pay the 

workmen we are obliged to draw notes on the cashier. This gives opportunity for rascality” 

(Rowland and Sanders 1929:587).  

 In addition to rascality by skimming money from the books, gambling, especially in New 

Orleans, was creating problems. The Superior Council issued a decree regarding this in May 

1723, which said, “It is forbidden to play at home any game of chance such as lansquenet, hoca, 

biribi, faro, basset, dice and all other games of chance or with stakes under penalty against the 

players and against the owners [of the home]” (Rowland and Sanders 1929:289).   

 All five French period coins were found in the southwest region of the fort where the 

archaeology reveals evidence of the most intense human activity. Table 9 lists the locations of 

each coin found, and due to their seemingly un-patterned distribution, I conclude that the four 

coins recovered within the fort were deposited through unintentional loss during regular 

movement throughout the fort. The fifth coin was found in an artifact-heavy portion of the moat, 

which is further described below as part of the tinkling cone discussion. This fifth coin is 

associated with many items of domestic use, possibly from a single cleaning episode. This could 

indicate that this coin was inadvertently thrown away with a group of other unwanted items.    

 I need to investigate these coins further, as it is likely that they are jetons, which were 

metal counters or money substitutes (made to look like coins) which were created for use in the 

colonies.  
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Table 9. Provenience of French Colonial Coins Recovered at Fort St. Pierre.   

ARTIFACT RECOVERY LOCATION  

Coin (n = 1) Recovered in presumed parade grounds; 

roughly southeast of fort‟s front entrance.  

Unit W79A, directly east of W80 which 

contained a tinkling cone.  

Coin (n = 1) Recovered near north wall of presumed chapel, 

east of perpendicular “new palisade” feature. 

Unit W63A.  

Coin (n = 1) Recovered in the northeast corner of what I am 

interpreting as the Chaplain‟s private southern 

room. 

Unit W41A. 

Coin (n = 1) Recovered in wall trench feature dividing the 

kitchen from the alleyway. 

Unit W13A. 

Coin (n = 1) Recovered from artifact-heavy segment of 

moat directly south of the chapel. 

Y558-31H in unit W48. 

 

 What can we deduce from the above information? The acting Commandant bet Dumont 

money over the deer hunt, but what passed for money in this case was not made clear. Were they 

betting with these coins? Is the recovery of five copper coins from this fort site a rare occasion or 

were these coins “considered as straw” and possibly treated as no more than tokens or gaming 

pieces? Were they scarce and therefore had value, or due to the prices in the warehouses, were 

these coins valueless? These questions are hard to answer and the situation at Fort St. Pierre may 

have been very different than the situation in New Orleans and at other port cities. It is likely that 

gambling or betting of some sort was a pastime at this fort. It is unclear if coins used as gaming 

pieces were lamented when they were lost, or had so little value that their owner did not bother 

to pick them up when dropped.  
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 In respect to free time at Fort St. Pierre, archaeologists recovered two mouth harps, 

indicating music playing as a pastime at the fort. We can reasonably picture a scene where 

music, dancing and singing was accompanied by wine drinking and gambling, games of chance 

and even card playing. But like most ephemeral activities, it is hard to point directly to evidence 

of these activities in the archaeological record. One mouth harp was recovered from the 

northwest corner of the fort, the presumed northwest bastion area, and it was found within one of 

the various trash pits (feature Y558-14) located east of the combined dry moat-palisade feature, 

in unit Y574. This can be seen in Figure 39 of this dissertation. The unit for the second mouth 

harp is unknown, but its accession number indicates it was recovered during the earlier 

excavations conducted in this northwest corner of the fort. The presence of these items in this 

northwest corner could indicate their affiliation either to the builders of the first square fort, or 

with the larger group of people who inhabited the newly expanded fort before the possible 

shrinking reconfiguration of the fort complex.            

 There are a few other clues to daily life at Fort St. Pierre. When supplies did arrive, they 

were unloaded from boats at the base of the bluff below the fort. Dragging supplies up from the 

river was a task for enlisted men, as was any construction (or unnecessary busywork) at the fort. 

Archaeology seems to indicate a general re-working of several sections of the fort, and cutting 

wood, shaping lumber and building structures would have kept men occupied.   

 Though not mentioned, it would seem likely that in the early years the soldiers were 

rotated through positions of guard duty at the multiple concessions. This was the military 

situation with French concessions in the Natchez/Fort Rosalie area, and the cooperation already 

discussed between Fort St. Pierre and the nearby concessions would seem to indicate a similar 

symbiotic Company/Military partnership.  
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 Lastly, crafting with glass beads and the creation of tinkling cones (n = 13) could have 

occupied soldiers‟ time at Fort St. Pierre, though these items are also discussed below as objects 

of trade. For instance, in Niles, Michigan research has shown that French people inside Fort St. 

Joseph (AD 1691-1781) were producing tinkling cones from snipped scrap metal fragments 

(Giordano 2005), and though an in-depth analysis of the Fort St. Pierre tinkling cones has yet to 

be performed, their irregular shapes and size, in conjunction with recovered scrap sheet metal of 

brass or copper seems to indicate the production of tinkling cones within the fort itself. This 

supposition will be discussed further below, and a sample of the fort‟s tinkling cones is shown in 

Figure 77.  

 Also, glass beads as objects of adornment were known in France a century before these 

soldiers came to the Yazoo Bluffs and, therefore, occupying one‟s time by decorating personal 

objects, or objects intended as gifts or trade items, is not inconceivable. Glass beads (n= 237) at 

Fort St. Pierre were found in such areas as the northwest corner, in the two French structures 

located along the west curtain wall, in the “Odd Corner” area of the southwest bastion (possible 

chaplain‟s house), around the east end of the Chapel, in the alleyway to the back door, in the 

Kitchen, and outside the south palisade and dry moat—in other words, all over the fort. 

 It should be noted that much of what I have discussed here will be mentioned again in the 

sections on French and Native relations and the pulled-up palings/destruction of the fort. The 

separation of these topics is artificial and is for organizational purposes only. French and Native 

men and women did not separate their daily activities from the interactions they had with their 

neighbors. Foodstuffs and items such as beads and tinkling cones were objects handled by 

everyone, and could have different symbolic, economic, social, and political meanings given the 

situation. It is getting at this interconnectedness that makes historical archaeology exciting, 
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difficult, and necessary. The next section examines what is known about French and Native 

relations in and around Fort St. Pierre, and how deteriorating relations led to the destruction of 

the fort.  

 

French and Native Relations in the Yazoo Bluffs  

 This section of the chapter is organized chronologically. Beginning with roughly twenty 

years before the building of the first fort, the Tunica people left the Yazoo Bluffs region, 

probably in 1706, due to slave-raiding pressures from the Chickasaws and the English (Brain 

1988:30-31). By early 1716 the La Loire brothers were sent to Natchez to establish warehouses. 

When they first arrived they encountered Englishmen, the Yazoos and the Chickasaws in the 

area trying to convince the Natchez to “declare war on other nations, so as to bring in captives” 

(Charlevoix 1900:24). From this information it appears that not only were the Yazoos friendly 

with the Chickasaws, but they were politically allied together. The presence of the English in 

lands claimed by France, and their success at winning Native allies prompted the building of Fort 

Rosalie at Natchez in 1716, and the first Fort St. Pierre in the Yazoo Bluffs in 1719. Once the 

surrounding lands were parceled out as concessions, the building and manning of Fort St. Pierre 

was viewed as paramount over the (then) smaller Fort Rosalie.  

 The importance of Fort St. Pierre quickly declined for economic reasons, but the political 

reasons for the French to maintain a military presence in the region had not disappeared. During 

construction of the second fort in 1721-1722, two sergeants made clear that they wanted private 

homesteads located outside of the palisade walls, as they were both married and had children. 

Dumont recorded warnings to these men that this was a bad idea because danger was lurking 

nearby. Despite these warnings, both sergeants built homes northeast of the fort. It came to pass 
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in spring of 1722 that the house located farthest from the fort was attacked. Charlevoix placed 

this attack as one event within the larger context of the Chickasaw War (1900:70). Sergeant 

Riter‟s wife died the night of the attack, Riter died in the following weeks, and his adolescent 

son survived a scalping and was sent back to Paris to live out his life in the old soldiers‟ hospital 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:162-164).  

 Dumont stated in a matter-of-fact way that danger was a given, saying: “Two sergeants of 

the troops had built houses for themselves three musket shots removed from the fort, and in spite 

of warnings that had been made to them about how an accident might occur, they insisted on 

their plan, and they lived there. The misfortune warned of arrived all too soon for the one who 

was farthest from the fort” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:160). The choice of words is interesting: 

“an accident” and “the misfortune.” Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:163) explained that the 

fort soldiers knew the attackers were Chickasaw by marks left on trees: “They also saw the 

blazes engraved on trees and learned from these that it was the Chickasaws who were making 

war on us.” The language Dumont used is reminiscent of a fox circling a henhouse. These men 

were warned that the Chickasaws were out there beyond the palisade walls, waiting to pick off 

any Frenchmen who strayed from the fort. This hostile environment was the milieu that the 

French settled into in this region.  

 The enemy was lying in wait, and there was safety in numbers. These are not just clichés, 

but indications of political warfare, an idea developed by historian Elizabeth Ellis in her 

dissertation research at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (Ellis 2015a and 2015b). 

Ellis has noticed a pattern of survival of many Petite Nations that were facing slave-raiding 

attacks by the Chickasaws and the English. Slave-raiding attacks and European diseases were 

destroying the cohesion, the political systems, the foodways and the family structures of many 
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Native groups. A response to these attacks was to form a loose alliance with another group and to 

establish a joint settlement, a joint village. These loose alliances were built on the calumet 

ceremony and later on kin networks through intermarriage. There were multiple reasons to create 

joint villages such as bolstering decreasing populations, and the potential for political, 

militaristic, agricultural, and economic advantages. In witnessing these joint villages, the French 

entered into the same policy—living in close proximity to their „new‟ Native allies.  

 The Jesuits in the area appeared to have been aware of this political system of joint 

villages—both between Native groups and between the French and Native allies. In his history of 

the French Jesuits in Louisiane, Delanglez (1935:250) explained that the French Jesuit 

missionaries insisted that “a greater and safer distance should separate the whites from the 

Indians; for, such a close proximity, over and above the fact that it rendered the work of the 

priests more difficult owing to the bad example given the Indians, could only be an occasion for 

friction.” As history would prove, the Jesuits were wise in this observation.    

 Though more work is needed to establish this idea, I believe that the French of Fort St. 

Pierre and the Yazoos, Koroas, and Ofogoulas entered into this form of joint settlement. The 

populations of these three Native groups easily outnumbered the French settlers and, therefore, 

the security of living in proximity and the exchange of commodities and foodstuffs would be 

mutually beneficial, especially against a [supposed] common enemy, the Chickasaws. 

 Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:163) recorded that two weeks after the attack on 

Riter and his household “there came a party of fifteen Chickasaw men to offer the calumet to the 

Sr. de Graves, with some pelts as gifts.” Again Charlevoix (1900:70) placed this event in a larger 

context, explaining that the giving of gifts and the smoking of this calumet was not simply 

restitution for the attack on Sergeant Riter; instead this was an overture on the part of the 
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Chickasaws to make peace with Bienville specifically and with the French in general. Though 

peace was officially made in this manner, Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:164) recorded 

that the inhabitants of Fort St. Pierre “were obliged to maintain a higher state of alert.”  

 The next two years saw relative peace at the fort, and Dumont provided additional 

information on personal interactions and exchanges between the French at the fort and local 

Native people. The first vignette involves the priest, Father Juif and the local shaman. The area 

was experiencing a severe drought, and Father Juif “called for forty hours of prayer in the 

chapel” (Dumont de Montigny 2012:164). This entreaty did not succeed, and the commandant, 

Sr. de Grave, took the interpreter and went to the village of the Yazoos. Here Dumont added an 

aside that the Yazoos were their friends since they had ceded lands for the French to inhabit. He 

then recorded that the commandant spoke with the chief. Later Dumont explained that the 

shaman was successful since, after three days of rain the concession handsomely paid the 

shaman in merchandise (Dumont de Montigny 2012:164-165).  

 In addition to revealing information on Sr. de Grave‟s attitude towards Father Juif, 

Dumont‟s comment disclosed that the Yazoos gave up land to the French settlers, supporting the 

archaeological evidence of previous Native habitation on the land before construction of the first 

fort. Additionally this interaction showed that the interpreter was able to effectively 

communicate with the Yazoos, and, due to the arrival of rain the concession director felt 

compelled to pay the shaman for his services. Did this event serve to reinforce the idea to the 

Yazoos that the French were weak and their „Black Robe‟ magic not effective? There is no way 

to tell, but this was an interesting exchange between people at the highest positions of power in 

the area.  
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 Exchanges between French and Native common folk also were taking place on a daily 

basis. Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:165) explained that “The soldiers and workers, rather 

than being credited in money, were paid with merchandise that the men then traded to the 

Indians for food, such as corn, oil, beans, meat, etc.” If the soldiers and workers were paid on a 

regular basis, this trading with local Natives also would have happened on a regular basis. Taken 

in conjunction with the presence of glass beads and the creation of 13 tinkling cones from scrap 

metal, it seems likely that exchange at a personal level was a fairly common event. 

 The tinkling cones, considered in association with recovered scraps of sheet metal, either 

of copper or brass, create a complicated picture of movement and process within and outside of 

the fort; Table 9 provides a list of these items and their recovery location. 10 of the 13 tinkling 

cones were recovered from within a single dry moat segment located south of the alleyway 

between the chapel and the kitchen building. This segment of dry moat is part of a longer moat 

segment that was full of artifacts, and as discussed previously these segments combined may 

have been a main trash dumping locale.  
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Figure 77. A Sample of Tinkling Cones Recovered From Fort St. Pierre. 

 

The recovery of 10 tinkling cones in one 2 x 2 m unit seems to indicate that they were in 

association with each other at the time of their deposition, perhaps on the same piece of leather 

or fabric, or within a pouch that later disintegrated. This would seem to indicate intentional 

deposition of these items in the trash. What does this point toward? At this time, it is hard to 

determine the motivation behind someone ridding themselves of these objects. The motivation 

could range from a tinkling cone producer dissatisfied with his handiwork, to a Native trade 

recipient dissatisfied with the product, to a spurned lover discarding bad memories. Yet the 

explanation could be much more mundane and involve the discarding of a worn garment 

considered useless, and the depositor did not remove the tinkling cones for whatever reason. 
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Though I list this explanation as mundane, if the depositor was a French soldier, this could 

indicate a cross-cultural behavior of wearing or owning a garment adorned with tinkling cones. If 

the commandant felt this type of adornment was against military regulations, it is possible the 

depositor was told to get rid of this clothing item.   

Table 10. Provenience of Tinkling Cones and Associated Scrap Sheet Metal Fragments.  

ARTIFACT RECOVERY LOCATION  

Tinkling Cones (n = 10) Recovered in moat segment located south of 

“alley” and palisade.  

Unit W34, Y558-31D. 

Tinkling Cones (n = 3) Recovered in presumed parade grounds; 

roughly southeast of fort‟s front entrance.  

Units W25B, W27B, W80A.  

Sheet Metal Scrap, brass or copper (n = 2)  Parade grounds, in same unit as one tinkling 

cone. 

Unit W27B 

Sheet Metal Scrap, brass or copper (n = 5) Recovered in “B” soil level of southern French 

Structure along west curtain wall, possible 

guardhouse or trading area. 

Unit W117b and Y558-76. 

Sheet Metal Scrap, brass or copper (n = 2) Parade grounds, in vicinity of three tinkling 

cones.  

Unit W77B1 

Sheet Metal Scrap, brass or copper (n = 1) Recovered from unit in alley, but corner of 

chaplain‟s private room also in this unit. 

Considering location of other scrap, this piece 

most likely came from alley.  

Unit W37A1 

Sheet Metal Scrap, copper (n = 1) Recovered from moat segment located south of 

chapel.  

Unit W48, Y558-31H 

Sheet Metal Scrap, copper (n = 1) Recovered from moat segment located south of 

alley and palisade.  

Unit W34, Y558-31D 

Sheet Metal Scrap, copper (n = 7) Recovered from moat segment southeast of 

palisade backdoor. 

Unit W3, Y558-31B 

Sheet Metal Scrap, copper (n = 3) Recovered from unknown unit; but accession 

number association indicates probably in the 

vicinity of these other finds.  

Unit: unknown. 
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 There is one last explanation for the dry moat segment that contained the 10 tinkling 

cones (two with holes). Recovered from the same feature were many handwrought nails, a pipe 

stem, a knife fragment, a key, large fragments of faience, large fragments of a Yazoo Native jar, 

a projectile point, a glass bead, glass fragments and scrap iron. This mini-assemblage seems to 

indicate a household collection and may represent a cleaning-up episode that took place when the 

military companies were supposedly switched at Fort St. Pierre.  

 The recovery of the other three tinkling cones and some scrap sheet metal in the parade 

grounds may indicate a trade area. It is known that the Yazoo and Koroa had no problem getting 

into the fort on the day of the attack; and this could have been due to the fact that trading and 

interaction between the soldiers and their Native neighbors took place in the parade grounds. 

This area of the fort could have been a place of leisure time spent producing items such as 

tinkling cones from scrap metal.  

 Five pieces of sheet metal scrap were recovered from what I have been calling the 

southern French structure or, the possible guardhouse, located somewhere along the west curtain 

wall. In the case of these five fragments they could represent a cache of metal patches intended 

for utilitarian items, or could be another tinkling cone production locale due to long boring hours 

of guarding the drawbridge. One scrap fragment seems to have been lost in the alley, and the 

remainder of the sheet metal scrap comes from other moat segments and most likely represents 

intentional disposal of trash.    

 The main take-away point is the presence of tinkling cones, as these are a true cross-

cultural object, made in the Native style of deer-hoof janglers, but with imported European 

metals, often from the recycling of worn pots and kettles. Throughout French colonial lands 
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these items were variously worn by both men and women of all ages in their hair, on their person 

in ear and nose piercings, and on clothing and other items such as pouches and bags.   

 Due to the recovery of both cached, snipped sheet metal and tinkling cones from the 

archaeological record, it appears the French fort inhabitants were themselves constructing these 

cones. It is certainly possible, and highly likely, that local Native people were also creating 

tinkling cones and some may have even been deposited at the fort; but again, Native origin of 

manufacture would be difficult to prove archaeologically.    

 Despite the conjectural personal interactions discussed above, the short span of peace at 

Fort St. Pierre following the attack on the sergeant did not last long. The conclusion of the 

vignette of Dumont‟s hunting bet with the acting commandant was that Dumont was attacked 

and almost killed by a Chickasaw man while he was tracking a deer. This was in the spring of 

1724. While Dumont was taking aim to shoot, the warrior came from behind to strike him with a 

tomahawk. The warrior missed Dumont‟s head and hit the breech of the gun, but the blow was 

enough to knock Dumont down and stun him. Though the warrior jumped on top of Dumont 

with a butcher‟s knife, Dumont was able to punch and toss him off, with enough time to grab his 

loaded gun and shoot the Chickasaw man in the heart. Using the butcher knife, Dumont scalped 

him and retreated to the safety of the fort. Beyond being a vivid story, the events that happened 

afterward reveal more information regarding the political position of the Yazoos between two 

opposing sides: the French and the Chickasaws. Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:190) 

continued:  

 After dinner, however, our commandant sent a man to fetch the chief of the Yazoo 

 Indians, and having been shown the scalp, the chief told him that was one of the Cris 

 [short for Chickasaw], of a group of fifteen or so that had been scouting the area around 

 our fort, and that I was very lucky to have been attacked by only one. The next day, the 

 Yazoo Indians came to give me a calumet congratulating me for my victory. My word—
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 as long as I remained there, I no longer wanted to go hunting so early in the morning, and 

 least of all alone. When we went hunting, there were seven or eight of us.  

 

  Here we learn that the Chickasaws were again at the gates of the fort and that the Yazoo 

were aware of their presence, that the scalp of the dead warrior was distinctive enough to be 

identified as [allegedly] Chickasaw, and that the Yazoo did not want to be associated with this 

event so they brought Dumont a calumet. A state of high alert was reinstated and future hunting 

by the French was done in groups.     

 So who were the Yazoos siding with? The French thought they knew the Yazoos as 

allies; but did they really know the whole story of political machinations in the region? The 

events of history would lead one to say „no,‟ but things are never so simple. The French were 

probably very aware that many of their connections were more flexible than solid.  

 In her research, Ellis discovered that the joint village arrangement often ended in tragedy. 

When one group began thinking about leaving (which would break up mixed-marriage families) 

or when the political situation in the area changed, sometimes this would precipitate a massacre 

of the men of the other group. The result would be the maintaining of family units regarding 

wives and children, an increase in population of the surviving group by taking women and 

children as captives (or adoptees), and an increase in militaristic status throughout the area due to 

the attack (Ellis 2015a and 2015b). 

 This scenario may explain why the Yazoos eventually sided with the Natchez, and 

ultimately with the trade network of the Chickasaws and, therefore, that of the English. To 

confirm this relationship, they attacked the inhabitants of Fort St. Pierre. Though this is one 

plausible explanation for the surprise attack, precisely what led to the massacre at Fort St. Pierre 

remains one of the biggest mysteries of the region. With time and effort more information can be 

uncovered and construction of a more complete picture of inter-group relations may be possible. 
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What is known is that the inhabitants of the fort met a collective end, but what is not known is 

the fate of the fort itself.     

 

Destruction of the Fort and Pulled-up Palings: A Possible Looting Event 

 The attack on Fort St. Pierre by the Yazoos and Koroas happened in December of 1729.  

All of the soldiers were murdered and a small group of women and children were taken captive. 

Here I introduce the possibility of a looting event that took place at the fort. To support my idea 

of a looting event at Fort St. Pierre, I return to the attack on Sergeant Riter‟s house. Dumont 

(Dumont de Montigny 2012:163) recorded that the soldiers who chased the attacking 

Chickasaws recovered items stolen from Riter‟s house: “Our detachment brought back some 

loot, such as a kettle, pillows, brass plates, etc., that the Indians had dropped as they ran.” This 

event confirms that the French inhabitants of Fort St. Pierre owned items that symbolized 

successful warrior activities and were considered useful or desirable to Natives in the area.  

 Another example happened after the final attack on Fort Rosalie in Natchez, where there 

was a well orchestrated looting event. Dumont was eventually assigned to Fort Rosalie, but 

having issues with Commandant Chepart, he moved to New Orleans. Dumont was establishing a 

farm at the time of the attack on Fort Rosalie, but he claimed he warned Chepart that building a 

French-style fort within the Grand Village of the Natchez “would give them a rod with which to 

beat us.” His warning was not heeded and Dumont (Dumont de Montigny 2012:212-213) said 

that before he fled to New Orleans he was forced to lay out a fort with four bastions as he had at 

Fort St. Pierre. Later, Dumont married one of the female survivors of the attack, his former 

landlady, and she was the source for the majority of his information regarding this event. She 

explained that during the attack on Fort Rosalie: 
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 These savages spared no one who fell into their hands or within range of their weapons, 

 except for two Frenchmen kept alive as slaves. One was a tailor, who was needed to 

 make alterations in the clothing of the French to adjust it to their sizes; the other was a 

 carter, who was needed to carry all the loot of the French settlers back to their village in 

 his cart (Dumont de Montigny 2012:236). 

 

Dumont continued with details regarding the emptying of possessions and the destruction of the 

fort.  

 The next day... the Indians put the carter to work moving things from the French fort to 

 their own fort…first, the powder, shot, and cannonballs, and then, on the following days, 

 all the belongings of the Frenchmen…they did not fail to transport all the merchandise of 

 the French post to their villages (Dumont de Montigny 2012:240-241). … Toward the 

 beginning of January  1730, the Natchez set fire to all the houses of the French, both 

 around the fort and at the two concessions (Dumont de Montigny 2012:244).   

 

 Though French troops were amassing from New Orleans and were making their way to 

the village of the Tunicas south of Natchez, the area around Fort Rosalie was undisturbed for at 

least a month. Dumont‟s wife (Dumont de Montigny 2012:241) recounted that a month after the 

attack the captive French women were sent back to Fort Rosalie “to bring from the flatboat 

cheeses, pepper, and anything else they wanted. But as soon as they arrived at the place where 

the fort was, they found along the path the corpses of many Frenchmen stacked like sardines, 

without any sort of grave, and who were not yet putrid, since it had been quite cold.” Only later, 

when the French troops came, were the dead buried before a temporary fort was erected south of 

the ruins of Fort Rosalie.  

 There are some clues that a similar looting event happened at Fort St. Pierre. Dumont 

explained that Yazoo and Koroa warriors had traveled south to smoke the calumet with the 

Natchez and were unaware of the plan to attack Fort Rosalie. This is the reason he gave for these 

same warriors saving a French man during the attack and assisting him in escaping down the 

Mississippi River to New Orleans (Dumont de Montigny 2012:237 & footnote 14). Apparently 

the next morning the Yazoo and Koroa warriors saw the devastation for themselves. Since it took 
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this party a few days before they offered the calumet to the Natchez victors, one might deduce 

that this party debated how to proceed in light of the new situation. They had to figure out their 

sociopolitical place within this power-shifting landscape. Perhaps the Yazoos and Koroas viewed 

the destruction of Fort Rosalie as an uncontested victory and determined that they could replicate 

its success. The Yazoos and Koroas finally decided to present the calumet to the Natchez, then 

they returned home. On the night of their arrival, these warriors killed the Jesuit priest and his 

servant. The next day they attacked Fort St. Pierre and killed all of the soldiers.    

 At the time of these attacks, the French fort and concessions at Natchez were the flagship 

settlements of Louisiane. Farmers there were producing tobacco and had the promise of making 

money. The destruction of these settlements hurt those in power positions in New Orleans and 

they all scrambled to document what they were doing to solve the problem at Natchez. 

Consequently there are extensive records about decisions to send troops to Natchez, build a 

second temporary fort, lay siege to the Natchez at the Grand Village with cannons and trenches, 

plans to ally with the Choctaws, and to pay the Choctaws ransom for French and “negro” 

survivors and goods. French troops and Native allies were directed to hunt down and chase the 

remaining Natchez, Yazoo, and Koroa peoples, and this activity went on for years.  

 Reports of the burned status of Fort Rosalie, the houses, and the two boats were recorded 

and passed on to New Orleans and Paris. What was not recorded from Fort Rosalie was the 

burying or burning of the deceased French bodies. Being all Catholic by default some sort of 

treatment of the bodies would have been necessary. There was also no mention of recovering 

goods and/or personal items from Fort Rosalie, though by survivor accounts it seems as though 

the fort had been picked clean.  
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 I bring this up because I had imagined the French from New Orleans also went to Fort St. 

Pierre to bury bodies and peruse the scene. I envisioned the French soldiers recovering supplies 

and personal items from the unburned portions of the fort. Most importantly, I wanted to use the 

French military presence in the area as the reason the palings in so much of the fort had been 

pulled up. It seemed logical that the French would dismantle the remains of Fort St. Pierre so it 

could not be used by the Yazoos and Koroas against them.  

 But the more I looked into the records the more it seemed as though the French troops 

from New Orleans never went themselves to the Yazoo Bluffs after the attack. Instead, the 

politicians in New Orleans relied on several Native sources and on reports from French 

voyageurs and Jesuits traveling from Illinois who were attacked at the mouth of the Yazoo River 

for information on the destruction of Fort St. Pierre.  

 The remainder of the information was collected by a Captain de Lusser who along with 

the Sieurs Duché and Régis travelled between several Choctaw villages to gather information, to 

rally Choctaw allies, and to recover French women, children, “negroes,” and belongings. These 

French men arrived at the key Choctaw villages on March 8
th

, 1730, after groups of warriors had 

attacked the Yazoos. The following is a summary of the information collected by Lusser and 

recorded in his journal, which then went from the governor to the Ministry of the Colonies in 

Paris as part of the general correspondence (Rowland and Sanders 1927:96-103).  

 Three Choctaw towns are mentioned in Lusser‟s entries: Caffetalaya, Boucfouca, and 

Cushtusha. I summarize Lusser‟s findings in regards to the Yazoos and Fort St. Pierre by the 

associated village. The Cushtusha village was a good five leagues from the village of Boucfouca. 

Lusser placed “the chief of the Cushtushas as the first of all the western part, to whose word all 

the others listen and on whom they are dependent to a certain extent as much as the 
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subordination of the Choctaws can permit” (Rowland and Sanders 1927:100). When the three 

French men arrived at Cushtusha they noticed the chief of the Caffetalaya village was in the 

cabin of the Cushtusha chief. A very sick [French] man named Tarascon was in this village, as 

well as a little French boy and a “negro” who said his master was a man named Poulain. 

(Incidentally, Poulain was interpreter for first Fort St. Pierre and then Fort Rosalie.) Lusser urged 

the chief of Cushtusha to return the boy and the “negro.” The chief did not want to talk about it, 

and instead asked why, in essence, the French Chief Mr. Diron regretted giving him presents? 

The chief claimed to have a loyal French heart, and said so on several occasions. Lusser 

countered this and explained to the chief that he was indeed a highly esteemed man.  

 Then this chief explained that he and twenty men went to sing the calumet to the 

Natchez, but were unaware of the slaughter until they arrived there. The chief of the Natchez 

welcomed them and said it was well to kill the French, and that they must henceforth hold out 

their hands to the English. The Natchez chief said that the Choctaws must not take the side of the 

French, and then he gave the Cushtusha chief a little French boy, a “negro,” three horses, and 

several articles of clothing. The Natchez chief urged him also to attack the French and presented 

a red fan that the Cushtusha chief felt compelled to take because his party was comprised of such 

small numbers that he feared for his life. The Cushtusha chief bluffed and said that it would take 

three months before he could accomplish attacking the French. This satisfied the Natchez chief, 

who gave them more booty, and pointed to three young Frenchwomen who would be their 

ultimate prize. The Natchez explained that instead of sharing they had to hold on to all of their 

[captured] powder and bullets because they expected to have to defend themselves. The 

Cushtusha left and eventually threw out the red fan. On the way home they met a Choctaw group 

going to attack the Natchez and several Cushtusha warriors joined them. Lusser believed that the 
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Cushtusha chief was happy to survive this encounter, “and I think even more so to find himself 

with so much booty with so little risk” (Rowland and Sanders 1927:98).  

 The French passed through the village of Boucfouca, but spoke to the chief and some 

warriors when they learned they possessed valuable information. The chief of Boucfouca was 

named Paymingo, and two of his warriors had attacked the Yazoo. First one warrior went to the 

Yazoo under the pretext of selling oil, and set up a meeting time. He then reported back to a 

party of Choctaws and Chakchiumas, who attacked the Yazoo at the day and place of the oil sale. 

Paymingo next told Lusser that in the Caffetalaya village there was a Frenchwoman who had 

been captured from the Yazoos. This village also had the scalps taken from the Yazoos in the 

counter attack, because the Caffetalaya were at war with them.  

 Because the Caffetalaya village was located only four leagues from the Cushtusha 

village, the Frenchmen decided to travel there. The three Frenchmen went to see the 

Frenchwoman on March 9
th 

in the Caffetalaya village, and she cried when she saw them. She told 

Lusser about the attack on Fort St. Pierre. 

 She was the wife of Aubry [also known as Langliche], formerly of Mr. Diron‟s 

concession. According to her account, the Jesuit Father and his “little negro” were killed the 

Sunday before Christmas, the same day the chiefs of the Yazoos returned from the Natchez.  

Her husband was the first one attacked the next morning, near the water‟s edge. He tried to shout 

a warning, but was silenced by a tomahawk. The Yazoos next went to the fort with a calumet and 

“entered without any difficulty with their tomahawks hidden under their robes.” “They had laid 

violent hands on all the French who were fifteen in number, having spared only five women and 

four children. The fact that the Koroa women had lamented the death of the latter was what 

saved their lives” (Rowland and Sanders 1927:99). Meanwhile the Ofogoulas were some 
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distance away “occupied with making earthen jars in which to put their bear grease and that they 

had traded to the French” (Rowland and Sanders 1927:100). She explained that when the action 

was told to the Ofogoulas they approved of it and were sorry they had not participated. To make 

up for this, she reported that the Ofogoulas later vigorously assisted an attack on three pirogues 

descending the Mississippi from the Illinois country.  

 About three weeks after the attack on Fort St. Pierre, “the Yazoos started on a journey to 

take their booty and their prisoners to the Chakchiumas and thence to the Chickasaws where they 

were to trade them to the English, but they had scarcely travelled ten leagues when they were 

attacked by the Chakchiumas and Choctaws of the villages of Caffetalaya and Boucfouca” 

(Rowland and Sanders 1927:100). Many Yazoo were unable to retreat to their pirogues, and they 

died in the river, which “deprived the Choctaws of their scalps” (Rowland and Sanders 

1927:100). The attackers obtained three French women and three French children from the 

Yazoos; while two French women and one child ran off with the Yazoos, not knowing whom to 

trust in the melee. Aubry‟s wife said that as a result, the Chakchiumas had two women, named 

Blondin and St. Denis, and three children, one of which was her little girl. When Lusser became 

concerned with her treatment, Aubry‟s wife explained that she was not being treated as a slave 

by the Caffetalayas, but was instead being shown much kindness, as were the French women 

with the Chakchiumas. Lusser once again demanded the return of the little French boy, the 

“negro,” and this French woman, but the chiefs still wavered on handing them over, instead 

saying they wanted to return these people themselves.  

 After speaking to the French woman, Lusser sent a courier to the Chakchiumas 

requesting the return of the French women and children. He expressly stated that the chief should 

 …be especially careful not to allow any negroes or goods coming from what had been 

 taken from the Natchez and Yazoos to pass through to the Chickasaws, and that, [I said to 
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 him], inasmuch as information had reached me that the English, having learned of the 

 massacre that had been made of our posts, had been very much delighted by it and had 

 gone in great numbers to the Chickasaws to trade there for the negroes and goods of the 

 French, having sent for this purpose four Chickasaws to the Chakchiumas to tell the 

 intention of the English to the nations that had attacked… (Rowland and Sanders 

 1927:101).  

 

 The reply to Lusser from the Chakchiuma chief seemed to have been that the chief told 

the Chickasaws that no French goods would pass through his village, and that he would rather 

lose his life. Lusser provided flowery praise in response, again emphasizing that any “negro” 

stragglers/survivors must be brought to the French.              

 While in the Caffetalaya village, Lusser pushed the three chiefs for return of French 

people and goods. The Cushtusha chief would not commit to any plans without first conferring 

with the Caffetalaya and Boucfouca chiefs. They explained to Lusser that it would take 14 days 

to go to the Chakchiumas to get the prisoners as well as the scalps, and then they would set out 

for Mobile. After they came to this agreement there were more flowery speeches, followed by a 

feast and dancing. It was during the dance that the French noticed that the male dancers were 

wearing several religious items, obviously taken from first Father Souel, and then the Yazoos, 

along with “the clothes of the French that they had won at the defeat of the Yazoos” (Rowland 

and Sanders 1927:102). Accompanying the French delegation was Father Beaudouin who 

recovered all of the sacred vessels by trading and giving away presents. He learned that the 

Chakchiumas had the chalice of Father Souel, which they subsequently promised to return to the 

French. Tellingly, Lusser made a note that he saw much English cloth in these villages while he 

was passing through them.       

 From these excerpts the reader learns several keys facts about the Fort St. Pierre attack 

and its aftermath. First, the Yazoos were able to enter the fort under guise of presenting the 

calumet, while hiding their weapons. Second, Koroan women were present during the attack and 
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pleaded for the French women and children to be spared death. Third, items were taken as prizes 

from Fort St. Pierre and its now deceased inhabitants. According to Aubry‟s wife, the Ofogoulas 

either were not completely innocent, or they were playing a political game in order to keep 

themselves safe by attacking late-arriving French pirogues. Her statements also revealed that the 

Chickasaws were acting as middlemen between the English and the tribes who had French goods 

and people to trade.  

 Her account explains that three weeks after the attack on Fort St. Pierre, the Yazoos were 

moving their French people and “booty” (the term translated by Rowland and Sanders) by 

pirogue to meet the Chickasaws when they were attacked by Chakchiuma and Choctaw forces. 

The Yazoos scattered and apparently dropped much of their French booty. Three French women 

and three French children were rescued, while two women and one child fled with surviving 

Yazoos. The number of rescued “negroes” was not recorded, but all of the rescued people were 

scattered among the villages of the rescuers, where they were treated kindly. Despite this good 

treatment, the rescuers were loathe to give their “guests” and the looted goods back to the 

French. The French had to ransom everything and everyone. On March 12
th

, Lusser recorded: “I 

came to Chickasawhay to send a courier to Mobile in order that they might have time to provide 

suitable goods for the repurchase of the French prisoners taken from the Yazoos. I am informing 

Mr. Périer of it” (Rowland and Sanders 1927:104). Lastly, from the story told by the Cushtusha 

chief, the Natchez, after their successful revolt on Fort Rosalie, were actively recruiting allies for 

the English trade network. This was demonstrated by their approaching the Cushtusha Choctaws 

with a red fan, which represented allegiance to the Natchez and the promise to war on the 

French.                 
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 If the looting described by Aubry‟s wife took place at Fort St. Pierre, how can it be 

confirmed through archaeology? A recovered assemblage of items looted from a French fort like 

Fort Rosalie would comprise the following types of items: arms and hunting tools, guns, gun 

parts, ammunition and black powder; clothing and personal portables such as clothes, pillows 

and wooden chests; personal items that could double as „trade items‟ such as glass beads, 

religious items, rings, mirrors, combs, knives, ribbons, hats, lace, fabric, and blankets; kitchen 

items; and finally, clothing taken off of the deceased. Much more research needs to be done to 

investigate the composition of a looted assemblage, but the collection from the Lockguard site, 

and a historic burial uncovered at Wright‟s Bluff, may shed light on a possible deposited looted 

assemblage.  

 The Lockguard site was investigated through excavations, walking surveys, and metal 

detection. Recovered artifacts included Native cultural materials as well as European items such 

as coins, buttons, gun parts (lock plate and brass trigger guard), and handwrought nails. Brown 

concluded that the site had been occupied by a Yazoo, Koroa, or Ofogoula group, but what 

makes this collection unusual is that several of the European items showed evidence of burning 

that was not reflected in the surrounding soils (Brown 1979a:229-231). It is possible that these 

burned European items were a portion of the looted assemblage from Fort St. Pierre, or more 

remotely, from Fort Rosalie.   

 The Wright‟s Bluff site is associated with the Haynes Bluff mound complex. Brown 

determined the burial to be historic, “a relatively tall male Indian in his late 30‟s or early 40‟s” 

(Brown 1979a:214, 220). Due to the large amount of gun parts and tools placed as grave goods, 

Brown (1979a:221) concluded that this individual was either a Native gunsmith or had somehow 

acquired a gunsmith‟s collection. The items accompanying this burial are presented in Table 11.  
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Table 11. Grave Goods from Wright’s Bluff Historic Native Burial (Brown 1979a:219, 222). 

3 blade gunflints 5 musketballs—all flattened 

1 brass buttplate 7 musket cocks 

7 brass rampipes with wood within Native ceramic sherds 

2 brass sideplates 2 Native gunflints 

3 brass triggerguards 1 screwdriver 

1 catlinite pipe (Calumet) 2 sear springs 

2 complete Aboriginal vessels set of chimes—6 large brass bells and 5 

clappers 

2 frizzens 1 spall gunflint 

1 gun barrel 1 thumbplate 

4 gun locks 1 trigger assemblage 

5 gun tumblers 4 triggerplates 

23 handwrought nails 8 triggers 

1 iron rampipe 8 unidentified iron 

1 iron sideplate 4 upper cock vices 

14 lead shot 1 vent pick or screwdriver shank 

3 mainsprings 2 white glass beads 

      

 Although Brown (1979a:221) discussed this burial as being archaeological support for 

the existence of Native gunsmiths, he acknowledged that the “trade” of this individual could not 

be definitively determined, so it is possible that this burial assemblage was a portion of a looted 

assemblage. The number of gun parts is significant, but it is also interesting that these items were 

deposited with this individual, as the parts would have still been useful to the living. Brown 

thought the burial of these items with this person was due to this individual‟s high regard and 

high status in his community. To put this statement in context, this burial had more goods than 

two burials investigated from the top of the principal Haynes Bluff mound (Brown 1979a:224).      

 With respect to the report of the events at Fort St. Pierre after the attack, items taken were 

scattered throughout several villages. So it seems unlikely that Fort St. Pierre‟s assemblage is 

waiting in one locale to be found by archaeologists. Instead, I can only present and discuss the 

artifactual and architectural data from Fort St. Pierre.    
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 In Chapter 6, I compared the artifact assemblage from Fort St. Pierre to those of other 

contemporaneous French and Native sites. This comparison showed that for a French military 

site, Fort St. Pierre has comparatively less French Arms & Hunting items than other French forts, 

French settlements, and even some Native sites. The Fort St. Pierre collection is not lacking 

French Arms & Hunting items, but collections from other sites have higher volumes of these 

types of items. The relatively small number of gun parts found at Fort St. Pierre could indicate a 

general lack of supplies shipped to the soldiers at this fort. Yet, guns, gun parts, gunpowder, and 

gunflints are all items that would be sought during a looting event, as expressed by the Natchez 

comment to the Cushtusha chief. This looting behavior could explain the low volume of these 

items in the Fort St. Pierre archaeological collection.  

 Many personal items could make up a looted assemblage. In comparison to the other 

French site assemblages (see Chapter 6) the Fort St. Pierre artifact assemblage does have a low 

volume of French personal items. Again, this could indicate the state of poverty of the fort‟s 

inhabitants, or, these items could be missing from the artifact assemblage because they were 

looted from the site—possibly the “booty” referred to by Lusser.  

 For a suddenly destroyed site, with no disturbance afterwards (like a Pompeii effect), all 

of the items of everyday life should lie where they were in use, or where they were stored. If this 

was the case at Fort St. Pierre, a large number of personal items should be recovered in 

habitation areas and around where the deceased fell. A site that is deliberately abandoned, such 

as the Lonely Frenchman homestead, should have low numbers of personal items, as these would 

be removed when the site‟s occupants left the area. A site that is looted, which I am arguing is 

the case with Fort St. Pierre, would be missing very specific items. In this situation, the Yazoo, 

Koroa, and Ofogoula would have had weeks to clear out what they wanted from within the fort 
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and from outlying homesteads. As with the Natchez, I think the Yazoo, Koroa, and Ofogoula 

targeted French ammunition, arms, and hunting items, as well as French personal items viewed 

and used as prizes from the attack.        

 An additional piece of evidence that supports this idea of looting at Fort St. Pierre is 

found among the architectural remains. Figures 72 and 73 in Chapter 8 show the archaeological 

features from the storehouse and possibly the house of the storehouse keeper. Throughout the 

four years of excavations at this site, archaeologists piece plotted every historic European 

artifact. At the time of excavation the field director noticed that the storehouse appeared to be 

empty, as it was almost devoid of artifacts. This empty situation contrasted with other locations 

throughout the fort site that were so full of artifacts that it made piece plotting almost impossible. 

Even the presence of a wooden floor in the warehouse would not account for the empty situation 

recovered by the archaeologists. Storage of items in chest and barrels would account for a lack of 

unintentionally lost items, but if the site was not looted, and the French never showed up to 

recover the stored merchandise—these chests and barrels should have rotted in place within the 

confines of the warehouses. According to excavators, this was not the case archaeologically. If 

goods were in the warehouse at the time of the attack on the fort, and if they had not been looted 

nor recovered because French forces from New Orleans never went to the site, then both these 

items and the wooden floor would have been left rotting in the elements. Though many items 

such as fabric would not survive in the archaeological record, surely a greater number of items, 

such as beads, would have been recovered by excavators.  

  Only a few artifacts were recovered from within the storehouse structure and these 

include handwrought iron nails, iron rivets, iron washers, iron staples, glass shards, unidentified 

iron, coal, one glass bead, and one sherd of porcelain. Most of these items are related to 
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architecture and probably were deposited as the buildings rotted and fell down. The lone bead 

may have come from a bundle of goods in the storehouse, and the piece of porcelain may have 

belonged to the storehouse keeper, but this is very conjectural. The important point is that the 

storehouse was predominantly empty at the time of excavation, so either there were few goods to 

begin with, leaving even less to recover, or the goods were removed at some time in the past. I 

believe this action was taken by the Yazoo and the Koroa post-attack.  

 I realize that presenting negative evidence as evidence is problematic, but I feel that the 

previous looting events at both forts and the report from Lusser and the survivors support the 

idea that the Yazoos and Koroas were able to abscond with items from Fort St. Pierre after their 

attack on this fort. The presence of so many French goods throughout the Choctaw villages after 

the attack on the Yazoos would also seem to support this idea.    

 

Pulled-Up Palings    

 After the attack the remains of the fort were supposedly set on fire, but only a small 

portion of the recovered artifacts were in a burnt condition. If there was a fire, it was not very 

successful. It is possible that the weather in December was too cold or wet for the fire to spread 

throughout all of the structures. The rest of the fort was supposedly destroyed, and Brown noted 

pulled-up palings throughout the architectural remains. Though Brown thought these palings had 

been removed during the fort‟s occupation, I present four other possible scenarios, each of which 

would have taken place after the massacre at the fort. 

 The reason I think it was unlikely that parts of the palisade were removed during the 

fort‟s occupation is that even if the French thought they were safe from their immediate 

neighbors they knew there were ongoing problems with the Chickasaws and with English traders 
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in the area, and therefore maintaining a solid, palisaded “front” to outsiders would have been a 

necessity. Plus the inhabitants of this fort were attacked in two separate instances, which Dumont 

explained kept them at high alert, again necessitating a functioning palisade.  

 The first scenario I propose is that the Yazoos and Koroas pulled up the palings 

themselves and tore down the buildings when the fire did not entirely destroy the fort, simply an 

act of destruction. A second reason would be to insure that the French would not have an 

opportunity to use the fort as a base of operations against Native peoples. A third reason might 

have been to act as a deterrent to future French resettlement of the location.     

 The second scenario is quite similar to the first, but instead the various Choctaw people 

who attacked the Yazoos and Koroas decided to pull up the palings to destroy the remainder of 

the fort so that it could not be used against them. Yet there is no documentary evidence that the 

Choctaws engaged the Yazoos and Koroas at the fort remains. So the first scenario, that the 

Yazoos and Koroas tore down the fort, seems the more likely of the two. Both situations are 

possible, and there may even have been a combination of the two scenarios. This destructive 

activity would account for the mixed soils and artifacts that washed into the postholes quite 

quickly after the palings had been removed. 

 Yet pulling up palings is labor intensive, and it also indicates possible paling reuse. As 

has been pointed out to me, it would be easier to burn a palisade in order to remove it than it 

would be to excavate and remove the palings. It is entirely possible that the French inhabitants 

themselves created this empty trench situation while reconfiguring the fort complex, thereafter 

using the palings in new construction.  

 Lastly, maybe the palisade was never torn down. Instead, it is possible that time and the 

elements rotted these palings so completely that only postholes remained, later to fill with 
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artifacts during erosion activities. With the available information, it is not possible to ascertain if 

people or nature created this confusing feature, but I personally feel the archaeological situation 

was created through a combination of shrinking the fort complex and rapid rotting after the 

massacre. Perhaps if records are found regarding the changing of military companies in the last 

years of the fort, some mention will be made of the commandant reconfiguring the fort‟s 

perimeter, thereby clearing up a portion of this mystery.  

 

Conclusion 

 Much more needs to be discovered concerning inter-tribal relations that were in place 

long before the final attack on Fort St. Pierre. Who was siding with whom and why? What were 

the perceived advantages of choosing sides or playing both sides? What were the external and 

internal pressures? Was the main push a lack of goods and the perceived weakness of the 

French? Did the English have an advantage because they were not [currently] trying to settle 

these lands, but instead were providing inexpensive trade goods? Did the English offer appear to 

be a better deal?  

 In their attack on Fort St. Pierre, the Yazoos and Koroas treated the French as joint 

village inhabitants, in the manner Ellis said they would act towards other tribes—eliminating 

men and capturing women and children. It seemed as though this act would cement their trading 

network with the Chickasaws and the English, and would make firm their allegiance with the 

now-powerful Natchez. This is just one explanation for what took place, and much more 

regarding this topic needs to be examined in future research.        
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 

 

Summary   

 In this dissertation I started with a generalized approach to evaluate the artifact 

assemblages from the network of Mississippi River corridor contemporaneous French forts, 

cities, and homesteads to contemporaneous Native village sites. By categorizing artifacts into 

classes, I was able to investigate questions that included how one can characterize whole artifact 

assemblages, what this characterization looks like, whether it revealed differential access to 

goods by region, and how the assemblage from the case study site of Fort St. Pierre compared or 

contrasted to the other sites in the study.  

 Once the results from the generalizing method were revealed and analyzed, I continued 

with a more individualistic approach to study the history of Fort St. Pierre and its inhabitants. 

Using this case study site, I began to examine fort life, its material culture, its architectural 

footprint and change over time, and the interactions of its inhabitants with local and regional 

Native peoples within the larger French colonial milieu. To do this I used cartographic evidence, 

firsthand accounts and historic documents as tools to evaluate the architecture and context of 

artifacts within the fort remains.  

 Combining both the generalizing method results and the individualizing method results, I 

examined details of the site of Fort St. Pierre such as the religious life of its inhabitants, their 

daily practices, work and leisure activities, their interactions with local and regional Native 
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groups and, finally, the events surrounding the destruction of the fort and the aftermath of this 

event. Lastly, in this chapter, I discuss how this work contributes to the history of the region and 

to wider scholarship on related topics, and I ask if this information can contribute to life today. A 

quick summary of each chapter is presented below.   

 In my literature review and methods chapters I discussed the pros and cons of using 

categorization and statistics to compare sites through assemblages. I acknowledged the 

reductionist nature of the Stanley South method, but defended its function as an analytical tool 

available to researchers to use in conjunction with other methods when examining whole sites.  

 For the assemblage comparison, the correspondence analysis test sorted out sites that 

were solely French from those that were solely Native, and it clustered sites that had occupations 

by both groups of people. One interesting outcome was the discovery that French and Native 

sites contained the same types of artifacts, demonstrating that types of artifacts do not indicate 

ethnicity. Instead, relative quantities of specific artifacts are ethnic signifiers. This conclusion 

provided information on the built environment and daily activities of the inhabitants of the 

various sites. French sites contained more architectural artifacts (like iron items and 

handwrought nails), more French kitchen items, and more French craft industry byproducts, such 

as clinkers and slag. Native sites are dominated by Native ceramics and Native craft industry 

byproducts, such as lithic debitage and waste flakes, cores, etc.  

 Clustering and ordering tests of these collections showed that the assemblage from Fort 

St. Pierre is unique, when compared to other French colonial sites and even some Native sites, in 

that it contains nearly equal volumes of architectural items and Native kitchen items. Also, the 

Fort St. Pierre collection ranks low in French kitchen items and French arms and hunting items, 

which is unusual when compared to other French fortification sites. Because French sites did not 
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sort out by region, it appeared as though there was no marked differential access to goods in the 

colony. Therefore, Fort St. Pierre‟s deviance from the French pattern needed additional 

consideration to be explained.   

 To investigate Fort St. Pierre further, I examined its remains aided by historical maps of 

the fort complex. Most valuable as a comparative tool was a watercolor map done by Dumont de 

Montigny, a soldier who lived at Fort St. Pierre for several years. Though his map was likely 

made long after the destruction of the fort, it provides a wealth of information and depicts an 

orderly arrangement of buildings. Dumont drew and labeled the following within the palisade 

walls: the commandant‟s house, a kitchen, a chapel, the chaplain‟s house, two buildings for 

housing officers, a long warehouse, four barracks buildings, and a guard room. Several other 

structures on his map are unlabeled, and with the information presently available their purpose 

cannot be determined or their existence confirmed. Two other versions of Dumont‟s map are 

discussed but slight differences throughout possibly demonstrate artistic license taken with the 

original watercolor map.   

 In addition to the maps, Dumont wrote a memoir with passages regarding Fort St. Pierre. 

Some passages were vivid descriptions of the fort occupants, their lives, and the fort itself. Other 

passages were more obtuse and needed several readings to determine the value of the 

information they provided. One of the most important pieces of information Dumont gave was 

that there actually were two forts. The first was a small square fort built in 1719 and inhabited by 

a lieutenant along with 15 men. The second fort, built between 1721-1722, was designed by 

Dumont in the Vauban, or trace italienne, style, where he claimed to have laid out a palisade 

with four bastions, four curtain walls, two doors, a dry moat, and a drawbridge. Defenses 

included gunports for cannons and a parapet for shooting muskets.  
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 In his description of the second fort‟s construction episode Dumont listed a guardhouse, 

barracks, officers‟ quarters, and a residence for the commandant. He also described the existence 

of four large storehouses and a room for the warehouse keeper. Outside of the palisade he 

explained that there were three water reservoirs, multiple houses for concession workers, a 

spacious formal garden, and private garden plots for the soldiers. Additional workshops for the 

fort and the concessions were built for carpenters, locksmiths, and blacksmiths. Rounding out the 

structural information provided by Dumont, his map and his memoir showed that the fort‟s two 

sergeants, the interpreter, and the military surgeon each constructed homes outside of the 

palisade walls.         

 The chapter discussing the architecture of the fort combined both published and 

unpublished archaeological information. The fort was built on an uneven rise on a bluff 

overlooking the Yazoo River. The northwest corner of the fort was built on a natural fault which 

may have been actively slumping during the 1700s. The inhabitants may have used this low area 

to create a combined dry moat-palisade feature. Due to modern day erosion, the northwest 

bastion could not be located, and features found within the remaining northwest area were 

confounding in that they did not match the layout of Dumont‟s map. The deepest features found 

seemed to be Native trash pits. On top of these trash pits were wall trenches that could have been 

the remains of several barracks buildings Dumont placed in this area of the fort. If barracks had 

been in that corner, they had been dismantled at some point and a structure, a possible firing 

platform, was built on top of these remains. An unusually dressed and well preserved post may 

have been part of the drawbridge footing, but its placement seems off from where the drawbridge 

may have been located, and its purpose cannot be determined at this time.  
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 The west curtain wall and the southwest bastion were also missing due to erosion at the 

site. The whole area along the west curtain wall had overlapping features, indicating rebuilding 

episodes and possibly, multiple occupations by first Native peoples, and then, the French on the 

same spot. Dumont‟s map showed the southern portion of the west curtain wall area as the 

location of the guardhouse. Supporting this fact, wall trenches with European-style corners were 

uncovered in this vicinity. Located on top of possible Native postmolds were portions of two 

French buildings and a passageway. As discussed in Chapter 8, these structures could be part of 

the guardhouse, or barracks and officers‟ quarters, or they may have been utilized as a designated 

reception and trading area between the fort‟s inhabitants and local Native people. It seems likely 

that the purpose of these buildings in this area changed over time. Several wall trench-type 

features also were uncovered east of these architectural remains, seemingly in or close to the 

fort‟s parade grounds. The extent of these trench-type features was not completely uncovered 

and their purpose remains a mystery, yet their placement close to the center of the fort supports 

Brown‟s idea that the fort footprint diminished when the number of soldiers was reduced. These 

features may represent that rebuilding episode. All of the features described above were most 

likely located south of the main drawbridge entrance.      

 The space near the estimated southwest bastion contained the remains of an unusual 

corner with structural features. This small structure I am now interpreting to be the chaplain‟s 

house, located directly west, and across from the possible main entrance to the chapel, a long 

east-west building. The locations of both buildings would correspond to Dumont‟s map. A long 

wall trench crossed this structure perpendicularly and it appeared that at some time the chapel 

was dismantled. Attached to this “chapel” structure, but separated by a shared wall, was a 

smaller area that was further subdivided into two rooms arranged north and south. This two room 
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subdivided area may have been later converted into the actual chapel once the fort lost both 

chaplains. The purpose of the long wall trench mentioned above, which stretched north and 

south, cannot be determined, but if the fort perimeter shrank, this trench may have been the 

remains of the most recently built palisade line. Or, this was a newly-added internal palisade 

wall. If erosion has not claimed this feature, it could possibly be re-scraped to determine if any 

posthole remnants can be seen at the very bottom of the trench.    

 Along the south curtain wall structural evidence appeared relating to the kitchen, the back 

entranceway through the palisade, and to the commandant‟s house. Only portions of the 

commandant‟s house were excavated, and the majority of the interior of this rather large 

structure was not completely investigated. Brown noted in his dissertation the high volume of 

glass artifacts recovered from this space. He investigated them using nearest neighbor analysis, 

which determined their clustering around passageways and doorways. He interpreted this 

distribution to the difficulties of moving between rooms with one‟s hands full. These structures, 

the kitchen and the commandant‟s house, both aligned with the organization of the south curtain 

wall depicted on Dumont‟s map.  

 The majority of the southeast bastion and separate dry moat feature were also uncovered. 

There may have been rebuilding episodes for these features as well (although several units were 

left unexcavated so this is hard to determine) because these soil stains do not precisely line up on 

the main map. It is also possible that the mapping discrepancy is due to human error, so 

hopefully this will be resolved with future research.   

 A warehouse structure comprised the whole of the east curtain wall. It appeared to be 

further subdivided into smaller sections, one of which may have been the “room” mentioned by 

Dumont for the warehouse keeper. The dry moat feature extended north-south parallel to a 
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feature containing a double row of palings. The external row of palings may have made up the 

palisade line, while the internal row could have acted as the eastern wall of the extensive 

warehouse structure. This double-lined palisade may have acted as extra protection for the 

warehouses.  

 In the northeast corner of the fort both the palisade and dry moat contained some unusual 

angles, and it is unclear what shape these features ultimately took. It appeared that the southern 

flank of the northeast bastion may have been uncovered, but time ran out before excavators could 

uncover the rest of the features. A lack of artifacts in the area was originally thought to be the 

result of the majority of living activity taking place in the southwest corner of the fort, but this 

northeast corner has a slightly higher elevation and, over time artifacts could have washed down 

to the southwest or been pushed there by the plow.  

 Structures on Dumont‟s map not definitively identified in the archaeological record are 

the multiple barracks and officers‟ quarters. These could someday be located, as the north curtain 

wall has yet to be detected. Other structures common at forts that may have existed are a bread 

oven, a powder magazine, a well, and latrines. None of these were identified, though the last two 

items may have been associated directly with the bluff edge and are therefore no longer in 

existence.  

 Brown has suggested that as the number of soldiers in the fort‟s garrison was reduced, the 

physical size of the fort was also diminished. We know that at the time of the massacre there 

were only around 15 soldiers and two to three officers occupying the fort. The majority of 

architectural evidence of the French was in the form of European-style building corners, which 

often overlapped features located beneath them at several places in the western portion of the 

fort. The stratigraphy of the architectural remains seems to indicate a layering of structures 
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beyond what would be observed in the transition from a small square fort to a fort with four 

bastions that could house over 100 people. Multiple reconstruction episodes seem to support 

Brown‟s idea that the fort was reconfigured in the last few years of its existence, and the pulled-

up palings could have been reused at that time. Erosion may have been a second issue that the 

inhabitants at the fort had to contend with, and this could have necessitated reconstruction 

episodes and a reordering of buildings within the palisade boundary along the west side of the 

fort.     

 In Chapter 9, I considered both the generalized and specific information as a way to 

illuminate daily life at the fort. The King of France dictated adherence to the Catholic faith, and 

the Yazoo Bluffs settlers were to be taken care of by two Jesuit chaplains. Neither chaplain was 

available for long, but it was possible that an extensive chapel and chaplain‟s house were built, 

only to be dismantled later. Dumont claimed that the soldiers were saying their prayers twice a 

day on their own at a chapel, and, although we will never know if he is stretching the truth on 

this matter, a reconfigured smaller chapel may have stood for the remainder of the fort‟s 

existence.    

 Daily activities at the fort included gardening, troop maneuvers, maintaining the palisade 

and the fort buildings and, early on, probable guard duty at the concessions. Recovered mouth 

harps indicate music as a pastime, and the creation of tinkling cones may have been a free-time 

project that assisted soldiers in trading for foodstuffs from Native neighbors. Gambling with 

tokens, cards, or copper coins is also hypothesized as a leisure activity. Obtaining firewood and 

meat would have meant excursions away from the fort itself.  

 Dumont discussed the soldiers supplementing their pantries by trading with local Natives, 

and recounted his successful acquiring of bears‟ grease from the Arkansas area. The multitudes 
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of Native ceramics recovered from within the fort complex attest to the trading of foodstuffs and 

the probable use of Native ceramics by the French themselves. There is also the possibility that 

Native women cooked within the fort itself, but this is hard to prove archaeologically.  

 I am just beginning to work out the complexities of the relationships between all of the 

groups frequenting the Yazoo Bluffs region. From the documents, it seemed that the Yazoos 

were the dominant group, or at least were the group that the French most acknowledged. Records 

indicated that the Yazoos were in some sort of friendly relationship with both the Chickasaws 

and the English, and this relationship, once discovered, may have prompted the building of Fort 

St. Pierre close to the Yazoo, Koroa and Ofogoula joint villages. From the various violent events 

that happened around Fort St. Pierre, it seems as though the Yazoos were trying to survive 

through maintaining delicate relations with all parties involved in the region.  

 When the Natchez attacked and destroyed Fort Rosalie, this seems to have been the point 

when the Yazoos, Koroas, and Ofogoulas had to choose sides. The Yazoos and Koroas chose to 

act in accordance with the Natchez, while the Ofogoulas may have employed a political strategy 

of removing themselves from the area during the attack on Fort St. Pierre. The report gathered 

after the attack recounted Ofogoula warriors participating in sporadic attacks on French people 

traveling down the Mississippi River, along with Yazoo and Koroa warriors. On the other hand, 

the eventual settling of the Ofogoula people outside of the newly rebuilt Fort Rosalie as suppliers 

of food to that fort seems to indicate that their policy of “waiting for the dust to settle” may have 

saved them from French retaliation, a fate that befell the Natchez, Yazoos, Koroas, and 

Chickasaws.        

 Accounts of the attack on Fort St. Pierre and its aftermath reveal information indicating 

that the fort was looted, and indeed, the assemblage from Fort St. Pierre was low in certain types 
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of artifacts in comparison to other French garrison sites. The main types of items that are missing 

and were probably looted include French Arms and Hunting items, French Kitchen items, and 

French Personal items. As these looted goods were dispersed throughout multiple villages, it is 

unlikely that archaeologists will uncover a cached collection of Fort St. Pierre looted items. 

Collections from the Lockguard site and Wright‟s Bluff site provide a glimpse of what may 

comprise a looted assemblage.  

 From the archaeology and the silence in the historic documents it is not clear if the fort 

was actually reconfigured, torn down, burned down, or left to rot. The discovery of multiple 

instances of pulled-up palings within the fort complex currently cannot be definitively explained, 

and leaves the possibility of uncovering more information through future excavations.       

 

Future Possibilities  

 In terms of this dissertation project there are several directions that future work could 

take. The hand drawn map of the excavations most definitely needs to be digitized. This will 

improve the overall look of figures in any publications that ensue, but more importantly, with a 

digitized map features can be color coded by depth and examined as a whole complex, instead of 

in smaller portions. Profiles also can be color coded, and more information regarding the super-

positioning of structures could be discovered. Plus, by adding piece plotted artifacts to the 

digitized map, patterns of deposition could be investigated throughout the site. This process 

could also help to determine the degree that soil erosion affected artifact placement and recovery.  

 A more extensive reading of French and Native relations within the larger 

sociopolitical/economic network of the region could also be undertaken, as much has been 

written about the area and these networks. Reading, and in some cases rereading, materials with 
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an eye towards the ethnohistory of the Yazoos, Koroas, and Ofogoulas, and their relationships to 

the Chickasaws and the English will most likely enhance our understanding of the situation that 

the inhabitants of Fort St. Pierre lived and traded in. Future work could include visiting the Paris 

Archives to search for documents discussing activities at Fort St. Pierre both before and after the 

massacre.  

 At the fort site itself, additional excavations could be conducted, especially with regard to 

salvage archaeology if erosion or slumpage is detected. Excavations could focus on the northeast 

corner to determine the path of the palisade, and features around the warehouse could also be 

investigated. The interior of the commandant‟s house would be a key place to investigate, as well 

as trying to locate buildings to compare it to, such as barracks that were purportedly located 

along the north curtain wall. This would enable research questions regarding economic 

differences between officers and enlisted men, and could determine the extent, if any, of Native 

women working within the fort.   

 Investigations outside of the fort perimeter could attempt to locate the formal garden, the 

houses of the two sergeants and the home of the fort surgeon. Of special interest would be the 

discovery of the concession and the homes for the workers and craftsmen. Available 

archaeological information on concessions is limited and these specific features would provide 

additional information on this failed colonial endeavor.  

 Continuing survey work throughout the region would provide additional chances to 

locate Yazoo, Koroa, and Ofogoula villages, thus adding archaeological evidence to the 

documentary and ethnohistorical evidence of life at that time. Trying to understand the 

predicament of Native peoples in the region both through archaeology and other means is in line 

with current theoretical approaches to colonial questions.  
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 Any future surveys in the Yazoo Bluffs region could follow the time span approach of 

Brain‟s 1988 Tunica Archaeology and Brown‟s body of dissertation work (1979a). I believe 

taking a pan-regional, longitudinal approach is necessary, as all actions build on previous actions 

and consequences. Although the destruction of Fort St. Pierre ended French occupation of the 

Yazoo Bluffs region, the experiences of the Yazoos, Koroas, and Ofogoulas continued briefly 

around the area and can reveal supplementary information regarding Lower Mississippi Native 

group interactions and politics.  

 Once the Yazoos and Koroas learned what happened between the French and the Natchez 

at Fort Rosalie they had to have believed that the French were done in the Lower Mississippi 

Valley. With regard to the field of colonial studies, the history of Fort St. Pierre demonstrates 

that the Yazoos, Koroas, and Ofogoulas successfully (though maybe not triumphantly) resisted 

forms of political and cultural French domination with the destruction of the fort.  

 

Contributions 

 From an investigative standpoint, I hope my combined methods approach to the topic 

generally and Fort St. Pierre specifically has bridged the tension between seeking patterns and 

overarching anthropological tendencies and the telling of personal, humanistic, and 

individualizing stories. Both methods provide different types of results that reverberate between 

a larger picture and very focused questions and answers. By using the comparison approach I 

placed Fort St. Pierre within the larger Mississippi River corridor colonial built environment. 

This, in turn, revealed unique aspects of Fort St. Pierre‟s artifact assemblage that needed an 

individualizing approach to address. Each method provided evidence used to interpret daily life 

and colonial interactions, as well as singular events such as the demise and looting of the fort.   
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 The investigation of Fort St. Pierre by both Brown (1979a) and me with this dissertation 

project provides the rare opportunity of viewing the attack on Fort St. Pierre and the resulting 

consequences from both a French Marine and a Native perspective, which contributes to the 

overall story and scholarship in the fields of history and colonial research. Despite interactions 

between the common French Marine and his Native neighbors, the Yazoo, Koroa, and Ofogoula, 

the joint village endeavor with Fort St. Pierre and Native settlements did not stand the test of 

time. Consequently, all of the colonial inhabitants of the Yazoo Bluffs region had voices muted 

to history. For both dissertations the story presented of Fort St. Pierre is one of an extensive 

colonial endeavor gone wrong from the very start. From the death of half of the first vanguard of 

settlers, to the droughts, lack of supplies, and other circumstances that terminated the commercial 

concessions, to the reduction and turnover of troops and, finally, to the violent events at Fort St. 

Pierre—we see a picture of this French settlement in continual decline. Although multiple 

European settlements in the New World often ended in disaster, Fort St. Pierre‟s destruction and 

the subsequent emptying of the Yazoo Bluffs region were unusual events. The processes that led 

to this result need further examination. 

 There is currently a place in the world for future research in this region. It is important to 

note that Fort St. Pierre‟s 300
th

 anniversary is rapidly approaching. With this eventuality, several 

inhabitants of Vicksburg have recently begun to cultivate public interest in the site with 

presentations, printed materials, and talk of instigating salvage archaeology if there is extreme 

erosion at the site. In addition to becoming a prime site for Public Archaeology and its 

accompanying educational presentation of archaeology in general, Fort St. Pierre is a site that 

can be used to remind all of us that colonial relationships were negotiated and variable. Nothing 

was certain, the outcomes having been dependent on time, place, and the situations of all parties 
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involved. The initiation and termination of Fort St. Pierre can be used as an example showing 

that agency, group traditions, and group identity all contribute to what we call history.   
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Testing a Second Time After Removal of Dominant Artifact Categories  

 The first set of tests discussed in Chapter 6 revealed that the categories of Native Kitchen 

and French Architecture had the most influence on the sorting of sites because they are the 

categories with the highest artifact volumes. I was curious to see which other artifact classes 

influenced the results when these two dominant artifact categories were removed. Once I 

removed the two categories from the initial data set, I ran the same tests as before. The first test I 

ran was the correspondence analysis; and Table 12 gives the statistical significance results.  

Table 12. Results from the Correspondence Analysis Test Run with 16 Artifact Categories.  

Component Iterations Eigenvalues % Inertia Cumulative  

1 265 0.767079 23.8  23.8 

2 21 0.740753 23.0 46.9 

 

The values in Table 12 show that the resulting two axes in the biplot can account for almost 47% 

of the variation seen in this data set of all sites and only 16 artifact categories. The results of the 

correspondence analysis test are provided in Figure 78, where artifact categories are labeled in 

red and site names are labeled in black. For ease in reading this biplot, I have provided Figure 79 

with just the artifact categories and Figure 80 with just the sites names.    

 Examining the complete results, in Figure 78, it is apparent that all of the French artifact 

categories are once again clustered fairly tightly together in the NW quadrant. Figure 79 of the 

artifact categories shows that there is a cluster of French Utilitarian and French Kitchen items; 

and a cluster of French Activities and Leisure, French Craft Byproducts, French Clothing, and 

French Arms and Hunting items. The remaining categories of French Furniture, French Personal, 

and French Cross-Cultural items are strung out in a line moving toward the end of the X-axis in 
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the direction of the upper NW corner. French Cross-Cultural items is the category that could be 

considered an outlier, as it is furthest from the intersection of the axes.  
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Figure 78. Correspondence Analysis Results Run with 16 Artifact Categories. 
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Figure 79. Correspondence Analysis Results Showing Only 16 Categories. 
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Figure 80. Correspondence Analysis Results Showing Just Sites. 
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 The Native artifact categories are spread throughout the remaining three quadrants, and 

this is due to their relationship to the French sites from where some of these artifacts were 

recovered. The artifact category closest to the French sites is Native Activities and Leisure which 

mostly contained items such as Native ceramic pipes, Native-made stone pipes, and clumps of 

painting pigments such as ochre and vermillion.  

 There are three categories that are farthest away from the French cluster. These are: 

Native Personal, Native Architecture, and Native Utilitarian items. The Native Personal category 

included glass beads recovered from Native village sites, other adornment items, and personal 

items found in burials. The cemetery sites of Rice and Angola are located beyond this category, 

as these artifacts dominated their collections. No Native Architectural items were found on 

French sites. The Native Utilitarian category included Native tools, which were rare at the 

French sites.   

 Native Craft Byproducts consisted mostly of lithic debitage items. This category is 

located close to the northern-half of the Y-axis and the Kolmer site is practically on top of it. 

Horizontally, many of the French sites line up with this category; while several Native sites 

encircle it at a fair distance.    

 Near the southern-half of the Y-axis are the categories of Native Cross-Cultural items and 

Native Arms and Hunting items. The Hotel Plaza site is the closest to these two categories. 

Otherwise, there are no other sites located near them. These two categories are actually located 

in the SW quadrant, as objects in these categories were found on several French sites, and this 

interaction has drawn these categories across the Y-axis.    

 The first correspondence analysis test, with all 18 artifact categories, gave the result of a 

fairly distinct V with a tail (a backwards „y‟ if you will); this second test with the 16 categories is 
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shaped more like a triangle, with no clusters really at the center. Therefore, with the categories of 

Native Kitchen and French Architecture removed, there are no central factors for these sites. 

Instead there is a polarization, with French sites in one corner, Native Personal items in the 

second corner, and Native Utilitarian items in the third corner.  

 To better examine the NW quadrant with the majority of the French sites, Figure 81 

below provides a zoomed in graphic with an added green X-axis. There are two main clusters 

within this NW quadrant. The farthest cluster from the intersection of the axes is that of Newell 

Fort, Fort Michilimackinac, and Starved Rock/Fort St. Louis. For this test, French Personal items 

dominate the Newell Fort collection and it is the category that has the highest volume for Fort 

Michilimackinac, which is the reason that these two sites are clustered around this artifact 

category. Starved Rock/Fort St. Louis does not have any French Personal items, but the rest of 

the collection is similar in relative percents to the collections of Newell Fort and Fort 

Michilimackinac.    

 The second cluster contains the following six sites: Fort St. Pierre, the La Pointe-Krebs 

House, the Dauphin Island Village House, the Dauphin Island Stockade, Old Mobile, and French 

Cahokia. This cluster is surrounded on three sides by the categories of French Furniture; French 

Kitchen and French Utilitarian items; and French Activities and Leisure, French Craft 

Byproducts, French Clothing, and the outlying category of French Arms and Hunting. The 

clustering of these six sites indicates the complicated interrelationships between the collections 

and these remaining seven French artifact categories.        
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Figure 81. Correspondence Analysis, Zoom In of French Sites Cluster. 
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 When examining the French sites, there are four that lie outside of the immediate cluster. 

Along the X-axis in the western half are the Rivière aux Chiens site and the Bayou Goula 

Concession site. The Bayou Goula Concession was built over an abandoned Native village and 

Native people continued to live and work at the concession, so it is not surprising that the 

categories of Native Activities and Leisure, Native Cross-Cultural items, and Native Arms and 

Hunting were recovered from this site. The category of Native Personal items is the category 

actually exerting the most influence on the Bayou Goula Concession site, placing it in the 

southeast quadrant.    

 The Rivière aux Chiens site is being drawn toward Native Personal items and Native 

Craft Byproducts, but the pull exerted from the category of French Arms and Hunting overrides 

these other influences and keeps the site closer to the French site clusters. At the Rivière aux 

Chiens site a Native group, the Chato, lived on a segment of the land that was part of the 

archaeological site and near to the Rochon family, so their presence may account for the Native 

items recovered from this site.  

 The Marquette Mission site, seen in Figure 78, is between the French categories and 

Native Craft Byproducts, since this Native artifact category was the third largest for this site. It is 

also being pulled a bit “east” by the Native Utilitarian category. The Mission site was home to 

both French Jesuits and Native converts, explaining the recovery of flint tools and debitage.   

 The Lonely Frenchman site is the only French site to sort in a Native quadrant, the NE 

quadrant, as seen in Figure 78. The two very dominant artifact categories for the Lonely 

Frenchman site were the two categories that have been removed for this second test. This 

situation causes the Lonely Frenchman site to sort almost equally between Native Craft 
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Byproducts and Native Utilitarian items. The artifacts seem to be a mix of both French and 

Native, with more emphasis on Native items.  

 In sum, as mentioned above, the removal of the categories of French Architecture and 

Native Kitchen creates a polarization between French artifact categories and the categories of 

Native Personal items, which dominate at cemetery sites; and Native Utilitarian items. The other 

artifact categories fall in between this „triangle‟. The category of Native Activities and Leisure is 

located closest to the French sites and categories. The next section discusses the cluster analysis 

of this data set. 

      

16 Category Cluster Analysis  

 Figure 82 shows the dendogram for the cluster analysis run for the sites and sixteen 

categories. This test was run with three nearest neighbors. Like the correspondence analysis 

biplot for this data set, there are many sites in this dendogram that do not match up with the other 

sites. Since the two main artifact categories have been removed, there is not a common thread 

that assists in pairing up the sites. For the first pairing, Fort St. Pierre pairs with the site of 

Dauphin Island Stockade. The reason for this is that they share almost identical relative 

percentages of French Clothing and Native Cross-Cultural items; and similar percentages for 

French Arms and Hunting and French Kitchen items. This first pairing also groups the Hotel 

Plaza site with the Lockguard site, for similar percentages of Native Arms and Hunting, Native 

Cross-Cultural and Native Personal items. Another pairing is the Lonely Frenchman site and the 

Bayogoula Native Village site. This seems to me to be a forced pairing because their relative 

percentages for the category of Native Utilitarian items are only somewhat similar. It seems that 

these two sites are paired up due to a shared absence of artifacts in most categories. All three of 
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these pairs link together at the second pairing, but again this seems to be a forced pairing, as the 

couplet of Lonely Frenchman and the Bayogoula Native Village site do not have any overlapping 

artifact categories with the other two couplets. With the two main artifact categories removed, 

the similarities between sites become weaker and the data have to be forced into pairs and groups 

by the cluster analysis test. The next section discusses the ordering results for this data set.   

 

 

Figure 82. Cluster Analysis Dendogram for All Sites. 
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16 Category Ordering            

 Figure 83 shows all of the sites and the sixteen categories in an ordering graphic. 

 

 

Figure 83. Artifact Pattern Ordering Results for All Sites. 

 

It is obvious from this figure that the category with the highest volume of artifacts is Native 

Personal, due to large volumes of recovered glass beads. Though sites such as Fort St. Pierre did 

have artifacts in almost every category, the volumes are too low in comparison to thousands of 

beads, in some cases, to show up in this ordering graphic.  
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 The sites of Angola Farm and Rice are the cemetery sites and with Native Personal items 

are one of the polarizing corners of the correspondence analysis result from 16 artifact 

categories. The sites of Greenfield, Trinity, and Lookout are dominant in Native Utilitarian 

items, the second polarizing artifact category. The group of remaining French categories created 

the third corner of the correspondence analysis triangle.  

 

Summary 

 To summarize these results, the removal of French Architecture and Native Kitchen 

artifact categories creates a polarization of results in both the correspondence analysis and the 

ordering test. The cluster analysis also had forced results, with similarities between sites seen as 

weaker than in the first test that included all artifact categories. This result indicates that the 

categories of French Architecture and Native Kitchen are the key categories for defining ethnic 

occupation of a site, and that these categories are not masking any underlying defining artifact 

categories.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

SPREADSHEET OF ARTIFACTS CURRENTLY IN THE  

FORT ST. PIERRE ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGE 
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MDAH Item Material

Specimen 

Description Proper Name Count Weight Unit #
Notes

ACC# (g)

A77.5.1 Christ corpus metal 1
at museum, from FSP???

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 2 94
Very large, flared tip

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 60 W76A
Very large, flared tip

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 39 Y558-31A
Very large, flared tip

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought roundhead 1 4 W73A1
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought roundhead 1 4 W48A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought roundhead 8 39
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought roundhead 5 50
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 189

very large, flared shank, tested in 

New Mexico, special tag, included in 

bigger bag

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet s 5 459
very large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought nail head 15 15
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought spike 1 123
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 2 18 W45A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 12 Y661A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 6 W30A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 2 29 W42A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 10.8 W96
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 15 W22A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 W43A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 8 W117B
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 8 W77A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 7 T1574
small
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14 W26A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 5 Y558-31O
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 Y558-31F
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 6 Y661-1A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 11 W27A?
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 7 W51A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 8 W52A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 13 W55A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 11 W86A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 19 W53A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 7 Y646A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 9 Y55A-31F
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 6 W74A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 66 564.3
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 123 689
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 16 W28
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 7 43
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 9 W85A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 8 W72A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 2 39
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 7 75
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rust sample 361.4

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 10 W64A
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 3 46
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 19 Y558-76
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 8 W40A
medium 

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 2 23 W44A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 5.3
medium
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 17 W55A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 11 W25A
small 

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 2 W43A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 10 W85B
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 11 W117A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 9 53
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 43
very large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 3 46
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 4 54
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 25 W55A
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 23 W44A
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 14 W79A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 2 19 W48A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 17 W120A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 3 W77A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 6 W80D
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 24 W50A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 10 W76B
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 3 45 W117A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 1 2
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 11 95
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 21 W54A1
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 24 T10
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 5 113
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 15 W74A
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet 9 147
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet 1 8 W62A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 45 W30A2
large, flared shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 22 W66A1
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 26 W54A
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 23 W71A1
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 3 59
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facet 1 17 W71B1
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought offset 1 7 W56A
medium, flat head

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought offset 2 8
small, flat head

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought offset 1 16 W80B
small, oval

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought offset 2 11
medium, flat head

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought offset 1 22
large, flat head

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet 1 26 W72A
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet 3 180
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facet 17 546
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 22
medium, special tag

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 10 W120A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 12 W72A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 7 W55B
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 14
large

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 4
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 82
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 21 W117A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 10 W73A1
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 15 114
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 15 247
medium, flat head

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 6 48
small, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 3 Y558-31O
small, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 6 103
medium, flat head, flared shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 16 W72A
medium, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 52 W51A
very large, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 17 Y558-31A
medium, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 2 9
small, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought squarehead 1 18 W117A
small, flat head, flared shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 < 1 W120A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 Y558-31D
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W102A1
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W47A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 W36A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W44A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 95A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 3 W110A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 < 1 Y558-31A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 < 1 W56A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 4 W86A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 W72A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 < 1 Y558-31
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 3 T645A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 < 1 Y558-31
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 W72A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 W21A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 1 Y558-31A
pointed shank
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A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W59A1
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W120A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 Y558-31A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 4 W97A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W68A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 1 2 W42A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture 47 50
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 4 W85A
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 3
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 13 W53A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 2 Y558-31A
small

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 5 W117A
flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 3 W76A
flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 12 W49A
flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 17 W69A
flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 45 W77A
flared shank, spike fragment

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 16 170
flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 7 W808
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 5 W59A1
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 6 W48A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 7 W47A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 7 W78A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 1 4 W45A
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 17 131
pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 23 69
some furniture nails?

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 87 70
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought head shape n/a 138 203
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14
large, pointed shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 20
large, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 11
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 13 W77A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 9 W79B
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 12 W43A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 10 W27A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 31 W52A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 18 W808
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 13 175
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 17 W122A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14 W44A
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 10 W105A1
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 9 W112A1
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 30 191
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 15 235
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 10 W26A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 2 30
fragments

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 9 W26A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 4 W71A1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 3 23
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 11 W63A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 15 W122A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 2 28
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 18 W85A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 2 40 W51A&B
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 11 W35B
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 22 W93A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 14 W1120A
medium, flared shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 8 145
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 20 W44A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 21 W13A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 29
large, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 10 W71?
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 5 57
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 10 W70A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 12 W117A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 12 W54A1
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 14 W80B
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 2 41.2
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 38 W27A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 19 W117A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 3 37
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 9.4
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 7 W120A
small, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 8 Y558-31O

small, flared shank, probably Y558-

31D

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 2 53
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 5 W76A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 10 W68A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 7
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 18
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 13
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 8
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 10
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 26 W63?
large, pointed shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 30
large, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 24 W21A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 11 W422
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 7 93
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 11 W34A
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 factets 2 28
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 15
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 17 Y558-31O

medium, flared shank, probably Y558-

31D

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 13 W54A1
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14 Y558-31H
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 19 W71B1
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 17.8 W60A1
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 20 W117A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 19 W76A
medium, flared shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 23 Y558-31H
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 12 W21A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 3 47 W64A1
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 21 W83A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 13 173A1?
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 23 W86A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 1 26 W37A1, W37A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 4 facets 32 579
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 5 facets 1 38.4
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 19 W52A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14 W825B
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 19 W43A
medium
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 11 W66A1
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 2 21 Y558-31
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 13 W27A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 12 W85A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 12 W79A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 24 W25R
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 10 W51A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 22 W60A1
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 14 W26A
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 3 43
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 23 311
medium

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2 W28B
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2 W43A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 9 W80A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 6 W77B1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 6.2 W44A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 6
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 79 W54A1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 5 W62A1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2.6 W77B1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 69 W117A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 39 W805
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 W77A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 2 14 W74A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 4 W117A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 7 W117A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 W45A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 9 W71A1
small, pointed shank
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A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 7 W64A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 11 W13A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2 W55A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 W51A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 5 W27B
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 49 W17A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 11 W77B1
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 7 W74A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 < 1 W28B
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 4 Y558-31A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 19 W70A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2 W95A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 4 W45A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 8 W43A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 2 Y558-31D
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 16 W70A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 4 W120A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 4 W122A
smalll, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 1 3 W48A
small, pointed shank

A77.5.2 Nail iron hand wrought rosehead, 3 facets 71 353
small, pointed shank

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 57 Y571-B

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 23 Y500-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 8 Y573-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 Y558-4

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 Y544-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 Y558-?

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y563

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y559-A  
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A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 8 Y550-A1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 8.1 Y563

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 27 Y567-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 Y57?-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 4.1 Y571-A1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 Y502A-F1
possibly coated, whitewashed

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 19 68 Y502A-F1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 Y565

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 8.1 Y560-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 6 Y571-B

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 Y561-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 Y555-9

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 19.3 Y592-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 12 Y591-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 4 Y576-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 10 Y557-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 Y589

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y568-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 4 Y551-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 13 Y566-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y555-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 Y502A-F1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 34 Y558-14

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 4 Y553-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 6.5 Y506-C1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 70 Y558-9

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 38 Y577A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 Y550-A2  
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A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 4 Y550-I1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 Y550-A

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 4 Y550-C1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 21 Y550-L1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 5 Y550-H1

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 13 Y550-E

A77.5.3 Daub/Bousillage clay 121 292

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 75 W80B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 32 125 W122A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 35 W72B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 19 30 W25B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 21 61 W117-A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 52 W48A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 W44B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 11 W78B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 12 Y558-60

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 W91A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 W117B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 W119A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 W53B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 W108A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 7 W55B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 7 W77B

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 4 W111A

A77.5.4 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 W120C  
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A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 Y647B

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 27 90 Y643-A

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 25 61 Y644A

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 16 Y641B

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 Y642-B

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 35 184 Y640-A

A77.5.5 Daub/Bousillage clay 77 255.9 Y646A

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 32 86 Y646B

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 52 167 Y645A

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 56 Y644A

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 18 Y641A

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 5 Y640A

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 11 Y646B

A77.5.6 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 42 Y647B

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 13 T12H

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 8 T9C

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 5 T15A

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 16 T9D

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 32 T9B

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 20 Y640A

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 T12F

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 30 T9E

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 23 64 T9B1

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 29 T12E

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 T12G

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 25 100 Y641A

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 40 T12D

A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 39 164 Y643A  
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A77.5.7 Daub/Bousillage clay 88 237 Y642A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay na 121 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 218 387 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 22 34 W40A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 31 200 Y558-31A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 7 W15A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 18 W7A1

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 14 43 W4A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 7 W19A1

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 25 W24A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 30 W28A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 9 W14A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 16 26 W36A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 23 W33A1

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 W31A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 8 W8A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 11 W17A1

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 14 W23A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 13 W16A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 24 Y558-31C

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 7 W13A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 16 W10A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 14 W11A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 17 W20A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3 W27A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 22 51 W39A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 30 W6A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 25 47 W22A  
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A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 15 W2A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 20 58 W47A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 32 62 W41A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 W30A-2

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 15 W35A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 16 W1A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 10 W24A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 8 W12A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 9 W18A

A77.5.8 Daub/Bousillage clay 25 75 W3A

A77.5.8 Clinker metal 9 5 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Flakes stone lithic, debitage 12 4 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 UID Object metal

misc. metal 

fragments 4 2 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Charcoal wood fragments 14 1 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Ceramic clay Native ceramic misc 32 17 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Stones stone 9 6 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Bone bone calcined, fragments 1 < 1 Y558-31B

A77.5.8 Bone bone fragments 1 1 Y558-31B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 154 287 T8E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 40 T8D

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 3 T11C

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 5 T11A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 3 T8B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 8 T1H  
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A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 T15A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 23 Y641A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 10 T40

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 36 T8G

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 7 T3F

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 5 Y910

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 4 T5B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 6 T8H

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 T5D

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 4 T6E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 T6D

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 27 81 T8F

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 9 T4A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 1 T11E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 < 1 T11B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 3 T5A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 1 T1Q

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 T7A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 15 T12F

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 5 T1E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 7 T1K

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 T1J

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 < 1 T7B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 T1F

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 T3B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 Y909  
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A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 < 1 T2C

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 2 T11D

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 12 Y558-20

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 3 T9E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 T8A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 1 T6B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 1 T6C

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 18 T4C

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 2 T1L

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 1 T10E

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 < 1 T11F

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 4 T6A

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 T1N

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 5 Y908

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 T1P

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 T4B

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 T5C

A77.5.9 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 T1B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 46 110 W71A 

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 10.6 W65A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 16 W69A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 5 W67A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 94 261 W71A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 49 138 W64A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 134 273.8 W624A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 44 W71B 

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 89 122 W64A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 54 122.1 W64A  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 5 W68A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 26 W68A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 14 W66A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 14 W64B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 8 W70A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 36 98 W70A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 30 W61A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 40 112 W61A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 35 84 W61A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 95 158.7 W61A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 110 251 W63A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 36 W63A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 16 11 W63B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 11 W63B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 34 W63B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 22 W63A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 28.8 W62B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 22 W71B1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 4 W62B1

A77.5.10 Stones stone 6 14.2

A77.5.10 Nail iron hand wrought 1 1 W52A

A77.5.10 Mudrock mineral 1 < 1 Y558-31H

A77.5.10 Charcoal wood 6 < 1 Y558-31H

A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 3 18 Y558-31D
**Needs typing

A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 6 7 W52A
**Needs typing

A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 5 6 Y558-31H
**Needs typing

A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 2 2 W71B
**Needs typing

A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 6 7.3
**Needs typing
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A77.5.10 Ceramic clay Native ceramic possible Colonoware 1 2 W37A1 

looks like handle fragment of a 

teacup, **Needs typing

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 214 507 Y558-31F

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 Y558-31E

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 81 Y558-9A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 45 Y558-31B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 Y558-31C

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 Y558-25

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 58 260.2 Y558-31A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 76 Y558-20

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y558-23

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 4 Y558-67

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y558-30

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1.2 Y558-35

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 Y558-76

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 29 77 Y558-31D

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 95 74 Y558-31H

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 498 557 Y558-31D

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 109 297 Y558-31H

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 142 368 Y558-31D

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 297 203 Y558-31D

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 8 T8H

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2 T8B1, T8C1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 9.5 T12H

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 12 T8D

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y926

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 18 W416  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 86 Y643B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 32 Y644B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 12 Y647A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 15.7 Y601A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 6 Y662A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 26 36 Y646B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 8 Y691B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 25 Y642A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 8 Y602A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 25 Y647B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 5 Y660A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 19 Y641A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 Y661

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 Y645B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 18 Y642B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 14 Y603A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 13 Y600A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 8 Y651A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 10 Y640-B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 Y672A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 12 Y604A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 90 114.2 W44A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 32 W47A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 23 46 W37A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 85 34 W41A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 19 14 W40A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 10.7 W44B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 14 33 W45B  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 50 62 W48A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 117 184 W45A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 10 W42A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 50 25 W42A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 31 70 W49A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 43 70 W49A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 6 W43B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 9 W43A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2 W43B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 30 60 W43A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 105 240 W43A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 W6A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 8.6 W21B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 15 W23B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 7 W24B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 8 W13A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 W35A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 3.8 W14A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 38 45 W27B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 57 75 W27B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 4 W28B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 W33A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 42 41 W28B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 50 145 W26B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 14 W26B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 55 W26B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 3 W25A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 34 48 W25A  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 5 W34A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 29 W34A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 5 W32A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 < 1 W7A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 28 65 W26A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 28 56 W22A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 28 61 W27A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 33 83 W21A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 18 27 W23A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 19 57 W25B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3 W10A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 < 1 W32A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 W19A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 31 50.9

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 14 31 W56B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 5 W55A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 40 95 W55A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 42 85 W59A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 77 78 W59A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 5 7 W58A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 16 W58A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 23 80 W60A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 29 79 W60A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 71 118 W56A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 37 76 W56A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 101 283 W120AB

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 23 41 W120AB

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 12 W120  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 89 243 W122A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 12 59 W115A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 3.2 W115A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 2.8 W115A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 69 W108A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 45 W413

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 43 W120B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 38 W117A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 21 28.6 W113A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 13 W112A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 20 28 W122B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 11 27 W113A 

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 15 32 W117B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 4 W119A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 4 W109A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 0.5 W120B1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1.7 W104A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 81 144.5 W77A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 36 12 W120A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 98 206 W120A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 44 111 W120A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 28 W56A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 71 131 W56A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 81 180 W72A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 133 270 W72A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 33 91 W72A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 8 W72B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 9 W72B  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 17 W77

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 77 187 W77A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 1.6 W77A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 22 50 W85A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 32 W85A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 16 W85A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 85 168.6 W80A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 17 27 W80A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 23 29 W86A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 19 28 W86A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 29 W86A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 53 134 W73A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 9 11 W76B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 5 W76B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 22 56 W73A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 148 196 W79A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 14 23 W79B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 1 W79B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 62 165 W76A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 61 108 W76A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 14 W76A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 92 242.6 W74A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 122 235.7 W74A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 3 W74B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 44 129 W80B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 7 W80B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 4 W88A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 21 34 W78A  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 3 8 W92A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1.1 W64A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 11 W98A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 2 W94A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 2.5 W90A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1.1 W97A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 12.4 W87A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 3.5 W96A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1.4 W78B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 1 1 W89A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 11 W50A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 13 25 W50A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 11 W50A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 120 227 W52A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 7 34 W52B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 24 W52B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 47 100 W53A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 26 41 W53A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 14 28 W53A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 19 W53A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 10 20 W50A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 118 220.9 W51A

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 2 7.1 W51B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 13 W51B

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 3 W51A 1?

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 22 39 W54A1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 4 16 W54B1

A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 8 16 W55A  
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A77.5.10 Daub/Bousillage clay 6 8 W55B

A77.5.11 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 101 677.4 Y558-31A
**Needs typing

A77.5.12 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 38 473.9 Y558-31B 31D
Yazoo sherds, rim, mendable pieces

A77.5.13 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 15 189.4 Y558-31D
Addis jar sherds 

A77.5.14 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Fatherland Incised 25 352.4

A77.5.15 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 4 44.2 Y558-31A 31B
**Needs typing

A77.5.16 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Fatherland Incised 26 128.5 Y558-31F

A77.5.17 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 2 420.3 Y558-31B
mended ceramic jar, **Needs typing

A77.5.18 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 3 149.8 Y558-31A

partially reconstructed pot, **Needs 

typing

A77.5.19 Ceramic clay Native ceramic 1 193 Y558-3A

partially reconstructed pot, **Needs 

typing

A77.5.20 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

poss. Miss Plain v 

Yazoo 6 98.9

partially reconstructed pot, **Needs 

typing

A77.5.21 Debitage lithic Flakes Chert 14 22

partially reconstructed pot, **Needs 

typing

A77.5.21 Debitage lithic Shatter Chert 5 16.7

A77.5.22 Debitage lithic Flakes Rhyolite 3 10.1

A77.5.23 Debitage lithic Flakes Chert 510 993.8

A77.5.23 Debitage lithic Shatter Chert 65 560.6

A77.5.24 Debitage lithic Shatter quartzite 3 12.1
unutilized

A77.5.24 Debitage lithic Flakes quartzite 6 12.3
unutilized
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A77.5.25 Lithic Tool lithic Anvil sandstone 1 142.3
utilized

A77.5.26 Pebble lithic Pebble 1 1.1
unmodified

A77.5.26 Debitage lithic Flakes quartzite 10 25.6

A77.5.26 Debitage lithic Shatter quartzite 3 59.5

A77.5.27 Debitage lithic Flakes Rhyolite 12 34.7

A77.5.27 Debitage lithic Shatter Rhyolite 1 6

A77.5.28 Debitage lithic 2 31.9
unmodified; misc. stones

A77.5.28 Debitage lithic 19 135.9
unmodified; misc. stones

A77.5.29 Debitage lithic Flakes Chert 124 301.5
utilized

A77.5.29 Debitage lithic Shatter Chert 10 126.8
utilized

A77.5.30 Lithic  lithic ground sandstone 6 307
possibly heat treated

A77.5.30 Lithic lithic ground sandstone 17 181

A77.5.30 Lithic Tool lithic Anvil ground sandstone 3 898.9

A77.5.31 Debitage lithic Flakes Chert 1 3

A77.5.31 Debitage lithic Shatter Chert 2 39

A77.5.31 Debitage lithic Core Chert 1 88.9

A77.5.32 Lithic Tool lithic Hammerstone 4 820.6

A77.5.32 Lithic Tool lithic Hammerstone 3 937.4

A77.5.33 Debitage lithic Shatter Chert 14 155.8

A77.5.33 Debitage lithic Flakes Chert 257 690.3

A77.5.34 missing
supposed to be 3 misc. stones

A77.5.35 Lithic Tool lithic ground sandstone 15 558
grooved

A77.5.35 Lithic lithic ground sandstone 3 170
possibly heat treated

A77.5.35 Lithic lithic ground sandstone 29 1042

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Preform/Hafted Celts 2 59.5

IWB says: Celts, Dr. Knight says: 

Preforms

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Drills 3 41.5  
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A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Adze 1 25.5

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Hoe 1 21.7

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Chopper 1 48

A77.5.36 missing Projectile Points 11
missing

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Spokeshaves 2 4.4

A77.5.36 Lithic Tool lithic Projectile Points 3 3
fragments

A77.5.37 Debitage lithic Cores 25 735

A77.5.37 Debitage lithic Flakes 4 58.2

A77.5.37 Debitage lithic Tested Pebble 1 29

A77.5.38 Debitage lithic Tested Pebble 2 225.6

A77.5.38 Debitage lithic Cores 3 326.7

A77.5.38 Lithic Tool lithic Hammerstone 4 478.2

A77.5.39 Debitage lithic Tested Pebble biface, crude 2 23.9

A77.5.39 Debitage lithic Flakes biface, crude 2 5.2

A77.5.39 Debitage lithic Shatter biface, crude 3 39.4

A77.5.39 Debitage lithic Cores biface, crude 7 192.7

A77.5.40 Lithic Tool lithic Hammerstone 32 801

A77.5.41 Debitage lithic Shatter 4 296.3

A77.5.41 Debitage lithic Tested Pebble 4 236.9

A77.5.41 Lithic Tool lithic biface, crude 19 798.4

A77.5.41 Lithic Tool lithic Hammerstone 1 62.1

A77.5.41 Debitage lithic Flakes 4 16.9

A77.5.42 Debitage lithic Cores 3 272.8

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers Discoidal 5 163.5

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Bifaces fragments 16 168.1

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Bifaces fragment Tips 9 98.5

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Knife hafted 4 100.9

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Bifaces retouched flakes 16 29.7  
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A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Knife 1 36.8

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Spokeshaves double sided scraper 1 22.2

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers see notes 1 19.5
hafted side scraper-knife-borer

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers hafted end scraper 1 23.3

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers hafted side scraper 2 40

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers side-end scrapers 2 9.2

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers double sided scraper 2 5.3

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers

double side-end 

scraper 2 11.6

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers side scraper 1 2.4

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers see notes 1 1.7
hafted double sided scraper-borer

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers scraper-borer 1 2.7

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Scrapers end scraper-borer 1 2.7

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Borers bifacial borers 2 15

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Borers 2 4.8
IWB says Burins

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic misc. unifacial tools 28 148.5

A77.5.43 Lithic Tool lithic Flakes uniface retouch flakes 5 19.3

A77.5.44 Pipe fragment Kaolin kaolin, decorated pipe stem fragments 12 30

A77.5.44 Pipe fragment Kaolin kaolin pipe stem fragments 57 80

A77.5.44 Pipe fragment Kaolin kaolin pipe bowl fragments 18 31.4  
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A77.5.45 Shoe heel leather crumbly shoe heel 1 na Y558-20

A77.5.45 Shoe heel leather fair shoe heel 1 1.8 T15E

A77.5.45 Shoe heel leather fair shoe heel 2 11 T5B

A77.5.45 Buttons, Cufflinks brass? some w/shanks buttons, cufflinks 11 15.2
units are known

A77.5.45 Buttplate finial brass? fragments buttplate finial 1 10.7 W43A

A77.5.45 Triggerguard brass? fragments triggerguard 1 4.9 W77A

A77.5.45 Lithic lithic iron-rich limestone 1 27.9 W16A

A77.5.45 Fishhook brass rusty fishhook 1 0.8 W27B
possibly iron

A77.5.45 Lithic Tool lithic whetstone 1 7.2 W77A

A77.5.45 UID Object na burned burned material, UID 3 1.3 W2A

A77.5.45 Glass glass colorless both 18th Century 2 6.4 see notes

RIM-Y578A, from bottle?/wine glass? 

1-Y573A = smoky palest green--

window pane, edge w/bevel and 

etched? Acided?

A77.5.45 Ochre mineral Ochre 1 1.3 W60A1

A77.5.45 Lithic lithic fragments slate 3 11.8
writing slate fragments?

A77.5.45 Cloth na fragments Fabric 1 5.5
weight includes plastic bag

A77.5.45 Horn horn fragments possibly handle pieces? 5 0.7

A77.5.45 Horn horn fragments possibly handle pieces? 4 0.6

A77.5.45 Ornament na fragments saw-toothed ornament 1 1.1 T8B

possible bead? Material may be 

ebony or gagat.

A77.5.45 Cufflink insert glass complete cufflink insert 1 0.8 W25A

oval, not faceted, cloudy white, 18th 

Century

A77.5.46 Carriage Piece iron metal loop possibly from carriage 1 111.2  
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A77.5.46 Wire iron fragments iron wire 5 20.6

A77.5.46 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 3 23.4

A77.5.46 Nail iron hand wrought possibly hand-wrought 6 26.8

A77.5.46 Lock Plate iron fragments Lock plate 1 43.6 Y43A

A77.5.46 Iron Object iron fragments folded iron fragments 1 22 640A

A77.5.46 Barrel Hoop iron fragments possible barrel hoops 1 11.9 Y558-31D

A77.5.46 Spike iron fragments hand-wrought spike 1 16.5 W25A

A77.5.46 File iron fragments possible file fragments 4 90.1

A77.5.46 Wire iron fragments wire 3 7.6

A77.5.46 Kettle iron fragments kettle fragments 2 17.6

A77.5.46 Iron Object iron fragments na 61.9

A77.5.46 Iron Object iron fragments unclassified 1 50.2 T86

A77.5.46 Rivet iron fragments rivets 27 650.2

A77.5.46 Chain links iron rusted together chain links 1 63.2

A77.5.46 Chain links iron chain links 2 81.6

A77.5.46 Chain links iron chain links 1 17.2

A77.5.46 Chain links iron chain links 1 26.8

A77.5.46 Bolt iron fragments Bolts 2 158.6

A77.5.46 Nut iron fragments Nuts 6 201.7

A77.5.47 Handle iron fragments Handles 1 12.6

A77.5.47 Handle iron fragments Handles 1 7.5

A77.5.47 Handle iron fragments Handles 1 4.8

A77.5.47 Handle iron fragments Handles 1 13  
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A77.5.47 Spring iron fragments Spring 1 16.5 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D

A77.5.47 Strike-a-Light iron fragments Strike-a-Lights 2 15.1

A77.5.47 Mouth Harp iron fragments Mouth Harp 1 11.7

A77.5.47 Padlock latch iron fragments Padlock latch 1 28.4
possibly military in origin; fairly large.

A77.5.47 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 1 bag 27.7

A77.5.47 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 1 bag 27.6

A77.5.47 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 1 bag 14.2

A77.5.47 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 1 bag 12.6

A77.5.47 Knife Blade iron fragments

possible blade 

fragments 1 bag 12.3

A77.5.47 Lock iron fragments Lock fragment 1 61.5 W18??
possibly military

A77.5.47 Key iron fragments key fragment 1 22 Y558-9A

A77.5.47 Key iron fragments key fragment 1 4.5 W20A

A77.5.47 Key iron fragments key fragment 1 bag 13.5

A77.5.47 Lock iron fragments Lock fragment 1 bag 21 W71D?

A77.5.47 Lock iron fragments Lock fragment 1 37.5 Y450?

A77.5.47 Key iron fragments key fragment 1 6.8

A77.5.47 Pintle iron Pintle 1 110.8

A77.5.47 Shot iron Ball Shot 1 62.2
possible swivel gun, 1 inch diameter

A77.5.47 Shot iron Ball Shot 1 65

A77.5.47 Shrapnel iron Shrapnel 3 200.9

A77.5.47 Buckle iron Buckle with Tang 1 22.2  
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A77.5.47 Buckle iron large Buckle   1 52

A77.5.47 Buckle iron fragments Buckle 1 bag 21.6

A77.5.47 Buckle iron Buckle with Tang 1 22.4 W104A

A77.5.47 Buckle iron Buckle 2 13 T7C, T1H

A77.5.47 Staple iron Staples 31 98.9

A77.5.47 Fishhook iron fishhook 3 3.7

A77.5.47 Iron Object iron misc. iron 1 6.8

A77.5.47 Iron Tool iron fragments Iron tool fragment 1 34.1 T118

A77.5.47 Pin iron Pin, iron 1 < 1 Y558-31A

A77.5.47 Hook iron fairly large Hooks 1 20.3

A77.5.47 Iron Tool iron fragments Iron tool fragment 1 25.8 Y647B

A77.5.47 Wire metal fragments wire 1 < 1 W117A

A77.5.47 Ring iron fragments rings 1 14.9 W68A

possibly from coil? Some thick? 

Probably not personal items.

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 1.1 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 0.6 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 1.1 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 1.8 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 2 2.8 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 1.7 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 2 2.8 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 2.1 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 0.3 W25B

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 0.3 W80A

A77.5.48 Tinkling Cone brass Tinkling cone 1 0.8 W27B

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal brass fragments possible copper 2 0.9 W27B

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal brass fragments possible copper 4 0.9 W117B  
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A77.5.48 Sheet Metal brass fragments possible copper 1 0.3 Y558-76

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal brass fragments possible copper 2 1.2 W77B1

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal brass fragments possible copper 1 0.6 W37A1

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal Copper fragments 1 0.2 Y558-31H
in W48

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal Copper fragments 3 0.9

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal Copper fragments 1 1.7 Y558-31O
probably Y558-31D, in W34

A77.5.48 Sheet Metal Copper fragments 7 4.5 Y558-31B
in W3

A77.5.48 Brass Object Brass fragments possible gun part 1 6.8 W28A
possible triggerguard

A77.5.48 Brass Object Brass fragments

partial circular object, 

flat 1 5.1 W54A1

A77.5.48 Brass Object Brass fragments possible buckle piece 1 6.4 W15A

two sharp tangs and two extended 

pieces

A77.5.48 Triggerguard Brass fragments triggerguard 1 9.9 Y577A

A77.5.48 Brass Object Brass fragments tubular object 1 5.4 Y565A
possible bead?

A77.5.48 Brass Object Brass fragments 1 33.3 Y558-31H
angled, hook-like object, heavy

A77.5.48 Coin Copper **** 1 2.8 W79A

A77.5.48 Coin Copper **** 1 3 W13A

A77.5.48 Coin Copper **** 1 2.6 W41A

A77.5.48 Coin Copper **** 1 2.8 Y558-31H

A77.5.48 Coin Copper **** 1 2.7 W63A

A77.5.48 Powder Flask Spout Metal powder flask spout 1 58.1 Y461A

possible brass or copper, appears to 

have been treated

A77.5.49 Caisson part iron fragments Caisson part 1 600+ Y558-31A

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 11.1 W85A

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 5.7 W117A

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 7.8  
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A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 4

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 0.4 Y647B

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 6.6

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 2.2 Y643A

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 5.3

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 5.6 Y646B

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 7 Y558-31F

A77.5.50 Knife Blade iron fragments possible knife blades 1 bag 7.6

A77.5.51 Hinge iron fragments Hinges 3 65.6

A77.5.51 Hinge iron fragments Hinges 1 bag 45.6

A77.5.51 Hinge iron fragments Hinges 2 62.1 W43R

A77.5.51 Hinge iron fragments Hinges 1 50

A77.5.51 Hinge iron fragments Hinges 1 46.2

A77.5.52 Barrel Hoop iron fragments Barrel hoops 6 154.5

A77.5.52 Barrel Hoop iron fragments Barrel hoops 1 bag 102.2

A77.5.53 Wedge iron wedge 1 450.3

A77.5.53 Wedge iron fragments wedge 1 358.5 T8H

unit number from IWB diss. P. 1169 

(b)

A77.5.54 Chisel iron Chisel 1 36.4

A77.5.55 Baling Needle Iron 3 sided Baling Needle 1 28.7
originally labeled as a File
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A77.5.56 Spoon Metal fragments Spoon 1 12.2 Y641A
(IWB Dissertation)

A77.5.57 Spring-like object metal missing item Spring-like object 1

A77.5.57 Crowbar-like object Iron

flat iron w/hole at 

end crowbar-like object 1 600+ W683A

fragment, both ends may have 

broken off, may have had other 

holes, too heavy for hinge pieces?

A77.5.58 Triggerguard brass tang 1 4.9 W77A

A77.5.58 Buttplate finial brass buttplate finial 1 10.7 W43A

A77.5.59 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 91 1153.2

A77.5.60 Lithic chert misc. chert stones 6 47.9

A77.5.60 Lithic chert poss. Retouched 1 8.7 T110

A77.5.60 Lithic chert debitage shatter 15 235.1

A77.5.60 Lithic chert debitage core 1 86

A77.5.60 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 202 293.6

A77.5.61 Lithic chert misc.chert stones 3 35.2

A77.5.61 Lithic chert fire-cracked 5 32.7

A77.5.61 Lithic chert debitage tested pebbles 4 28.3

A77.5.61 Lithic chert debitage core 4 112.2

A77.5.61 Lithic chert debitage flakes 353 651.5

A77.5.61 Lithic chert debitage shatter 28 285.4

A77.5.62 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 134 924.3
unutilized

A77.5.63 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 107 746.1
unutilized

A77.5.64 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 50 1082.8
unutilized

A77.5.65 Lithic chert debitage tested pebbles 2 36.6

A77.5.65 Lithic chert debitage shatter 31 421.5
some fire-treated

A77.5.65 Lithic chert debitage flakes 360 536.7
unutilized

A77.5.66 Sprue lead 1 na Y558-31B  
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A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W3A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W19A1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W43A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 15 na Y558-31A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 13 na W52B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 7 na W27A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W27A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W27B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W26A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W23A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W33A1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W23A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 3 na W28B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W56A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 6 na W15A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W437

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W11A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W37A1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W22A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W21A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 4 na Y603A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 3 na W77B1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W69A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 119 na W28A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W424

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W26B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W429

A77.5.66 Shot lead 2 na W13A  
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A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W54B1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W86A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 3 na Y641B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W13A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W52A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 39 na W28A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W79B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 29 na W24B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W21A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W115A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na Y558-31C

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W22A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W10A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W25B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na Y604A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W13A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 33 na W23B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 1 na W59A1

A77.5.66 Shot lead 31 na W27A

A77.5.66 Spillage lead 3 na Y558-31B

A77.5.66 Spillage lead 1 na W77

A77.5.66 Spillage lead 36 na Y558-31A

A77.5.66 Shot lead 14 na W28B

A77.5.66 Spillage lead 2 na W28B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 28 na W28B

A77.5.66 Lead Object lead flakes 3 na W28B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 64 na W27B

A77.5.66 Shot lead 46 na W27B  
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A77.5.66 Sprue lead 1 na Y558-31C

A77.5.66 Shot lead 117 na

A77.5.66 Lead Object lead drips 5 na

A77.5.66 Spillage lead 7 na

A77.5.66 Lead Object lead beads? pierced lead 16 na Y558-31A

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience burn 11 9.7
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience

Blanche, Normandy 

Plain 7 25.3
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience blue decorated 1 0.5 W17A1
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience fragments 1 na W27A
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience fragments 2 na Y558-31B
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience fragments 1 na W41A
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 128 278.5
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience

Blanche, Normandy 

Plain 23 31.7
Refined earthenware

A77.5.67 Ceramic clay Faience

Blanche, Normandy 

Plain 21 29.6
Refined earthenware

A77.5.68 Ceramic clay Tin glazed chips 2 < 1

A77.5.69 Iron Object iron misc. iron fragments 1 bag 217.8

A77.5.69 Staple iron Staples 1 1.8 W39A

A77.5.69 Iron Object iron possible iron pot 26 86.5

A77.5.69 Nut iron nuts 3 58.8

A77.5.69 Iron Object iron fragments possible nails 40 136.6

A77.5.69 Washer iron washer 1 3.4

A77.5.69 Bolt iron bolt and bolt head 7 84

A77.5.69 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 28 53.6

A77.5.69 Staple iron Staples 6 20.3

A77.5.69 Iron Object iron fragments 1 bag 121.2  
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A77.5.69 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 14 8.4

A77.5.69 Iron Object iron iron strip 1 2.3

A77.5.69 Nail iron hand wrought rose head nail heads 8 31.8

A77.5.69 Buckle iron buckle 1 4.1

A77.5.70 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 9 50.7

A77.5.70 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 48 309.3

A77.5.71 Iron Object iron fragments 1 bag 69.7

A77.5.71 Knife Blade iron fragments knife blade fragments 10 21.8

A77.5.71 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 3 1.5

A77.5.71 Iron Object iron fragments 1 18.9

A77.5.71 Bolt iron heads bolt heads 7 43.3

A77.5.71 Spike iron fragments 2 23.4

A77.5.71 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 19 19.6

A77.5.71 Nail iron hand wrought nail fragments 12 28.1

A77.5.71 Iron Object iron objects 2 3 W108A

A77.5.72 Musketball lead musketballs 46 770.3

A77.5.72 Spillage lead Spillage 11 90.5

A77.5.72 Vise clamp lead vise clamps 4 34.9

A77.5.72 Spout lead lead spout 1 26.6 Y646A

A77.5.72 Bale Seal metal lead or copper bale seals 5 21.4 see notes

or fabric seals? Units: Y558-31B (in 

W1A), Y603A, W7A, W28B, W8A

A77.5.72 Lead Object lead misc. lead objects 2 36.6  
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A77.5.72 Sprue lead sprue 4 8.5

A77.5.72 Lead Object lead sprue, shot, frags. 4 5.4

A77.5.73 Gunflint flint blade flint 27 218.2

A77.5.73 Gunflint flint small blade flint 16 54.7

A77.5.73 Gunflint flint Spalls 27 182.8

A77.5.73 Gunflint flint debitage gunflint debitage 22 68.3

A77.5.73 Gunflint flint Aboriginal gunflints Aboriginal gunflints 10 40

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware unglazed 30 71.45

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 12 57.1
fragments from same vessel?

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Slip Plain 1 5.6 Y602A

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normany Plain 3 14.2
Refined earthenware

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Brittany Blue on White 3 2.2
same vessel as below

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Brittany Blue on White 1 < 1 W86A
same vessel as below

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Blue on White 24 16
Refined earthenware

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Blue on White 5 31.8
Refined earthenware

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience

Moustiers Yellow on 

White 2 12
Refined earthenware

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Moustiers Polychrome 5 26.1
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware lead glazed 1 0.5 W86A

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware lead glazed 1 1.9 W64A
fragments from same vessel
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A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware lead glazed 10 49.9
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 5 4.7
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 10 38.5
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Olive jar, unglazed 2 13.8
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Decorated 1 2.2 Y646B

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 4 5.1
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware lead glazed 2 12.4
burned

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware Majolica Polychrome 1 0.8 Y600A

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Polychrome 1 0.8 W45A
Refined earthenware

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Normandy Plain 2 2.4
fragments from same vessel

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience indeterminate 1 1.8 Y603A

A77.5.74 Ceramic clay Faience Polychrome 1 3.4 T40
fragment with lettering

A77.5.75 Ceramic clay Faience

Normandy Blue on 

White 1 84.7 Y558-31O
BOWL

A77.5.75 Ceramic clay Faience

Normandy Blue on 

White 4 5.5
same vessel as bowl

A77.5.76 Case Bottle glass

green, lots air 

bubbles 4 208.5 Y558-31B

4 mended segments, 12 total 

fragments, 18th Century, 2 base 

frags; several side body frags, same 

vessel as A77.5.78? Many air 

bubbles.

A77.5.77 Projectile Point glass green glass 1 0.5 W11A
retouched 18th Century glass

A77.5.77 Scraper glass various colors 4 22.3
retouched 18th Century glass
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A77.5.78 Glass glass green 82 273.5

18th Century glass, 37 frags from 

Y558-31-various, assoc. w/ A77.5.76--

probably from one or more case 

bottles

A77.5.79 Glass glass green, patinated 1 11.2 W25A

same vessel as A77.5.78? 18th 

Century, possibly burned fragments

A77.5.79 Glass glass possibly retouch green 1 4.1
18th Century, burned fragments

A77.5.79 Glass glass green, patinated vessel glass 55 131

18th Century, several vessels, 1-3 

base sherds, rest are body sherds, 

some fragments possibly from a case 

bottle

A77.5.80 Glass Blob Seal glass embossed crest green 1 36.6 Y558-31C
18th Century

A77.5.80 Glass glass colorless 8 18.6

18th C, 2 rims-thick drinking glass, 1 

body sherd w/scalloped panels; 1 rim-

-possible bottle finish, 1 melted 

sherd, 2 body sherds, 1 flat smoky 

poss windowpane

A77.5.80 Bottle Rim glass string-lipped green glass rim 1 68.1
18th Century, mended

A77.5.81 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes 2 1.6
necklace beads

A77.5.81 Bead glass Gooseberry 12 6.3
necklace beads

A77.5.81 Bead glass green glass 6 4.4
necklace beads

A77.5.81 Bead glass on exhibit on exhibit na na
missing

A77.5.81 Bead glass dark blue 3 1.5
necklace beads

A77.5.81 Bead glass black, seed beads 6 2.3
seed beads
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A77.5.81 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes 3 2.1
necklace beads

A77.5.81 Bead glass white  64 36.4
medium, drawn

A77.5.81 Bead glass white, seed 18 4.4
seed beads

A77.5.82 Glass glass green, vessel possible neck shards 11 165.3

18th Century, thick, bubbles, 1 

possible shoulder fragment

A77.5.82 Glass glass green, vessel 19 119.6

different vessels, 18th Century, some 

neck and shoulder fragments

A77.5.82 Glass glass green, vessel kick-up fragments 4 127.7

18th Century, black-green color, 

thick, some air bubbles

A77.5.82 Glass glass green, vessel neck and shoulder 1 6.3 Y643B

18th C, air bubbles, green has brown 

tint, probably multiple vessels, *2 

possible retouches*

A77.5.82 Glass glass green, vessel 426 1394.4

18th Century, various body sherds, 

small fragments, a few neck and base 

pieces

A77.5.83 Lithic chert pebbles 92 942.6

A77.5.84 Lithic chert fire cracked rock 62 740.5

A77.5.84 Lithic chert tested pebbles 2 112.9

A77.5.84 Lithic chert shatter 3 30.2

A77.5.84 Lithic chert flakes 9 19.5

A77.5.85 Lithic chert cobbles 4 535.2

A77.5.85 Lithic chert tested pebbles 5 255.6

A77.5.85 Lithic chert shatter 6 214.2

A77.5.86 Lithic sandstone 40 751

A77.5.87 Lithic sandstone 46 861  
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A77.5.88 Lithic pebbles 60 426.6

A77.5.89 Lithic quartzite unutilized 12 728.6

A77.5.90 Lithic chert pebbles 46 601.1

A77.5.90 Lithic chert tested pebbles 3 145.5

A77.5.90 Lithic chert shatter 3 6.8

A77.5.91 Lithic steatite 7 68.4

A77.5.92 Lithic chert pebbles 209 1345.6

A77.5.93 Lithic chert pebbles 105 1245.1

A77.5.94 Lithic chert tested pebbles 2 38.3

A77.5.94 Lithic chert unutilized fire cracked rock 7 30

A77.5.95 Lithic quartzite unutilized 16 497.4

A77.5.95 Lithic quartzite fire cracked rock 9 246

A77.5.95 Lithic quartzite shatter 3 211.3

A77.5.95 Lithic quartzite flakes 6 14.9

A77.5.96 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 7 1065.8

A77.5.97 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 11 490.9

A77.5.97 Lithic chert shatter 5 209.3

A77.5.97 Lithic chert tested pebbles 5 168.7

A77.5.98 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 274 367.6

A77.5.98 Lithic chert shatter 12 159

A77.5.98 Lithic chert tested pebbles 1 3.2

A77.5.99 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 6 669.5

A77.5.99 Lithic chert shatter 2 99

A77.5.99 Lithic chert tested pebbles 3 184.5

A77.5.100 Lithic quartzite unutilized 6 193.3

A77.5.100 Lithic quartzite shatter 5 255.7

A77.5.100 Lithic quartzite fire cracked rock 1 22.6

A77.5.100 Lithic quartzite flakes 5 29.9  
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A77.5.101 Lithic rhyolite unutilized shatter 1 71

A77.5.101 Lithic rhyolite unutilized flakes 10 24

A77.5.101 Lithic rhyolite tested pebbles 1 12.2

A77.5.102 Lithic unutilized petrified wood 6 42.2

A77.5.103 Lithic sandstone 35 826.4

A77.5.104 Lithic sandstone 27 299.1

A77.5.105 Lithic limestone 32 596

A77.5.106 Lithic ironstone 94 696.4

A77.5.107 Lithic sandstone 50 785.8

A77.5.108 Lithic sandstone 59 749.8

A77.5.109 Lithic chert fire-cracked 280 2440.3

A77.5.110 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 150 2507

A77.5.111 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 429 1295

A77.5.111 Lithic chert debitage shatter 45 1101.7

A77.5.111 Lithic chert debitage tested pebbles 9 201.7

A77.5.112 Lithic stone not sandstone? 1 7.1 Y407

A77.5.112 Lithic sandstone unutilized 202 3648

A77.5.113 Lithic stone large 8 2298.3+

A77.5.114 Lithic steatite 1 9.2

A77.5.115 Lithic quartzite unutilized 39 776.6

A77.5.116 Lithic ironstone unutilized 35 226.7

A77.5.117 Lithic stone unutilized petrified wood 5 164.4

A77.5.118 Lithic rhyolite unutilized shatter 2 60

A77.5.118 Lithic rhyolite unutilized flakes 18 32.3

A77.5.119 Lithic limestone 32 500.9

A77.5.120 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 395 3685.6

A77.5.121 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 184 2759+

A77.5.122 Lithic chert fire-cracked 378 2273.7  
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A77.5.122 Lithic chert fire-cracked tested pebbles 3 128

A77.5.122 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 53 107

A77.5.123 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 435 3182.4

A77.5.124 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 24 31.8

A77.5.124 Lithic chert fire-cracked 507 2744.5

A77.5.125 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 214 2192.9

A77.5.126 Lithic stone pebbles pebbles 295 2074

A77.5.127 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 26 1372.8

A77.5.127 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 12 689.7

A77.5.127 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 20 436.2

A77.5.127 Lithic chert unutilized cores 3 237.6

A77.5.128 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 521 1056

A77.5.128 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 195 845.1

A77.5.128 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 5 28.2

A77.5.129 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 6 415.3

A77.5.129 Lithic chert unutilized core 1 191.4 W23A

A77.5.129 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 20 644.1

A77.5.129 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 7 927+

A77.5.130 Lithic chert unutilized cores 9 1071.3

A77.5.130 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 20 800.7

A77.5.130 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 29 546.8

A77.5.130 Lithic chert unutilized cobbles 6 305.7

A77.5.131 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 111 1343.4

A77.5.131 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 621 1094.1

A77.5.131 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 6 55

A77.5.132 Lithic chert fire-cracked rocks 71 298.2

A77.5.132 Lithic chert fire-cracked shatter 65 384.4

A77.5.132 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 47 97.7  
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A77.5.132 Lithic chert fire-cracked tested pebbles 1 8.4 W50A

A77.5.133 Lithic chert unutilized flakes 270 375.9

A77.5.133 Lithic chert unutilized shatter 20 141.8

A77.5.133 Lithic chert unutilized tested pebbles 2 43.6

A77.5.134 Lithic quartzite unutilized 24 1326.6+

A77.5.134 Lithic quartzite unutilized core 1 366.4

A77.5.134 Lithic quartzite unutilized shatter 20 311.1

A77.5.134 Lithic quartzite unutilized tested pebbles 7 137.6

A77.5.134 Lithic quartzite unutilized flakes 17 83.9

A77.5.135 Lithic sandstone 184 2047.6

A77.5.136 Lithic quartzite unutilized shatter 50 1103.6

A77.5.136 Lithic quartzite unutilized tested pebbles 9 1132.6+

A77.5.136 Lithic quartzite unutilized 28 755.2

A77.5.136 Lithic quartzite unutilized flakes 23 60.6

A77.5.137 Lithic stone fire-cracked 1 5.7 W13A

A77.5.137 Lithic sandstone 223 1980.3

A77.5.138 Lithic sandstone 181 2341

A77.5.139 Lithic ironstone 64 282

A77.5.139 Lithic ironstone 11 192.5

A77.5.139 Lithic ironstone 220 592.6

A77.5.140 Lithic chert fire-cracked cores 2 101.3

A77.5.140 Lithic chert fire-cracked flakes 1 11
unutilized

A77.5.140 Lithic chert fire-cracked tested pebbles 4 181.2

A77.5.140 Lithic chert fire-cracked cobbles 16 478

A77.5.140 Lithic chert fire-cracked shatter 7 85.4

A77.5.141 Lithic chert debitage core 1 163.6

A77.5.141 Lithic chert debitage shatter 11 386

A77.5.141 Lithic chert debitage tested pebbles 1 50.3  
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A77.5.142 Lithic rhyolite debitage flakes 33 72.1

A77.5.142 Lithic rhyolite debitage shatter 4 54.7

A77.5.143 Lithic unutilized petrified wood 2 17.7

A77.5.144 Lithic limestone unutilized limestone 54 647.9

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 44 586
marbled crockery

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 30 349.6
solid grey glaze crockery

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 3 93.6

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 36 111.3

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 3 17.9

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 28 168.3 W1A-W95A

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 1 7.1 W5A? 6A?
Maker's Mark on sherd

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay Flow Blue Pearlware 7 33.6 W2A-W68A
see other Flow Blue ceramics

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay Flow Blue whiteware 14 27.8 W1A-W47A

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 5 43.8
Orange glazed crockery

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 1 12.3 W37A1
Brown glazed

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware Porcelain 2 4.6 W164A, W111A
plain

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware

whiteware? 

Pearlware? 3 22.6  
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A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Yellowware 1 5.2 W54A1

A77.5.145 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware unidentified 4 5.1

A77.5.146 Bucket strap Iron possible bucket straps 36 112.1

A77.5.146 Washer Iron washers 2 124.2
1 square, very large and 1 round

A77.5.146 Nut Iron nuts 7 218.1

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Wire cut wire cut, very large 4 77

A77.5.146 Staple Iron staples 20 92.6

A77.5.146 Carriage piece Iron possible carriage piece 1 98.4
needs identification

A77.5.146 Linch pin Iron large linch pins 3 324.6

A77.5.146 Hinge Iron fragments hinge 1 66.6 W400

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Sheet cut Sheet cut, medium 12 44.1

A77.5.146 Washer Iron possibly handmade washer 1 5.3

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Sheet cut Sheet cut, large 1 11.5

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Sheet cut Sheet cut, small 11 22.1

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Wire cut wire cut, medium 4 23.2

A77.5.146 Nut and Bolt Iron 19th C? nut, bolt 1 40.9

A77.5.146 Nail Iron 

fragments, not 

HW? nails 1 bag 27.3

A77.5.146 Spring Iron 19th C? spring 1 4.7

A77.5.146 Wire Iron 19th C? wire   1 1.8 W62A1

A77.5.146 Wire Iron 19th C? wire 3 8.8

A77.5.146 Nail Iron hand wrought nail heads 16 9.4

A77.5.146 Nail Iron unusual nail 1 5.2 W17A1  
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A77.5.146 Nail Iron Wire cut wire cut, large 3 34.6

A77.5.146 Kettle Iron fragments possible kettle rim 1 1.5 W18A

A77.5.146 Iron Object Iron fragments 1 bag < 1 W119A

A77.5.146 Nail Iron Wire cut wire cut, small 2 3.5

A77.5.147 Bullet brass casing bullet shell 1 2.3 W106A

A77.5.147 Minie ball lead minie balls 2 60.2 W1A

A77.5.147 Boot Rivet copper copper? Brass? boot rivets 3 10.2

A77.5.147 Wheel metal cogged wheel 1 0.8 W34A1

A77.5.147 Wire metal twisted wire 3 14.5

A77.5.147 Button brass button 1 1.2 W31A

A77.5.147 Tax token metal Mississippian tax token 1 2.5 W76A

A77.5.147 Coin metal Indian head, buffalo nickel coin 1 4.6 W60A1

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay Flow Blue Pearlware 19 64.3
see A77.5.145

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 41 265.7

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 37 957.9
see A77.5.145A

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 63 203.4
all same vessel

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

possible 

whiteware? pearlware? 10 64.5
same vessel

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 3 66
Brown glazed

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 25 412.8
decorated, see A77.5.145B

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 7 135.1
see A77.5.145C

A77.5.148 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware unidentified 5 11.9  
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A77.5.149 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 1 13.3 W4A

A77.5.149 Brick clay fragments bricks 23 588.2
2 pieces glazed

A77.5.150 Spring steel spring 1 1.5 T8D

A77.5.150 Nut metal nut 1 44.2 Y646A

A77.5.150 Rivet brass rivet 1 3.8 Y660A

A77.5.150 Nut and Bolt brass nut, bolt 1 34 Y643A

A77.5.150 Fuse link parts metal 20th C fuse link parts 8 29.9

A77.5.150 Washer brass 19th-20th C washer 1 2 T8G

A77.5.150 Button clay porcelain button 1 0.5 Y663A

A77.5.150 Bullet metal 19th-20th C bullet 1 8 Y660A

A77.5.151 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 10 227.2
see other crockery vessels

A77.5.151 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 2 6.6

A77.5.151 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Stoneware 2 7.2
see A77.5.145A

A77.5.151 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 4 22.7

A77.5.151 Ceramic clay Flow Blue pearlware 2 10.6 T9A

A77.5.152 Brick clay bricks 11 188.6

A77.5.153 Nut brass nut, bolt object 1 31.8 T86

A77.5.153 Nut and Bolt Iron nut, bolt 4 332.8

A77.5.153 Nail Iron Wire cut wire nails 7 35.6

A77.5.153 Bolt Iron fragments bolt fragments 3 53.3

A77.5.153 Hinge Iron hinge with nails 1 116.6

A77.5.153 Linch pin Iron linch pins 4 340.2

A77.5.153 Nail Iron unusual nails 2 22.4

A77.5.153 Nail Iron fragments nails 1 bag 20.6  
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A77.5.153 Washer Iron washers 2 3.5

A77.5.153 Staple Iron staples 1 5

A77.5.153 Wire Iron fragments wire 1 bag 5

A77.5.153 Nail Iron machine cut machine cut 3 12.9

A77.5.153 Rim iron rim 1 0.9

A77.5.153 Wire iron twisted wire 1 14.7

A77.5.153 UID Object metal unidentified 1 39.7 T8E

A77.5.153 Sheet Metal iron fragments sheet metal 1 bag 28.8

A77.5.153 Rivet iron rivet 1 2.3 T10E

A77.5.153 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 9 6.3

A77.5.154 Buckle, rivets leather copper rivets leather strap 1 78.2 W8A

A77.5.154 Rubber rubber fragments 2 4.3 W40A

A77.5.154 Wire metal wire 1 0.9 W24A

A77.5.154 Nut metal nut 1 19.6 W33A1

A77.5.154 Bullet metal bullet shell 2 6.5

A77.5.154 Coin metal 1970 US penny coin 1 3 W16A

A77.5.154 Button plastic button 1 0.2 W67A

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd dark turquiose 2 3.1
1900s--very shiny, possible rim

A77.5.155 Glass glass base, body sherd green 2 4

possibly different vessels, very small 

frags, 1 base from mold; possibly 

1800s--air bublles

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd turquoise 10 36.2
1900s--looks like Mason jar

A77.5.155 Glass glass

embossed, rim, 

base turquoise 17 183.1

2 different vessel rims (check Parks 

Canada book), some shards frosted, 

embossed letter 'R', bubbles, 1800s? 

Thick

A77.5.155 Glass glass embossed, body pale green 16 26.7
1900s--different vessels (2)
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A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd very pale green 10 6.1

1900s--very small and think sherds, 

almost clear, vial for liquid

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd colorless 52 83

1900s--beveled corner piece, poss. 

Several vessels

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes colorless 12 51.3

embossed w/letters, base, rim, 

ridged, 1900s--Mason jar type, 

machine made, screw top

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd brown 10 13.8
1900s--beer bottle brown

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd pale green 7 20.5

possible base, 1900s--some air 

bubbles, small sherds, possibly 

embossed

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd, neck pale green 5 10

1900s--probably small medicine 

bottle

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes light turquoise 12 42.3

base, molded body, body sherds, 

camfered corners, poss. Medicine 

bottle, 1900s--base of rectangular 

bottle

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd, sides polarized 9 20.6

1900s--shoulder to neck piece, 

probably medicine bottle

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd colorless 5 5.2

small, embossed, 1900s--=possibly 

different vessels, flat fragments

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd, neck dark green/blue 2 12.8

some bubbles, 1880s/1900s? Thick 

body sherds

A77.5.155 Glass glass neck, lip colorless 1 26.4

1900s--seams, neck with remnant of 

metal seal (foil)
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A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes aquamarine 15 34.9

rim, base, embossed, body sherd, 

1800s, frosted, thick, same vessel as 

A77.5.155(wt 183.1)?, see rim to 

compare

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd, base turquoise 6 27

1900s, base round, different vessels 

but similar colors and thicknesses

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes pale green 2 5.7

embossed with wheat shaft, 1900s, 

noth sherds embossed

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd turquoise 17 16.3

1900s, base sherds, beverled sides, 

probably a medicine bottle

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd pale blue green 1 0.5
1900s, small sherd

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherd patinated 1 0.6

1900s--original color was brown, very 

burned sherd

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes green 6 25.1

body sherd, embossed base, bevelled 

pieces, 1900s, lime/sea foam green 

color

A77.5.155 Glass glass body, horizontal turquoise 1 6
1900s?

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes turquoise 10 22.3

base, rim, body sherds, possibly 

1800s/1900s, "Canada" glass

A77.5.155 Glass glass see notes pale green 17 21.6

3 notched body sherds, body sherds, 

probably 1900s, possibly different 

vessels

A77.5.155 Glass glass

base, general 

market olive dark green 1 18.6
1800s/1900s

A77.5.155 Glass glass body sherds olive dark green 7 12.6
1800s/1900s
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A77.5.156 Nail iron Machine cut

machine cut, 

trapezoidal 4 5.3

A77.5.156 Kettle/Can iron fragments rim pieces 10 12

A77.5.156 UID Object iron possible nail head 1 3.6

A77.5.156 Staple iron staples 2 8.8

A77.5.156 Barbed Wire iron fragments barbed wire 4 6

A77.5.156 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 4 2.6

A77.5.156 Nut iron nuts 2 8

A77.5.156 Nail iron fragments nails 9 6

A77.5.156 Nail iron Wire cut wire nails, small 8 5.8

A77.5.156 Nail iron Wire cut wire nails, large 2 25.6

A77.5.156 Nail iron Wire cut wire nails, medium 6 35.6

A77.5.156 Spike iron 19th-20th C? spikes 3 313.6

A77.5.157 Decorated Grate iron

cast, decorated, 

back iron grate 1 453.6

A77.5.157 Decorated Grate iron

cast, decorated, 

back iron grate 1 600+

A77.5.157 Decorated Grate iron

cast, decorated, 

back iron grate 1 304.5 T11F

A77.5.158 Bead glass turquoise drawn, necklace bead 1 0.5 Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes drawn, necklace bead 1 1 Y506C3

A77.5.158 Bead glass see notes drawn, necklace bead 1 1.2 Y506C3

blue glass with red and white 

compound stripes

A77.5.158 Pin metal silver plaited metal straight pin 1 0.1 Y594A

A77.5.158 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes drawn, necklace bead 1 0.6 Y506C2  
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A77.5.158 Bead glass turquoise-green drawn, necklace bead 3 1.6 see notes
Y506C2?, Y506C3, Y506R

A77.5.158 Bead glass light turquoise drawn, necklace bead 3 1.5 see notes
Y506C, Y506B, Y506C1-1

A77.5.158 Bead glass large, royal blue drawn, necklace bead 8 7.4 see notes

Y579A, Y506C2, Y502A, Y501B, 

Y506B, Y506C2, Y502, Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass medium, royal blue drawn, necklace bead 7 3.5 see notes
Y506C1 (2), Y502, Y506C2, Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass Robin's Egg Blue drawn, necklace bead 1 0.5 Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass Military blue drawn, necklace bead 1 0.4 Y506C2

A77.5.158 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes drawn, necklace bead 1 0.7 Y502?1

A77.5.158 Bead glass

white w/ blue 

stripes drawn, necklace bead 1 1 Y505A2

A77.5.158 Bead glass faceted, royal blue drawn, necklace bead 1 1.3 Y501B
facets made by marvering

A77.5.158 Bead glass see notes drawn, necklace bead 1 2.2 Y506C3

black glass skunk bead with white 

interlacing stripes

A77.5.158 Bead glass see notes drawn, necklace bead 1 0.9 Y502A
dark blue with swirled white stripes

A77.5.158 Bead glass Military blue drawn, necklace bead 1 1.1 Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass

black w/white 

stripes drawn, necklace bead 1 0.6 Y506C1

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 4 4.4 see notes
Y558-9 (2), Y506C1-1, Y506B

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 10 4.4 na
Y506C2 (1)
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A77.5.158 Bead glass melon bead, clear drawn, necklace bead 1 1.2 Y502
lobed

A77.5.158 Bead glass gooseberry bead drawn, necklace bead 1 0.3
clear with white stripes

A77.5.158 Bead glass white, fragments drawn, necklace bead 28 13
Y505D2 (1)

A77.5.158 Bead glass white, small drawn 1 0.1 Y506C1

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 7 4.3 see notes

Y506C1 (3), Y510B, Y506C2, Y506B, 

Y506

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 5 4.5 see notes
Y575A, Y558-9

A77.5.158 Bead glass Raspberry, dotted drawn, necklace bead 2 1.8 see notes
Y506B, Y510B

A77.5.158 Bead glass

raspberry, white 

tube drawn, necklace bead 2 0.9 Y502A

white tube bead with black uneven 

stripes

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 1 0.6 Y502A

A77.5.158 Bead glass white drawn, necklace bead 6 3.8 see notes

Y506C3 (2), Y506C2, Y506A, Y506B, 

Y505A2

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 3 facets 50 496.8
fragments

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 27 433.8
medium

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

pointed 22 143.2
small

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 9 202.5
large

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 6 65.3
small

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

pointed 13 180.1
medium
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A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facets, 

flared 1 81.1
very large

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facets 6 139.3

medium, pointed shank (1), flared 

shank (5)

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facets 3 28
fragments

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facets, 

flared 2 19.5
small

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facets, 

pointed 1 19
large

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

unknown nails with 

heads 40 239.5

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 2 82.1
large

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facets 2 32.9
medium, flared (1), pointed (1)

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facets 5 92.2
fragments

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 1 52.9
very large

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought square head 7 26.4

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought round head, pointed 5 110.6

A77.5.159 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 14 19.7
very small

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 2 57
flared (1)

A77.5.159 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 100 410.6

A77.5.159 Tack iron hand wrought large, round head 1 4.2

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 26 384.5
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 34 357
small

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

pointed 26 184.6
fragments?
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A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

pointed 21 260
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 3 facets 15 84.5
fragments

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

flared 8 177.5
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facets, 

pointed 6 109.1
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

pointed 2 34.2
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 11 283.1
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 6 394.1
very large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facets 4 82
small, fragments

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 3 145.2
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head 9 73.2
fragments

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head 8 21.2
small

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head, medium 7 133.8
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head, pointed 5 100.4
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head 2 84.2

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought square head, flared 1 7.1
small

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 9 21.4

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 1 12.4 Y558-9 
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 72 514.9
fragments

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 19.8
fragments
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A77.5.160 Tack iron

poss.not 

handwrought wire tack 1 1.7 Y541A

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 25 42.6
fragments

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought Off set head 2 16.7

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 2 facets 1 3

A77.5.160 Nail iron Wire cut wire nails 33 182.2

A77.5.160 Nail iron machine cut cut nails 7 34.8

A77.5.160 Tack iron hand wrought tacks 8 18.8
fairly small

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought round head, flared 4 47.9
large (1), medium (2), small (1)

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 16 113.4

A77.5.160 Tack iron hand wrought tacks 3 12.5

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought unusual heads 2 22

A77.5.160 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 6 6.1

A77.5.160 Nail iron machine cut cut nails 1 2.1

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 2 41.6
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 4 85.3
large

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 1 9.5
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 16 210.9
small

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 9 141.3
medium

A77.5.160 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 1 6.8
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facet 6 37.7
small, fragments
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A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 9 139.9
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 7 117.8
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facet 6 54.9
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 3 57.4
large

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facet 6 60.1
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

medium 1 29.9
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

pointed 18 128.1
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

flared 13 102.5
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

flared 8 112.4
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

pointed 4 57
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

flared 1 18.7
large

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 3 facet 1 15.9
fragment

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought Off set head, flared 1 10
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought Off set head, pointed 1 5.4
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought Off set head, flared 3 10.9

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought Off set head, pointed 5 14.4
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

flared 3 42.1
medium
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A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

pointed 3 69.4
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

pointed 2 18.8
large

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facet 2 43.5
fragments

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought L-Head 2 9.3
small

A77.5.161 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 39 42
furniture nails and tacks

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought rose head 46 169.3
small, fragments

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought square (small) head 2 14
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought square head 12 80.5
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought square head 2 17.9
large

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought square head 5 11.6
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought square head 1 5.7
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought unusual heads 1 6.5 W12A

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought small, thin 2 3.9

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought round head 4 63.7
medium

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 40 119.5

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 7 30
small

A77.5.161 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 1 8.99
medium

A77.5.161 Iron Object iron fragments 11 14.5

A77.5.162 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 1 0.7

A77.5.162 Tack iron hand wrought tacks 4 9.5

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 2 facet, 

pointed 1 7.5
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 2 facet, 

pointed 4 56.8
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 2 facet, 

flared 2 29.8
medium
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A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

pointed 5 132.8
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

pointed 1 9.9
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

pointed 31 278.7
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

flared 3 35.6
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

pointed 19 266.3
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 3 facet, 

flared 1 13.9
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 40 120.7

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 5 19.3

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 4 27.5
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

pointed 10 134.7
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 1 9
small

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facet 2 19.5
fragments

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 1 21.1
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 8 86.3
medium, flared (1), pointed (2)

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought T-head, pointed 1 45.4
large

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 3 31
small, fragments

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate, flared 2 54.2

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate, pointed 26 283.9  
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A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought square head 4 29.8
small, flared (3), pointed (1)

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought square head, flared 9 117.7
large (1), medium (1), small (1)

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought square head, pointed 3 41.5
large (1), medium (1), small (1)

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought round head, flared 1 14.5
large 

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought round head, flared 2 37.2
medium

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought round head, flared 1 8.4
small 

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 4 facet, 

flared 6 151.1
large

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facets, 

flared 4 90
large

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

rose head, 5 facet, 

flared 1 47.9
very large

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought

thin nails w/small 

heads 9 21

A77.5.162 Nail iron hand wrought L-Head, pointed 3 12.5
small

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 10 1.5 W66A1

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.2 W25A

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 3 1.2 W13A

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 35 27.3 Y558-31F

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 3 3.8

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 4 8.2 W54B1

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 2 1.7 W56A

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.8 W42A

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 3 0.3 W117B

A77.5.163 Bone bone fragments bone 6 8.9 W117B

A77.5.163 Shell shell fragments shell 7 1.1 W42A

A77.5.164 Slag, clinker metal slag, clinker 29 315.4

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 5 4.4  
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A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 6 8.2 Y578A

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 42 72.1

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 14 48.8 Y558-4

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 9 18 Y558-13

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 4 10

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 8 10.8 Y558-5

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 7 12.9 Y556A

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 2 34.1 Y558-10

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 17 20 Y579A

A77.5.165 Bone bone fragments bone 22 45.6 Y577A

A77.5.165 Shell shell fragments shell 2 1 Y569A

A77.5.165 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 4 3.6

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 40 7.3 Y558-31C

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 8 4.4 Y558-31B

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.1 H82A?

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 7 2.1 W3A

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 9 7.9 Y558-31B

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 5 13.2 Y558-31C

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 31 9.8 W3A

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 91 34.5 Y558-31A

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 220 142.3 Y55-31B

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 494 187.3 Y558-31D

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 9 56 W1A

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 140 39 Y558-31A

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments calcined bone 362 101.6 Y558-31B

A77.5.166 Bone bone fragments bone 28 30.9

A77.5.166 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 24 3.3 Y558-31B

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 8 32.1 Y557A  
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A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 5 50.1 Y558-9 

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 4 37.9 Y558-11

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 3 1.3 Y567A

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 7 15.4 Y559A

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 8 9.9 Y566A

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 6 7.6 Y558-9 

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.5 Y546A

A77.5.167 Bone bone fragments bone 1 88 Y406
long bone

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 5 2 Y558-31B

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 18 1.9 Y558-31D

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 < 1 W14A

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 < 1 W5A

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 bag 7.1 Y558-31A

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 < 1 W17A1

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 20 3.8 Y558-31B

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 1.4 W39A

A77.5.168 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 0.4 W66A1

A77.5.168 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.6 W62A1

A77.5.168 Bone bone fragments calcined bone 1 0.7 Y558-31D

A77.5.168 clinker metal fragments clinker 4 17

A77.5.168 Stones rock rocks 28 96.2

A77.5.168 Slag metal slag 5 9.1

A77.5.168 Coal coal coal 9 8.5

A77.5.169 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 1 bag 84.6 Y558-31F

A77.5.169 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 < 1 W27A

A77.5.169 Slag metal fragments slag 4 11.2 W117A

A77.5.169 Stones rock rocks 1 13.3 W104A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 425 204 Y558-31D  
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A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 223 64.4 Y558-31D

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 4 12.3 W77A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.5 W64A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 1 1.8 W64A1

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.7 W78A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 33 119.5 W71B1?

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 6 3 Y558-31F

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 37 8.6 W113A1

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 43 7.2 Y558-31H

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 20 6.2 Y558-31D

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 1 0.5 W26A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 14 3.7 Y558-31D

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 3 1.6 Y568-31H

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 57 12.3 W63B

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 40 29.3

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 10 3.8 W120B

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 1 1 W86A

A77.5.170 Bone bone fragments bone 7 2.5 Y558-31F

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 84 9.7 Y558-31D

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 bag 37.3 Y558-31H

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 120 15.3 Y558-31D

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 8 1.2 W95A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 7 0.6 W79B

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 5 0.3 W65A1

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 5 2.6 W76A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 0.7 W74A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 20 1.2 Y558-31H

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.1 W86A  
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A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 8 0.4 W113A1

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 5 0.3 W71B1 

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 0.7 W26A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 4 < 1 W119A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 < 1 Y558-31H

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 5 0.3 Y558-31D

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 < 1 W56A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 2.4 W67A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 0.2 W52A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 25 3.2 Y558-31F

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 40 8.5 Y558-31F

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 < 1 W63B

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.1 W68A

A77.5.171 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 4 0.5 W59A1

A77.5.171 Coal coal fragments coal 18 8.4

A77.5.171 Coal coal fragments coal 3 0.3 W87A1

A77.5.171 Fungus organic burned fungus 20 4.9 W55A

A77.5.171 Slag metal slag 22 37.6

A77.5.171 Stones rocks rocks 14 50.5

A77.5.171 Ceramic clay Native sherds 1 0.5 Y558-31D

A77.5.172 Bone bone fragments bone 23 33.5 Y558-9A

A77.5.172 Bone bone fragments bone 91 165.3

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 19 10.4 Y558-76

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 6 2.4 Y558-31D

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 3 3.6

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 6 2.3 W117A

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 5 1 W80A

A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments bone 6 1.7 W119A  
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A77.5.173 Bone bone fragments calcined bone 32 4.3 W113A1

A77.5.173 Seed organic seed pod 1 0.4 W27A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.2 Y604A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 < 1 T15B

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.8 Y603A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 1.3 Y660A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.5 Y647B

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.3 T11B

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.2 T9D

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 9 1.9 Y558-9A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 0.8 Y558-20

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 1.2 Y601A

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 15 1.7 T9E

A77.5.174 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 24 3.9 Y644B

A77.5.174 Seed organic seed pod 1 < 1 Y603A

A77.5.174 wood wood wood burr 1 0.7 Y602A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.2 W64A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 4 < 1 W54A1

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 49 5.1 Y558-31D

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 10 0.5 W86A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 3 < 1 W117B

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 < 1 W44A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 < 1 Y558-40

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.2 W76A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.2 W58A1

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.2 W25A

A77.5.175 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 1 W39A

A77.5.175 Coal coal coal 2 0.9  
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A77.5.175 wood wood fragments wood 1 0.1 W66A1

A77.5.175 Clinker metal fragments clinker 3 28.6

A77.5.175 Slag metal fragments slag 2 26.4

A77.5.175 Stones rocks rocks 11 32.9

A77.5.175 UID Object metal metallic object 1 4.6

A77.5.176 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.3 Y4641B

A77.5.176 Slag wood fragments charcoal 1 0.2 Y643B

A77.5.176 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.2 T150

A77.5.176 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 2 0.2 Y600A

A77.5.177 Slag metal fragments slag 75 161.3

A77.5.177 Charcoal, cinders wood fragments charcoal, cinders 3 2

A77.5.177 Clinker metal fragments clinker 2 1.8

A77.5.177 Stones rocks fragments rocks 9 29.1

A77.5.177 Coal coal fragments coal 26 16.1

A77.5.178 Bone bone fragments bone 25 14.5 Y646B

A77.5.178 Bone bone fragments bone 8 12.5 Y600A

A77.5.178 Bone bone fragments bone 12 29 Y600A

A77.5.178 Bone bone fragments bone 20 22.5 Y642B

A77.5.178 Bone bone fragments bone 21 13.9

A77.5.179 Spike iron hand wrought spikes 5 112.6
fragments

A77.5.179 Tack iron hand wrought tacks 3 5.6

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 93 253

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought L-head 12 85.8
fragments

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought Square head 12 117.2
fragments

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought T-head 7 57.1
fragments

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought nail head 30 78.3
fragments

A77.5.179 Nail iron hand wrought Rose head 8 171.6
giant spikes, small nails, all fragments
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A77.5.179 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 11 8.3
fragments

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 114 583.1

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought Rose head, 3 facet 28 329
fragments

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 17 121.1
fragments

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facet 4 134.9
fragments

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought head fragments 24 49.8
fragments

A77.5.180 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 11 18.8

A77.5.180 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facet 1 43.4
fragments

A77.5.180 Staple iron hand wrought fragments 3 10.4
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 52 357.2
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 1 bag 101.6
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought

flared shaft nails, no 

heads 46 292.4
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought pointed shaft, no heads 3 8.7
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought round head 2 20.3
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facet 6 102.8
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 3 facet 5 73.6
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought unusual heads 2 22.3
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 28 60.2
fragments

A77.5.181 Nail iron hand wrought square head 2 13.8
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought nail heads 36 64.7
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought indeterminate 37 190.8
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought

flared shaft nails, no 

heads 1 bag 746
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought fragments 1 bag 476.7
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 5 facets 11 302.3
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought pointed shaft, no heads 42 94.6
fragments
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A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought spike shanks 8 215.5
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 4 facets 2 13.5
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought round head 3 8.8
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought rose head, 3 facets 26 221.7
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought square head 7 124.5
fragments

A77.5.182 Furniture Nail iron hand wrought furniture nails 3 4.1
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought spikes 3 60.6
fragments

A77.5.182 Nail iron hand wrought unusual heads 1 9.2

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 2 15.4

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 2 19.2
decorated

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 6 170.9
decorated

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 3 95.7
burned

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 13 187.3
decorated

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware Porcelain 1 0.1
possibly Asian

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware pearlware 1 1.9

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay Flow Blue pearlware 7 14.2
refined earthenware

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware, see notes 2 20.1

black on white transfer print, maker's 

mark identified

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 11 72.6

A77.5.183 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 12 32  
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A77.5.184 Glass glass polarized container glass 1 3.7 W36A

1800s, possible medicine bottle, 

rectangular body, chamfered corners

A77.5.184 Glass glass light blue container glass 7 3.8

1800s--body sherds, several vessels, 

very small shards

A77.5.184 Glass glass very light turquoise container glass 8 23.5

1800s--body sherds, several vessels, 

possibly Civil War era veesel 

A77.5.184 Glass glass colorless container glass 22 50.6

1800s--many vessels, 1 machine rim, 

1 rim w/pressed panel, 3 shoulder 

frags, 2 embossed sherds, 1 odd body 

sherd

A77.5.184 Glass glass dark brown container glass 3 3.4

late 1800s, body shedds, "beer 

bottle" brown

A77.5.184 Glass glass very light blue container glass 29 78.2

mid-1800s? Unusually shaped body 

sherds, possibly several vessels

A77.5.184 Glass glass turquoise container glass 7 76

mid-1800s? Several vessels, 2 

mendable base frags w/air bubbles, 1 

possible shoulder piece

A77.5.184 Glass glass colorless container glass 3 219.4

jar--mendable, 1850-1920s, 2 seams 

on body sherds, finish w/ 

discontinuous thread, 2 piece molded 

body w/separate base, p. 28 Parks 

Canada
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A77.5.184 Glass glass very light blue container glass 32 34

same vessel as bag with 29 count, 

mid-1800s?, unusually shaped body 

sherds

A77.5.184 Glass glass blue green container glass 4 19.8

embossed, items seems to have been 

sculptural, different vessels, 1800s

A77.5.184 Glass glass light turquoise container glass 11 117

see A77.5.155--same vessel, unusual 

rim, frosted, thick sherds, 1800s, 

base fragments

A77.5.184 Glass glass light green container glass 4 12

1900s--embossed, Says "Vick…" on 

base fragment

A77.5.184 Glass glass aquamarine container glass 14 29.9

different vessels, some melted 

sherds, 1 rim fragment, possibly 

1800s

A77.5.184 Glass glass very light green container glass 7 3.3

small sherds, 1800s to 1900s, 

possibly different vessels

A77.5.184 Glass glass very light turquoise container glass 14 57.7

thick sehrds, frosted, 1800s, possible 

base fragments, angular body sherds

A77.5.184 Glass glass real green container glass 3 7.6

(grass green), 1800s--bubbles, 

possible wine bottle

A77.5.184 Glass glass miscellaneous container glass 5 19.7

different vessels, 1 w/wheat design--

large bottle, misc--> several small 

bottles, 1800s-1900s

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 8 32.1
rims

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 4 16.2
rims
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A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 11 78.4
burned

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 6 32.2
decorated

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 2 12.7

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 23 189.3
decorated, sponged

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 4 4.1
fragments

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 17 89.8

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay Flow Blue pearlware 17 30
refined earthenware

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 35 109.6

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware pearlware 10 90.1

A77.5.185 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware fragments 5 3.2

A77.5.186 Glass glass turquoise container glass 3 25.1

thick, 1800s-1900s, possibly different 

vessels

A77.5.186 Glass glass turquoise container glass 14 56.4

different vessels, frosted and thick, 

angular body shards, 1800s

A77.5.186 Glass glass clear blue container glass 2 4.7
1900s, 1 w/seam, 

A77.5.186 Glass glass turquoise container glass 9 6.4

thin, different vessels, approaching 

colorless color, 1-embossed, small 

sherds, possibly 1900s
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A77.5.186 Glass glass turquoise container glass 1 9.3

thin, clear?, rippled/ruffled surface 

w/air bubbles, possibly 1800s

A77.5.186 Glass glass brown container glass 2 30.5

1-base, 1-embossed "TZ" 1800s--

1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass yellow-tinted window glass 2 50.5
1800s--1900s, thick body sherds

A77.5.186 Glass glass decorated marbles 2 9.3
polychrome, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass light forest green container glass 6 22.2

1900s, embossed, different vessels, 

shoulder and neck pieces

A77.5.186 Glass glass light green container glass 7 26.8

1900s, embossed, thick body sherds, 

possibly one vessel

A77.5.186 Glass glass bright green container glass 3 8.6

1900s, very modern? Stippled, thin, 

all one vessel w/embossed "Q":

A77.5.186 Glass glass polarized container glass 1 1.6 T40
angled body sherd, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass blue milk container glass 1 1.3 T2B
opaque, porbably late 1800s

A77.5.186 Glass glass yellow-green container glass 1 0.4
1800s--1900s 

A77.5.186 Glass glass olive green blown container glass 2 14.2

different vessels, neck w/string rim, 

finish--sloped top string rim, early 

1800s

A77.5.186 Glass glass brown-green container glass 2 2.7
thin, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass olive green container glass 1 1.7 T40
embossed w/ "T" thin, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 6 20.6

rims w/machine made lips, Mason-jar 

type, 1900s
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A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 19 26.5
1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass clear, cloudy container glass 20 75.2

some thick sherds, 1800s--1900s, 1 

w/seam

A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 1 4.1 T1K (?)
etched, date? Not 1700s

A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 2 12.1
bases, diff vessels, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 1 1.7 T6E
embossed, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass colorless container glass 6 16.2

ridged and angled body sherds, diff 

vessels, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass very pale blue container glass 5 14.9

1 rim w/seam and with 1 corner = 

medicine bottle, different vessels, 

1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass aqua container glass 3 3.7

thin, 2 sherds appertif glass? 1800s--

1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass aqua container glass 3 13.8
embossed 1900s?

A77.5.186 Glass glass pale green container glass 4 3.2

thin, smmal sherds, possible tiny 

medicine bottle, angled body sherds, 

1800s--1900s 

A77.5.186 Glass glass forest green container glass 1 0.7 Y642A
flat, very thin, not 1700s

A77.5.186 Glass glass pale sea green container glass 10 8

diff vessels, most are frosted, angled 

body sherds, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.186 Glass glass sea green container glass 6 16.9
thick, finish with a LIP, 1900S?

A77.5.186 Glass glass green container glass 1 0.3 Y646A
1800S--1900S

A77.5.187 Glass glass brown-green container glass 37 69.1

diff vessels, 2 with seams, 1800s--

1900s
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A77.5.187 Glass glass olive green container glass 24 28.7

blown-molded glass, 1 w/seam, 

ruffled sherds and air bubbles, early 

1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass light grey green container glass 2 1.7

blown glass, thin--1 vessel?, air 

bubbles, most likely 1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass dark green container glass 2 4

blown glass, thin, air bubbles, most 

likely 1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass light olive green container glass 1 5.1

rim sherd w/string lip, very clear glass 

color, most likely early 1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass light olive green container glass 25 86

blown glass, several vessels, very 

clear glass color, lots of air bubbles, 

1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass black green glass container glass 19 145.3

very thick sherds, tiny air bubbles, 5 

bases, 2 embossed, base looks, 

molded, 1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass green container glass 1 4.1

Pontil mark, very tiny air bubbles, 

1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass green container glass 1 3.2

resting point of heel, very tiny air 

bubbles, 1800s

A77.5.187 Glass glass green container glass 29 83.1
very different vessels!!, 1800s

A77.5.188 Hook iron see notes 20th Century hook 1 36.9

no unit number, so unknown site, 

could be Fort St. Pierre or Portland 

(original tag had both)

A77.5.188 Daub/Bousillage clay super burned daub/bousillage 7 5.4 Y550C1

A77.5.188 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 12 54.2
rims (8), Y593A, Y564P (1)

A77.5.188 Chain links iron chain links 1 71.1 Y564A  
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A77.5.188 Stones stone stone 1 11.6 Y578A

A77.5.188 Bullet copper fragments

20th Century bullet 

casings 2 1.1 Y554A, Y565A

A77.5.188 Brick clay fragments brick 1 3.3 Y558-9

A77.5.188 Charcoal wood fragments charcoal 1 0.5 Y551A

A77.5.188 Ochre mineral fragments ochre 1 0.6 Y560A

A77.5.189 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Addis 1 1.3 Y602A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.190 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 25 35.7
Russell Phase

A77.5.191 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain var 

Thomas 1 3.2 W43A
pre-AD 400

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain var Reed 1 2.7 Y573A
probably pre-AD 600

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Tchefuncte Plain v 

unspec 1 1.9 Y537G
not in IWB dissertation

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 133 340.6
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 203 607.5
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 2 1.7
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.192 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Coker 2 0.7 Y579A
mendable fragments

A77.5.193 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 2 8.6
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.194 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 1 7 W108A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.194 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 79 161.1
pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.195 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Montfort 2 7.2
Y647A (1), Russell Phase

A77.5.196 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Montfort 5 10.1
Russell Phase

A77.5.197 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Coker 1 2.7 W77A

A77.5.198 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 2 9.7
Rims, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.198 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 110 274.3
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.199 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 426 889.6
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.199 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 15.7 W15A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.200 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 11 49.3
Rims, probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.200 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 141 434.1
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.201 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 8 121.5

these sherds probably go with 2 

sherds of Mazique, probably pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.201 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 130 376
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.202 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 1 16.2 Y558-76
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.202 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 461 1140.4
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.203 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 766 1806.8
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.204 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 523 1270.1
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.205 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 906 1325.4
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.206 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 366 1369.6
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.207 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 463 1498

1 mended fragment, 3 base sherds, 

shared Russell Phase

A77.5.208 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 598 1463.9
body sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.208 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 3 37.6
unusual sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.208 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 2 13.2
Rimlike sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.209 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 422 1166.3
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.210 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 211 495.4
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.210 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 2.1
Rim sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.211 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 98 529.9
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.211 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 4 12.8
Rim sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.212 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 146 487.5
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.212 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 5 19
Rim sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.212 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 12.7

possibly decorated sherd, shared 

Russell Phase

A77.5.213 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 108 406.2
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.213 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 4.7
Rim sherds, shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.214 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 133 331.9
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.215 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 124 371.8
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.215 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 9.5
Rim sherds, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.216 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 72 315.8
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.216 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 2 43.8 Y603A

Shoulders below rim sherds, shared 

Russell Phase

A77.5.216 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware unglazed 1 1.6 Y603A

unglazed coarse earthenware mixed 

in with Yazoo

A77.5.217 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 64 198.3
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.218 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 5 34.7
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.218 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 52.9 T15A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.218 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 19 73.6
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.218 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 4 10.7
burned, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.218 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 18 167.5 T15A

one vessel, mendable, shared Russell 

Phase

A77.5.219 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 1 2 Y558-9
body sherd, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.219 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 30 96.3
many rims, shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.219 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 59 264
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.220 Stones rocks

mistaken for clay 

bead 1 3.8 W47A?
rock mistaken for clay bead

A77.5.220 Pipe Bowl clay Native ceramic Pipe Bowl 1 12.7 Y558-31A

A77.5.220 Pipe Bowl clay Native ceramic Pipe Bowl 1 0.7 W39A

A77.5.221 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 23.7
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.221 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 5.2 T12E
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.221 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 4.4 T4D

unusual body sherd, possible base, 

post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.221 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 13 24.4
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.221 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 5.2 Y645A
rim, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.222 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 1.1 W56A
rim, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.222 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 32 82
body sherds

A77.5.223 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 13 18.8
body sherds, Russell Phase

A77.5.224 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 2 11
Russell Phase

A77.5.224 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 1 1.1
Rims, Russell Phase

A77.5.224 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 1 19.3 W64A
Russell Phase
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A77.5.224 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 89 155.6
Russell Phase

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 7 14.4
Russell Phase

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 2 6.8
Rims, Russell Phase

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 7
Rims, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 5.5 Y566A

unusual sherd--nodule? Handle? post-

AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 3.3 Y561A

base sherd, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 

1500

A77.5.225 Pipe Bowl clay Native ceramic Pipe Bowl, Holly Bluff 1 1.6 Y557A

pipe bowl sherd, post-AD 1200, pre-

AD 1500

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 20 42.6
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 1 16.1 Y561A
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 10 38.5
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.225 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 49 188.8
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.226 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 3 10.6

unusual body sherds, just post-AD 

1200

A77.5.226 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 1 4 W18A
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.226 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 772 1697.3
just post-AD 1200
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A77.5.227 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 4 37.5
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.227 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 1 2.4 T4G
unusual sherd, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.227 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 7 35.2
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.227 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 1 20.5 Y647B
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.227 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 165 504
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.228 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 2 4.4
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.228 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 1 2.1 W40A1
Incised sherd, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.228 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 172 427.4
just post-AD 1200

A77.5.229 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 3.3 W108A
Rims

A77.5.229 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 2 8.3

A77.5.229 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 44 145.7

A77.5.229 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 921 1943.1

A77.5.230 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 2 4.3
Rims

A77.5.230 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 4 25.6
possible bases

A77.5.230 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 347 961.6

A77.5.231 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 3 11.6
decorated body sherds

A77.5.231 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 2 7.3
unusual body sherds

A77.5.231 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 197 480
body sherds

A77.5.232 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 4.9 T1F
unusual body sherds

A77.5.232 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 2 5.6
decorated body sherds
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A77.5.232 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 5 26.5
Rims

A77.5.232 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 178 495.3

A77.5.233 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 4 19.3

unusual body sherds, one possible 

crinolated rim

A77.5.233 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 11.1 Y646B
base sherds

A77.5.233 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 35 177.9
Rims

A77.5.233 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 8 59.6

A77.5.233 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 32 210.2

A77.5.234 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 3.9 T124
T12H? Rim sherd

A77.5.234 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 2 8.7
unusual sherds, possible handle

A77.5.234 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 14 59.2
body sherds

A77.5.235 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 24 82.4
decorated sherds

A77.5.235 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 646 1266.7

A77.5.236 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 786 1840.1

A77.5.237 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 453 1229.9

A77.5.238 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 4 10.4
decorated sherds

A77.5.238 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 9 2.1
Rims

A77.5.238 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 243 620.7

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 2.1 T10C

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 1.6 Y641C

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 3.9 Y641B

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 1.4 Y603A

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 1 1.5 Y663A

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 4 6.9 Y660A

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 16 40.3 Y646B

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 4 8 Y662A

A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 3 8.4 Y641B  
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A77.5.239 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 91 287.4

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 21 119.5
Rims (drawn)

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 49 112.3
Rims (not drawn)

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 7 67.9
Rims (drawn), W39A--Base sherd

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 39 88.2
Rims (not drawn)

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 16 101.9
Rims (drawn), shared Russell Phase

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Plain v 

Yazoo 46 90

Rims (not drawn), shared Russell 

Phase

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 6 27.7
Rims (drawn), just post-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 30 72.4
Rims (not drawn), just post-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 4 15.9
Rims (drawn), pre-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 24 50.9
Rims (not drawn), pre-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 20 35.3
Rims (not drawn), pre-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 9 32
Rims (drawn), pre-AD 1200

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 10 64.1
Rims (drawn)

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 7 18.7
Rims, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 1 0.3 W27A
Rims, Russell Phase

A77.5.240 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 5 10
Rims, Russell Phase
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A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 10 49.5
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 5 21.3
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Baytown Plain 4 48.8
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 8 22.8
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 20 56.5
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain 12 56.7
Rims

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 1 1.3 Y558-9A
Rims, Russell Phase

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 1 2.6 Y558-31F
Rims, Russell Phase

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 3 6.4
Rims, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 13 55.6
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Greenville 3 8.5
Rims, just post-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 6.2 W97A
Rims, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 6 16.7
Rims, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 4 5.8
Rims, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 1.6 Y646B
Rims, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.241 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 1 1.2 W13A1
Rims, post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.242 Knife Blade iron fragments knife blade 4 11.9

A77.5.242 Nail iron fragments hand-wrought nails 27 38.5

A77.5.243 Lithic sandstone sandstone 389 4362.3  
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A77.5.243 Flakes chert heat treated flakes 283 513.2
secondary decortication

A77.5.243 Flakes chert heat treated flakes 20 72.8
secondary decortication, worked

A77.5.243 Flakes chert see notes flakes 7 7.9

secondary decortication, before 

thinning, 3 possible burned

A77.5.243 Flakes chert see notes flakes 471 1079.7
secondary decortication

A77.5.243 Stones stone miscellaneous stones 3 39.7

A77.5.243 Flakes chert tabular, worked flakes 18 293.2

A77.5.243 Debitage chert debitage 1-core, 1-shatter 2 24.1

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 6 3.4

A77.5.243 Flakes chert see notes flakes 9 112.1
tabular flakes, worked, burned

A77.5.243 Flakes chert see notes flakes 28 214.8
tabular flakes, burned

A77.5.243 Flakes chert flakes 6 4.8

A77.5.243 Flakes see notes see notes flakes 11 17
quartzite, other exotic materials

A77.5.243 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 2 3.1

miscellaneous stones, petrified 

wood?

A77.5.243 Shatter chert debitage shatter 3 11.3

A77.5.243 Cores chert debitage cores 2 287

A77.5.243 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 9 182.3

A77.5.243 UID Object iron miscellaneous fragments 3 1.5

A77.5.243 Stones lithic see notes miscellaneous lithics 26 115.6
black chert, petrified wood

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 41 48.2
worked, thinning

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 27 63.3
thinning

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 46 60.5
heated

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 23 44.8
thinning, worked, heated
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A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 44 69.4

A77.5.243 Flakes chert debitage flakes 85 305.7
secondary decoritcation

A77.5.244 Flakes chert see notes flakes 343 332.8
thinning, heated

A77.5.244 Stones limestone fragments 32 369.9

A77.5.244 Flakes chert debitage flakes 397 450.5
thinning

A77.5.244 Flakes chert blade-like flakes 17 90
utilized

A77.5.244 Flakes chert blade-like flakes 10 19.4
before thinning

A77.5.244 Flakes chert blade-like flakes 51 118.5
heated

A77.5.244 Flakes chert blade-like flakes 13 30.1
utilized, heated

A77.5.244 Flakes chert blade-like flakes 92 276.2

A77.5.244 Lithic Tool chert tools 35 478.6

A77.5.244 Lithic Bifaces chert Bifaces 10 247.6

A77.5.244 Flakes chert see notes flakes 119 300.3
burned, primary decortication

A77.5.244 Flakes chert see notes flakes 193 637.4
primary decortication

A77.5.244 Flakes chert see notes flakes 19 85.9
primary decortication, worked

A77.5.244 Flakes chert see notes flakes 3 14.2

primary decortication, worked, 

burned

A77.5.244 Brick clay fragments bricks 17 827.4
possible heat damage

A77.5.244 Stones lithic

large, 

miscellaneous stones 20 2000.2

A77.5.244 Flakes chert tabular flakes 101 987.1

A77.5.245 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 83 2879.1+

A77.5.245 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 834 6524.6

A77.5.246 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 88 1503.8

A77.5.246 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 260 1685.8

A77.5.246 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 49 2957.9

A77.5.246 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 292 3735

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware ironstone 6 57.4

plate and jar fragments, 2 mendable 

fragments
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A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware unidentified 1 2.9 Y558-9/Y57B?
thin stoneware?

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware porcelain 1 2.5 W573A
plain

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Flow Blue pearlware 2 0.6
decorated, same vessel as A77.5.183

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware whiteware 1 3 W567A
embossed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware decorated, not faience 1 0.2 Y571A2?

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Brittany Plain 2 2.4

blueish glaze, yellow paste, refined 

earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche unidentified 1 0.3
very small fragment

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience  

Normandy Blue on 

White 1 2.4 Y558-13
rim, refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 2 2.9

blueish glaze, salmon paste, refined 

earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blue on White 1 10.2 Y576A
rim, refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Brittany Blue on White 1 1.7 W823A
refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 3 8.3

all from same vessel, refined 

earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 3 6.5
sand paste, refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blue on White 1 4.5 Y577A
refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blue on White 7 11.1

refined earthenware, mixed 

fragments

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 20 45.5

refined earthenware, mixed 

fragments
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A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience St. Cloud Polychrome 3 10.4
refined earthenware 

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 11 64.4
salmon paste, refined earthenware

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay Faience Blanche Normandy Plain 8 7.8
yellow paste

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Refined 

earthenware severely burned 4 5.3

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 9 178.4
decorated

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 14 276.9
undecorated

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware stoneware 3 24.8
sponge-paint decorated

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware unglazed olive jar 9 41.6
possibly same vessel

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 4 24.8
brown and green glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 2 5.1
body sherds, green glaze, no slip

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware brown glaze 2 8

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 4 14.7
yellow and green glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Slip plain 3 23.7
light green glaze over white slip

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 3 9.6
base sherds, green lead glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 4 19.9
body sherds, green lead glazed
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A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 1 4.7

rim sherds, crinolated, green lead 

glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 6 45.6
rim sherds, yellow glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 6 16.8
body sherds, yellow glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware 5 87.7
base sherds, green lead glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware

Saintonge Slip 

decorated 4 13.7

circle and dot motif, green and red 

glaze

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware 7 33.4
rim sherds, green lead glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 73 243.6
green glazed

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 4 37.4

rim sherds, whiter paste than other 

sherds

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 18 74.2

body sherds, whiter paste than other 

sherds

A77.5.247 Ceramic clay

Coarse 

earthenware Saintonge Plain 1 1.8 Y569A

base sherds, whiter paste than other 

sherds

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 9 36.3

1 shoulder, 1 neck, 3 decorated, 4 

body shards, floral embossed, 2 

shards 1700s, 7 shards post-1700s

A77.5.247 Glass glass aquamarine glass 4 40

2 bases, 2 body shards, beveled 

corner panels, square bottle, 

1800s/1900s
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A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 17 74.8

3 rims--screw top, 1 embossed base, 

13 body shards, 1900s, very clear 

glass

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 9 87.1

2 bases, 7 decorated, scalloped 

formed glass, 1900s, thick, possible 

vase shards

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 19 46.7

2 rims, 1 embossed body shard 

w/seam, 16 body shards; very clear 

glass, possible 1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 21 41
body shards; 1900s, very clear glass

A77.5.247 Glass glass grass green glass 30 160.9

1 rim & neck = screw top, 1 base, 14 

stippled shards, 14 plain shards; 

1900s, beverage bottle

A77.5.247 Glass glass green-brown possibly blown 1 49 Y558-31BB

1 very high kick up--burned, early 

1700s

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 2 38.3

1 base with stippling, 1 body shard, 

w/seam, possible 1900s, large vessel, 

thick

A77.5.247 Glass glass bright turquoise glass 5 8.4

1 neck, 1 base, 3 body shards, 

embossed, paneled corners, 1800s--

1900s medicine bottle

A77.5.247 Glass glass

dk olive 

green/brown glass 27 55

1 string rim, 26 body shards, shards 

w/seams, possible 1800s, air bubbles
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A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 2 12.3

2 different base shards, one 1800s--

1900s square base from mould, one 

w/pontil mark--hand blown base 

w/kick-up, 1700s-1800s-too small to 

tell

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 2 0.9

2 body shards, very thin, curved, not 

1700s, very small shards

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 27 55.7

1 rim, 2 decorated body shards, 24 

plain body shards, embossed floral, 

paneled body shards, possibly several 

vessels, possibly 1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass turquoise glass 1 11.9 W670A

very thick, possibly 1800s, possible 

kick-up shard, some air bubbles

A77.5.247 Glass glass aquamarine glass 4 12.2

very pale, body shards, very narrow 

vial, possible base shards, seam, 

1800s--1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass green glass 13 57.3

1 rim, 3 necks, possibly 1800s, string-

rim finish; wide neck

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 9 19.6

1 rim, 8 body shards, possibly 

different vessels--wide top (stopped 

w/cork), 1800s--1900s
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A77.5.247 Glass glass aquamarine glass 2 5.2

body shards, 1 kick-up pontil shard, 1 

body shard, some bubbles, possibly 

1800s, see W670A piece--mendable

A77.5.247 Glass glass light brown glass 11 26.3

1 neck, 10 body shards; beer bottle 

color, 1800s--1900s, 1 body shard 

w/seam

A77.5.247 Glass glass olive green glass 5 12.2

1 rim, small neck, poorly executed 

string rim; 4 body shards, possibly 

1700s, many air bubbles

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 3 11.8

2 rims, mendable, 1 base, air 

bubbles, large mouth (stopped w/a 

cork), 1800s--1900s milk bottle

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 2 8

1 rim and neck, 1 embossed body 

shard, medicine bottle? 1800s--

1900s, 2 different vessels?

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 11 31.6

1 rim, 1 base, 1 body shard, 8 

decorative flutes (panels), possibly 

different vessels, 1800s---1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 1 7 na

vertical body shard, angled panel on 

corner, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 3 23.1

1 base w/stippling and embossing, 2 

body shards, possibly 1900s
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A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 4 8.3

1 window glass, 3 body shards, 

possibly 1900s, very small shards

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 8 40.9

decorative body shards--notches and 

hobnails, different vessels, paneled 

corners, 1800s--1900s, some with 

tiny air bubbles

A77.5.247 Glass glass pale green glass 12 9.2

6 angled body, 6 body shards, 

possibly different vessels, ripple 

decoration, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass purple glass 1 0.2 W656A

Opaque, not translucent, 1900s--

vase? Lampshade?

A77.5.247 Glass glass dark olive green glass 8 20.9

body shards--burned, same as kick-

up? Very burned and firable. 1700s--

some air bubbles, hard to tell, Case 

Bottle

A77.5.247 Glass glass dark olive green glass 6 41.3

Ves#1: Olive green glass dark-thick, 

blown bubbles & seam, body shards, 

early 1800s; Ves#2: Brown glass, 1-

rim w/irreg lip, 3-body shard-irreg 

thickness, 1800s
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A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless glass 1 18.5 W802A

nearly complete small medicine 

bottle, rounded square bottom; vial-

like; about 6cm tall, 1800s--1900s

A77.5.247 Glass glass light green glass 28 84.7

2 bases, 5 rims, 2 decorated, 18 body 

shards, 1900s--embossed w/lettering 

"…SBURG", screw top

A77.5.247 Glass glass dark olive green blown container glass 18 66.8

18 body shards--possibly burned, 

blown; w/base, probably 1800s, 

possibly different vessels; early 1800s

A77.5.247 Glass glass olive green glass 10 25.7

1 neck shard, 1 base shard, possibly 

1700s--a little burned; irregular 

thickness

A77.5.247 Glass glass

very 

patinated/burned glass 8 29.4

excavated from Palisade trench, 

probably dark olive green, from fort 

era, 1719--1729

A77.5.247 Glass glass black green glass glass 6 10.9

excavated from Palisade trench, body 

shards, very dark brown, burned, 

from fort era 1719-1729 

A77.5.247 Glass glass colorless/polarized glass 2 2.9

body shards; different vessels, 1 is 

"purple", 1 "smoky" thick, possibly 

1700s
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A77.5.247 Glass glass light blue glass 3 4.1

1 base, 2 body shards, possibly 

different vessels, air bubble 

inclusions, possibly 1700s

A77.5.247 Glass glass light green glass 1 1.9 Y533A (?)

body shards, possibly 1700s, a lot of 

air bubble inclusions

A77.5.248 Gunpowder mineral gunpowder 1 bag 3.3 na

powder came from powder flask, 

weight includes bags and tags

A77.5.248 Gunflint lithic debitage gunflints 8 6.1

A77.5.248 Strike-a-Light lithic flints strike-a-lights 8 30

A77.5.248 Gunflint lithic flints blade flints 8 49.8

A77.5.248 Gunflint lithic flints gun spalls 21 90.1

A77.5.248 Bullet   metal used bullet 1 6.4 W597A

A77.5.248 Musketball lead medium musket ball 1 3 na

A77.5.248 Bullet   lead used, large bullet 1 19 W863A

A77.5.248 Spillage lead spillage 1 5.9 na

A77.5.248 Musketball lead medium, large musket ball 25 500.3

A77.5.248 Musketball lead

used, medium, 

large musket ball 29 462.2

A77.5.248 Minie ball lead minie balls 39 1228.4

A77.5.248 Slag iron residue slag 138 248.7

A77.5.248 Coal coal coal 1 bag 70.5

A77.5.248 Coal coal coal 4 5 W537A

A77.5.248 Coal coal coal 2 2.9 W538A

A77.5.248 Coal coal coal 9 3.5 W515A

A77.5.248 Clinker metal clinker 1 5.2 W530A

A77.5.248 Clinker metal clinker 1 bag 320.3

A77.5.248 Clinker metal clinker 2 12 W538A  
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A77.5.248 Charcoal wood charcoal 1 bag 33.9

A77.5.248 Charcoal wood charcoal 1 bag 14.5

A77.5.248 Daub/Bousillage clay daub 33 41.4 W582A

A77.5.248 Daub/Bousillage clay daub 73 230.9

A77.5.248 Daub/Bousillage clay daub 105 396.3

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal clinker, slag 3 4.4 W582A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal, charcoal clinker, slag 23 25.4 W522A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal clinker, slag 10 9.1 W537A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal clinker, slag 1 bag 14.2 W531A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal clinker, slag 8 7.3 W532A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal, charcoal clinker, slag 1 bag 14.2 W521A

A77.5.248 Charcoal, coal wood charcoal, coal 1 bag 8.2 W529A

A77.5.248 Charcoal, coal wood charcoal, coal 1 bag 18.6 Y558-77
NE 1/4

A77.5.248 Slag, coal metal slag, coal 9 16.2 W532A

A77.5.248 Limestone stone "railroad" limestone 18 51.3

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal clinker, slag 6 5.9 W526A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal clinker, slag 8 14.6 W537A

A77.5.248 Charcoal, coal wood clinker charcoal, coal 20 21.6

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal, charcoal clinker, slag 1 bag 35.3 W529A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal clinker, slag 32 11.4 W530A

A77.5.248 Clinker, slag metal coal clinker, slag 1 bag 17.7 W539A

A77.5.248 Concretion na burned concretion 3 8.6

A77.5.248 Charcoal, coal wood charcoal, coal 4 2 W535A

A77.5.248 Clinker metal coal clinker 3 2 W536A

A77.5.248 Stones stone misc. stones 11 7.8

A77.5.248 Stones stone misc. stones 48 64.1

original accession number unknown, 

items loose in bottom of box
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A77.5.248 Lithic lithic shatter 7 70.1

original accession number A77.5(.83-

.108), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Pebble lithic pebbles 77 235.6

original accession number A77.5(.83-

.108), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Pebble lithic tested pebbles 3 50.3

original accession number A77.5(.83-

.108), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Flakes lithic flakes 6 20.2

original accession number A77.5(.83-

.108), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Flakes lithic flakes 2 2.8

A77.5.248 Cores lithic debitage cores 7 720

original accession number A77.5(.21-

.43), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Pebble lithic tested pebbles 2 378.3

original accession number A77.5(.21-

.43), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Stones lithic miscellaneous stones 9 60

original accession number A77.5(.21-

.43), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Petrified Wood wood petrified wood 1 201.6

original accession number A77.5(.21-

.43), items loose in bottom of box

A77.5.248 Minie ball lead used minie balls 57 1777.7

A77.5.249 Chain links iron connected Chain links 1 600+
links with varied lengths
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A77.5.249 Washer iron very large and thick washer-type item 1 123.2 Y553A

A77.5.249 Iron Object iron block w/uneven lip unidentified 1 73.5

A77.5.249 Kitchen hook iron fragments kitchen/hearth hooks 2 248.1 W??2A

A77.5.249 Axe blade iron triangular axe balde 1 423.3 Y577A?
plus rusty fragments

A77.5.249 Scale bar iron curved piece bar from scale 1 80.5 Y558-31O

A77.5.249 Decorated Grate iron

fire or furnace 

grate

iron caste grate 

decorated 1 143.9 W620A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron flat metal

possible blade 

fragments 14 22.7

A77.5.249 Iron Object iron object with nubs unidentified 1 5.4
shaped almost like sprue

A77.5.249 Chain links iron very large and thick Chain links 4 226.9

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron fragments knife blade 11 57.4

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron fragments blade fragment, large 1 32.3

A77.5.249 Knife Tang iron fragments Knife tang attachment 1 4.9 W814B

A77.5.249 Hasp iron fragments hasp fragment 1 96.4 W514A

A77.5.249 Staple iron fragments staples 24 79.8

A77.5.249 Buckle iron fragments buckles 2 14.9

A77.5.249 Buckle iron fragments buckles 1 5.1

A77.5.249 Bolt iron very large bolts 3 96.9

A77.5.249 Wire iron fragments wire 9 39.6

A77.5.249 Kettle iron pieces and 4 rims kettle fragments 20 50

A77.5.249 File iron fragments files 3 38.6  
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A77.5.249 Iron Object iron fragments folded iron fragment 1 4.3 W537A

A77.5.249 Key Escutcheon iron circular key escutcheon 1 18.6

A77.5.249 Chisel iron fragments chisel fragments 1 4

A77.5.249 Handle iron possible kettle lug handle 1 16.4

A77.5.249 Key iron fragments key fragment 1 1.7

A77.5.249 Pan Handle iron fragments possible pan handle 1 54.2 W817B

A77.5.249 Sear Spring iron gun part sear spring 2 9.9

A77.5.249 Washer iron various sizes washers 2 5

A77.5.249 Washer iron fragments washers 1 2.2

A77.5.249 Metal Strap iron fragments iron strap fragments 2 29.4

A77.5.249 Pellet lead 20th Century used pellets from gun 4 3.8

A77.5.249 Metal Strap iron

enlarged end 

w/hole flat strap object 1 86.4 662A

A77.5.249 Caisson part iron pin w/head & valve possible Caisson part 1 115.2

A77.5.249 Buckle-like iron too large for buckle buckle-shaped object 1 67 522A

A77.5.249 UID Object iron w/notch-hole flat iron square object 1 79.8

A77.5.249 Smokers Companioniron much reduced smoker's companion 1 19.1

A77.5.249 Toaster Loop iron fireplace toaster Toaster Loop 1 13.4 6474A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron

Hawk-billed 

w/flange

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 13.2

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron

Offset Rattail 

Handle Case Knife Fragment 1 24.9  
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A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron Tapered back edge Case Knife Fragment 1 18.7 Y558-?
back edge offset

A77.5.249 Hinge iron fragments Hinge tip, heart shaped 1 17.1 W803A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron Angular Blade tip

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 5.6 412?

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron fragments Knife Blade 1 5.8 Y54-?

A77.5.249 UID Object iron fragments unidentified 10 37

A77.5.249 Metal Strap iron both ends crimped flat strap object 1 43.6 W803A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron see notes Case Knife Fragment 1 71 W814A

case knife flat handled, shaft curved, 

blade shape is double cutting edge

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron fragment knife tip fragment 1 35.1 W821A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron Hawk-billed tip

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 3.4 Y596A

A77.5.249 Strap Hinge iron fragment possible strap hinge 1 21.6

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron

Flanged hinge 

w/pin

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 13.8
sharp backed blade

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron fragment Knife blade 1 3.3 Y577A

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron Hawk-billed tip

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 10.4

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron w/flange & pin

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 2 5.1

A77.5.249 Knife Blade iron Angular Blade tip

French Clasp Knife 

Blade 1 7.2
flange broken

A77.5.249 Barrel Hoop iron fragment w/rivet Barrel Hoop w/rivet 1 62.3 W816A

A77.5.249 Barrel Hoop iron fragment w/rivet Barrel Hoop w/rivet 1 88.8 TAC  
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A77.5.250 Musket barrel iron exploded at end barrel w/breech plug 1 411.6
no unit number

A77.5.250 Musket barrel iron seam along it musket barrel, end 1 137.9
no unit number

A77.5.250 Musket barrel iron fragment, faceted barrel w/breech plug 1 351.2 W820A

A77.5.250 Musket barrel iron fragment barrel fragment 1 44 Y558-23

A77.5.250 Breech plug iron gun part breech plug 1 39.4 W580-W589

A77.5.250 Door Latch iron hand wrought door latch fragment 1 88.9 W5A

A77.5.250 Musketball iron musket balls 3 167.4

A77.5.250 Large Ring iron hand wrought large iron ring 1 26.5 Y558-?

A77.5.250 Musketball iron musket balls 1 56.8

A77.5.250 Breech plug iron gun part breech plug 1 35.6

A77.5.250 Musketball lead musket balls 2 32.9

A77.5.250 Large Ring brass unidentified large brass ring 1 31.8 W822A

A77.5.250 Rod fragment iron treated iron rod fragment 1 2 W808D/WA24A

A77.5.250 Washer iron hand wrought iron washer 1 11.7 W?31A

A77.5.250 Hinge iron fragment hinge 1 38.7 W515A

A77.5.250 Loop iron unidentified iron loop 1 6.2

A77.5.250 Lead Object lead unidentified fragment 1 0.6 Y602A

A77.5.250 Hanging Element iron unidentified

possible hanging 

element 1 46.3

A77.5.250 Hinge iron fragment hinge 1 66.4 W812A

A77.5.250 Iron Object iron unidentified fragment 1 9.2 W86A

A77.5.250 Minie ball lead minie ball 1 28.3 W636A

A77.5.250 Rod fragment iron unidentified rod fragment 1 62.3

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron gun part mainspring, fragment 1 7.9 W35A

A77.5.250 Musket Cock iron gun part musket cock 1 34.6 Y550A1  
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A77.5.250 Pipe Tongs iron hand wrought pipe tongs 1 31.2 Y558-31A

A77.5.250 Side Plate iron gun part Side plate 1 7.6

A77.5.250 Flash Pan iron gun part flash pan 1 13.7 W802A

A77.5.250 Flash Pan iron gun part flash pan 1 5.4

A77.5.250 Breech plug iron gun part breech plug 1 50.3 W815B

A77.5.250 Fastener brass unidentified fastener, decorated 1 2.8 Y558-?

A77.5.250 Musket Cock iron gun part musket cock 1 22.7 Y556A

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron gun part mainspring, fragment 1 6.4

A77.5.250 Triggerguard iron gun part trgger guard tang 1 16.7 T12G

A77.5.250 Gun Sear iron gun part gun sear w/screw 1 8.4 W72A

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron gun part mainspring 1 24.1

A77.5.250 Triggerguard iron gun part

trigger guard end 

fragment 1 6.9

A77.5.250 Ramrod Pipe brass gun part Ramrod Pipe section 1 0.8 Y550E

A77.5.250 Gun Bridle iron gun part part of bridle w/screw 1 4.4 W48A

A77.5.250 Iron Object iron broken

formally a tubular 

object 10 15.7

A77.5.250 Shot lead lead shot 1 0.8 Y602A

A77.5.250 Trigger plate iron gun part trigger plate 1 13.2 Y550H1

A77.5.250 Wire iron unidentified fragment 9 5.9

A77.5.250 Musket Cock iron gun part musket cock fragment 1 8.7 W815A

A77.5.250 Buckle iron

possible buckle 

fragment 1 3.3 W43A

A77.5.250 Triggerguard lead gun part trigger guard fragment 1 15.9 Y600A  
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A77.5.250 Side Plate iron gun part side plate, bent 1 5.3 W89A1

A77.5.250 Triggerguard iron gun part trigger guard finial 1 3.2 W818A

A77.5.250 Trigger Assembly iron gun part Trigger 1 2.8 W5A

A77.5.250 Knife blade iron fragment knife blade 1 5.4 T8G

A77.5.250 Iron Object iron unidentified gun piece fragments 3 5

A77.5.250 Furniture Hinge iron loop & staple type furniture hinge 1 12.3 W27A
possible small linch pin

A77.5.250 Furniture Hinge iron loop & staple type furniture hinge 1 bag 5.3
possible hasp mechanism

A77.5.250 Furniture Hinge iron loop & staple type loop, furniture hinge 1 2.6 W813A

A77.5.250 Furniture Hinge iron loop & staple type furniture hinge 1 1.8 W50A
possible hasp mechanism

A77.5.250 Knife blade iron fragments Clasp knife blade 1 6.1 Y558

A77.5.250 Mouth Harp iron fragments Mouth Harp 1 5.6 Y558-14 in Y574
1 harp and 5 fragments

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron gun part Mainspring fragment 1 11.7 W25A

A77.5.250 Triggerguard iron gun part trigger guard fragment 3 39.1

A77.5.250 Ramrod Pipe metal gun part Ramrod Pipe section 1 4.8 Y558-314
brass?

A77.5.250 Triggerguard iron gun part trigger guard fragment 1 14.5 W803A

A77.5.250 Sheet Metal iron see notes sheet iron fragments 9 5.2

rim and punched piece, possibly part 

of a strainer?

A77.5.250 Musket Cock iron fragment Musket Cock 1 28.7

A77.5.250 Trigger Assembly iron gun part Trigger Assembly 1 40.3 W580-W589?
from palisade feature

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron gun part Mainspring fragment 1 26.5 W23H  
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A77.5.250 Trigger Assembly iron gun part Trigger 1 5.5 Y603A

A77.5.250 Tumbler & Pin iron gun part Tumbler & Pin 2 12

A77.5.250 Fork iron fragment fork 1 18.4 W802A
missing tines?

A77.5.250 Lantern Handle iron fragment hanging lantern handle 1 12.7 Y600A
1 of 3 handles

A77.5.250 Lantern Handle iron fragment hanging lantern handle 1 7.5 W3741
1 of 3 handles

A77.5.250 Lantern Handle iron fragment hanging lantern handle 1 16.4 Y558-76
1 of 3 handles

A77.5.250 Mainspring iron fragment Mainspring fragment 1 11.2 W803A
end with screwplate and nib

A77.5.251 Button Brass complete button w/eagle 1 2.6 W580-W589?

possible Civil War uniform button, 

label says found in backfill

A77.5.251 Button Iron

button back 

element buttons, fragments 4 9.9

A77.5.251 Buttplate metal fragment buttplate, gun part 1 26.8
copper or brass

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.6 W674A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.2 W587A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.2 W685A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.1 W807A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.1 W603A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 < 1 W528A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 3 1

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.1 W637A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.2 Y558-31DD

A77.5.251 Shot lead very small lead shot 1 < 0.1 W619A

A77.5.251 Snipped Lead lead fragment snipped lead 1 2.6 W823A  
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A77.5.251 Lead Object lead fragment 3 1.3 W593

A77.5.251 Lead Object lead fragment possible utensil handle 1 19.6 W800A

possibly pewter? Heavy enough for 

pewter?

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 2 0.6 W814A

A77.5.251 Miscellaneous mixed see notes 4 1.5
Baked clay (2), Slag (1), Rust

A77.5.251 UID Object metal fragment copper or brass 1 0.1 W814A

A77.5.251 Shot lead very small lead shot 1 < 0.1 W863A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 < 1 W814A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 9 2.2 T1H1

A77.5.251 Snipped Copper copper fragment see notes 2 5

snipped and punched copper 

fragments, possible rim 

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.1 Y558-31CC

A77.5.251 UID Object metal fragment unidentified 1 2.1

A77.5.251 20th Century mixed plastic and metal utility items 3 6.2

A77.5.251 UID Object copper fragment copper   3 0.8 T1H1

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 5 3 T9B?

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 31 10.1

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 2 1 W823A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.2 W803A

A77.5.251 Shot lead small lead shot 1 0.5 W679A

A77.5.251 Lead Object lead fragment lead, misc. 6 23.2

A77.5.251 Rivet Brass Large possibly modern 1 3.5 W537A?

A77.5.251 Bullet metal spent rifle bullet 1 7.8 W821A
possibly lead

A77.5.251 Triggerguard Brass fragment end piece 1 9.4 W818A

A77.5.251 Triggerguard Brass fragment piece from 1 8.4 W810A

A77.5.251 Powder Flask Brass Nozzle Powder Flask Nozzle 1 31 W813A

A77.5.251 Thumbplate Brass Gun Thumbplate Stamped with Di 1 10.2 W823A
possibly Civil War

A77.5.251 Pipe Bowl Kaolin bowl w/stem

pipe bowl , nearly 

complete 1 8.4 W823B  
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A77.5.251 Pipe Bowl Kaolin fragment pipe bowl fragments 3 3.1

A77.5.251 Button Iron Treated see notes 6 9.4

Convex Front, Eye mounted on Back, 

Some with Rim

A77.5.251 Button Brass

button back 

element

Button, Cast around 

eye 1 1.1 W636A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Gooseberry Bead 1 0.5 W522A
clear glass with white stripes

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white oval 1 0.5 W808A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, green oval 1 0.7 W618A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white oval 1 0.3 W812B

A77.5.251 Bead glass Seedbead Bead, black 1 0.1 W531A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace beads, see notes 4 2.4 W813A

green necklace fragments (2), white 

necklace fragment (1), Gooseberry--

clear glass w/white stripes (1)

A77.5.251 Pipe Stem Kaolin fragment Pipe stem fragments 2 2.5 W813A

A77.5.251 Pipe Stem Kaolin fragment Pipe stem fragments 5 9.7
one decorated fragment

A77.5.251 Pipe Bowl Kaolin fragment pipe bowl fragments 3 3.3

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace bead, blue oval 1 1.1 W813A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace beads, see notes 2 1.9 W807A

white ovel necklace, blue oval 

necklace

A77.5.251 Button Brass

button back 

element

button with attached 

eye 1 1.3

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white oval 1 0.3 W812A
fragment

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white oval 1 0.5 W814A  
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A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white donut 1 1.1 W802A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace Bead, white oval 2 0.3 W672A1
fragment

A77.5.251 Button Brass cap button cap 1 1.7 Y558-7
possible button, possibly not?

A77.5.251 UID Object metal fragment metal, decorated 1 3.4 W543A

A77.5.251 Lead Object lead fragment lead object 1 1.6 W823A

A77.5.251 Pipe Stem Kaolin fragment pipe stem, decorated 1 3.5 W812A

A77.5.251 Bead glass fragment bead, white oval 1 0.7 W618A
necklace

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace bead, blue oval 1 1 W535A

A77.5.251 Shoe Heel leather

fragment with 

rivets leather shoe heel 2 27.3 W535A
possible Civil War?

A77.5.251 Shoe Heel leather

fragment with 

rivets leather shoe heel 9 56.3
possible Civil War?

A77.5.251 Pipe fragment Kaolin fragments see notes 9 18.3

bowls (4), stems (4), decorated stem 

(1)

A77.5.251 Pipe stem Kaolin fragments see notes 13 28.5
stems (11), decorated stems (2)

A77.5.251 Leather fragment leather fragments leather shoe heel 1 4.1 W537A 

probably from same shoe heel as 

previously

A77.5.251 Pipe Stem Kaolin

stem with teeth 

marks Pipe stem fragments 1 1.5 W821B

A77.5.251 Button Brass fragments button fragments 4 0.6 W514A

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace bead, gooseberry 1 0.3 W529A
clear glass with white stripes

A77.5.251 Bead glass necklace bead, gooseberry 1 0.4 W814A
clear glass with white stripes

A77.5.251 Christ corpus Brass fragment Christ Corpus 1 1.5 W813A
possibly brass

A77.5.251 Button Brass concave Buttons, Brass 10 13

A77.5.251 Button Brass see notes Buttons, Brass 1 5.2 W813A
convex crown and concave backs
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A77.5.251 Pipe Bowl Kaolin nearly complete Pipe Bowl 1 2.8 W808A

A77.5.251 Utensil Iron treated, fragment kitchen utensil handle 1 42 W812A
possible fork, with fork-end missing

A77.5.251 Shell Shell fragment 1 2.2

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 4 2.1 Y558-31PP

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 20 59 W814B

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 4 25.8

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 1 bag 150.1 W813B

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 18 28.6 W823B

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 27 31.6 Y558-77

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 1 bag 11.7 W882B

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 30 21.5 W585A

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 7 6.0 Y558-31BB

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 19 5.9 W813B

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 5 1.7 W801A

A77.5.251 Bone Bone fragment 105 173.6

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought indeterminate 275 995.8
nail fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 5 25.0
small, pointed shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 1 10.7
large, pointed shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 7 71.2
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 5 163.4
fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 4 47.6
medium, flared shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought indeterminate 1 bag 549.4
nail fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought indeterminate 92 735.0
nail fragments, no heads

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought indeterminate 18 413.2
heads n/a

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought heads are nut-like 6 243.0
very large

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 4 58.1
fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 2 23.8
small, flared shanks
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A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 4 77.0
medium, flared shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 95 741.2
fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought unusual 1 22.0
ring around head and middle?

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought box-head nail 1 6.9 W815A
box-head nail, see Diderot

A77.5.252 Nut Iron hand wrought Nuts 5 40.0

A77.5.252 Rivet Iron 20th Century? Rivet, from jeans? 1 2.2
rivet from jeans or overalls?

A77.5.252 Iron Object Iron rust iron fragments w/bone 5 2.0
bone attached with rust

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Round head fragment 1 2.7
fragment

A77.5.252 Furniture Nail Iron hand wrought possible furniture nails 32 38.8

A77.5.252 Tack Iron hand wrought large headed tacks 5 30.9
large headed tacks

A77.5.252 Sheet Metal Iron fragments

kettle or knife 

fragments 20 20.8
kettle or knife fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought nail heads 44 190.4

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought T-head 1 4.1 ES?
burned, fragment

A77.5.252 Nail Iron machine cut wire cut 7 107.1
all sizes

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 14 267.7
large, flared shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 49 358.2
small, flared shanks

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 6 152.0
fragments

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 1 52.5
very large, flared shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 68 908.0
medium, flared shank

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought indeterminate 47 1083.5
no heads, fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought square heads 3 9.0
possible square heads

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought medium-square heads 11 72.9
various sizes

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought square heads 5 29.4 609
medium, flared shank
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A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought large-square head 8 107.2
flared shank fragments

A77.5.252 Spike Iron hand wrought square heads 1 32.7
very large, flared shank

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought medium-square heads 4 8.3
fragments

A77.5.252 Nail Iron hand wrought Small-square head 10 29.6
various sizes

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Round head 1 39.8 W679A
large, flaring shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Offset head 1 20.4 W5?
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought no head, fragment 1 47.4 W8(T)68
round shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought no head, fragment 1 141.9 W567A

very large, square shank, possible 

handle for something? Is curved.

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 2 facets 1 54.6 ?552A
very large, round shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 11 159.0
medium, flared shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 4 180.7
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 7 162.8
large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 3 31.3
small, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 4 facets 5 130.5
fragments, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 2 36.8
large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 1 23.5 Y558-77
very large, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 3 43.5
medium, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 1 27.5 Y558-20
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 2 11.6
small, pointed shanks

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought indeterminate head 3 61.3
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Small-square head 1 19.8 W814A
large, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought very small-square head 1 10.3 W647A
large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Small-square head 2 24.4
medium, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Small-square head 1 8.0 Y602A
medium, pointed shank
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A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Knobbed head 4 288.2
(2) flared shanks, large and very large

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Round head 1 36.5
pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought

round shank w/vice 

marks 1 54.3 W524A

unusual head--possibly rosehead, 4 

facet; round shank with screw or vice 

marks

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought T-heads 5 66.6
various sizes, flared shanks

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 14 247.5
medium, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 9 255.6
large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 4 202.6
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 7 136.7
fragments, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 1 9.0
small, flared shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 5 344.6
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 1 176.1
22cm long, flared shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 5 facets 1 101.4 ?808A unusual large head spike

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 7 134.7
large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 4 127.7
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 12 156.9
medium, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 4 30.4
fragments, flared shank

A77.5.253 Spike Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 2 94.7
very large, flared shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 2 39.6
large, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 1 39.8
very large, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 11 129.7
medium, pointed shank

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 3 23.5
small, pointed shanks

A77.5.253 Nail Iron Hand wrought Rosehead, 3 facets 2 32.9
fragments

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.8 W585 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 6.1 W544
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.9 W583
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.5 W220A

possibly Mississippi Plain v. Yazoo, 

shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 8.7 W607
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 4.4 W529 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.4 W221A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.4 W580
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.4 W543
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 5.1 W540
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1 W612
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.5 W614
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.5 W521
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.3 W602
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.7 W554
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 11 27 W603 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 5.1 W547
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.3 W539 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 3.5 W524A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.3 W613
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 4.9 W609
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 15 30.5 W618 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 15 41.5 W601
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 32 84.6 W619 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 20 40.9 W617
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.6 W589
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.7 W517
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 6 10.5 W604
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 6 18.6 W608
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 5 12.1 W606
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 49 133.4 W627
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 18 44.2 W629
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.2 W624
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 10 26.2 W628
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 5.9 see notes

W603A. W626A, 1 RIM--NO UNIT #, 

shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 12 33 W680
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 97 378.7 W802 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 13 65.1 W681
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 7.1 W683
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 19 59.1 W684
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 141 315.1 W800 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.4 W713
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 11 27 W603
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 22 68.1 W803
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 4 W708
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 26 102.8 W811
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 33 118.8 W818 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 33 115.6 W817 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 33 105.5 W815A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 20 76.9 W816A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 66 244.3 W810A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 15 52.9 W807A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 120 343 W814A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 106 400.4 W812A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.9 W858A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 7 30.5 W862A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 2.9 W850
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 5 11.5 W853A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 3.1 W852A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.4 W873
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 0.8 W834A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.6 W873A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 5.9 W829
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 167 579.3 W813A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.8 W519A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 4.9 W263A-1
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 40 120.5 W825A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 3 7.5 W801A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 3.8 W854A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 14.9 W861
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 6 16.4 W827A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 10 28.5 W679A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 11 39.3 W687
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 9 24.6 W671A/A-1
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.1 W677A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 8 22.1 W686
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 5 8 misc. Y558's
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 9 24.8 W670
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 6 16.7 W809A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 4 8.2 W819A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 5 13.7 W863A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 25 72.1 W674
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 5 20.7 W685A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 55 184.1 W822A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 13 37.6 W674A
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 12 51.6 W665A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 20 54.1 W637A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 13 42.1 W638A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 20 61.6 W673A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 7 22 W661
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 15 35 W662A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 17 58.9 W636 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 28 54.2 W656A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 8 16.9 W654A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 6.1 W622
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 6 19.9 W663
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.9 W634
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 8 W632
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 4.8 W623
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 2 2.9 W657A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.3 W663A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.5 W664A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 1.6 W652A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 3.1 W631A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 49 98.6 W620 
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 22 69.3 W672A/A-1
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 97 287.8 W824A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 97 320.8 W821A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 149 449.6 W801A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 135 282.6 Unit #s n/a
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 97 846.2 W820A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 63 251.1 W808A/B
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 171 515.8 W823A/B
shared Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.9 W664A
shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 7 24.6 see notes

Rims, W620A, W626A, W627A, 

W629A, W630A, W634A, W637A

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 8 24 see notes

Rims, W518B, W600A, W601A, 

W603A, W618A, W619A(3)

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 27 93.7 see notes

Rims, W813A(8)B(1), W814A(2)B(3), 

W815A(2), W817A(2), W812(6), 

W818A(3)

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 17 85.3 see notes

Rims, W820A(3), W821A(4), 

W822A(2), W823A(5), W824A(2), 

W825A(1)B(3), Y558-?(1)

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 22 105.6 see notes

Rims, W800A(2)B(1), W801A(4)B(1), 

W802A(4)B(1), W803A(2),W808B(5), 

W810A(2)

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 14 66.1 see notes

Rims, W647A, W654,W662A, 

W663A, W664B, W665A, W672A(2), 

W674A, W679A, W683A, W684A, 

W685A, W689A

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 9 14.4 na
Rims, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Mississippi Plain 1 2.9 W501
Rim, shared Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 3 9.8 W601
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 1.2 W547
Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 6.5 W606
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 3.2 W608
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 3.2 W609A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 1.6 W612A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 2.6 W614A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 4 W618A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 11.2 W627A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 3 7.6 W628A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 2.3 W629A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 10 33.4 W636A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 8.6 W637A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 2 W638A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 4.2 W663A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 5.1 W665A
Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 3.9 W670A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 2 W671A 
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 1.6 W672A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 3 7.4 see notes

Rims, W561A, W636A, W664A, 

Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 6 24.8 na
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 4 11.2 see notes
misc. Y558's, Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 4 12.1 W674A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 2.5 W807
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 3.3 W811
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 4.6 W812A
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 1.5 W813
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 1.5 W817
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 7.1 W820 
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 9.4 W821
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 2 5.9 W852
Russell Phase
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A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 5.5 W859
Russell Phase

A77.5.254 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Montfort 1 6 W880A
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 4.5 W636A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 5.7 W619A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.4 W608A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 4.9 W647A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 3.9 W656A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 3.9 W637A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 4 17.6 W882A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 6.8 W808B
1 RIM

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 9.5 W665A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 8.9 W802A(2) B(1)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 2.5 W679A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 4.2 W801A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 8.4 W801B  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 5.7 W803A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 2.1 W816A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 9 W800A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.6 W674

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 9.5 W813A(1) B(2)
1 RIM

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 14.3 W812A(2) B(1)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 12.5 W810A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 4.4 W663A-1

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 4 11 W823A(1) B(3)
1 RIM

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.5 W601A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 7.9 see notes
Y558-31-BB, Y558-31-MN?

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 9.5 W821A(2) B(1)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.5 W628A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 2.3 na

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.4 W824A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 1 1.1 W687A  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 3 10.3 W627A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 7 16.8 W601A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.8 W534A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.7 W322A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 5.8 see notes
W527A, W585A, W587A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 2.8 W583A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 3.2 see notes
W527A, W530A, W535A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 8.1 see notes
W511A, W523A, W526A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 5 7.9 W603A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3.5 W605A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.2 W606A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.6 W607A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3.2 W608A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.2 W612A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 10.1 W617A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 12.5 W618A/B  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 16 31.2 W619A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 10 31.5 W620A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.2 W623A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.9 W626A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 13 26.1 W627A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 5 20 W628

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 8 29.8 W629A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 8 53.2 W636A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 10 26.6 W637A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 16.6 W638A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 7 25.5 W647A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 15.8 W654A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 9 15 W656A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3 W661A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3 W529A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 14.2 W662A  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 10.2 W664A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 20.8 W670A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 8 20.9 W671A/A-1

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 14.4 W672A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.5 W665A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 9 29.7 W673A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 17.7 W674A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 17.5 W679A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 5 17.5 W680A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 6.1 W681A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.1 W682A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 7 14.1 W684A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 5.8 W685A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 4.5 W686A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 16.6 W687A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 5 14.5 see notes

RIMS, W601A, W604A, W609A, 

W617A, W619A
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 33.7 see notes

RIMS, W620A, W627A, W629A(2), 

W637A, W638A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 19 see notes

RIMS, W664A, W672A, W673A, 

W679A, W681A, W688A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 13.8 see notes

RIMS, W801A, W813B, W814A, 

W814B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 3.1 see notes
RIMS, W802A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 10.1 see notes
RIMS, W802A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 6 29.1 see notes
RIMS, W808A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 3.1 see notes
RIMS, W808B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 8.3 see notes
RIMS, W810A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 8.5 see notes
RIMS, W812A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 7 see notes
RIMS, W816A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 13.9 see notes
RIMS, W817A, W818B, W821A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 9.2 see notes
RIMS, W822A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 10.8 see notes

RIMS, W823A, W823B, W824B, 

W825B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 18.9 see notes
RIMS, Y558-31F

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.9 see notes
RIMS, UNIT N/A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 32 60.9 W800A  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 13.3 W803A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 35 88.4 W801A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 0.6 W805

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 22 91.5 W802A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 5.9 W807A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.5 W809 

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 55 160.2 W808A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 16 43.2 W810A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 36 142 W812A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 50 115.5 W813A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 5.8 W817A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 22 43.9 W814A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 8.6 W816A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 9 35.1 W818A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 31 90.5 W820A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 19 66.5 W822A/B  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 46 83.5 W823A/B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 11 27.1 W824A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 12 26.3 W825B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 5.5 W825A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 3 W853A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 2.9 W859A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 5.5 W862A 

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 5.8 W863A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.8 see notes
Y558-31-NN

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.2 W604A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 5 9.2 see notes
Y558-31-DD

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 35 44.6 na

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 4 6.4 see notes

W528A, W618A, W620A, W627A, 

post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 14.7 W636A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 2 7.8 W665A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 4 12 see notes

W671A-1, W674A, W681A, W682A?, 

post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 4 11.3 W680A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 4 14.7 W801A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 8.1 W813A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 4 10.7 see notes

W815A, W817A, W855A, W922B?, 

post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 6.7 W823A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 3 7 W824A
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 2 8.3 see notes

Y558-31-BB, Y558-77, post-AD 1200, 

pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 2 5 see notes

W661A, W517-18-A-1, post-AD 1200, 

pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Holly Bluff 21 74.2 na
post-AD 1200, pre-AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 5 19.8 see notes

RIMS: W540A, W853A, W663A, 

W817A, N/A, Russell Phase 

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 7 15.9 see notes

W816B, W817A(2), W821A, 

W824A(3), Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 5 14 see notes
W823A(4), W824B(1), Russell Phase
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 7 24.7 see notes

W601A, W628A, W636A(2), 

W647A(3), Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 5 13.4 see notes

W117A, W519A(2), W523A, W567A, 

Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 7 18.8 see notes

W674A, W680A(3), W681A, 

W801A(2), Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 7 28.3 see notes

W802A, W808A, W808B?, W810A, 

W813A(2), W813B, Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 18 45.3 NA
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 4 22 W801B
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Addis Plain v Ratcliffe 8 20.8 see notes

W661A(2), W664A(2), W671A(2), 

W672A(2), Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Winterville Inc v 

Winterville 1 0.7 W820A 

Winterville Incised v Winterville, AD 

1300s

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Incised on Addis Plain 1 1 W820A
Unclassified Incised on Addis Plain

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 7.5 Y565A

Carenated Rope Design on Rim, with 

interior line, on Addis Plain shape

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Avoyelles Punc. V 

Dupree 4 8.5 see notes

W814A(2), W813A, W808A, pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Parkin Punc. V 

Unspecified 1 3 na  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 2.6 W812B

Lake Borgne Incised var Unspecified 

on Tchefuncte ware

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Decoration on 

Baytown 7 25 see notes

W637A, W665A, W654A, W664A, 

W617A, W619A, W628A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Anna Incised var Anna 1 4 W812A
AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Chickachee Combed v 

Unsp 3 4.9 see notes
W627A, W685A, n/a

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 2.2 W802A

Chevalier Stamped var Chevalier, AD 

800

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 5 16.4 see notes

Plaquemine Brushed var Plaquemine, 

W636A, W665A, W679A, W823B, 

n/a, AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Brushed Decoration 2 8.6 see notes
W661A, W802A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 1.9 W620A

Unclassified Engraved on Baytown 

Plain

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Carter Engraved v Unsp 3 9.7 see notes
W604A, W801A, W822A, AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 3 9.8 see notes

Unclassified Engraved on Shell, 

W813B, W629A, N/A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 27 73.6 mixed
Unclassified Engraved on Addis ware

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Evansville Punct v 

Rhinehart 1 7.1 W859A
AD 800--AD 900

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Evansville Punct v 

Wilkinson 1 6 Y558-31-NN  
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Bell 

Plain 1 3 W623B
RIM

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Missis. 

Plain 7 18.3 see notes

W620A, W637A, W800A, W803A, 

W816A, W817A, W821A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised 

Baytown Pln 3 12.7 see notes
RIMS-W820A, W820B, W618A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised 

Baytown Pln 7 25.8 see notes

W801A, W801B, W808B, W820A, 

W821A, N/A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised 

Baytown Pln 6 13.6 see notes

Y558-77, W583A, W620A(2), W672A, 

W679A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Unclassified Incised 9 19.8 see notes

W603A, W619A, W636A(2), W637A, 

W638A, W803A, W808A, W818B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Addis 

Plain 6 12.7 na

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Addis 

Plain 8 15.6 see notes

W820A(2), W822A, W823A(2), 

W824A(2), W825B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Addis 

Plain 8 21.7 see notes

W800A, W801A, W803A, W808A, 

W809A, W812A, W813A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Addis 

Plain 7 16.3 see notes

W663A, W665A(2), W671A(2), 

W680A, W694A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Unclass Incised Addis 

Plain 6 16.7 see notes

W627A, W636A, W637B, W654A, 

W662A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 3.2 W823A

Coles Creek Incised var Greenhouse, 

probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Coles Creek Incised 

Hardy 6 17.5 see notes

W661A, W647A, W672A, W800A, 

W807A, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Coles Creek Incised 

Mott 2 4.3 see notes
W641A, W812B, AD 1100 --AD 1000

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Coles Creek Incised 

unsp 7 34.5 see notes

W619A, W629A(2), W628A, W813A, 

W823A, N/A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 2.5 W525A

Teaching sherd = Fatherland Incised 

var unspecified on exterior & Anna 

Incised var unspecified on interior

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 6 W801B

Teaching sherd = Fatherland Incised 

var unspecified 

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 20 115.6 see notes

Fatherland Incised v Fatherland: W803A, 

W802(2), W800A, W801A(3), W801B, 

W812A, W807A, W810A, W817A, 

W813A, W821A, W822A, W823A, Y558-

31-NN, Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Fatherland Incised v 

Unsp 9 36.5 see notes

W604A, W607A, W620A, W620A, 

W661A, W662A, W664A, W680A, 

N/A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v 

Ballground 18 62.2 see notes

W607A, W800AA, W801A, W802A, 

W808B, W812A, W813B(2), W817A, 

W820A, W825B, Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v St. 

Pierre 1 1 na
Russell Phase
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v 

Ballground 1 2.8 na
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v 

Unspecified 15 29.4 see notes

W820A, W821A, W822A(2), W822B, 

W823A, W823B, W824A, W8225B(3), 

W852A, W853A, N/A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v 

Unspecified 21 74.3 see notes

W800A, W80A(4), W801B(2), 

W803A, W807A(3), W808A(4), 

W811A, W812A, W813A(3), W816A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Old Town Red v 

Unspecified 12 41.1 see notes

W607A, W608A, W617A, W618A, 

W619A, W620A, W627A, W630A, 

W637A, W673A, W681A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mazique Incised v 

Manchac 8 28.8 see notes

W671A, W683A, W800A, W801A, 

W801B, W818B, W824A, W823A, AD 

1600s

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mazique Incised King's 

Point 7 18.2 see notes

W813A, W814A, W817A, W820A(2), 

W822A, W824A, AD 1000

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mazique Incised v 

Unspec 3 12.2 see notes
W647A, W803A, W822A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Cracker Road Incised 

Souel 1 1.3 W851A
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic see notes 2 13.9 see notes

Cracker Road Incised var Cracker 

Road: W823A, N/A, shared Russell 

Phase
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Cracker Road Incised 

unsp 9 47.1 see notes

W300, W673A, W801B, W802A, 

W809A, W810A(2), W820A, N/A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Leland Incised v 

Blanchard 1 5 W801A
AD 1600--AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Leland Incised v unspec 8 27.9 see notes

W679A, W808A, W808B, W811A(2), 

W814A, W824B, N/A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Leland Incised v Bovina 1 3.5 W671A
AD 1600--AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Leland Incised v Russell 2 8.3 see notes

W636A, W800A, shared Russell 

Phase through AD 1400--AD 1300

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Leland Incised v Leland 1 4.5 W809A
AD 1400--AD 1300

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Leland Incised v 

Williams 3 18.7 see notes

W824A, Y558-31-BB, N/A, shared 

Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Coleman Incised v 

Coleman 1 6 W673A
AD 1300--AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 1 5.6 W803A

Unclassified Decorated on Montfort 

w/interior red slip

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Unspecified 3 14.5 see notes
Super burned? W803A, N/A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

L'Eau Noire var L'Eau 

Noire 1 7.1 W812B
Anna Phase, AD 1300--AD 1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 5 22.1 see notes

Mulberry Creek Cordmarked var 

unspecified: W637A, W812B(2), 

W815A(2), AD 600--AD 400
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A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic See Notes 2 8.2 see notes

Harrison Bayou Incised var 

unspecified: W302A, W801A, pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Incised on Mississippi 

Plain 1 5.8 W654A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Incised on Bell Plain 1 2.7 W801B

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Decorated Mississippi 

Plain 1 5.7 W813A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Unclassified Incised 1 1.4 na

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Incised on Addis Plain 2 13.3 see notes
W663A, W674A

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Barton Incised var 

Unspec 17 60.7 see notes

W619A, W801A(2), W801B, W802A, 

W807A, W808A, W809A(2), W815A, 

W816A, W820A, W822A, W824A, 

W654A, N/A(2)

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Barton Incised v 

Portland 1 4.1 W815A
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Barton incised var 

Davion 1 10 W824B
Russell Phase

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Barton Incised var 

Arcola 1 1.8 W807A
AD 1600--AD 1500

A77.5.255 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Barton Incised var 

Barton 2 7.9 see notes
W814B, W603A

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 2 W602A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 7 21 W618A
pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 4 6.3 W627A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 3 18.3 W619A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 3 14.9 W629A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 2 8.9 W628A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 2.8 W811A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 5 25.1 W801B
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 3 20.9 W815A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 5 21.4 W813A/B
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 2 11.2 W817B
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 2.7 W816A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 3.9 W818B
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 4 18.4 W820A 
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 1 4.7 W661A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v Valley 

Park 2 7.4 see notes
W604A, W620A, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 4.8 W518A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 0.1 W529A
probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3 W539A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.8 W501A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 18.5 W617A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 7.6 W609A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 9.7 W629A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.1 W547A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 15 35.1 W618A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.5 W500A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 10 37.2 W601A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 18.7 W607A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 24 67.2 W620A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 2 W583A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 34 85.5 W627A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 7.6 W624A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 23 61.7 W619A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.6 W580A
probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 4.6 W626A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.1 W589A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 16 36.7 W628A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.9 W606A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 20.8 W603A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 7 21.7 W684A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 18 51.2 W674A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 13.6 W654A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 22.7 W638A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 7 19.6 W662A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 11 35.9 W681A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 7 22.9 W673A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 7.4 W656A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 5.1 W685A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 10 38.5 W665A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 15.9 W680A
probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 14.6 W663A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 22.5 W679A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 10.2 W671A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 6.2 W686A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 26.2 W637A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.7 W668A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 14 W664A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 17.3 W672A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.1 W683A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 9 45.9 W636A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 16.4 W661A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 13.6 W670A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 6.7 W687A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 41 107.6 W801A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 13.3 W803A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 36 145.7 W808A/B
probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 37 178 W814A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3 W807A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 11.9 W817A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 13 38 W802A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 26.7 W815A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 7 18.8 W800A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 21 55.5 W820A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 32 142 W813A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 8.4 W811A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 14.4 W816A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 19 51.2 W812A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 7.7 W818A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 9 25 W810A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 4.4 W819A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 37 73.9 na
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 19 54.1 W821A/B
probably pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 9.6 W872A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 15.1 misc. Y558's
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 17 67.8 W822A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 4.8 W852A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 5.2 W822A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 13.6 W825B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 18 45.9 W824A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 4.3 W850A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 1.1 W853A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 2.4 W829A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 3.8 W822A
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 0.6 W859
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 16 30.8 W823A/B
probably pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 9 see notes

W517-18 A-1, W519A, W582A, 

W587A, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 1 1.3 W821A
RIM, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 19.5 see notes

RIMS: W800A, W801A, W801B(3), 

W803A, pre-AD 1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 22.3 see notes

RIMS: W601A, W603A, W617A(2), 

W628A, W638A, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 7 39.9 W619A
RIMS, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 27.2 see notes

RIMS: W656A, W662A, W663A, 

W664A, W667A, W670A, pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 17.8 see notes
RIMS: W67A(2), W680A, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 12.1 W673A
RIMS, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 13.3 na
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 15 see notes

RIMS: W821B, W822A, W823A(3), 

pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 30.7 see notes

RIMS: W807A, W812B(2), W814A(2), 

W814B, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 1 4.9 W809A
RIM, pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 6 16.8 see notes

RIMS: W816A, W820A(3), W821A(2), 

pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Unspecified 9 22.7 see notes

W801B, W803A, W808B, W814A(2), 

W816B, W824A(2), N/A

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Unspecified 4 16.2 see notes
W662A, W64A, W681A, W687A
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Mississippi Pl v 

Unspecified 4 42.1 see notes
W617A, W620A(2), W636a

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 24.3 see notes

W647A, W664A, W670A, W672A, 

W674A, W679A, W680A, W686A, pre-

AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 12 27.2 see notes

W601A, W603A(2), W607A, 

W608A(2), W617A, W627A, W628A, 

W629A, W630A, W636A, pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 2 4 W687A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 4 11.2 W673A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 15.1 W620A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 6.3 W619A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 5.4 W824A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 11.5 W816A
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 5 13.6 W801B
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 8 17.8 na
pre-AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 18 71 see notes

W800A(2), W802A. W802B, W803A, 

W808A, W809B, W812A(2), W813A, 

W817A(2), W818A, W820A, W822A, 

W823A, W823B, W825B, pre-AD 

1200
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A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Unspecified 3 7.8 see notes

RIMS-W594A, W619A, W823B, pre-

AD 1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic Bell Plain v Unspecified 2 11.6 see notes
W628A, W813A

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Baytown Plain v 

Vicksburg 4 13.6 see notes

W673A(2), W670A, W803B, pre-AD 

1200

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 5.8 na

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 2 7.7 see notes
RIMS-W802A, N/A

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 4 19.6 see notes
W812, W812B, W813A, W822A

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Addis Plain v 

Unspecified 3 6.2 see notes
W522A, W664A, W674A

A77.5.256 Iron Object Iron Miscellaneous Iron 7 8.8 mixed

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Brick? Possible brick 3 3.4 W537A
fragments mendable

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Poss. Clay Effigy or 

Daub 1 4.3 W824A

Possible clay effigy or odd-shaped 

daub/bousillage

A77.5.256 Organic wood Possible wood frag Looks like tree bark 1 0.2 W813B

A77.5.256 Lithic chalk chalk or limestone chalky 1 0.8 na

A77.5.256 Lead Object lead

possible lead 

fragment appears burned 1 1 W825B

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic

Very burned--

unidentified 9 21.9 see notes

W620A, W800A, W813A, W814A, 

W820A, W812A(2), N/A(2)

A77.5.256 Daub/Bousillage clay Daub/Bousillage 35 70.2 mixed  
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A77.5.256 Lithic lithic

Stones, poss. Burned 

brick 52 153.2 mixed

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay Native ceramic discoidals, temper unid 2 9.6 see notes
W810A, W620A

A77.5.256 Bone Bone Bone 4 2.1 W821A

A77.5.256 Lithic lithic Lithic flake/debitage 1 0.7 W543A

A77.5.256 Pipe fragment clay Native ceramic pipe bowl fragments 2 2.8 see notes
W863A, W620A

A77.5.256 Pipe fragment clay Native ceramic

pipe bowl fragment-

notes 1 2.7 W801A

Engraved? Interlocking arches 

decoration

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay European ceramics

Burned, 1 stoneware 

crock 3 4 (W820B)

A77.5.256 Ceramic clay European ceramics Tin Glazed Chips 2 < 1 na  


